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Summary of Salient Points 

Pre-incarnate appearances of Christ, so-called Christophanies, present an intriguing 

hermeneutical challenge for theologians.  What regulates our ascription of divine 

appearances to the second person of the Trinity?  Is it possible to definitively identify the 

work of the Son in the Old Testament?  This thesis explores the approach to the 

phenomenon of Christophanies pursued by the 16th century Reformed theologian, John 

Calvin.  This study seeks to answer the question: what motivates Calvin’s ardent defence 

of Christophanies as the sole means through which the divine is manifested?  Calvin’s case 

for identifying a class of Old Testament theophanies as Christophanic distinctively 

emphasizes the Son’s Trinitarian mission.  In doing so, he offers a robust defence of the 

idea which can be set against its detractors, an articulation in which Trinitarian doctrine, 

Christological teaching, and biblical hermeneutical strategies are all intimately involved.  

In fact, Calvin’s contention that the Son’s twin Trinitarian roles as the Mediator and the 

One who divinely accommodates leads him to argue that all Old Testament theophanies 

must be understood to be appearances of Christ.  Calvin’s astonishing claims imply a need 

to reexamine Christology, soteriology, and Old Testament hermeneutics in light of the 

mediatorial mission of Christ.  This results in significant applications for preaching Old 

Testament passages, providing a more robust understanding of the doctrine of the Trinity, 

explicating the soteriological interpretation of divine manifestations, suggests 

missiological applications, and offers important pastoral counseling considerations.   

The thesis comprises of seven chapters.  The introductory chapter provides 

motivation for examining Christophanies through an analysis of their contemporary 

treatment.  The first chapter considers the particular contributions John Calvin offers by 

positing a threefold framework apparent in the Institutes and his Commentaries: Calvin’s 

hermeneutical conviction (1), Calvin’s understanding of the Son’s office (2), and Calvin’s 

implementation of divine accommodation (3).  The second chapter examines Calvin’s 
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exegetical methods: brevity, authorial intent, the plain sense interpretation, and remaining 

within the boundaries imposed by Scripture.  The third chapter analyzes Calvin’s 

understanding of mediation and the mediatorial offices.  Specifically, the prophetic office 

is connected to Christophanies.  Additionally, the role of mediation as the Son’s specific 

mission is presented.  The fourth chapter discusses divine accommodation as a type of 

mediatorial action and as the twin foundation for Calvin’s Christophanic convictions.  The 

fifth chapter considers Calvin’s contribution in light of the contemporary debates about 

theophanies, suggesting advances to the issues at hand, and to Calvin scholarship.  Finally, 

the sixth chapter summarizes my findings and suggests potential avenues for further 

investigation.   

This study concludes that John Calvin provides the novel argument that all 

theophanies are properly understood as Christophanies which is founded upon the 

missional activity of the Son as the Mediator and the One who accommodates the divine 

essence to human epistemic capacities.   
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INTRODUCTION: THE CASE FOR CHRISTOPHANIES 

Introduction 

The relationship between the two testaments of Scripture is one of the complex questions 

fascinating scholars.  Different scholarly approaches are utilized to reconcile the continuity 

and unity of the two Biblical dispensations.1  Given the heavy soteriological and 

Christological focus of the New Testament the intriguing question exists: is the person and 

work of Christ strictly a New Testament figure or is He represented throughout all of 

Scripture and particularly in the Old Testament?  This question has received attention from 

scholars who now suggest rethinking our Old Testament hermeneutic in light of the New 

Testament.2  Richard Hays asserts, “the Gospels teach us how to read the OT, and – at the 

same time – the OT teaches us how to read the Gospels.  Or to put it a little differently, we 

learn to read the OT by reading backwards from the Gospels, and – at the same time – we 

                                                           
1 As an illustration Walter Kaiser remarks, “it is this word of ‘sending’ that lexically links the Old Testament 
with the New Testament.”  Walter Kaiser Jr., Mission in the Old Testament: Israel as a Light to the Nations, 
2nd ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2012), xviii.  
2 Scholars advocating for a Christocentric reading of the Old Testament include: James A. Borland, Christ in 
the Old Testament: Old Testament Appearances of Christ in Human Form, 2nd ed. (Fearn: Christian Focus 
Publications, 2010); Bryan Chapell, Christ-Centered Preaching: Redeeming the Expository Sermon, 3rd ed. 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2018); Edmund P. Clowney, Preaching Christ in All of Scripture 
(Wheaton: Crossway, 2003); Edmund P. Clowney, The Unfolding Mystery: Discovering Christ in the Old 
Testament, 2nd ed. (Phillipsburg: P&R Publishing, 2013); Graeme Goldsworthy, The Goldsworthy Trilogy 
(Bletchley: Paternoster, 2000); Graeme Goldsworthy, Preaching the Whole Bible as Christian Scripture: The 
Application of Biblical Theology to Expository Preaching (Nottingham: Inter-Varsity Press, 2000); Sidney 
Greidanus, The Modern Preacher and the Ancient Text: Interpreting and Preaching Biblical Literature 
(Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1988); Sidney Greidanus, Preaching Christ from 
the Old Testament: A Contemporary Hermeneutical Method (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, 1999); Anthony Tyrrell Hanson, Jesus Christ in the Old Testament (Eugene: Wipf & 
Stock, 1965); Richard B. Hays, “Can the Gospels Teach Us How to Read the Old Testament?,” Pro Ecclesia 
11, no. 4. 402-418 (2002); Richard B. Hays, Reading Backwards: Figural Christology and the Fourfold 
Gospel Witness (London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 2015); Walter C. Kaiser, The Messiah 
in the Old Testament, Studies in Old Testament Biblical Theology, eds. Willem Van Gemeren and Tremper 
Longman III (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1995); George Balderston Kidd, Christophany: 
The Doctrine of the Manifestation of the Son of God under the Economy of the Old Testament, ed. Orlando T. 
Dobbin (London: Ward and Co., 1852); David Murray, “Calvin on Preaching Christ from the Old 
Testament,” in Calvin for Today, ed. Joel R. Beeke. 33-48 (Grand Rapids: Reformation Heritage Books, 
2009); David Murray, Jesus on Every Page (Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2013); Vern S. Poythress, The 
Shadow of Christ in the Law of Moses (Phillipsburg: P&R Publishing, 1991); Ron Rhodes, Christ Before the 
Manger: The Life and Times of the Preincarnate Christ (Eugene: Wipf & Stock Publishers, 2002); Wilhelm 
Vischer, The Witness of the Old Testament to Christ, trans. A.B. Crabtree, vol. 1 (London: Lutterworth Press, 
1949); John F. Walvoord, Jesus Christ our Lord (Chicago: Moody Publishers, 1969); and Christopher J. H. 
Wright, Knowing Jesus through the Old Testament, 2nd ed. (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2014).  
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learn how to read the Gospels by reading forwards from the OT.”3 

Historically, Christophanic interpretations were posited by many theologians.  John 

Calvin devoted substantial attention to the relationship between the two Testaments.  Hans 

Frei affirms this by attesting that Calvin viewed, “the two testaments as one canon, the 

unitary subject of which was the story of man’s fall and the salvation wrought by Jesus 

Christ.”4  Calvin views the unity of the Old Testament through the person and work of 

Christ.  Due to his novel approach, Calvin will serve as in interlocutor for this study.  In 

this study I focus on Calvin’s view of the pre-incarnate Christ or the so-called 

Christophanies.  I contend that Calvin’s Christophanic views provide profound 

Christological insights into the mediatorial offices and divine accommodation.  The twin 

markers of mediation and divine accommodation form the foundation on which Calvin 

proclaims the theophanic to be ever Christophanic.  Calvin’s contributions expand the 

contemporary Christophanic and Calvin scholarship.   

I lay the foundation for my research in these initial chapters.  Primarily, I seek to 

uncover the motivation for Christophanic analysis through examining the gap in 

theophanic and Christophanic scholarship.  This will be followed by a literary survey, 

discussing the historical roots, considering counter arguments, and discussing the wider 

field of theophanies.  In the second chapter, I analyze Calvin’s particular views, beginning 

with his exegetical methods.  The third chapter examines Calvin’s understanding of 

mediation.  The fourth chapter analyzes Calvin’s implementation of divine accommodation 

and the impact on our understanding of the revelation and manifestation of God.  Finally, 

                                                           
3 Emphasis in original.  Hays, Reading Backwards, 4.   
4 Hans W. Frei, The Eclipse of Biblical Narrative: A Study in Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century 
Hermeneutics (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1974), 31.  Frei suggests that “He [Calvin] would have 
denied that either this primacy of grammatical or literal procedure or any specific outcome of its application 
in any way softens the claim that the canon is one because the meaning of all of it is salvation in Jesus Christ.  
The reason for his confidence in the harmony of grammatical with pervasive christological interpretation is 
his unquestioned assumption of a natural coherence between literal and figural reading, and of the need of 
each for supplementation by the other.”  Frei, 26-27. 
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the concluding chapters revisit the contemporary Christophanic articulation, summarize the 

need for additional Christophanic research, and describe Calvin’s contribution.  

0.1 Motivation for Christophanic Research 

Christophanies trace their roots to the early church fathers.5  Yet, despite the historical 

precedence, limited extensive analysis of this theological concept has been produced.  

Bogdan Bucur laments that theophanies are “an understudied topic in biblical or patristic 

scholarship.”6  Gavin Beers notes that the recent decades saw an increased focus on 

Christocentric preaching, particularly from the Old Testament.7  This suggests that 

Christophanies or at least theophanies would be well researched; yet Beers contends that 

apart from short excurses, these doctrines remain largely overlooked.8  Although a few 

shorter works have surfaced, none focuses on Calvin’s treatment and they often fail to 

afford more than a passing mention of the Reformer. 

 Furthermore, Christophanic advocates have noted the imprecision and divergence 

of language over time.  James Borland states, “trouble arises in seeking a proper definition 

for theophany precisely because of the variety of usage that was begun in the early church 

period and continues today.”9  He offers a motivation for additional analysis – the need to 

refine the subject matter and seek greater theological precision.10  The generic term 

‘theophany’ fails to identify the manifested person of the Trinity.  Furthermore, the danger 

                                                           
5 Bogdan G. Bucur names Justin Martyr as one of the earliest Christophanic patristics.  Bogdan Bucur, 
“Justin Martyr’s Exegesis of Biblical Theophanies and the Parting of the Ways between Christianity and 
Judaism,” Theological Studies 75, no. 1. 34-51 (2014).   
6 Bogdan G. Bucur, “Clement of Alexandria’s Exegesis of Old Testament Theophanies,” Phronema 29, no. 
1. 61-79 (2014), 61. 
7 Gavin Beers, “Christophanies in the Old Testament,” Journal of the Seminary of the Free Church of 
Scotland (Continuing) 2. 55-80 (2016), 55. 
8 Beers, 55-56.  In particular, he mentions Jonathan Stephen’s work Close Encounters with the Son of God 
and James Borland’s Christ in the Old Testament.  Beers, 56.  However, Beers notes that Stephen’s work “is 
really a collection of sermons on relevant texts.”  Beers, 56. 
9 Emphasis in original.  Borland, Christ in the Old Testament, 14. 
10 Borland, 15. 
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exists of blurring all divisions, including those separating Christ’s pre-incarnate and 

incarnate appearances.  Additionally, I suggest that a more precise Christophanic 

articulation has important soteriological and Christological ramifications.  Although the 

essence of the manifestation may remain intact by theophanic exegesis, a particular 

understanding of Scripture’s unity emerges through the knowledge that Christ ever 

manifests the divine. 

0.2 Analyzing Christophanic and Theophanic Literature 

Although limited, a few Christophanic works exist, chiefly Borland’s contribution which I 

interact with in this section.  Following this, I analyze the historical position before turning 

to an opposing view presented by Andrew Malone.  Additionally, I consider the broader 

topic of theophanies, examining works by Vern Poythress and Jeffrey Niehaus.  Finally, I 

offer a concise overview of the various representative authors.  

0.2.1 The Contemporary Case for Christophanies 

James Borland’s work, Christ in the Old Testament, is one of the most significant recent 

Christophanic treatments.11  Borland defines Christophanies as “those unsought, 

intermittent and temporary, visible and audible manifestations of God the Son in human 

form, by which God communicated something to certain conscious human beings on earth 

prior to the birth of Jesus Christ.”12  This definition allows Borland to maintain 

theophanies alongside Christophanies.  He suggests Christophanies are to be differentiated 

from visions, the pillar of cloud and fire, the glory of the tabernacle, and the incarnate 

                                                           
11 James A. Borland, Christ in the Old Testament: Old Testament Appearances of Christ in Human Form, 2nd 
ed. (Fearn: Christian Focus Publications, 2010).  Malone contends that “both the word [Christophany] and 
the concept have been returned to prominence by theologian James Borland.  The title of his 1976 doctoral 
dissertation clearly spells out his thesis: ‘Christophanies: Old Testament Appearances of Christ in Human 
Form’.  A popularization appeared in 1978, with sufficient interest that a second edition was released in 1999 
(itself reprinted and freshly promoted in 2010).”  Andrew Malone, Knowing Jesus in the Old Testament? A 
Fresh Look at Christophanies (Nottingham: Inter-Varsity Press, 2015), 18-19.  Malone also states that 
Borland “remains arguably the key proponent of christophanies and the catalyst for their recent popularity”.  
Malone, 74.     
12 Borland, Christ in the Old Testament, 17. 
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Christ.13  Borland considers the human form to be a foundational property, thereby 

dismissing inanimate Christophanies.14 

Borland suggests nine characteristic Christophanic features: Christophanies are real 

events occupying space and time, Christophanies are divinely initiated, Christophanies 

function to provide revelation, Christophanies are to select individuals, Christophanies are 

not predictable or regular events, Christophanies are temporary manifestations, 

Christophanies involve visible and audible components, Christophanies differ in 

appearances from one manifestation to the next, and Christophanies are strictly Old 

Testament phenomenon.15  These comments are representative of other Christophanic 

proponents.16   

 Additionally, Borland seeks to prove the deity of the Angel of the Lord.  He relies 

on six proofs to demonstrate the Angel’s divine nature: the term ‘angel’ represents an 

office rather than a nature; the Angel is described as being God, the Angel bears the 

personal name of God; the Angel speaks as God not merely on God’s behalf; the Angel 

exhibits divine attributes (exercises divine prerogative and displays divine authority); and 

the Angel accepts and commands worship be offered to Him.17  Borland’s work 

                                                           
13 Borland, 17.   
14 Borland, 18. 
15 Borland, 21-31.  Borland comments, “These characteristics, when taken together, constitute the basic 
definition of a Christophany.”  Borland, 21.   
16 For example, Jeffrey Niehaus also advocates for theophanies as divinely initiated.  Jeffrey J. Niehaus, God 
at Sinai: Covenant and Theophany in the Bible and Ancient Near East. Studies in Old Testament Biblical 
Theology, eds. Willem Van Gemeren and Tremper Longman III (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing 
House, 1995), 20.  Clowney observes that the Biblical God always takes the initiative.  Clowney, Preaching 
Christ, 80.  Regarding revelation, Niehaus observes that “God is not silent when he appears”.  Niehaus, God 
at Sinai, 29. 
17 Borland, Christ in the Old Testament, 36-43.  Borland states that “only the context can clearly reveal 
whether the term messenger, or angel, refers to the office of the one who is sent (in which case it could be 
Christ) or to the nature of created angels as finite beings.”  Emphasis in original.  Borland, 36-37.  He notes 
that “The Hebrew term �ַמְלָא (mal’āk) is used some 214 times in the Old Testament.  Nearly 50 percent of 
these occurrences clearly have reference in their context to human messengers”.  Borland, 36.  Regarding the 
appropriation of the divine name, Borland comments, “It seems plain that this ‘angel of the LORD’ distinctly 
bore the memorial name of Jehovah because He was Jehovah.”  Emphasis in original.  Borland, 39.  He 
contends that although other messengers in ancient times assumed the role of the one they represented, these 
instances are “exceedingly rare in the Scriptures and hardly ever results in confusing the issue.”  Borland, 40.  
The reception of worship serves as a key evidence for Borland.  He notes that “Exodus 3:5 and Joshua 5:14 
are the only Old Testament texts that portray men actually worshipping anyone not distinctly designated as 
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concentrates on the figure of the Angel of the Lord.  This restricts his analysis to those 

passages where this Hebrew construct appears.  Additionally, it raises the question: on 

what hermeneutical basis should Christophanies be indicated?  This question must be 

addressed by Christophanic proponents and one that I will put to Calvin. 

Borland does attempt to connect the name YHWH to the divine.  However, he fails 

to offer a convincing link to Christ and remains content to demonstrate that “whether it is 

the Messenger of Jehovah or Jehovah Himself who is said to have appeared, both are 

purely designations of deity.”18  This shortfall is picked up by Malone who states,  

If the Angel of the Lord is to be interpreted as the preincarnate Son, proponents 
have to master both the prior premises.  They need to show that the Angel is God.  
We ourselves have seen this to be fairly straightforward.  Because of the historical 
arm-wrestling concerning Candidates 2 [angelophany] and 3 [Christophany], 
proponents of Candidate 3 have poured their energy into showing the Angel’s 
divinity.  Yet they also need to prove that the Angel is distinct from God.  This has 
received far less attention.19 

Malone’s contention that it is insufficient to prove the Angel’s divinity is valid since that 

indicates a theophany rather than proving a Christophany.  The bulk of Borland’s emphasis 

relies on demonstrating the Angel’s divine nature as such. 

 Borland does seek to connect the divine Angel to the Son.  He cites several New 

Testament passages speaking of Christ’s pre-incarnate activity, principally, John 12:38-

41.20  Additionally, Borland argues that logic demands the Son be the human-form 

appearance of the divine based on the precedence set by the incarnation.21  Borland 

                                                           
either Jehovah or some false God or idol.  And this Messenger of the Christophanies of the Old Testament 
not only received worship, but commanded even greater respect and honor be paid Him by having men 
remove their shoes in His divine presence.”  Emphasis in original.  Borland, 42.    
18 Borland, 45. 
19 Emphasis in original.  Malone, Knowing Jesus, 131.  Malone specifically indicates Borland’s work, stating, 
“His [James Borland’s] first major chapter, which reviewers recognize as ‘the heart of Borland’s work’, is 
titled ‘The Christophany Proved to Be an Appearance of God’ and explains that ‘the purpose of this chapter 
is to prove that it was actually God, the one unique Supreme Being of the universe, who appeared to man in 
the Christophanies’.  His first subheading again repeats his emphasis on ‘The Proof That God Himself 
Appeared in the Christophanies’.  Although he prejudicially names these appearances of God as 
‘christophanies’, his principal contribution is evidence for the Angel’s divinity.”  Emphasis in original.  
Malone, 131.  
20 Emphasis in original.  Borland, Christ in the Old Testament, 61. 
21 Borland, 62.  Borland notes that the Angel of the Lord does not make post-incarnation appearances and 
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concludes “that the human-form theophanies were the exclusive function of God the 

Son.”22 

 In summary, Borland focuses on demonstrating the divinity of the Angel of the 

Lord and then attempts to establish the agency of the Son as the best explanation.  Despite 

bringing this doctrine into the realm of academic discourse, Borland’s work falls prey to 

several weaknesses.  First, Borland allows theophanies to exist alongside Christophanies 

without providing a sufficiently precise hermeneutical argument to distinguish between the 

two or to demonstrate that both exist.  Are these other theophanies possibly 

Christophanies?  Or does Borland intend to imply that theophanies are manifestations of 

the Father and Christophanies are manifestations of the Son?  Second, Borland’s work 

provides limited discussion demonstrating that the divine presence is an appearance of the 

Son, neither does he establish why we should consider this an appearance of Christ rather 

than the Son.  Third, Borland’s work is restricted to considering human-form theophanies 

as Christophanies.  Is this sensible?  I believe that Calvin’s articulation approaches the 

question from a different angle that supplements Borland’s observations and provides 

answers to his weaknesses. 

0.2.2 The Historic Case for Christophanies 

Although arguably the most prominent contemporary Christophanic advocate, Borland’s 

view has notable historical precedent.  Borland cites “Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Clement of 

Alexandria, Theophilus, the Apostolic Constitutions, Tertullian, Cyprian, Cyril, Hilary, 

and Chrysostom” as Christophanic advocates.23  Bucur concurs that Justin Martyr 

advocated for Christophanies.24   Furthermore, he contends that a Christophanic 

                                                           
that passages describing the divine attribute of invisibility are always in reference to the Father.  Borland, 62. 
22 Borland, 65. 
23 Borland, 58.  Oddly Calvin is only referenced second hand.   
24 Bucur, “Justin Martyr’s Exegesis,” 50.   
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interpretation predates Justin Martyr and is found within the New Testament itself.25     

 Bucur further argues that Clement of Alexandria was aware of and likely 

“committed to the ‘traditional’ – i.e., christological – interpretation of biblical 

theophanies.”26  In a telling manner, Bucur’s language suggests that a Christophanic 

approach was the historic explanation for divine manifestations in the Old Testament.  

Additionally, Bucur suggests that Christophanies served to combat heretical teachings.27  

This raises the question, does the movement away from theophanies and Christophanies 

reflect a theological development or is it indicative of a need for a refinement and more 

systematic doctrinal development?     

 Bucur illustrates at length the widely held historic view on this doctrine.  He 

declares, “Among Greek-speaking sources one may quote Cyril of Jerusalem, Ephiphanius, 

John Chrysostom, Theodoret of Cyrus, and the Apostolic Constitutions; among Latin 

writers Novatian, Gregory of Elvira, Phoebadius, Ambrose of Milan, Hilary of Poitiers, 

and Jerome.”28  Indeed, Bucur suggests that this is one of the places where the eastern and 

western churches faced a division.  Bucur claims that “A significant change in the 

interpretation of theophanies occurs only with Augustine and only West of the Adriatic”.29  

Augustine’s impact led to a reduction in Christophanic scholarship within the western 

church.    

 Bucur’s scholarship demonstrates the historicity of Christophanies.  Yet, as Bucur 

                                                           
25 Bucur, 50. 
26 Bucur, “Clement of Alexandria’s Exegesis,” 62. 
27 Bogdan G. Bucur, “A Blind Spot in the Study of Fourth-Century Christian Theology: The Christological 
Exegesis of Theophanies,” The Journal of Theological Studies 69, no. 2. 588-610 (October 2018), 588-589.  
“Over the last 20 years, however, a growing segment of scholarship on Christian origins has traced this 
second-century ‘YHWH Christology’ or ‘Christology of Divine Identity’ back to the writings of the New 
Testament.  This development has, quite naturally, changed the perception of Justin’s achievement.”  Bucur, 
589.   
28 Bucur, 607-609. 
29 Bucur, 609.  Herman Bavinck stakes the claim that “The church fathers before Augustine were unanimous 
in explaining this angel of the Lord as a theophany of the Logos.”  Herman Bavinck, Reformed Dogmatics, 
ed. John Bolt, trans. John Vriend. Vol. 2, God and Creation (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2004), 262.  
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suggests, Augustine’s influence rendered this once widely held doctrine relatively obsolete 

until the Reformation.  Thus, Calvin represents a novel contribution to modern scholarship 

and illustrates a movement against the complacency of his day by reconsidering the 

historic position.  Bucur’s research highlights the significant gap which persists to this day, 

especially in protestant Christophanic scholarship.30  

0.2.3 The Contemporary Case Against Christophanies    

Recent attempts to revitalize the Christophanic case have generated significant debate.  In 

this section I take up one recent counterargument by Andrew Malone in his book, Knowing 

Jesus in the Old Testament?  A Fresh Look at Christophanies.31  Malone is not ardently 

opposed to finding Christ in the Old Testament.  He admits that “Discovering Jesus more 

patently in the Old Testament is a winning scenario by any Christian measure.”32  Rather 

his concern is hermeneutical.  He explains,  

In short, we want to be better Bible readers.  That’s precisely what proponents tell 
us is achieved when we interpret theophanies as christophanies: we are clarifying 
the trinitarian truths inherent in the Old Testament passages.  I propose that we can 
become even more responsible in reading and interpreting the Bible by challenging 
the arguments used for christophanies.33   

Malone is open to Christophanies should a strong argument arise which demonstrates a 

greater hermeneutical rigor than those currently employed.34   

 Malone offers a syllogism to represent the case presented by Christophanic 

advocates: 

1. Old Testament figures are said to have seen God, but 
2. God the Father is invisible, therefore 

                                                           
30 Bucur’s Eastern Orthodox faith demonstrates that even less of the limited modern scholarship is produced 
from a protestant, let alone reformed, perspective.  
31 Andrew S. Malone, Knowing Jesus in the Old Testament? A Fresh Look at Christophanies (Nottingham: 
Inter-Varsity Press, 2015).  
32 Malone, 28. 
33 Emphasis in original.  Malone, 29. 
34 Malone, 197. 
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3. Old Testament figures saw the Son, not the Father.35  

This syllogism is highly simplified, presenting the foundational arguments.  Is this overly 

simplified?  Borland’s treatment does not primarily rely on the invisibility of God, but 

points to New Testament testimony, the parallel activity of the Angel of the Lord and 

Christ, and the failure of the Angel to appear post-incarnation.  Malone’s syllogism fails to 

address any of these arguments.  

 In considering the syllogism, Malone suggests that the second point is the most 

suspect.  Consequently, Malone attempts to reimagine the Biblical usage of invisibility in 

key passages.  He states, “Moses is not told that he is physically unable to look upon God; 

he is not permitted to do so.”36  Malone advocates a redefining of the term invisibility to 

indicate that the Father has the ability to be perceived, but chooses to remain veiled.37  By 

altering the definition, Malone suggests that the Father could make Himself visible should 

He so choose.  Malone considers that the contemporary case does not provide a compelling 

explanation for why Christ can be manifested and the Father cannot, only appealing to the 

incarnation for proof.  However, is Malone generating a difference without distinction?  It 

is seemingly inconsequential if invisibility means inability to be perceived or chooses to 

remain veiled.38  In either situation, the Father is not seen and Malone does not 

convincingly argue why that would occasionally change.  That said, my study must 

seriously consider how the Son is exempt from passages referring to God’s invisibility.   

 Additionally, Malone investigates the possibilities for the Angel’s identity.  He 

                                                           
35 Malone, 34. 
36 Emphasis in original.  Malone, 38. 
37 “In short, there’s every basis to take such negated adjectives as describing something that, for whatever 
reason, does not happen.  There is no claim being made as to whether it could happen or not.  This means it is 
far wiser to translate the word aoratos as something that is currently ‘unseen’, not something that is 
permanently ‘invisible’.”  Emphasis in original.  Malone, 50. 
38 Malone contends that “we ought not to press it [language of invisibility] to mean that the Father has always 
been and remains entirely inaccessible and invisible.”  Malone, 65.  He elsewhere advocates for the 
terminology of “unseen” rather than “invisible”.  Malone, 68. 
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suggests three candidates: a theophany, an angelophany, or a Christophany.39  Concerning 

theophanies, Malone states that the arguments in their favor are not debated.  Rather the 

disagreement lies in whether we can differentiate between a pre-incarnate appearance of 

Christ and a divine or angelic appearance.40  Although Malone indicates his preference for 

theophanies, he concedes that “I’m not advocating that the Father works alone.  It may be 

the Father alone or the full undistinguished Trinity operating as an Angel.  It may even be 

that the divine persons take turns in the Angel role.  It remains conceivable that the Angel 

is a task regularly assigned to or fulfilled by the Son.”41        

 Malone perceives several shortcomings in Borland’s Christophanic arguments.  He 

offers three points of contention: Borland charges opponents with heresy, his articulation 

allows for the physical manifestations of the Father and the Spirit, and he denies the 

possibility that divine invisibility can be relinquished.42  The charges by Malone are 

significant as they extend to Calvin’s articulation.  As I hope to show, Calvin’s developed 

account of Christophanies provides the answers to Malone’s questions and supplies the 

scholarly rigor that Malone perceives is absent in Borland’s construction.     

0.2.4 Broadening the Theological Landscape: Theophanies  

The distinction between Christophanies and theophanies is often blurred.  Consequently, it 

is important to consider the existing theophanic scholarship as it bears relevance to my 

study.  In this section I examine two theophanic works, particularly noting those aspects 

contributing to the issues surrounding divine manifestations. 

Jeffrey Niehaus’ work, God at Sinai represents an earlier investigation into 

                                                           
39 Malone, 87-89. 
40 Emphasis in original.  Malone, 104. 
41 Emphasis in original.  Malone, 140. 
42 Malone, 137.  Malone apparently misunderstands Borland’s argument to be that all divine manifestations 
are exclusively Christophanic.  On the contrary, Borland allows for theophanies to exist alongside 
Christophanies.  Vern Poythress similarly critiques Malone.  See footnote 2 in: Vern S. Poythress, 
Theophany: A Biblical Theology of God’s Appearing (Wheaton: Crossway, 2018), 418.  Poythress devotes 
Appendix A to perceived weaknesses in Malone’s articulation.  See Poythress, 417-424.  
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theophanies.43  Niehaus understands the Sinai theophany to serve as the lens to contrast all 

theophanies in Scripture.44  One of Niehaus’ foundational theophanic principles is that 

“The God of the Old Testament is a God who reveals himself.  He is also a God who 

conceals himself.”45  The self-revelation of God is important for imparting understanding 

of the divine to God’s people.46  Although advocating for Sinai as the theophanic apex, 

Niehaus contends that the first divine appearance occurs in Genesis 3:8.47     

Niehaus’ characteristics, insofar as they are theophanic, ought to be extendible to 

Christophanies.  He offers nine characteristic theophanic traits: They are divinely initiated; 

temporary; manifest salvation; demonstrate God’s holiness; reveal God in a manner 

comprehendible by humankind while concealing what would be unendurable; produce fear 

as a response to God’s holiness; elicit a dramatic response from creation; anticipate God’s 

eschatological revelation; and always include verbal revelation.48  Niehaus’ contention that 

theophanies are temporal manifestations poses a potential dilemma for God’s 

                                                           
43 Jeffrey J. Niehaus, God at Sinai: Covenant and Theophany in the Bible and Ancient Near East, Studies in 
Testament Biblical Theology, eds. Willem Van Gemeren and Tremper Longman III (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan Publishing House, 1995). 
44 Niehaus, 16.  The quintessential theophany is a contested subject.  Emil Fackenheim suggests that the 
climactic theophany occurred at the crossing of the Red Sea.  Fackenheim states, “Even the lowest 
maidservant at the Red Sea saw what Isaiah, Ezekiel, and all the other prophets never saw.”  Emil. L. 
Fackenheim, God’s Presence in History: Jewish Affirmations and Philosophical Reflections (New York: 
Harper Torchbooks, 1970), 4.  Fackenheim titles this theophany a “root event,” advancing the claim that “At 
the Red Sea, however, the whole people saw, the lowly maidservants included, and what occurred before 
their eyes was not an opening of heaven but a transformation of earth – an historic event affecting decisively 
all future Jewish generations.”  Fackenheim, 8-10.    
45 Niehaus, God at Sinai, 17.  
46 “What Israel knew of God, it knew through his own self-disclosure.”  Niehaus, 17. 
47 Niehaus, 18.  Meredith Kline similarly understands Genesis 3:8 as the first recorded divine manifestation.  
See Meredith G. Kline, Images of the Spirit (Eugene: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 1999), 97-115.  
48 Niehaus, 20-30.  Many of Niehaus’ characteristics overlap with Borland’s’.  See Borland, Christ in the Old 
Testament, 17, 23-24.  J. Kenneth Kuntz further offers agreement, stating “the theophany in the Old 
Testament is initiated by, and only by, the deity himself.  Never is man represented as one who evokes a 
theophanic encounter.”  Emphasis in original.  J. Kenneth Kuntz, The Self-Revelation of God (Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, 1967), 32.  He defines a theophany as, “a temporal manifestation of the deity to man 
involving visible and audible elements that signal God’s real presence.”  Kuntz, 17.  Kuntz adds, “The 
mystery of God’s holiness is as unfathomable as it is terrifying.  As man directly witnesses God’s self-
disclosure in the theophany, he cannot penetrate the mysterious aura of divine holiness, much less stand up to 
its frightening demeanor.”  Kuntz, 43.  Regarding nature’s response, he declares that “theophanic accounts 
are arranged so as to represent the absolute sovereignty of the deity over the universe, and the 
corresponding convulsion of nature in reaction to his self-manifestation.”  Emphasis in original.  Kuntz, 34.     
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omnipresence.  Yet, he declares that “This fact does not contradict God’s omnipresence, 

which is clearly asserted elsewhere”.49  Unfortunately, Niehaus does not analyze how a 

temporary appearance at a particular place and time avoids violating God’s omnipresence.  

Does Calvin address this issue?  Niehaus’ final characteristic indicates the primacy of the 

accompanying spoken revelation.  He explains, “The visual component in all of these 

theophanies was important, even awesome.  But the heart of the matter in each case was 

what Yahweh had to say.”50  Hence, for Niehaus, divine speech is foundational to the 

theophanic.  

One of Niehaus’ strengths is his extended discussion of the continuation of themes 

surfaced by Sinai theophanies in the New Testament.  This leads Niehaus to point to Sinai 

allusions in the Gospel accounts.51  However, he considers the consummation to be the 

eschaton which he terms “that ultimate theophany for which all creation longs” rather than 

the incarnation.52  Consequently, the consideration of Christ as God’s visible manifestation 

is largely ignored.53   

Vern Poythress’ recent work, Theophany: A Biblical Theology of God’s Appearing 

seemingly suffers from a similar lack of precision.54  Poythress seeks to connect 

theophanic themes to the New Testament.55  Unlike Niehaus, he directly addresses the 

relationship between theophanies and the person and work of Christ, indicating that “God 

                                                           
49 Niehaus, God at Sinai, 21 
50 Niehaus, 30.  Kuntz adds, “the most illuminating declaration to be made may well be that the hearing is 
appreciated as being central to the theophanic event as is the seeing, if not more so.”  Kuntz, The Self-
Revelation of God, 17-18. 
51 Niehaus, God at Sinai, 334. 
52 Niehaus, 334. 
53 The Angel of the Lord only receives passing treatment.  See Niehaus, 191-195 
54 Vern S. Poythress, Theophany: A Biblical Theology of God’s Appearing (Wheaton: Crossway, 2018). 
55 See, for example, Poythress, 37-39, 51-52, 63-64, 76-78, et cetera.  He states, “The Old Testament 
contains many anticipations of the time when Christ would come to earth and accomplish salvation…Thus 
there is coherence among four themes: (1) promise and fulfillment; (2) covenant; (3) kingdom; and (4) 
presence.”  Poythress, 22-27.       
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makes himself known supremely in Christ.”56  This leads Poythress to observe that “A 

broad use [of theophany] would also include appearances of God in the New Testament, 

including the appearing of Christ himself.  In his incarnation, Christ is the permanent 

‘theophany’ of God.”57  Yet, Poythress’ admittedly broad statement seemingly blurs the 

lines between theophanies and the incarnation, a contention concerning to Christophanic 

opponents.58   

The issues surrounding terminology and its usage reemerge in Poythress’ 

development.  Though Poythress indicates that theophanies involve God’s presence,  he 

also declares that divine speech should also be categorized as theophanic.59  A resulting 

question emerges – what significance, if any, does the visible play in theophanies?  Should 

a distinction exist between the theophanic and the theophonic? 

Additional questions surface regarding Poythress’ consideration of theophanic 

Trinitarian themes.60  Poythress relates the mediatorial offices to the Trinity by assigning 

the prophetic office to the Father, royal to the Son, and sacerdotal to the Holy Spirit.61  

Yet, his division of the mediatorial offices seems unorthodox.  Perhaps more mystifying is 

his indication that theophany is an attribute of the Holy Spirit.62  Additional clarification 

and elaboration would be helpful.  

The previous examples illustrate the challenges accompanied by employing 

                                                           
56 Poythress, 19. 
57 Emphasis in original.  Poythress, 23.  He further states that “the theme [of theophany] has at its center the 
person of Christ who is the permanent theophany anticipated by the temporary theophanies in the Old 
Testament.”  Poythress, 23. 
58 See, for instance, William Graham MacDonald, “Christology and ‘The Angel of the Lord,’” in Current 
Issues in Biblical and Patristic Interpretation, ed. Gerald F. Hawthorne, 324-335 (Grand Rapids: William B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1975), 325. 
59 Poythress, Theophany, 29 and 31.  
60 Poythress, 134. 
61 See Table 17.2 in Poythress, 135.  Poythress advances that all persons are involved in every divine action.  
Poythress, 135. 
62 See Table 17.2 in Poythress, 135.  This seemingly contradicts Poythress’ later indication that the Father 
plans, the Son speaks, and the Holy Spirit responds.  See Table 23.3 in Poythress, 183. 
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insufficiently precise terminology.  While the term ‘Christophany’ postdates Calvin, I will 

demonstrate that the concept is clearly present.  Furthermore, I believe that Calvin offers a 

convincing reason to speak of Christophanies in lieu of theophanies.  Calvin’s articulation 

provides a more defined understanding of the challenges arising from Poythress’ and 

Niehaus’ articulations.  The need exists for additional research of the Christophanic 

validity and implications.
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CHAPTER 1: FOUNDATIONS: SURVEYING CALVIN SCHOLARSHIP 

Introduction 

Before embarking on my investigation of Calvin’s Christophanic views, it is helpful to 

consider the advances produced by Calvin scholarship.  This will enable me to properly 

situate Christophanies within Calvin’s theological framework.  Consequently, this chapter 

aims to consider the most pertinent scholarship to my present study.  I begin by 

considering the research surrounding Calvin’s hermeneutical structure.  Following this, I 

focus on mediation as the foundation for Calvin’s Christology.  Subsequently, Calvin’s 

twin to mediation – divine accommodation – is discussed.  Finally, I draw concluding 

remarks to summarize the foundational framework for this study. 

1.1 Analyzing Calvin’s Exegetical Methods 

Having considered contemporary theophanic and Christophanic scholarship, I attend to 

John Calvin’s particular views.  Calvin’s hermeneutics offer answers to objections of 

reading Christ into the Old Testament.  It is fitting, therefore, that my study begins by 

contemplating Calvin’s methodology.  The first section considers Calvin’s understanding 

of Scriptural inerrancy.  I then focus on Calvin’s hermeneutical principles.  Following this, 

I analyze Calvin’s understanding of the relationship between Christ and Scripture.  Finally, 

a brief methodological discussion regarding the decision to limit this study to the Institutes 

and Commentaries occurs.   

1.1.1 A Survey of Calvin’s View on Scriptural Inerrancy 

Calvin’s understanding of inerrancy has generated significant discussion.  T. H. L. Parker 

writes,  

Calvin’s concept of Scripture as the Word of God presents probably the most 
difficult problem in all his theology, one on which much has been written and about 
which there is considerable disagreement.  It is a question of relating the numerous 
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passages where he speaks of the Holy Spirit “dictating” the Scriptures to the 
prophets and apostles, his “amanuenses”, and the no less frequent places where he 
treats the text as a human production and, as such, sometimes incorrect on matters 
of fact.1 

Parker succinctly outlines the disagreement – the balance between rigorous dictation and 

the freedom of human ingenuity.  The latter implies inevitable error while the former 

suggests perfection.  The impartation of revelation is one of the primary Christophanic 

functions.  Peter Opitz observes that Calvin understands Christ to be “the source of all 

revelations”.2  This suggests a motivation for Christ’s pre-incarnate appearances.     

 Roger Nicole categorizes Calvin scholars into two groups: those attributing Biblical 

inerrancy to Calvin and those understanding Calvin to adhere to limited inerrancy.3  

Intriguingly, Nicole observes that many scholars in the former camp “themselves do not 

accept inerrancy”.4  This guards against any temptation to “assimilate Calvin to their own 

position.”5  Scholars attesting to a view not in alignment with their own suggests evidence 

within Calvin’s works compels them to break with personal convictions.    

Nicole represents the Scriptural inerrancy camp.6  He observes that the question of 

inerrancy, as such, was not contentious in the sixteenth century.7  Calvin’s disagreements 

with the Roman Catholic church were not surrounding inerrancy, which Rome upheld; 

rather the controversial issue concerned Scripture as the exclusive authority for the whole 

                                                           
1 T. H. L. Parker, Calvin’s New Testament Commentaries (London: SCM Press Ltd, 1971), 56-57.  He notes 
that “Some scholars emphasize the one side, some the other.  Doumergue will distinguish between the form 
and the content of Scripture and say with Gallican fervor: ‘it is not the words that are important, it is the 
doctrine, the spiritual doctrine, the substance.’  But Professor Dowey considers that Calvin ‘believes the 
revelation to have been given word for word by the Spirit.’  Both views are quite right and can be supported 
easily by quotations from Calvin’s writings.”  Parker, 57.   
2 Peter Opitz, “Scripture,” in The Calvin Handbook, ed. Herman J. Selderhuis, trans. Rebecca A. Giselbrecht, 
235-244 (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2008), 242. 
3 Roger Nicole, “John Calvin and Inerrancy,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 6, Calvin and 
Hermeneutics, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 273-290 (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992). 
4 Nicole, 427.  Nicole indicates the following scholars not holding to inerrancy attribute it to Calvin: R. 
Seeberg, O Ritschl, P. Lobstein, J. Orr, P. Wernle, A.M. Hunter, Herman Bauke, R. Davies, E. Dowey, B.A. 
Gerrish, R.C. Johnson, and H.J. Forstman.   
5 Nicole, 427. 
6 Nicole, 427. 
7 Nicole, 428.   
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content of faith.8  Nicole’s observations account for Calvin’s failure to provide extended 

treatment of this doctrine. 

 John Woodbridge adds that human authorship and inerrancy are not required to 

stand in tension.  He states, “It does not follow that because the Bible’s human authors 

were not automatons in their writing of Scripture the resultant product was errant.  Such a 

stance limits dramatically the power of God to protect His Word.”9  Woodbridge attributes 

authorship, for Calvin, to the Holy Spirit.10     

 Edward Dowey’s analysis expresses Calvin’s commitment to inerrancy in stronger 

terms.  This is notable given that Dowey does not adopt the same view.11  Dowey 

understands Calvin to hold to literal dictation, a narrower claim not demanded by 

inerrancy.12  Yet, Dowey remarks,  

Most of what today are recognized as idiosyncrasies in style and even mistakes in 
the text are attributed to the purposes of the Holy Spirit.  To this end, the principle 
of accommodation is for Calvin a common exegetical device for explaining away 
irregularities that might otherwise, with a less rigorous view of the perfection of the 
text, be simply attributed to inaccuracies.  When he does admit an undeniable error 
of grammar or of fact, without exception he attributes it to the copyists, never to the 

                                                           
8 A. D. R. Polman, “Calvin on the Inspiration of Scripture,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 6, 
Calvin and Hermeneutics, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 291-306 (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992), 
110.  Henk van den Belt comments, “For Calvin, the Word of God is not merely the true and certain rule of 
faith, but also the only rule.”  Henk van den Belt, “Henrich Bulliger and Jean Calvin on the Authority of 
Scripture (1538-1571),” Journal of Reformed Theology 5. 310-325 (2011), 319. 
9 John D. Woodbridge, Biblical Authority: Infallibility and Inerrancy in the Christian Tradition (Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan, 1982), 59.  Marten Woudstra comments, “These two, human intention and divine 
dictation, do not stand in opposition to each other; they are two sides of the same coin.”  Marten H. 
Woudstra, “Calvin Interprets What ‘Moses Reports’: Observations on Calvin’s Commentary on Exodus 1-
19,” Calvin Theological Journal 21. 151-174 (1986), 155.  David Puckett states, “It is apparent that Calvin is 
unwilling to divorce the intention of the human writer from the meaning of the Holy Spirit.  It is difficult to 
escape the conclusion that for him, the intention, thought, and words of the prophet and of the Holy Spirit in 
the production of scripture are so closely related that there is no practical way to distinguish them.”  David L. 
Puckett, John Calvin’s Exegesis of the Old Testament (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1995), 36-
37. 
10 Woodbridge, Biblical Authority: Infallibility, 61.  
11 Nicole, “John Calvin and Inerrancy,” 275.  
12 Dowey states, “He [Calvin] incontrovertibly did mean literal dictation”.  Edward A. Dowey, The 
Knowledge of God in Calvin’s Theology (Grand Rapids: WM. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1994), 99.  Paul 
Fuhrmann counters, “Calvin did not entertain the notion of a mechanical or literal inspiration of the Bible.  
This was to be an innovation of later orthodoxy.  With the early Reformers, he had the concept of the organic 
inspiration of the sacred authors.  The inspired men in their own way expressed the ideas suggested by the 
Spirit yet kept their individuality and personal style.”  Paul Traugott Fuhrmann, “Calvin, the Expositor of 
Scripture,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 6, Calvin and Hermeneutics, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 
104-125 (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992), 109. 
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inspired writer.  There is no hint anywhere in Calvin’s writings that the original text 
contained any flaws at all.13  

In this manner, Dowey dismisses charges that Calvin advocated for limited inerrancy and 

addresses Parker’s claim that Calvin acknowledges textual errors.14  Dowey suggests that 

every apparent flaw is attributable to a copyist error.  Hence, Calvin shields the autographs 

from mistakes, while allowing for variants produced through time and translation.15  

Dowey concludes,  

To Calvin the theologian an error in Scripture is unthinkable.  Hence the endless 
harmonizing, the explaining and interpreting of passages that seem to contradict or 
to be inaccurate.  But Calvin the critical scholar recognizes mistakes with a 
disarming ingenuousness.  The mistake or the gloss is simply a blunder made by an 
ignorant copyist.16 

Hence, Dowey advocates for verbal inspiration in the autographs via dictation, with any 

subsequent errors introduced by copyists and not affecting doctrine.   

However, not all scholars are persuaded by the arguments favoring Calvin’s view 

                                                           
13 Dowey, The Knowledge of God, 99-100.  
14 “When he writes as a theologian about the inspiration (and rarely the preservation) of Scripture, there is not 
the least hint that Calvin the scholar ever has found or ever may find an error in the text before him.”  
Dowey, 103.  He continues, “On the other hand, when he sees an obvious error in the text before him, there is 
no indication that it makes any theological impression on him at all.  It never causes him to retract or qualify 
or generally even to mention his general position of verbal inerrancy.”  Emphasis in original.  Dowey, 103. 
15 Perhaps this undergirds the claim for doctrinal inspiration above verbal inspiration.  John McNeil 
represents this view, commenting, “But his [Calvin’s] frank acknowledgement that the apostolic writers were 
concerned with matter, not words, and that theirs was not a religio verborum, is quite characteristic.  It is the 
doctrine – the matter – that is divine.  The words, in such instances at least, are the words of the men who 
wrote them.”  John McNeil, “The Significance of the Word of God for Calvin,” Church History 28, no. 2. 
131-146 (1959), 143.  Yet, this apparently contradicts his earlier statement that Calvin “implies a view of the 
origin and inspiration of Scripture in which the writers are not automatons.  God has put the message into 
their minds.”  McNeil, 140.  This raises the question of whether God placing the message in the minds is 
different than the dictation Dowey advances and McNeil strives to avoid?  If so, are these God’s words or the 
words of men?  
16 Dowey, The Knowledge of God, 104.  For additional views on Calvin’s adherence to inerrancy see: W. 
Robert Godfrey, “‘Beyond the Sphere of our Judgment’: Calvin and the Confirmation of Scripture,” 
Westminster Theological Journal 58, no. 1. 29-39 (1996); John Murray, Calvin on Scripture and Divine 
Sovereignty (Welwyn: Evangelical Press. 1979); James I. Packer, “Calvin the Theologian,” The Churchman 
73, no. 3. 127-136 (July-Sept. 1959); A. D. R. Polman, “Calvin on the Inspiration of Scripture,” in Articles 
on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 6, Calvin and Hermeneutics, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 291-306 (New York: 
Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992); Jeffrey A. Stivason, “Is Warfield’s Claim True that Calvin is Better than 
Westminster on Inspiration?,” Westminster Theological Journal 81, no. 2. 279-293 (2019); and Marten H. 
Woudstra, “Calvin Interprets What ‘Moses Reports’: Observations on Calvin’s Commentary on Exodus 1-
19,” Calvin Theological Journal 21. 151-174 (1986).  George Gilbert attributes mechanical inspiration to 
Calvin even though he opposes this theological stance.  George H. Gilbert, “The Bible of John Calvin,” The 
Biblical World 27, no. 5. 344-347 (May 1906), 344-345.    
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of divine inspiration.17  Richard Prust claims that there exists “a cleavage which Calvin 

recognizes between Word and Spirit.”18  This leads Prust to comment that “If Calvin had 

held a strict notion of verbal inspiration he could not have admitted this cleavage unless he 

was willing to say that what God imparted in His revelation was something other than 

Himself.”19  Prust echoes Parker’s concern, contending that “Calvin’s view is his 

imperturbation over scriptural discrepancies in many places.  Calvin saw these as only 

natural given human limitations.”20  Prust’s remarks are ironic given his admission that the 

“weightiest [evidence for verbal inspiration] is Calvin’s frequent use of the word ‘dictate’ 

to describe God’s authorship.”21  This observation requires explanation if inerrancy is not 

maintained.  Unfortunately, Prust offers none.   

 One potential weakness in the counterargument is the tendency to equate inerrancy 

with a strict view of literalism.  Prust’s arguments hint that this is the actual issue.  More 

recently Richard Burnett expressed that “according to the literal sense, Calvin was not a 

literalist.  As in his Institutes he rejects the literalism of the anthropomorphites, which he 

refers to as ‘boundless barbarism’, so in his Harmony he refuses to read everything 

literalistically.”22  Yet, is such a rigid understanding of Biblical literalism advocated by the 

                                                           
17 Due to constraints, I do not provide extended analysis of the contrary claims to infallibility.  Rather, Prust 
provides an example of the active debate which I acknowledge exists. 
18 Richard C. Prust, “Was Calvin a Biblical Literalist?,” Scottish Journal of Theology 20, no. 3. 312-328 
(1967), 314.   
19 Prust, 315.  Not all proponents of limited inerrancy agree with Prust on this point.  Many scholars, such as 
John Hesselink, adhere to doctrinal inerrancy only, while maintaining a unity of Word and Spirit.  Hesselink 
comments, “Calvin, in contrast to Luther, maintains that the Word and Spirit are intimately related but that 
they must also remain distinct and not be identified.  The Spirit can, and sometimes does, work without the 
Word.  Calvin has occasionally been accused of being a spiritualist, but he does not speak of an inner light or 
Word of God that comes to people directly.  Rather, it is the Holy Spirit who illumines the Word.”  I. John 
Hesselink, “Calvin’s Theology,” in The Cambridge Companion to John Calvin, ed. Donald K. McKim. 74-
92 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 80.  Prust continues, “But God does impart Himself in 
His revelation.”  Prust, “Was Calvin a Biblical,” 315.  It is important to acknowledge that limited inerrancy 
does not suggest God’s Word becomes entirely subjective and riddled with error.   
20 Prust, 315.  Prust indicates that the “the writers of Scripture themselves were not exempt from the frailties 
of all men.”  Prust, 315.  
21 Prust, 312.  
22 Emphasis in original.  Richard Burnett, “John Calvin and the Sensus Literalis,” Scottish Journal of 
Theology 57, no. 1. 1-13 (2004), 12. 
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majority of literal interpretists?  Calvin as a literalist speaks to his commitment to interpret 

literally unless compelled by the context to do otherwise.  Frei explains, “Calvin’s 

rejection of allegorical and anagogical readings of the biblical texts was, if anything, even 

more pronounced than Luther’s.  He was persuaded that the grammatical sense was the 

genuine sense, except where the writer’s intention or the larger context indicated 

otherwise.”23  Literal reading is not in conflict with a figurative interpretation demanded by 

the context.24  

 Additional critiques of inerrancy could be discussed, however, I chose to proceed 

by adopting a view which seeks to resolve the tension and harmonize the two 

perspectives.25  Ford Lewis Battles suggests there is precedence to understand Calvin as a 

theologian who sought the middle ground.  Battles advances that “every fundamental 

notion of his [Calvin’s] thought is defined in a field of tension – a true middle between 

                                                           
23 Frei, The Eclipse of Biblical Narrative, 25. 
24 John Leith notes, “Calvin accepted Scriptures as from the ‘very mouth of God.’  He never evades the 
theological force of any biblical phrase by labeling it the word of man.”  John H. Leith, “John Calvin – 
Theologian of the Bible,” Interpretation 25. 329-344 (1971), 338. 
25 Additional resources on partial inerrancy include: Ford Lewis Battles, Interpreting John Calvin, ed. Robert 
Benedetto (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1996); Irwin Hoch De Long, “Calvin as an Interpreter of the Bible,” 
in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 6, Calvin and Hermeneutics, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 127-144 
(New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992); Richard C. Gamble, “Calvin’s Theological Method: Word and 
Spirit, A Case Study,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 7, The Organizational Structure of Calvin’s 
Theology, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 61-73 (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992); Donald K. McKim, 
“Calvin’s View of Scripture,” in Readings in Calvin’s Theology, ed. Donald K. McKim. 43-68 (Eugene: 
Wipf & Stock Publishers, 1984); John McNeil, “The Significance of the Word of God for Calvin,” Church 
History 28, no. 2. 131-146 (1959); Wilhelm Niesel, The Theology of Calvin, trans. Harold Knight (London: 
Lutterworth Press, 1956); T. H. L. Parker, “Calvin the Biblical Expositor,” The Churchman 78, no. 1. 14-22 
(March 1964); T. H. L. Parker, “Calvin’s Concept of Revelation,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 
6, Calvin and Hermeneutics, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 329-363 (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992); 
Philip Schaff, “Calvin as Commentator, The Presbyterian and Reformed Review 3, no. 11. 462-469 (1982); 
David C. Steinmetz, “John Calvin as an Interpreter of the Bible,” in Calvin and the Bible, ed. Donald K. 
McKim. 282-291 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006); Ronald S. Wallace, “A Christian 
Theologian: Calvin’s Approach to Theology,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 7, The 
Organizational Structure of Calvin’s Theology, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 107-134 (New York: Garland 
Publishing, Inc., 1992); Ronald S. Wallace, Calvin’s Doctrine of the Word and Sacrament (Edinburgh: 
Oliver Boyd, 1953); and Francois Wendel, Calvin the Origins and Development of his Religious Thought, 
trans. Philip Mairet (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1963). 
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false extremes.”26  Richard Muller similarly exhibits this position.27  I find Muller’s 

articulation most persuasive. 

 Muller recognizes the problematic issue of sinful human nature.  He states, “natural 

knowledge of God is corrupted by human sin.  Therefore, only Scripture can direct us to 

the true God and draw us away from ignorant doctrines wrought by the sinful mind’s 

examination of nature.”28  The human tendency toward error compels Muller toward 

Scriptural authority rather than a less objective interpretation of revelation.  Muller 

declares that Calvin “joins Word and Spirit closely together and opposes the elevation of 

Church above Scripture.  This means that the two issues are intimately related despite their 

formal separation.”29  Thus, Muller indicates the ability to hold both simultaneously rather 

than elevating the Word above the Spirit or the Spirit above the Word. 

 The result is an interconnectedness between the testimony of the Spirit and the 

inerrancy of Scripture.  Muller explains,  

the Spirit is not external to Scripture.  The testimony of the Spirit occurs not in 
isolation or in some mystic experience but in reading, hearing, and searching of the 
Scriptures.  The testimony of the Spirit to us concerning the authority of Scripture 
belongs to the same doctrine as the idea of inspiration of the human authors 
precisely because the Spirit who “dictates” to his “amanuenses” is the same Spirit 
who testifies to the heart.30 

The inspiration and the illumination of Scripture hinges upon the work of the Holy Spirit.  

Muller attributes to the inner work of the Holy Spirit the inspiring of the writers of 

                                                           
26 Ford Lewis Battles, “Calculus Fidei,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 7, The Organizational 
Structure of Calvin’s Theology, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 195-220 (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 
1992), 195.  See also: Richard Gamble, “Exposition and Method in Calvin,” in Articles on Calvin and 
Calvinism. Vol. 6, Calvin and Hermeneutics, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 51-63 (New York: Garland Publishing, 
Inc., 1992), and Donald K. McKim, “John Calvin: A Theologian for an Age of Limits,” Readings in Calvin’s 
Theology. 291-310 (Eugene: Wipf & Stock Publishers, 1984). 
27 Richard A. Muller, “The Foundation of Calvin’s Theology: Scripture as Revealing God’s Word,” in 
Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 6, Calvin and Hermeneutics, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 398-408 (New 
York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992). 
28 Emphasis in original.  Muller, 400. 
29 Muller, 401.  
30 Muller, 402. 
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Scripture and the illuminating of the readers to the truth.31 

 Finally, Muller unifies inspiration, inerrancy, and human authorship with the 

words,  

I am tempted to say in conclusion that Calvin would have agreed with later 
doctrines of verbal inspiration but would have questioned the advisability of 
grounding the authority of Scripture solely on an objective statement of its divine 
origin which must remain forever external to the believer.  Calvin’s doctrine 
attempts to tread a fine line, balancing the objective and the subjective, following 
an “order of faith” rather than an order of logical or causal priorities.32   

Thus, rather than forcing an either/or situation, Muller advocates for a both/and.  There is 

no need to choose between human authorship and divine superintending which results in 

an inerrant delivery of God’s Word.33  The objective and subjective components work in 

unison rather than in competition.   

 In conclusion, Calvin’s affirmation that God dictates His Word does not eliminate 

human authorship or the illuminating work of the Holy Spirit.  Rather, Calvin harmonizes 

the positions, providing a view of revelation that is reliable and inerrant.  This allows him 

to exegete Scripture based on the trustworthiness of the words and establishes a Trinitarian 

precedence that informs his Christophanic views.  Calvin holds that the truth of Scripture’s 

witness is objective and trustworthy.   

1.1.2 A Survey of Calvin’s Leading Hermeneutical Principles  

Calvin’s hermeneutical methods have similarly generated significant discussion.34  

                                                           
31 “Scripture, the written Word of God, directs us to Christ, the essential Word of God manifest in the flesh of 
the Mediator.”  Muller, 403.  Parker adds, “Calvin is nothing if not Trinitarian.  That God reveals himself in 
the Bible means that the Father reveals himself in the Son by the power of the Holy Spirit.”  Parker, Calvin’s 
New Testament Commentaries, 57.  Muller further declares, “Calvin’s view of Scripture and doctrine, which 
was designed to cut through a mass of medieval speculations, will support none of Niesel’s neo-orthodox 
conundrums in driving a wedge between Christ as Word of God and Scripture as Word in the sense of 
witness.”  Muller, “The Foundation of Calvin’s,” 403.   
32 Muller, 406. 
33 Muller draws applications, stating, “Both in preaching and in doctrinal statement that Word would be the 
one criterion.  With such an approach to the Word of God, the Christian community in any age – even in the 
present – might be led to reject elements of its tradition, to throw over doctrinal formulae not in accord with 
Scripture, or even to effect a monumental reform of doctrine and practice.”  Muller, 407. 
34 This includes which patristics influenced Calvin’s theological development.  However, as Anthony Lane 
suggests, “the studies which seek to determine the influence of earlier theologians upon Calvin…are, 
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Scholarship suggests that Calvin operated within a set structure of principles, both 

explicitly articulated in his writings and able to be surmised from his pattern of working.35  

I will focus on those guidelines explicitly mentioned by Calvin and widely attested to by 

scholars. 

 The two principles routinely emerging within scholarly analysis are brevity and 

simplicity.  Richard Gamble concludes that these are the undisputed hallmarks of Calvin’s 

exegesis.36  Parker notes that brevity and simplicity are extolled by Calvin.37  However, 

brevity is not a static quantity.  Steinmetz explains,  

Brevity varies according to the difficulty of the subject matter.  One could discuss 
at some length a complex passage of Scripture without violating the ideal of “lucid 

                                                           
historically, the most interesting but they are also the hardest and least conclusive.”  Anthony N. S. Lane, 
“Calvin’s use of the Fathers and Medievals,” Calvin Theological Journal 16, no. 2. 149-205 (1981), 149.  
One challenge is that “There might be the most remarkable parallels [between Calvin and an earlier figure] 
with no actual influence.”  Lane, 150.  My analysis will not address this and I refer the reader to scholastic 
analysis on this point.  See: Alexandre Ganoczy, The Young Calvin, trans. David Foxgrover and Wade Provo 
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1987); Bruce Gordon, Calvin (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
2009), Anthony N. S. Lane, “Calvin’s use of the Fathers and the Medievals,” Calvin Theological Journal 16, 
no. 2. 149-205 (1981); Anthony N. S. Lane, “John Calvin: Catholic Theologian,” Ecclesiology 6, no. 3. 290-
314 (January 2010); Anthony N. S. Lane, John Calvin Student of the Church Fathers. (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Books, 1999); Anthony N. S. Lane, “Tertullianus Totus Noster? Calvin’s use of Tertullian,” Reformation & 
Renaissance Review 4, no. 1. 9-34 (2002); Thomas F. Torrance, The Hermeneutics of John Calvin 
(Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1988) – Lane notes, “The title of this book could perhaps more 
appropriately be ‘The Sources of John Calvin’s Thought’.”  Anthony N. S. Lane, “Recent Calvin Literature: 
a Review Article,” Themelios 16, no. 2. 17-24 (January 1991), 20; and John R. Walchenback, John Calvin as 
Biblical Commentator: An Investigation into Calvin’s use of John Chrysostom as an Exegetical Tutor 
(Eugene: Wipf & Stock Publishers, 2010). 
35 Andor Békési proposes 10 principles: brevity and clarity, authorial intention, contextualization, sensus 
genuinus or sensus grammaticus, historical/geographical/cultural circumstances, progressus ultra verba, 
etonymicus sermo, end goal of seeing Christ, edification of the church, and consensus interpretation.  
Translations are my own.  Andor Békési, “Kálvin Hermeneutikája,” Theologiai Szemle 28, no. 1. 21-26 
(1985), 26.  See also L. Floor, “The Hermeneutics of John Calvin,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 
6, Calvin and Hermeneutics, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 163-173 (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992) 
and Hans-Joachim Kraus, “Calvin’s Exegetical Principles,” Interpretation 31. 8-18 (1977).  Leith adds that 
Calvin adheres to Scripture being its own interpreter.  Leith, “John Calvin – Theologian,” 338.  For 
additional insights from Harman Bauke see: John H. Leith, “Calvin’s Theological Method and the Ambiguity 
of His Theology,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 7, The Organizational Structure of Calvin’s 
Theology, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 222-225 (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992), 264-265.            
36 Richard Gamble, “Brevitas et Facilitas: Toward an Understanding of Calvin’s Hermeneutic,” in Articles on 
Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 6, Calvin and Hermeneutics, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 33-49 (New York: Garland 
Publishing, Inc., 1992), 35.  Gamble adds the Creator/creature distinction to brevity.  He states, 
“Fundamental to Calvin’s expository method are the concepts of brevitas et facilitas and the 
‘Creator/creature’ distinction.  Permit me to say the same thing again in different words.  Intrinsic to Calvin’s 
exegetical methodology are ‘comprehensive brevity’ and the emphasis that we must never forget who we are 
as creatures of the living God.”  Richard Gamble, “Calvin as Theologian and Exegete: Is There Anything 
New?,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 7, The Organizational Structure of Calvin’s Theology, ed. 
Richard C. Gamble, 44-60 (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992), 55. 
37 Parker, Calvin’s New Testament Commentaries, 50.  
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brevity.”  The brevity Calvin sought was fitted to the requirements of the text, no 
longer than it need be but no shorter either.  Above all, the explanation should be 
clear, since brevity was never more than a tool to that end.38  

Calvin’s intentions are not to minimize length, but to communicate clearly.  Brevity 

refuses to confuse the main issue with irrelevant information.  The reader is led to draw 

clear conclusions by taking only as many steps as deemed necessary.   

 Parker agrees, noting that “The important thing is that Scripture should be 

understood and explained; how it is explained is secondary.”39  This suggests why Calvin 

does not insist on a particular exegetical structure; so long as Scripture is properly 

expounded and understood, the means are less relevant.  However, Parker observes that 

“Calvin is completely convinced by the superiority of the method he himself used.  This 

method is characterized by two qualities: clarity and brevity.”40  Brevity refuses to add to 

Scripture, while clarity avoids detracting.41    Gamble understands Calvin’s hermeneutic to 

exposit Scripture “as simply and clearly as possible.”42      

 A corollary principle is Calvin’s commitment to the plain sense.  Leith considers 

the natural sense of fundamental importance to Calvin’s hermeneutic.43  Parker explains 

that for Calvin,  

Because the text is God’s faithful record and witness to his redeeming activity in 
his incarnate Son, the interpreter must keep faithfully to the text.  When he has laid 
bare its meaning he has done almost all his duty.  He has failed if he leads his 
hearers from the text or if his interpretation imposes a barrier between them and the 

                                                           
38 Steinmetz, “John Calvin,” 290. 
39 Parker, Calvin’s New Testament Commentaries, 50.  Muller remarks, “The earliest systematic efforts of the 
Reformation, whether Zwingli’s Commentarius, Bullinger’s Compendium, Calvin’s Institutes, or any of the 
various Loci communes written before 1564, are intended to be instructions in the basic teachings of Scripture, 
preparations for biblical study.”  Richard A. Muller, Post-Reformation Reformed Dogmatics. Vol. 1, 
Prolegomena to Theology (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1987), 29.   
40 Parker, Calvin’s New Testament Commentaries, 51.  
41 A point Leith sees as descriptive of sola scriptura: “to listen to the Bible without adding to it or taking 
away from it”.  Leith, “John Calvin – Theologian,” 330. 
42 Gamble, “Brevitas et Facilitas,” 39.  He further observes that “Calvin’s hermeneutical method is the one 
that is found in the Bible.”  Gamble, 47.  See also Gamble, 46.  
43 Leith, “John Calvin – Theologian,” 337. 
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text.44 

Consequently, Calvin was averse to allegorical interpretation.45  J. L. M. Haire describes 

how Calvin “never uses allegorizing to evade an interpretation which is difficult or 

unacceptable to him, and expresses the opinion that even Saint Augustine indulged 

unnecessarily in this, e.g. on Ephesians 3:18.”46  Parker explains that for Calvin “There is, 

then, a verus Scripturae sensus.  Scripture has an objective and constant meaning, and this 

is the genuinus sensus, the germanus sensus, the simplex sensus, the literalis sensus.”47  

Calvin resolutely holds that Scripture interprets itself.48       

 A natural consequence is Calvin’s refusal to stray into so-called speculative 

thinking.  Hence Calvin structures his Commentaries to expound the plain reading of 

Scripture, counter to the objection that Christ is forced onto a passage contrary to its 

natural sense.  Calvin’s principles suggest he only examines those subjects meriting 

inclusion, as brevity compels, and demanded by the text itself, as the plain sense dictates.  

1.1.3 A Survey of Calvin’s Views on the Relationship Between Scripture and Christ 

Calvin’s high regard for Scripture is well-attested to by scholars.49  Wallace notes that 

Calvin’s goal was to provide “a faithful and systematic account of the teaching of Holy 

Scripture.  The theologian is and must always remain a man before the Bible.”50  Calvin’s 

                                                           
44 Parker, Calvin’s New Testament Commentaries, 59.  
45 Parker states, “An imposing array of severe judgements on ‘allegory’ and its exponents can soon be 
collected from the pages of Calvin’s commentaries.”  Parker, 63.  
46 J. L. M. Haire, “John Calvin as Expositor,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 6, Calvin and 
Hermeneutics, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 74-88 (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992), 78. 
47 Parker, Calvin’s New Testament Commentaries, 64.  
48 Leith, “John Calvin – Theologian,” 338.  
49 Hesselink notes, “Calvin (and the Reformed Confessions) emphasized the authority of the Bible even more 
than Luther (and the Lutheran Confessions).”  I. John Hesselink, Calvin’s First Catechism: A Commentary, 
Columbia Series in Reformed Theology, ed. Shirley Guthrie, George Stroup, Donald K. McKim, B. A. 
Gerrish, and Amy Plantinga Pauw (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1997), 54.  He further states 
that “Although Calvin has no formal doctrine of the inspiration of Scripture there is no doubt that he regarded 
it as the very Word of God.”  Hesselink, 54. 
50 Wallace, “A Christian Theologian,” 120. 
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commitment to Scripture stems from his conviction that God’s words are contained within 

its pages.51  Parker extols Calvin’s Trinitarian commitment, suggesting that revelation’s 

object is the knowledge of the triune God as manifested in the Son.52   

 Indeed, Niesel declares that “The ‘end’ of the Bible at which his [Calvin’s] works 

are aimed is, of course, as we have just heard, truth itself: Jesus Christ.”53  Muller declares 

that “Since Christ as the Word or Wisdom of God is the source ‘from which both all 

oracles and all prophesies go forth’ (I.xiii.7), the whole of Scripture must be directed 

toward Christ.  For Scripture is the Word spoken by him who is the Word of God in order 

that God might be known.”54  Although Christ is everywhere proclaimed, the telos of 

revelation is not Christ Himself, but the knowledge of God revealed in Christ.55  Hesselink 

adds that, for Calvin, Scripture most clearly illuminates God and, in turn, ourselves.56 

 Since Scripture manifests the knowledge of God through Christ, for Calvin “Any 

revelation of God in the Old Testament was an appearance of Jesus Christ before His 

Incarnation.”57  Hence, Parker identifies Calvin as viewing the theophanic as always 

Christophanic.  Parker advances the caveat that “Before his appearance in the flesh, 

however, Christ was known only indistinctly.  And yet with increasing clarity.”58  Leith 

agrees, considering that progressive revelation indicates a shadowy presence which is 

unveiled with time.59   

                                                           
51 Parker, Calvin’s New Testament Commentaries, 58-59.   
52 Parker, 58-59. 
53 Niesel, The Theology of Calvin, 28. 
54 Muller, “The Foundation of Calvin’s,” 403.  Muller offers a strong rebuke of Niesel’s attempt to drive “a 
wedge between Christ as Word of God and Scripture as Word in the sense of witness.”  Muller, 403.  
55 Parker, “Calvin’s Concept of Revelation,” 340.  Wallace adds, “as he [Calvin] worked through the biblical 
writers, he never forgot that the object of his theology was the One to whom they bore witness.”  Wallace, “A 
Christian Theologian,” 122. 
56 Hesselink, Calvin’s First Catechism, 51. 
57 Parker, “Calvin’s Concept of Revelation,” 351.  
58 Parker, 352. 
59 Leith, “John Calvin – Theologian,” 340. 
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 The person and work of Christ harmonizes the two covenants for Calvin.  Parker 

explains, “The differences in the Testaments lies, not in the two stages of the Church, but 

in the clarity of Christ’s revelation and therefore the assurance of the Church’s 

knowledge”.60  Calvin advocates a singular salvific dispensation which progressively 

reveals Christ’s mediatorial work.61  At times Calvin may seem to “suggest a uniform 

obscurity throughout the time of the Old Covenant; but in fact Calvin envisaged a 

gradually increasing brightness, analogous to the increasing clarity of the portrait.”62  

The obscurity of the Old Testament did not entirely conceal the redemptive work of 

Christ.  Puckett suggests,  

The basis of salvation is exactly the same in both the Old Testament and the New – 
the unmerited favor of God.  The condition of salvation is also the same – faith in 
the Mediator.  God’s people in both ages are one people, for they all have freely 
received eternal life through faith in Christ.63   

This indicates that Christ’s appearances solidify this knowledge, further evidencing the 

unity between the two Testaments.  Christophanies, therefore, serve a soteriological 

purpose by revealing the Mediator.64 

Calvin scholarship highlights Scripture as revealing God through Christ.  God’s 

transcendence dictates that an immense distance between creation and Creator exists.  

Gamble observes, “there must be no confusion: God must always be seen as the Creator 

and we as creatures.  Our knowledge is always creaturely knowledge, and our theology is 

                                                           
60 T. H. L. Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1986), 
46. 
61 Murray notes, “This is one area where Calvin differed significantly from Martin Luther.  Luther saw more 
of a contrast between the testaments, whereas Calvin emphasized their unity.”  Murray, “Calvin on Preaching 
Christ,” 35. 
62 Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries, 61.  Puckett adds, “The Old Testament is obscure, 
figurative, and full of shadows, yet the substance of the teaching is identical to that of the New Testament.”  
Puckett, John Calvin’s Exegesis, 43-44.  
63 Puckett, 38. 
64 Parker indicates that “Emmanuel, God with us, means the redemptive proximity of God: God hath visited – 
and redeemed His people.”  Parker, “Calvin’s Concept of Revelation,” 353.  See also Puckett, John Calvin’s 
Exegesis, 39.  
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always creaturely theology.”65  Our inability to comprehend God as He is requires that He 

condescend to our limitations.  Calvin’s description of God’s actions as working through 

mirrors exemplifies His accommodation.66 

Calvin focuses attention on the subject of Scripture – Christ – without detracting 

from the value and authority of Scripture.  The mirror metaphor is fitting since the mirror 

itself is not the focal point, but the reflection provided by the mirror.  Scripture reflects 

Christ’s person and work.  Hence, Scripture’s telos is the knowledge of God ascertained in 

Christ. 

1.1.4 Methodological Remarks 

I will attend to a few methodological remarks before further analyzing Calvin’s views.  

Any project on Calvin must necessarily limit its study due to his massive corpus.  The 

danger lies in overly narrowing the scope, thereby inadequately grasping Calvin’s 

arguments, or failing to narrow the scope sufficiently, resulting in a superficial treatment.  

Although recent scholarship recognizes the inherent issues in reading Calvin as a man of 

one book, a substantial amount of analysis focuses primarily on the Institutes.67   

Calvin’s high view of Scripture and of the centrality of exegetical analysis to his 

work argues for the importance of looking beyond the Institutes.  Stephen Edmondson 

                                                           
65 Gamble, “Calvin as Theologian,” 51.  He comments, “Simply put, Calvin observes an ontological 
difference between the Creator of the universe and his creation.  As creatures, we are, by definition, different 
from our Creator.”  Gamble, 58. 
66 “The metaphor serves to make it clear that the image that appears in the mirror is always of less quality, 
less pure than the object itself.”  Cornelius van der Kooi, As in a Mirror: John Calvin and Karl Barth on 
Knowing God, a Diptych, trans. Donald Mader. Studies in the History of Christian Traditions, ed. Robert J. 
Bast. Vol. 60 (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 60.  Van der Kooi notes, “Nevertheless Calvin holds fast to the 
trustworthiness of the mirror image.  In his exegesis of I Corinthians 13:12 he suggests that the mirror lacks 
only the precision that characterizes direct sight.”  van der Kooi, 60.  For more on the mirror trope see: van 
der Koi, 62-63.  
67 Hesselink comments, “a common error must be corrected.  That is, that Calvin is basically a man of one 
book, the Institutes, and further, that one can grasp Calvin’s theology by simply studying this classic.  As 
Calvin himself points out in his preface to the final edition of the Institutes (‘John Calvin to the Reader’), the 
eventual purpose of this work was not only to provide a summary of Christian doctrine, but also to be a guide 
to the Scriptures, and it should be read in conjunction with his commentaries on the Scriptures.”  Hesselink, 
“Calvin’s Theology,” 74.  Arnold Huijgen observes that until Parker’s analysis in 1986, Calvin’s 
Commentaries were largely absent from scholarly examination.  Arnold Huijgen, Divine Accommodation in 
John Calvin’s Theology: Analysis and Assessment (Oakville, CT: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht LLC, 2011), 19.  
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justifies his inclusion of the Commentaries by noting that,  

the Institutes are in many ways best understood as a complement to his [Calvin’s] 
copious exegetical writings, not as their compendium; but it also conveys my 
conviction that Calvin’s commitment to the interpretation of Scripture as his 
primary theological task bears fruit in the depth and diversity of Christological 
material found in his biblical commentaries.68 

Edmondson’s observations are not isolated opinions.  Muller suggests that “If the Institutes 

is a theological system, it is not a theological system that was ever intended to have a 

function independent of the work of exegesis.  Nor was it ever intended to take the place of 

the commentaries as a synopsis of all theological points made by Calvin in the course of 

his exegesis.”69  Gamble contends that the order is actually reversed as “Calvin intended 

the Institutes to serve mainly as an introduction to his biblical commentaries.”70  Such a 

claim minimally elevates the importance of the Commentaries and may suggest a need to 

attribute a higher level of prominence to them than to the Institutes.     

 This argues for the inclusion of the Commentaries alongside the Institutes.  By 

utilizing the Institutes’ systematizing nature I ascertain an outline the Commentaries 

elaborate upon.71  To focus this study on Christophanies, I will not analyze Calvin’s 

sermons.  The reasons for this decision include a substantial gap in the number of 

surviving sermon transcripts and the academic/pastoral distinction.  Parker notes that fewer 

than a third of the sermons survived.72  He further observes that a difference exists in the 

                                                           
68 Stephen Edmondson, Calvin’s Christology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 4-5. 
69 Richard A. Muller, The Unaccommodated Calvin: Studies in the Foundation of a Theological Tradition 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 16. 
70 Gamble, “Calvin as Theologian,” 54.  
71 Because the Institutes themselves are not the subject of analysis, I will not engage in the discussions 
surrounding its organizational structure.  Contributions include: Frans H. Breukelman, The Structure of 
Sacred Doctrine in Calvin’s Theology, ed. Rinse H. Reeling Brouwer, trans. Martin Kessler (Grand Rapids: 
William B. Eerdman’s Publishing Company, 2010), Edward A. Dowey, The Knowledge of God in Calvin’s 
Theology (Grand Rapids: WM. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1994), T. H. L. Parker, Calvin’s Doctrine of the 
Knowledge of God (Eugene: Wipf & Stock, 2015), and Charles Partee, The Theology of John Calvin 
(Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 2010). 
72 Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries, 13.  Calvin notes that, “Judges, I Kings, Lamentations 
(apart from the first two) and all the Minor Prophets except Micah 1-7.10 are missing, as are many of the 
Psalms, Isaiah 1-12, 52 (vv. 1-12), 54-66, Jeremiah 1-14, 19-52, Ezekiel 16-22, and Daniel 1-4.”  Parker, 13.  
Among these are several Christophanic passages.   
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sermon’s function as they “were not intended for academic instruction but for the teaching 

and training of the Church in Geneva”.73  Hence, I focus my analysis on the Institutes and 

the Commentaries. 

1.1.5 Concluding Remarks 

Calvin was a theologian passionate about the proper study of Scripture.  His commitment 

to the pursuit of the knowledge of God propelled him to employ a careful pattern of 

hermeneutics.  Although not systematically detailed, scholars have concluded that we can 

nonetheless surmise Calvin’s convictions through analyzing his patterns. 

First, Calvin was committed to simplicity and brevity.  Calvin understood the 

exegete’s role to expose the clear meaning without obstructions.  Second, Calvin adhered 

to a plain reading of the text.  He discouraged allegorical interpretations and remained in 

what he considered the boundaries of Scripture.  

Additionally, Calvin’s propensity to close the gap between the Testaments belies 

his conviction that Scripture unfolds one story of God’s revelation in the Son.  This does 

not detract from the priority of Scripture nor reduces everything to Christ.  Rather, it 

speaks of Scripture as a mirror in which Christ is prominently displayed.  Christ, in turn, 

reflects the genuine knowledge of God.   

Since Christ is displayed throughout Scripture it does not seem foreign to indicate 

that all manifestation of God are appearances of Christ.  Calvin’s exegetical principles 

suggest that he understands his views to be evident from the passages.  Allegorical 

language is unnecessary in locating Christ’s Old Testament presence.  Finally, Calvin’s 

commitment to brevity suggests he restricts his comments to those he feels are justified by 

the text and within Scripture’s boundaries.  Calvin’s adherence to the Christophanic 

                                                           
73 Parker, 38.  This is not to deny the sermons’ merit.  An interesting study would examine Calvin’s 
applications of Christophanic passages to determine how he employed these to edify the church.  Instead we 
will focus on what Calvin intended for academic instruction.  
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suggests he finds sufficient Biblical warrant to merit its inclusion.  

1.2 Analyzing Calvin’s View of Mediation 

The divine features prominently in Calvin’s Institutes and stages his entire work.74  

Consequently, it is startling to discover limited literature devoted to Calvin’s 

Christological development.75  Edmondson declares that “it would no doubt dismay Calvin 

to discover that his Christology – that savor-making seasoning – is too often ignored, 

underutilized, or mis-taken in the cornucopia of modern Calvin scholarship.”76   

I contend that Calvin’s understanding of Christ’s mediatorial offices provides the 

foundation for his Christophanic views.  Calvin belabors this point, connecting God’s 

appearance with the Son’s work.  Understanding Calvin’s Christology provides a general 

application extendable to all theophanic occurrences.   

1.2.1 Interpretive Debates Surrounding Mediation 

Contemporary literature surfaces a central principle undergirding Calvin’s Christology: the 

mediatorial offices.  Although additional aspects of Christ’s work and person exist, the 

unifying strand is His role as the Mediator between God and humanity.  The scholars 

surveyed reach a consensus: Calvin concludes that all Christ does and who He is to us 

ought to be viewed through the lens of mediation.   

One of the earliest modern works connecting mediation to Calvin’s Christology is 

J. F. Jansen’s Calvin’s Doctrine of the Work of Christ.77  Jansen stakes the claim that 

“Christ is known in what he does.”78  Linking Christ’s work and His person is not unique 

                                                           
74 Inst. I.i.1; CO 2.30-31.  See also: Dowey, The Knowledge of God, and Parker, Calvin’s Doctrine.   
75 See Edmondson, Calvin’s Christology, 4 and J. F. Jansen, Calvin’s Doctrine of the Work of Christ 
(London: James Clarke & Co., Ltd., 1956), 24.  
76 Edmondson, Calvin’s Christology, 2. 
77 J. F. Jansen, Calvin’s Doctrine of the Work of Christ (London: James Clarke & Co., Ltd., 1956).  
78 Emphasis in original. Jansen, 22.   
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to Calvin.79  Neither is his characterization of Christ’s threefold mediatorial office as 

prophet, priest, and king.80  What is groundbreaking, according to Jansen, is Calvin’s use 

of the munus triplex as “a category of systematic theology.”81  Thus, Jansen reads Calvin 

as positioning his Christology upon Christ’s three offices. 

Jansen’s work includes a survey of the historical development of the offices of 

Christ.  Interestingly, Jansen notes that the twofold office of priest and king is widely 

attested to by the church fathers, however the threefold office is infrequently mentioned.82  

Building off this observation, Jansen attempts to demonstrate how Calvin only focuses on 

two offices, subsuming the prophetic underneath the other roles.   

Jansen employs two arguments to justify the reduction of the munus triplex.  The 

first is Calvin’s perceived later move from twofold to threefold.  Jansen notes that “The 

first edition of the Institutes (1536) speaks only of a two-fold messianic unction.”83  He 

admits that “the Institutes of 1536 also speaks of Christ as our Magister (Teacher), but this 

is not seen as a separate messianic office for it is somehow embraced under the two 

messianic offices.”84  Jansen observes that while the prophetic office appears in the 1539 

edition, not until the 1545 edition is it formulated as an office of Christ.85  The final 

edition, 1559, mentions all three and devotes a separate chapter to Christ’s threefold 

office.86  Jansen questions the causal agent behind the transition from twofold to threefold.  

Against competing explanations that Calvin develops exegetically and theologically, 

                                                           
79 Jansen contends this was the practice of the apostles.  Jansen, 13. 
80 One of the earliest mentions appears in Eusebius’ work.  See Eusebius Pamphili, Ecclesiastical History, 
trans. Roy J. Deferrari, (Washington D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 1953), 1.3.   
81 Jansen, Calvin’s Doctrine, 16.  Packer considers Calvin the “first to expound the work of Christ under the 
rubric of the three offices.”  Packer, “Calvin the Theologian,” 132-133.  Packer acknowledges the prior 
presence of the titles, but demonstrates that they were merely obliquely linked to Christ.  
82 See Jansen, Calvin’s Doctrine, 26-32. 
83 Jansen, 39.  
84 Jansen, 40-41. 
85 Jansen, 41-42.  
86 See Jansen, 43.  See also Inst. II.xv; CO 2.361-367.  
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Jansen suggests that, “Calvin is anxious to find an adequate biblical foundation for the 

church’s ministry that will preserve the principle of the priesthood of all believers while 

yet safeguarding the ministerial order against a Roman denial of its authenticity.”87  

Ultimately Jansen does not consider the prophetic communicable to all believers, ergo not 

a separate office.88   

The second reason Jansen opposes the threefold office is the manner in which 

Calvin employs the munus triplex.  Jansen states 

While Calvin suggests the formula as a theological category in his later dogmatics, 
he himself does no more with it – for the very good reason that he cannot make use 
of it.  The essential structure of his doctrine of Christ’s work remains two-fold.  If 
this be the case, then the munus triplex is not the truest expression of his 
theology.89  

Jansen illustrates instances where Calvin links the royal office with the sacerdotal office, 

however his concern is that all three are rarely placed side by side.90  Furthermore he 

considers that Calvin does not connect the cross, the apex of mediation, to the prophetic 

office.91  Thus, Jansen advocates subsuming the prophetic office under the offices of priest 

and king.92  

Jansen’s explanation for the late advancement to threefold is plausible, but it is not 

the only solution.  Furthermore, Jansen fails to convincingly demonstrate that it is the 

preferred choice.  Neither does he show that the offices must be communicated as he 

conceives.  Edmondson criticizes Jansen, saying,  

Jansen never grasps what Calvin finally wanted to say about Christ’s prophetic 
office, chiefly, that it deals more with Christ’s explanation of or teaching about his 
salvific work, in order that we may grasp its significance, than it does with 
revelation as a category unto itself.  Thus, Jansen ill negotiates Calvin’s handling of 
Christ’s prophetic office as it is related to his offices as priest and king, to his 

                                                           
87 Jansen, Calvin’s Doctrine, 45-46. 
88 Jansen, 50. 
89 Jansen, 51. 
90 Jansen, 53. 
91 Jansen, 58.  
92 Jansen, 102.  
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understanding of revelation and to the teaching office within the Church.93  

Calvin is not fixing the mediatorial work of Christ underneath the rubric of the priesthood 

of all believers.  Rather, Calvin submits his systematics to his findings in Scripture.  Thus, 

he would not consider it contradictory that the offices are not equally communicable to 

believers.  Furthermore, since the offices are bound up in a single essence we expect 

significant overlap.   

Considering Jansen’s second concern, one potential issue is overly narrowing the 

scope.  Despite attempting to move beyond the Institutes to Calvin’s other writings, Jansen 

overlooks Calvin’s Commentaries.94  Two observations are in order.  The first is that 

limiting the search parameters to instances where the exact phrasing appears fails to do 

Calvin full justice.  I contend that Calvin’s understanding of the prophetic office is 

illustrated through Christ’s Old Testament revelatory appearances.  If the two are linked, 

then, while Calvin might not explicitly cite the prophetic office, he provides many 

examples of the exercise of the office.  The second observation is that Jansen’s failure to 

analyze the Commentaries in his initial stages may be to his detriment.  Edmondson, in 

defending the prophetic office, immediately reaches for Calvin’s teaching material.95  

Furthermore, Edmondson states that “when Calvin distinguishes John’s Gospel for the 

teaching that it contains, he focuses not on Jesus’ teaching in general, but on his teaching 

specifically about his office toward us”.96  Hence Edmondson believes that the 

Commentaries are a key source for Calvin and for scholars investigating Calvin’s view of 

Christ’s prophetic office.   

                                                           
93 Edmondson, Calvin’s Christology, 163. 
94 Jansen, Calvin’s Doctrine, 55-57.  Ironically, Jansen turns to the Commentaries in his later treatment 
demonstrating his awareness of their comments.  Unfortunately, by this point, Jansen has already established 
his working thesis.  See Jansen, 97-102.  He points toward the Consensus with Zurich as being of secondary 
importance.  Jansen, 55. 
95 See Edmondson, Calvin’s Christology, 154-155. 
96 Edmondson, 156. 
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Responding to Jansen’s claim that prophets were not anointed with oil, Edmondson 

concludes that Jansen “evidently chooses to ignore Calvin’s interpretation in the Institutes 

and in his commentaries on Isaiah and Luke of the Messianic passage from Isaiah 61.”97  

Furthermore, Jansen’s concern that the cross does not factor into the prophetic office lacks 

warrant if, as Edmondson suggests, the revelatory function of Christ’s teaching culminates 

in the atonement.98  Based on these observations Jansen’s concerns appear unstable.  

Jansen concludes his study with a description of each office.  Due to the importance 

of the prophetic office for this study, my comments focus on this mediatorial role.  

Although Jansen does not accept the prophetic as an individual office, he nonetheless 

comments on what he terms “Christ as the revealer of God”.99  In place of the term 

‘prophet,’ Jansen linguistically refers to Jesus as “our teacher.”100  Ironically, Jansen 

quotes Calvin’s own employment of ‘prophet’ in connection to Christ.101  Jansen describes 

the function of the prophets as “the interpreters of the law.”102  Thus, rather than 

foretelling, the primary prophetic function is forth-telling.  Furthermore, Jansen observes, 

“For Calvin, the Word of God is always a redemptive word.  True knowledge of God 

always means commitment to God.”103  Jansen is forced to elevate the prophetic function 

above Calvin’s other descriptions of Christ’s role.  Yet, he is averse to place it on equal 

footing with the king or priest, preferring to classify it as a function of the other two 

offices.104   

                                                           
97 Edmondson, 163. 
98 Edmondson, 164. 
99 Jansen, Calvin’s Doctrine, 97.  
100 Jansen, 97.  
101 “The Father ‘committed to Him the office of a teacher,’ ‘the only teacher,’ ‘the Master and Teacher of the 
Church,’ He is then ‘the only teacher, the Prince of all the prophets,’ He is ‘chief of the prophets,’ ‘He is 
head of all the prophets.’” Jansen, 97-98.  These remarks come from the commentaries on John (8:26, 13:20, 
15:15), Matthew (12:42), Titus (1:1), and Isaiah (61:1).   
102 Jansen, 98.  
103 Jansen, 99. 
104 Jansen, 99.  
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It was some fifty years after Jansen’s valuable work that Stephen Edmondson’s 

Calvin’s Christology appeared.105  Edmondson observes that “For Calvin, a focus on 

Christ as the Mediator makes the doctrine of Christ’s office in its relationship to Christ’s 

work the fundamental organizing principle in his Christology.”106  Further underscoring 

the importance of the mediatorial offices, Edmondson states, “We fully understand this 

exposition of Christ’s saving work only as we grasp the relationship between this work and 

Christ’s mediatorial office.”107  Consequently, all aspects of Christ derive from His role as 

Mediator.  Edmondson’s claim leads to the conclusion that any function of Christ, whether 

in His incarnate or pre-incarnate state, is connected to His mediatorial work.   

Edmondson begins with a historical survey of the development of Calvin’s 

Christology.  He suggests the teachings of Francesco Stancaro forced Calvin’s theological 

hand.108  Stancaro contended that Christ’s office of Mediator was restricted to His human 

nature rather than grounded in His divine essence.109  In response to Stancaro, Edmondson 

observes that Calvin argues that, “to properly understand how Christ is Mediator, we must 

first understand that even before the issue of the incarnation as a response to our fall arises, 

Christ was Mediator in relation to creation as God’s eternal Word.”110  Calvin repositions 

the office upon the Son’s Trinitarian mission rather than restricting it to the incarnate work 

Christ performs.111  Consequently, Christ would be Mediator even if Adam never sinned 

                                                           
105 Stephen Edmondson, Calvin’s Christology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004). 
106 Edmondson, 5.  
107 Edmondson, 6.  
108 Edmondson, 14.  See also Joseph N. Tylenda, “Christ the Mediator: Calvin versus Stancaro,” Calvin 
Theological Journal 8. 5-16 (1973), and Joseph N. Tylenda, “The Controversy on Christ the Mediator: 
Calvin’s Second Reply to Stancaro,” Calvin Theological Journal 8. 131-157 (1973).  
109 Edmondson, Calvin’s Christology, 14.  
110 Edmondson, 29. 
111 Edwin van Driel argues that Calvin advocates for both an infralapsarian and supralapsarian understanding 
of mediation.  While his work is commendable, I think van Driel uses these terms in a manner incompatible 
with Calvin’s logic.  Calvin does not appear to consider infra/supra lapsarian views regarding the incarnation 
and explicitly refutes the ‘incarnation in any case’ arguments as irrelevant.  See Edwin Chr. van Driel, “‘Too 
Lowly to Reach God Without a Mediator’: John Calvin’s Supralapsarian Eschatological Narrative,” Modern 
Theology 33, no. 2. 275-292 (2017). 
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and He is Mediator between the Creator and creature as such.  Edmondson states,  

Fundamental to Calvin’s theology is an intuition of the infinite gap between God 
and humanity, a gap grounded in our creatureliness and exacerbated by our sin.  
We have no capacity for God, so God capacitates Godself to us (playing off Willis’ 
helpful formula, infinitus capax finiti per accommodatio).  God in Christ brings 
Godself down to our level so that God might communicate God’s will and grace to 
us.  God in Christ condescends.112   

To have any understanding of God, mediation is required.  Calvin understands this divine 

action to be the heart of the person and work of Christ.  This does not minimize the impact 

of the Fall.  Edmondson observes that “Calvin immediately acknowledges in both letters 

that Adam’s fall and the resultant alienation of humanity from God is the primary context 

for speaking of Christ as Mediator”.113  Rather this is a matter of emphasis. 114  As 

Edmondson explains, Calvin understands that “mediation stands at the heart of God’s 

activity toward us.”115  This leads Edmondson to conclude that the critical shift occurs in 

understanding that Calvin implies mediation is performed by a person rather than God’s 

nature.116  Thus, I speak of the Mediator not simply the work of mediation.  

Edmondson advances that the three offices foreshadow and are fulfilled by the 

coming Messiah.117  This lends weight to the threefold office in a type-antitype format and 

affords Edmondson the opportunity to compare and contrast the offices.  In particular, 

Edmondson notes two deviations between the prophetic office and those of the kings and 

                                                           
112 Emphasis in original.  Edmondson, Calvin’s Christology, 38. 
113 Edmondson, 30. 
114 Oliver Crisp suggests this leads to a distinction between the Cosmic Mediator and the Redeemer 
Mediator.  He proposes “the Second Person of the Trinity acts as Cosmic Mediator in being the agent 
through whom the world is created and sustained and in whom all things ‘hold together’ (Col. 1:17).  This 
role is logically more fundamental, or primitive, than his Redemptive Mediator role, which obtains provided 
God ordains the salvation of at least some of humanity.”  Oliver Crisp, Revisioning Christology: Theology in 
the Reformed Tradition (Surrey: Ashgrove Publishing Limited, 2011), 29.  This betrays Crisp’s desire to 
contemplate the infra and supralapsarian views of Calvin, a point Edmondson does not consider.  Instead 
Edmondson advances a singular Mediator whose work is detailed in three offices: prophet, priest, and king.  
Hence, the ‘Redeemer Mediator’ is a display of the sacerdotal office of The Mediator and the ‘Cosmic 
Mediator’ is a work of the other offices. 
115 Edmondson, Calvin’s Christology, 30-31.  
116 Edmondson, 31.  
117 Edmondson, 48.  
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priests.  The first is the continuation of the office.  Edmondson states: 

We thus begin to see a distinction between the Christological role of the prophets 
and that of the priests and kings.  The latter fulfilled their office in Christ’s place – 
they took his part as types and no longer had a role in God’s Church once Christ 
had come, but the prophetic office, carried out alongside Christ, did not cease once 
Christ had come.  The prophets before Christ and the apostles and other teachers in 
the Church after Christ, share with Christ the ministry of leading of the Church into 
faithful participation in the covenant.118  

Thus, Edmondson argues that the prophetic is the sole role continuing while the other two 

find their consummation in Christ.119  

The second difference is subtler.  The kings and the priests sought to directly enact 

the covenant with the people of God.  By contrast, the prophetic role is one of 

proclamation.120  Yet, as Edmondson notes, Christ’s heralding is a call to action – to 

believe and to follow.121  By connecting Christology to the Old Testament, Edmondson 

suggests that Christ’s work is described by the munus triplex throughout Israel’s covenant 

history.122 

Using Calvin’s Commentary on John’s Gospel, Edmondson further illustrates 

Christ’s prophetic role.  He notes, 

The teaching of Christ that interests Calvin in John’s Gospel (which seems to make 
it, therefore, the teaching that most interests Calvin overall) is Christ’s teaching 
about himself insofar as he is the fulfillment of God’s covenant of grace, insofar, 
that is as he reconciles and reunites us to God as our Priest and our Head.123   

                                                           
118 Edmondson, 68. 
119 Van der Kooi agrees, stating, “The latter offices [priest and king] found their fulfillment and in that way 
also their conclusion in Jesus Christ.  The prophetic office may have found its culmination in Jesus Christ, 
but certainly not its conclusion.  The proclamation of God’s will and Word continues in the tasks of the 
teachers of the church, in the administration of the Word, and in many other forms in which God’s truth 
receives a human voice and is proclaimed publicly in the world.”  Cornelius van der Kooi, “Christology,” in 
The Calvin Handbook, ed. Herman J. Selderhuis, trans. Gerrit W. Sheeres, 257-267 (Grand Rapids: William 
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2008), 262.  Richard Belcher Jr. offers an alternative perspective in 
which he understands aspects of all three offices to find their continuation in the church.  Richard P. Belcher 
Jr. Prophet, Priest, and King: The Roles of Christ in the Bible and Our Roles Today (Phillipsburg: P&R 
Publishing, 2016), 159-179. 
120 Edmondson, Calvin’s Christology, 68.  
121 Edmondson, 69. 
122 Edmondson, 69. 
123 Edmondson, 156. 
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Edmondson claims that the offices cannot be separated neatly since all three work in 

concert.  Christ as the teacher of the Gospel draws us to faith in His sacerdotal atoning 

work and leads us into His kingdom.124   

Edmondson also discusses the unique communication of Christ’s office of teaching 

to others.  Ministers, according to Edmondson, share strictly in the teaching office and are 

subordinate to Christ.125  Christ calls and equips these individuals.126  “Christ shares his 

role as teacher of the Gospel, by which the Church is directed to Christ’s saving work, but 

Christ alone accomplishes the Gospel in which believers are saved.”127   

Moving from general comments to a specific consideration in the Institutes, 

Edmondson proposes that Calvin addresses three key components.  The first is the 

anticipation by the prophets of a Messianic teacher who will deliver God’s perfect 

instruction.128  Calvin’s second argument is that the very title ‘Christ’ or ‘Messiah’ is a 

direct link to Christ’s mediatorial offices and, specifically, the prophetic role.129  The final 

piece for Calvin is Christ’s assumption of His prophetic office as the “Head of all God’s 

appointed prophets and teachers”.130  All subsequent teachers are ordained to follow the 

ultimate Prophet and commanded not to deviate, subtract, or add to His teachings.131   

Edmondson’s work on the prophetic office is thorough, however, he seems to 

                                                           
124 Edmondson contends that the prophetic office is a distinctive office, but integrally connected to the other 
two.  Edmondson, 157.   
125 Edmondson, 159. 
126 Edmondson, 159.  
127 Edmondson, 159.  
128 Edmondson, 160.  Edmondson elaborates, “a primary task of these prophets was to direct the people to the 
coming Messiah”. 
129 Edmondson, 160.  See: “This chapter ought, therefore, to be understood in such a sense, that Christ, who 
is the Head of the prophets, holds the chief place, and alone makes all those revelations; but that Isaiah, and 
the other prophets, and the apostles, contribute their services to Christ, and each performs his part in making 
known Christ’s benefits.” And “He [Christ] affirms that he is the herald of future grace, the time of which he 
fixes from the ‘good pleasure’ of God; for, as he was to be the Redeemer of the Church by free grace, so it 
was in his power, and justly, to select the time.” Comm. Isaiah 61:1-2, CTS IV.303-305; CO 37.371-373.  
See also: Inst. II.xv.2; CO 3.563. 
130 Edmondson, Calvin’s Christology, 160.  
131 Edmondson, 160-161.  
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hedge the role more tightly than warranted.  He states that “Christ’s prophetic office, then, 

in relation to this revelation is not to give revelation, but to explain it.”132  Edmondson 

shows how Christ explains revelation, yet I contend that Calvin understands the prophetic 

office to include revelatory communication.  Hence, Christ is unique in relation to other 

prophets.  Edmondson nuances this by discussing how God’s character is manifested in 

Christ’s prophet role.133  Thus, “In this sense we can say that Christ, as prophet, is not only 

the interpreter of revelation, but also revelation itself – even as he is revelation itself in his 

work as priest and king – for also in this work the Church discovers God’s salvific will for 

it.”134  A careful analysis of Calvin’s Christophanic convictions might enhance 

Edmondson’s work since Calvin argues that Christ not only is revelation manifested, but is 

the source of revelation.  

Edmondson does, in fact, attend to pre-incarnate appearances of Christ.  

Unfortunately, his comments are brief.  He observes that “One of Calvin’s favorite epithets 

for Christ is: ‘God manifest in the flesh’.”135  Edmondson notes a driving force behind God 

assuming flesh is the insurmountable distance between the Creator and creature.136  He 

further observes that one finds in Calvin a “sense in which God was known to the Church 

in the Old Testament” and that “whenever Israel wished to know God, ‘they always turned 

their eyes toward Christ,’ by attending to his promised manifestation.”137  Yet, I suggest 

this is not the complete picture.  God calls Old Testament believers to look toward the 

promised incarnation while manifesting Himself to strengthen their faith.  This is a 

consideration that Edmondson hints at, but which deserves further development.  
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Edmondson states, 

The divine nature is inscrutable even in the incarnation.  Rather, in and through his 
threefold office, Christ reveals God’s merciful will through his accomplishment of 
that will in his history.  Through Christ’s history the invisible God has become 
visible among us, accommodating Godself to our weakness.138 

Although not immediately clear whether this is strictly in reference to the incarnation, the 

phrase ‘Christ’s history’ might be taken to mean the mediating activity of Christ across all 

dispensations.  

Edmondson only considers two Christophanic cases – the burning bush and Jacob’s 

ladder, viewing the latter as a sign rather than a physical appearance.139  He links this sign 

with the Immanuel promise of God’s presence with us.140  In this manner, Edmondson 

understands Calvin to view pre-incarnate visions as means of sustaining the faith of 

believers.141  He declares, “Calvin argues that God is present in the story through Christ, 

the Mediator, before he has taken flesh.”142  Edmondson connects this pre-incarnate 

appearance with Christ and specifically with Christ the Mediator.  Thus, Christophanies 

are an extension of Christ’s mediatorial work:   

In some sense, this is only a further development of Calvin’s notion of the office of 
the Mediator, an extension, perhaps, of his office as prophet – Christ is the one 
through whom God communicates with the Church.  But in this instance, Calvin 
wants to emphasize that Christ bears this office not in or through someone else (the 
priests, kings, or prophets of the Old Testament); rather, he himself has come down 
and taken created form.  He has done so because Christ’s immediate presence is 
necessary here in a way that is not in God’s other communications.  In the angelic 
appearances [Angel of the Lord], God does not merely communicate information, 
but God makes Godself present as part of that communication.  Christ, as the 
Mediator, is the one in whom God can effectively present Godself to God’s 
chosen.143 

Of particular note is Edmondson’s connection of this Christophany with the prophetic 

                                                           
138 Edmondson, 180.  
139 Edmondson, 196. 
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141 Edmondson, 197.  
142 Edmondson, 195.  
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office.  Christ delivers divine revelation in the exercise of His prophetic function. 

Alongside Jansen and Edmondson, Byung-Ho Moon’s recent treatment of Christ 

the Mediator of the Law merits inclusion here.144  For Moon scrutinizes Calvin’s 

understanding of how the law unveils and orients its readers toward the Mediator.  

Although more focused in scope than either Jansen’s or Edmondson’s work, it nonetheless 

provides important insights into Calvin’s understanding of mediation.   

Somewhat novel to Moon is the connection between the names of God attributed to 

Christ and their mediatorial claims.  Edmondson links Immanuel in a similar manner.145 

However, Moon focuses on names not exclusively assigned to the Son.  

Calvin believes that the names Adonai, Elohim, and Jehovah refer to Christ’s 
mediatorship.  Adonai expresses the messenger nature of Christ’s mediatorship.  
Elohim refers to the person of the Mediator (persona mediatoris) who has divine 
power and glory, and the name Jehovah (Jahweh) reveals Christ as Saviour and 
Leader.146 

There appears to be a connection between Christ’s three offices and the three names 

mentioned: Adonai with the prophetic, Elohim with the royal, and Jehovah with the 

sacerdotal.  Moon identifies these names as evidence that Christ’s mediation extends to the 

Old Testament.147   

Moon also analyzes the munus triplex.148  He describes Calvin’s definition of the 

prophetic office as the role of teaching, the priestly office as concerning reconciliation and 

intercession, and the kingly office as the rule of Christ over His church.149  Moon devotes 

more space to pre-incarnate appearances of Christ.  Intriguingly, Moon broaches the 

question of Christophanic materiality, stating, “Calvin emphasizes that not the form of 

                                                           
144 Byung-Ho Moon, Christ the Mediator of the Law: Calvin’s Christological Understanding of the Law as 
the Rule of Living and Life-Giving (Eugene: Wipf & Stock Publishers, 2006). 
145 Moon also mentions the Immanuel connection.  Moon, 100. 
146 Moon, 88. 
147 Moon does not unpack the implications when these names are applied to the Father nor discusses if they 
are restricted to the Son.  
148 Moon, 98.  
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Christ, but Christ ‘himself’ appeared in the form of man, though not yet made man.”150  

Calvin does not consider Christophanies vague representations, but as Moon deduces, he 

sees this as the Mediator Himself.  Yet, Calvin distinguishes between the Christophanic 

and the event of the incarnation.  Moon remarks, “we recognize that for Calvin the entity 

of the Son of God in the Old Testament not only represents the coming Mediator but also 

signifies the presence of the Mediator as God in the form (forma) of God and man.”151   

Discussing Christ’s presence as the Angel of the Lord, Moon returns to God’s 

names.  He observes that,  

In order to explain both the work of Christ and his presence as the Mediator in the 
Old Testament, Calvin particularly points to his appearance as the Angel before the 
fathers and prophets which he believes to be closely related to the hypostasis of the 
Son of God denoted by the names Jehovah and Elohim.152 

Moon further explains the importance by relating the essence of the Godhead to the name 

Jehovah: The ascription of Jehovah to the Angel of God is, he says, a clear bestowment of 

the divine nature.153  Moon relates Jehovah and Elohim to a revelation of the divine 

majesty and character of the Mediator.154  Thus the Mediator appears prior to the 

incarnation and foreshadows the incarnation.  Moon concludes that, “In the figure of 

Christ, the humanity of the Mediator was already revealed as the property of the Son of 

God.  Therefore no other gods or angels could become human legitimately except for the 

eternal Son of God.”155  Moon ends by stating, “Calvin takes the position that even before 

the fall Christ worked as the Mediator to reconcile men to God and to join them to the 

angels of heaven.”156  This is illustrated in Christ’s pre-incarnate appearances. 
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1.2.2 Additional Considerations of the Mediatorial Office 

A few additional insights are worth highlighting from shorter treatments.  Robert Peterson 

emphasizes the importance of Christ’s mediatorial role for Calvin stating, “The Old 

Testament believers knew God only through the Mediator.  There is no knowledge of God 

apart from his revelation in Christ.”157  Hereby Peterson proclaims the soteriological 

implications for Christophanies.    

Louis Berkhof observes that the “mediatorial work is always a work of the entire 

person; not a single work can be limited to any one of the offices.”158  Consequently we 

only superficially speak of any mediatorial action as attributable to a particular office.  

Despite this, Berkhof argues that Christophanies are a function of the prophetic office.159               

John Morrison notes that as God and man, Christ was uniquely and solely qualified 

to be the Mediator.160  Morrison deduces that “Christ executed the office of a prophet 

before His incarnation (Matthew 11:27; John 3:2; John 6:68).  This was also evident in the 

Old Testament theophanies.”161  Alongside Peterson, Morrison stakes the claim that, “the 

source of all revelation is Christ the Mediator.”162  Morrison’s remark further connects the 

prophetic office to Christ’ pre-incarnate appearances.       

1.2.3 Concluding Remarks 

There is, it appears, a very close association between Calvin’s view of mediation and his 

Christology.  Furthermore, scholarship indicated a connection between the prophetic office 

and pre-incarnate appearances of Christ.  Despite this, no treatment spared more than a few 

                                                           
157 Robert A. Peterson, Calvin and the Atonement: What the Renowned Pastor and Teacher Said About the 
Cross of Christ (Fearn: Christian Focus Publications, 1999), 43. 
158 Louis Berkhof, Systematic Theology (Edinburgh: The Banner of Truth Trust, 1958), 357. 
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160 John Morrison, “The Mediation of Christ – (2) His Offices,” Journal of the Seminary of the Free Church 
of Scotland (Continuing), vol. 2. 9-19 (2016), 9. 
161 Emphasis in original.  Morrison, 13. 
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pages of analysis on theophanic episodes and Calvin’s analysis of them.  Careful study of 

Calvin’s Christophanic understanding will, as I aim to demonstrate, confirm the centrality 

of Christ’s mediation as a function of His identity and illustrate the prophetic office in 

action.   

Owing to Calvin’s commitment to the comprehensive mediatorial role of the Son 

(and His prophetic office within it), all theophanic appearances in the Old Testament must, 

on Calvin’s reading, be understood to be Christophanic.  Furthermore, the questions raised 

by Jansen and Edmondson bear additional examination.  Does Calvin advance the 

prophetic as a separate office?  Is it possible to demonstrate the link between the prophetic 

and the Christophanic?  Is revelation an aspect of mediation or is the prophetic role 

restricted to interpretation?  Additionally, it will be helpful to consider how mediation 

prescribes Christophanies and how Christophanies illuminate the mediatorial offices.  I 

address these questions and analyze Calvin’s convictions in the third chapter.        

1.3 Analyzing Calvin’s Understanding of Divine Accommodation 

Over the centuries of church history, the question of the mode of divine revelation has 

been a persistent subject of reflection.  For Calvin, the issue of divine revelation is partially 

addressed by his concept of ‘divine accommodation’.  Dowey comments that divine 

accommodation is “the process by which God reduces or adjusts to human capacities what 

He wills to reveal of the infinite mysteries of his being, which by their very nature are 

beyond the powers of the mind of man to grasp.”163  He highlights several critical factors, 

namely, the limitation of human capacity, the infinitude of God’s essence, and the massive 

chasm existing between the two.  Despite revelation being foundational to our knowledge 

of God, Calvin’s conception of divine accommodation has received limited attention.164  

                                                           
163 Dowey, The Knowledge of God, 3.  
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Jon Balserak notes that “accommodation in Calvin is an immense and multifaceted concept 

which permeates the reformer's sizeable corpus, and because the current scholarly writings 

on the topic are, almost without exception, small articles which are not able adequately to 

treat accommodation in total, its contours have yet to be sufficiently sketched.”165  

Balserak’s remarks suggest that divine accommodation should not be reduced to a limited 

range of applications, further testifying to the need to consider Calvin’s implementation 

regarding the Christophanic.        

1.3.1 Introduction to Calvin and Accommodation 

The engaged reader of Calvin need not search long before coming across the term 

accommodare.  Battles describes accommodation as a principle to which Calvin frequently 

appeals.166  Indeed, Calvin’s analogical description of God as father, teacher, and physician 

suggest a pedagogical necessity for God to adapt revelation to the needs of the human 

being as child, pupil, and patient respectively.167 

Calvin connects the knowledge of God to accommodation and employs it to 

account for a broad array of features.  Of particular interest is Calvin’s application to 

Christophanic passages.  Calvin’s oft employed image of Scripture as a mirror indicates 

that a reflection of God’s essence appears rather than the full manifestation of said 

essence.168  As a mirror portrays an accurate representation so too divine accommodation 

presents a sufficient, accurate representation of God’s essence .  Thus, Calvin shields 

accommodation against the charge that only a theatrical illusion of God is presented rather 

than meeting with God Himself.        

                                                           
165 Jon Balserak, “‘Deus humanitus saepe cum suis agere solet’ An Analysis of Divine Accommodation in 
the Thought of John Calvin” (unpublished dissertation, 2002, 
https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/18599), vi. 
166 Ford Lewis Battles, “God was Accommodating Himself to Human Capacity,” in Readings in Calvin’s 
Theology, ed. Donald K. McKim (Eugene: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 1984), 43. 
167 Battles, 23. 
168 See: Comm. Isaiah 6:1, CTS I.200-201; CO 36.126. 
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1.3.2 A Survey of Select Divine Accommodation Literature 

The current literature on Calvin’s accommodation often shares the common pattern by 

which Calvin’s views are frequently misapplied to reflect a modern understanding rather 

than ascertaining their meaning from the original context.  Several works manifest this 

problem, while other authors critically observe how Calvin’s accommodation differs from 

its portrayal by much modern scholarship.  Consequently, it is crucial to understand the 

concept in Calvin’s specific sense and context.  Secondarily, it is necessary to gather 

internal evidence regarding how Calvin might answer modern criticisms to determine if his 

articulation can still serve present theological thinking.    

Ford Lewis Battles, in his 1977 essay, “God Was Accommodating Himself to 

Human Capacity,” serves as a catalyst to bring this issue to light.169  He notes that he did 

not find any contemporary published monoliths dedicated to accommodation. 170  One of 

Battles’ initial observations is the integral connection between accommodation and 

mediation.  He declares that all accommodations culminate in God’s “supreme act of 

condescension, the giving of His only Son to reconcile a fallen world to Himself”.171  

Consequently Battles understands Calvin’s accommodation to build toward the 

incarnation.  Battles further concludes that Calvin understood accommodation to be 

Trinitarian and never isolated to Christ.172  Taken together these observations indicate a 

Christological centrality within a Trinitarian framework.     

Battles’ main contention is that Calvin heavily borrows from classical rhetoric.  

The ‘Rhetoric Thesis’ Battles advances holds that Calvin imposes classical oratory 

techniques to explain God’s interactions with humanity.  Battles explains, 

As in human rhetoric there is a gulf between the highly educated and the 
                                                           
169 Ford Lewis Battles, “God was Accommodating Himself to Human Capacity,” in Readings in Calvin’s 
Theology, ed. Donald K. McKim (Eugene: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 1984), 21-42. 
170 See the first footnote in: Battles, 43. 
171 Battles, 23-24. 
172 Battles, 24. 
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comparatively unlearned, between the convinced and the unconvinced, a gulf 
which it is the task of the rhetoric to bridge so that through simple, appropriate 
language the deeps of human thought yield up their treasure, or at least the views of 
the speaker are persuasively communicated – analogously in divine rhetoric the 
infinitely greater gulf between God and man, through divine condescension, in 
word and deed, is bridged.  And the divinely appointed human author and 
expositors of Scripture express and expound the divine rhetoric under the Spirit’s 
guidance for the benefit of all.173  

Consequently, God’s actions in the superintendence of Biblical authors and interpreters are 

calculated ‘rhetorically’, as it were, with a view to persuading humanity.  Battles observes 

that many church fathers employed similar language, yet, they mainly restricted their 

context to the apologetic arena, whereas “Calvin makes this principle a consistent basis for 

his handling not only Scripture but of every avenue of relationship between God and 

man.”174  The implications move beyond selecting understandable synonyms, becoming “a 

rhetoric of violence, or exaggeration, of unbelievable heightening.”175  The rhetorician is 

free to employ the necessary means to persuade.  Hence, lying becomes admissible as the 

goal justifies the execution. In classical rhetoric, accommodation “always had to do with 

the adaptation of the verbal representation of the matter under consideration to the persons 

being addressed, with full regard to their situation, their character, intelligence, and their 

emotional makeup.”176  By implication God’s interactions remain bound to a particular 

time and audience.        

Battles’ work suggests Calvin was influenced by his study of the patristics.177  

However, Parker casts doubt on our knowledge of which patristics shaped Calvin and to 

what extent.178  Consequently, while Battles correctly reasons that Calvin was familiar 

with the classics, it is challenging to conclude how formative they were on Calvin’s 
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theological views.179  Hence, Battles’ statement that “After his conversion, all of Calvin’s 

classical learning was transmuted” seems bolder than what we can positively postulate.180  

Huijgen comments that “Battles gives little to no proof for some of his positions, for 

example when he states the concept of accommodation is rooted in classical rhetoric.”181  

David Wright declares,  

Quite apart from the absence of distinctive terminology, this is light years away 
from the range and depth of Calvin’s applications of accommodation.  Let this be 
my modest corrective, in the opening address of this Congress, to the fashionable 
recent tendency to explain too much of Calvin in terms of the rhetorical 
tradition.182  

Such statements shed doubt on the reliability of the ‘Rhetoric Thesis’.  

Battles was neither alone nor the first to advance the Rhetoric Thesis.183  David 

Willis presented a paper three years earlier citing accommodation as an example of 

Calvin’s ‘Rhetorical Theology’.  Willis contends that “if we are alerted to Calvin’s 

location in rhetorical tradition, we can see how many of the polar elements of his thought 

are correlatively joined.”184  Balserak groups Willis with Battles as authors positing that 

Calvin’s accommodation language is a product of his humanistic training.185  Yet, the 

hypothesis remains questionable, something later scholarship has collaborated. 

Indeed, shortly after the emergence of Battles’ study, David Wright countered with 
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“Calvin’s Pentateuchal Criticism: Equity, Hardy of Heart, and Divine Accommodation in 

the Mosaic Harmony Commentary”.186  Wright’s underlying contention posited that rather 

than a rhetorical device, Calvin implemented divine accommodation to meet “the limits 

and needs of the human condition.”187  In contrast to the rhetoric thesis, Wright advanced 

the primitive nature of humanity, the hardness of heart, and the “principle of natural 

equity” as foundations for divine accommodation.188  Wright concludes that, for Calvin, 

God often tolerated and permitted laws which fell short of standards conforming to His 

holy nature.189  Consequently Wright understands Calvin’s accommodation to teach that 

“God took Israel’s limitations into account and chose to give them a good deal of leeway 

in the enactment of ceremonial and civil legislation.”190  This observation leads Wright to 

advance that “Calvin applies the pattern [of divine accommodation] in a more radical 

manner than the Institutes would lead one to expect and beyond the range of references 
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covered in Ford Lewis Battles’s well-known article on the subject.”191  Wright’s remarks 

suggest two important applications: studies of Calvin’s implementation of divine 

accommodation must consider the material in the Commentaries as well as the Institutes 

and the rhetoric thesis is insufficiently robust to account for Calvin’s full range of use.  

Intriguingly, Wright cites several Christophanic passages in support of his contentions 

which suggests a need to consider how Calvin applies accommodation to divine 

manifestations.192  

Arnold Huijgen’s recent work, Divine Accommodation in John Calvin’s Theology: 

Analysis and Assessment, fills a gap in the rhetorical thesis.193  Contrasting Battles’ claim 

that accommodare is connected with Latin rhetoricians, Huijgen notes that “accommodare 

derives its terminological significance almost completely from its connection to ‘aptitude,’ 

of which it is only one synonym among other, and more important, ones.  Therefore, 

accommodare is neither a prominent term, nor unique in what it denotes.”194  Rather, “One 

would expect that an author dependent on classical rhetoric for his concept of 

accommodation would choose the term aptare or aptum rather than accommodare.”195  

Huijgen determines that Calvin was not heavily influenced by rhetoric concepts, 

concluding that the evidence is inconclusive at best.196       
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Huijgen offers a three-part critique of Calvin’s accommodation.  His first criterion 

of religious certainty poses the question “Is divine accommodation really about the 

revelation of God, or does it paint a picture of God, the relation of which to God Himself 

remains unclear, and therefore fundamentally insecure?”197  Huijgen restates the argument 

as the degree of distinction between God in His essence and God as He appears to us.198  

Credibly, Huijgen acknowledges that certainty is a “distinctly modern question.”199  

Huijgen concludes that Calvin portrays a certainty not typifying his three interlocutors: 

Harry Kuitert, Karl Barth, and Isaac Dorner.200  He states, “there is an ultimate certainty to 

be found within God’s revelation that God is no other than He reveals Himself.  For the 

Old Testament, this is Exodus 34:6-7, for the New, it is Jesus Christ.”201  I contend that for 

Calvin these are identical.  Huijgen’s subsequent claim that for Calvin “God is ever as He 

reveals Himself in Christ” joins me in placing greater weight on Christophanies.202  

Calvin’s articulation overcomes Huijgen’s first criterion by grounding accommodation’s 

certainty in Christ.203     

The criterion of personal revelation receives considerable critique by Huijgen.  His 

concern is summarized by the statement, “Whereas the idea of self-revelation denotes that 

God reveals Himself, that is: personally, the idea of divine accommodation seems to 

reduce revelation to a set of truths about God, rather than knowledge of God as Person.”204  

This is the distinction between the ontological grounding of reliability and revelation’s 
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actual nature.  Huijgen argues,   

On the one hand, Calvin employs language and imagery laden with affective 
quality: God as Father in His family, the nurse prattling with little children.  But 
does this affective coloration touch reality or does this imagery serve to hide that 
God does not have affection?  Here a tension exists in Calvin’s concept of 
accommodation: on the one hand, he decidedly denies that God has emotions, and 
passions; on the other hand, he insists that God does love His people.205  

Hence, Huijgen suggests that Calvin’s illustrations imply that God offers representative 

tokens of His love, yet withholds Himself.206  However, Calvin employs the examples of 

student and infant to demonstrate how human beings themselves accommodate one 

another.  A toddler cannot comprehend the language appropriate for a doctoral student.  

Consequently, parents will descend to the comprehension level of the child to facilitate 

comprehension of the truth.  As Calvin attempts to show, we do not view such pedagogical 

accommodation as trifling in falsehoods.  Rather, we understand it to be necessary for the 

sake of its audience, a thoughtful act of genuine communication.207   

Huijgen acknowledges that Calvin indicates an ontological chasm existing between 

created and Creator.208  Yet, his concern that apart from vulnerability genuine love cannot 

be manifested, seems misdirected against Calvin’s emphasis on the disparity of the 

distance between creature and Creator.209  God rendering Himself vulnerable would be 

seemingly internally contradictory, reducing God to the creaturely.  Thus, we return to the 

necessity of accommodation.  Furthermore, Calvin disputes the claim that divine 

accommodation cannot provide authentic affection by describing God’s love as 

“abundantly poured forth and really given”.210   

                                                           
205 Huijgen, 345. 
206 Huijgen, 173.  
207 We routinely accommodate our feelings for each other.  Those in intimate relationships with us have 
access to intimate levels of sharing.  Those in a more distant relationship experience a more accommodated 
representation of our emotions.  
208 Huijgen, 346.  
209 Huijgen, 372.  
210 Comm. Cath. 1 John 4:17, CTS 245; CO 55.357.  
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For Huijgen, accommodation seemingly produces a division between essence and 

revelation.211  Divine revelation is presented for our consumption while the divine essence 

remains inaccessible.  Doubtless Calvin understands a distinction between revelation and 

God’s essence, but why would such a distinction require revelation to be different in 

substance from essence?212  Rather, what is revealed is a partial, entirely accurate, 

representation of His essence.  Calvin describes the gulf between humankind and God as 

unimaginably vast, rendering it impossible for us to comprehend God’s essence.  Doing so 

would necessitate an elevation of humankind to the level of divine.213  Furthermore, Calvin 

does not consider accommodation to be strictly a matter of communication to human 

beings in their sinfulness.  Balserak underscores this point by distinguishing between 

created human capacity and the effects of sin.214   

Huijgen’s final criterion seeks to determine the strength of Calvin’s 

accommodation hermeneutic.  He questions which passages are, in fact, proper examples 

of the phenomenon of divine accommodation and reflects on how such decisions are 

justified.215  Regarding the former, Huijgen concludes that Calvin “not only employs 

Biblical thoughts, such as Exodus 34:6-7 and the centrality of Christ, but also his 

ontological presuppositions.”216  Huijgen rejects this principle based on the observation 

that “Calvin has not learned this criterion coram Deo, in the interrelatedness of the 

                                                           
211 This is seen in Huijgen’s statement that “accommodation as revelation, implies that God’s essence lies 
behind God’s revelation; for Calvin this is an anti-speculative defense line”.  Huijgen, Divine 
Accommodation, 388.   
212 Indeed, this concern is a modern emphasis seemingly irrelevant to Calvin.  This raises the concern that we 
are imposing a modern question on Calvin. 
213 Huijgen suggests that Calvin creates a hierarchical ontology exclusively broken by death, involving 
humans, angels, and God.  Huijgen 368.  This results in a never-ending closed circuit that denies 
advancement on earth.  Yet, the hierarchical concept is a non sequitur for Calvin since the most rapid 
advancement would still leave the creature woefully short of the Creator.  The chasm is unbridgeable though 
advancement is possible.  
214 Balserak, Divinity Compromised, 46. 
215 Huijgen, Divine Accommodation, 73. 
216 Huijgen, 384.  
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knowledge of God and the knowledge of ourselves” and that this fails to “acknowledge the 

accommodated character of all Biblical language”.217  However, this seems to ignore the 

Reformation hermeneutical principle of scriptura scripturam interprens –  Scripture is its 

own interpreter – which justifies interpreting Old Testament events in light of Exodus 

34:5-7 and Christ.  Furthermore, as Huijgen grants, Calvin does not conceive of all 

accommodations equally, bringing into question which accommodation hermeneutic ought 

to be applied to which Biblical section.218   

Hoon Lee addresses the issue of the progressive change in accommodation 

understanding in his study The Biblical Accommodation Debate in Germany.219  Lee 

argues that many contemporary scholars “show little awareness of the doctrine’s 

history.”220  The historical development of the doctrine of accommodation from the 

seventeenth century through the middle of the nineteenth century informs my study.  Lee 

contends that views of accommodation held by the church fathers and Calvin were 

gradually replaced with a differing understanding built upon Faustus Socinus’ thoughts.221  

Socinian accommodation is detailed as follows: 

Despite a well-established tradition of accommodation going back to Augustine 
and the patristic fathers, Faustus Socinus (1539-1604) developed a contrary 
definition of accommodation.  Socinus altered the historical understanding of 
accommodation by including the “wrong opinions of the people of the day.”  In De 
Auctoritate Sacrae Scripturae (1588), Socinus proposed that God used the 
erroneous beliefs of the biblical authors as an accommodation to their ideology.  
Rather than merely adopting the manner, mode, and form of divine revelation to 
man, God chose to adapt the matter of revelation by incorporating the 
misunderstandings of man.222  

                                                           
217 Emphasis in original.  Huijgen, 384.  
218 Huijgen, 390. 
219 Hoon J. Lee, The Biblical Accommodation Debate in Germany: Interpretation and the Enlightenment 
(Chicago: Palgrave MacMillan, 2017).  Lee’s thesis advances Martin Klauber’s and Glenn Sunshine’s earlier 
work.  See: Martin I. Klauber and Glenn S. Sunshine, “Jean-Alphonse Turrettini on Biblical 
Accommodation: Calvinist or Socinian?,” Calvin Theological Journal 25. 7-27 (1990). 
220 Lee, The Biblical Accommodation Debate, 220. 
221 Lee, 3-8. 
222 Emphasis in original.  Lee, 4.  Klauber and Sunshine present the difference as follows: “The contrasts 
between Calvin’s approach to accommodation and Socinus’s are striking.  With respect to Scripture, Calvin 
used accommodation to reconcile problems; Socinus used it overtly to disqualify passages that raised 
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Consequently, Lee presents two contrasting notions of divine accommodation rooted either 

in Augustine/Calvin or Socinus; indeed, he uses the terms Socinian accommodation and 

Augustinian accommodation as terms of art.223  Lee describes the difference by stating 

“Whereas accommodation of manner – the Augustinian-Calvinist form – does not impact 

Scripture’s authority, accommodation of the matter – the Socinian form – resulted in an 

errant Bible.”224  Lee concludes that the characteristic of Augustinian accommodation 

“was an act in form and manner, not material and manner.”225  He elaborates that this is the 

difference between the mode of God’s revelation and altering the content of what God 

reveals.226  The latter characterizes Socinian accommodation and seems present in 

Huijgen’s theological critiques.227  By contrast, Lee observes that “Historical 

accommodation upheld the inspiration and authority of Scripture without challenging its 

inerrancy.  God condescended to human limitations due to our finitude and sin; however, 

accommodation did not include actual sin, error, contradiction, or misunderstanding.”228  

On this account, accommodation historically served as a mechanism to bridge the 

                                                           
problems.  As a basic theological principle, accommodation is for Calvin necessarily at the root of all of the 
infinite and holy God’s dealings with finite and sinful humanity; for Socinus, since humanity is essentially 
unaffected by the fall, accommodation is unnecessary in God’s dealings with us.”  Klauber and Sunshine, 
“Jean-Alphonse Turrettini,” 14.  
223 See: Lee, The Biblical Accommodation Debate, 19.  
224 Lee, 5.  Klauber and Sunshine add that “Although it certainly cannot be said that Calvin interpreted 
biblical texts in a narrow, woodenly literal manner, it is true that he acknowledged neither errors by the 
biblical authors nor true contradictions in the text.  In fact, far from using accommodation to explain away 
such ‘error’ or to dismiss them as unimportant, Calvin tends to use it to show that what seems to be an error 
or contradiction actually is not.”  Klauber and Sunshine, “Jean-Alphonse Turrettini,” 10.   
225 Lee, The Biblical Accommodation Debate, 211.  Muller defines accomodatio in the following terms: 
“Accommodatio occurs specifically in the use of human words and concepts for communication of the law 
and the gospel, but it in no way implies the loss of truth or the lessening of scriptural authority.”  Richard 
Muller, Dictionary of Latin and Greek Theological Terms: Drawn Principally from Protestant Scholastic 
Theology (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House Company, 1985), 19.  Lee contends that Calvin held to Muller’s 
definition.  Lee, “Accommodation – Orthodox, Socinian,” 336.   
226 Lee, The Biblical Accommodation Debate, 211. 
227 Klauber and Sunshine suggest that “Although Socinus argued for biblical authority, in practice he placed 
Scripture below reason as a means of determining truth…When Socinus speaks of ‘Scriptural authority,’ he 
means that the Bible is absolutely reliable in the way of doctrine – that is, the ‘promises and precepts’ that 
reveal the way of salvation.  The rest may contain errors.”  Klauber and Sunshine, “Jean-Alphonse 
Turrettini,” 13.  
228 Lee connects ‘Historical accommodation’ to Calvin.  Lee, “Accommodation – Orthodox, Socinian,” 336. 
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Creator/creature chasm, further necessitated by sin, but devoid of flaws.    

Lee begins by analyzing how the Dutch reformers employed accommodation to 

describe perceived Scriptural errors as culturally conditioned.229  Next, Lee notes that 

Socinian accommodation transitioned from the more conservative Cartesio-Cocceianian 

adherence to a more radical Spinozian view.  Lee quotes Spinoza as expounding that 

Scripture “does not teach philosophical matters but only piety, and everything in Scripture 

is adapted to the understanding and preconceptions of the common people.”230  Thus, the 

view of the Bible shifted from containing scattered errors to the entire book conforming to 

the limitations of the historical context of its authors.231  Lee concludes that “Spinoza’s 

radicalized accommodation is a stark break from the historical definition and was used for 

the elimination of all supernatural acts in the Bible.”232  

As the debate entered Lee’s ‘first stage’, 1761-1789, the question of 

accommodation became integrally tied to the rise of historical exegesis.233  So intertwined 

were the two that Lee declares, “historical criticism was unthinkable without Socinian 

accommodation”.234  This marked a change in acceptance as previously both groups 

acknowledged their different implementations as mutually exclusive.235  The end of the 

eighteenth century was highlighted by Kantian accommodation which Lee argues emerges 

from Socinian accommodation.236  Lee explains that “Kant expounded on the difference 

                                                           
229 E.g. Scientific ‘inconsistencies’.  Lee, The Biblical Accommodation Debate, 23-59, and 54. 
230 As quoted in Lee, 39.  
231 Lee, 40.  Huijgen interacts with the Dutch Cartesians and Spinoza, but, unlike Lee, he speaks positively of 
Spinoza’s advancements.  Huijgen, Divine Accommodation, 28-34.    
232 Lee, “Accommodation – Orthodox, Socinian,” 338.  Lee observes: “it was Spinoza’s form of Socinian 
accommodation that was carried over into eighteenth-century German exegesis.”  Lee, The Biblical 
Accommodation Debate, 338.  
233 Lee, 136. 
234 Lee, 136.  
235 Lee, 136.  
236 Lee, 172.   
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between an accommodated idea and the truth that lies behind the accommodation”.237  

Thus, a rupture emerged between historical revelation and the true essence of divine 

truth.238  The final stage of the transformation applied accommodation to all aspects of 

Scripture leaving Christ, the apostles, the prophets, and other Biblical authors subject to 

cultural conditioning.239           

Lee concludes that many modern theologians unawares wrongly associate or 

assimilate older Augustinian accounts of accommodation to this more radical Socinianism 

view.240  He subsequently cautions “that how one defines and uses the doctrine of 

accommodation has significant implications for how one views and interprets the Bible, 

ancient history, and a whole spectrum of Christian doctrines.”241  Especially sobering is the 

observation that commendable scholarly research does not prevent Huijgen from 

apparently misplacing the accommodation discussion.  Peter Enns’ work, Inspiration and 

Incarnation: Evangelicals and the Problem of the Old Testament, is a parallel case.242  

Despite not invoking the term ‘accommodation,’ Enns argues for a contemporary 

                                                           
237 Lee, 160. 
238 Lee, 207.  Lee elaborates that Kant understood it to be critical not to confuse the difference.  Lee, 160.  
239 Lee, 207. 
240 Lee, 220.  Lee observes, “These authors (Jack Rogers, Donald McKim, Peter Enns, and Kenton Sparks) 
make little mention, if at all, of the various ways the doctrine has been understood. The accommodation 
debate is never discussed.  And they fail to relay the differences between Augustinian and Socinian 
accommodation.  Instead, the Socinian definition is assumed as the Augustinian definition, forced upon 
historical figures such as church fathers and the reformers.” Lee, 220. 
241 Lee, 221.  
242 Peter Enns, Inspiration and Incarnation: Evangelicals and the Problem of the Old Testament, 2nd ed. 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2015).  Kenton Sparks advanced similar concepts to Enns.  Kenton L. 
Sparks, God’s Word in Human Words: An Evangelical Appropriation of Critical Biblical Scholarship (Grand 
Rapids: Baker Academic, 2008).  As the two works propose similar arguments, I have elected to analyze 
Enns’ more recent edition.  For a critique of Sparks’ analysis of Calvin’s accommodation see: Vern S. 
Poythress, “A Misunderstanding of Calvin’s Interpretation of Genesis 1:6-8 and 1:5 and its Implications for 
Ideas of Accommodation,” Westminster Theological Journal 76. 157-166 (2014).  See also: Lee, 
“Accommodation – Orthodox, Socinian,” 341-344.  For additional critiques see: G. K. Beale, “Can the Bible 
be Completely Inspired by God and Yet Still Contain Errors?  A Response to Some Recent ‘Evangelical’ 
Proposals,” Westminster Theological Journal 73, no. 1. 1-22 (Spring 2011); G. K. Beale, “Did Jesus and the 
Apostles Preach the Right Doctrine from the Wrong Texts?  Revisiting the Debate Seventeen Years Later in 
the Light of Peter Enns’ Book, Inspiration and Incarnation,” Themelios 32, no. 1. 18-43 (October 2006); G. 
K. Beale, “Myth, History, and Inspiration: A Review Article of Inspiration and Incarnation by Peter Enns,” 
Journal of the Evangelical Society 49, no. 2. 287-312 (June 2006); and G. K. Beale, “A Surrejoinder to Peter 
Enns,” Themelios 32, no. 3. 14-25 (May 2007).   
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restatement of the doctrine of Biblical inerrancy to match an incarnation paradigm.  By this 

he means a blend of human and divine agency resulting in a conditioned Scripture.243  

Enns understands the ‘human side’ of the Bible to imply error.  Lee suggests that Enns’ 

attempt to solicit cultural accommodation to explain ‘errors’ in Scripture is merely a 

modern restatement of Socinianism.244  The underlying conviction is that ancient cultures 

were insufficiently sophisticated to comprehend modern knowledge.  Consequently, God 

was compelled to present knowledge suitable to their needs rather than in its genuine form.  

This is remote from what Calvin advocates.  

Despite the tendency to read a Socinian accommodation view retrospectively to 

Calvin, contemporary resources exist which discern Calvin’s original intent.  Dowey 

recognizes the importance of accommodation to Calvin’s knowledge of God.  He retains 

Calvin’s emphasis by pointing to God’s infinitude contrasted by humanity’s limitations.245  

Furthermore, he splits divine accommodation into two classes: accommodation due to 

finiteness and accommodation due to sin.246  The former derives from the Creator/creature 

distinction; the latter is a result of the fall.  Dowey concludes that Calvin does not see 

accommodation strictly as a matter of holiness contrasted by sin, but chiefly as a feature of 

deity in contrast to creatureliness.     

Furthermore, Dowey explicitly discusses theophanies and Christophanies within his 

treatment of accommodation.247  Given the brevity of his excursus on divine 

accommodation, this suggests Dowey thinks the theme important.248  He writes,   

Calvin does not hesitate to identify certain phenomena among Old Testament 
theophanies as special appearances of Christ, giving a foretaste of the office He is 

                                                           
243 Enns, Inspiration and Incarnation, 5. 
244 Lee contends that Enns’ book “fails to acknowledge the ramifications that Socinian accommodation has 
on the Bible’s inspiration and authority” and Kenton Sparks’ work employs “Socinian accommodation for 
the evangelical appropriation of historical criticism.”  Lee, “Accommodation – Orthodox, Socinian,” 341.  
245 Dowey, The Knowledge of God, 3.  
246 Dowey, 4. 
247 Dowey, 13-14. 
248 Dowey, 3-18. 
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later to fulfill.  But these, together with all the other accompaniments of revelation 
in the Old and New Testament, are subordinate to the final accommodation to 
human sinfulness, the Incarnation.249    

Dowey rightly identifies the incarnation as the apex of divine accommodation and suggests 

the importance of divine accommodation to my theme.  Ultimately, for Dowey, what  

connects Christ, the incarnation, and accommodation is mediation.250   

Parker’s study, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries, was one of the first to 

examine Calvin’s notion of accommodation beyond the Institutes.251  He restricts his 

analysis to what he terms ‘difficulties’ and anthropomorphic verses of Scripture.  As 

Parker represents, analysis of Calvin’s handling of anthropomorphism is often the leading 

theme in accommodation discussions.252  While Parker alerts us to the presence of 

accommodation within Calvin’s Commentaries, his focus on anthropomorphism leaves 

other instances of divine accommodation unaddressed.     

A more substantial analysis of Calvin’s accommodation is found in Jon Balserak’s 

study, Divinity Compromised.253  A strength of Balserak’s work is his broader account of 

Calvin’s corpus including sermons, Commentaries, and the Institutes.254  Balserak loosely 

divides Calvin’s accommodation into interactions between God and the world, angels, 

divine promises, and Old Testament case law.255  Balserak notes in the absence of any 

historical formulation of any ‘rules’ for identifying accommodation, “an examination of 

usage rather than principles will be a more fruitful way of approaching this study.”256   

                                                           
249 Dowey, 14. 
250 Dowey, 14-15. 
251 T. H. L. Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1986). 
252 It appears in the majority of the works analyzed.  See Battles, “God was Accommodating Himself,” 29-
30; Huijgen, Divine Accommodation, 114-115; Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries, 100-108; 
Dowey, The Knowledge of God, 6-9; and Balserak, Divinity Compromised, 60-64.  
253 Jon Balserak, Divinity Compromised: A Study of Divine Accommodation in the Thought of John Calvin 
(Dordrecht: Springer, 2006). 
254 Huijgen, Divine Accommodation, 24. 
255 Balserak, Divinity Compromised, 20. 
256 Balserak, Deus Humanitus, 52.  
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Balserak devotes significant space to unveiling the primary motivating factor for 

Calvin’s accommodation: the “human captus”.257  He describes eight categories for human 

capacity: General references, the human condition, sin and its impact on human capacity, 

mental weakness concerning the knowledge of God and spiritual matters, fear/grief/doubt, 

inappropriate desires and imperfection, sluggishness/willfulness/hypocrisy, and 

barbarity.258  Ultimately Balserak constructs a four-fold classification of divine 

accommodation as follows: 

first to human beings as creatures 
secondly to human beings as sinners 
thirdly to Israel as a primitive nation 
and fourthly to human beings as either the wicked or the godly.259      

Of particular note is that Balserak’s creaturely category involves human nature as well as 

cultural knowledge and cultural customs.260  Hence, Calvin considers human beings to be 

constrained in their understanding by both creatureliness in general and cultural/historical 

conditions in particular. The hierarchical structuring highlights the primacy of the 

Creator/creature distinction in Calvin’s thought.   

Balserak sketches how God accommodates to the human captus.  He notes that 

“God’s disclosure of Himself reaches its zenith in the sending of His only Son into the 

world.”261  Balserak concludes that caution must prevail since Calvin’s accommodation is 

so diverse, it is difficult to appoint a singular instance as the consummate act.262  Perhaps a 

more apt statement would be that the supreme act of accommodation is displayed in the 

incarnation of Christ.  This recognizes that Calvin employs divine accommodation 

variously, yet highlights the coming of Christ as the single greatest act of accommodation 

                                                           
257 Balserak, Divinity Compromised, 35-57. 
258 Balserak, 43-53. 
259 Format and emphasis in original. Balserak, 54. 
260 Balserak, 55.  
261 Balserak, 64. 
262 Balserak, 66. 
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in which God condescends to assume humanity as such, rather than simply stooping to take 

on human speech.263  On this point, Balserak contends that “Christ’s life was in many ways 

infused with accommodation.”264  Despite his thorough treatment, the accommodation of 

Christ is restricted to the incarnation and the theme is not brought to bear upon the 

question of Christophanies.                                                           

A few additional shorter studies merit brief mention.  Paul Helm’s “John Calvin on 

Divine Accommodation” focuses on anthropomorphic accommodation. 265  Helm 

highlights the differentiation Calvin makes between “God in se and quoad nos”.266  By this 

he refers to the distinction of God in His essence contrasted by God as we perceive Him.267  

Still, Helm concludes that a Kantian reading of Calvin should not be favored since “God is 

not, for Calvin, an unknowable noumenon.”268  He elaborates that “Calvin’s God as He is 

in Himself is not the metaphysical or epistemological equivalent of Kant’s thing-in-

itself.”269  Consequently, God is knowable in His self-revelation contained in Scripture.270  

Thus Helm finds that although “full or comprehensive knowledge of God is not possible, 

limited but accurate knowledge is.”271  Helm’s comment protects God’s revelation from 

errors while acknowledging its incomplete nature.     

Michael Tinker offers a longer study in: “John Calvin’s Concept of Divine 

Accommodation: A Hermeneutical Corrective”.272  Tinker notes that for Calvin the issue is 

                                                           
263 The complete bridging of the distance between Creator and creature leads Balserak to conclude that it is 
“the unquestioned highpoint of the sphere of accommodating activity”. Balserak, 66.  
264 Balserak, 93. 
265 Paul Helm, “John Calvin on Divine Accommodation,” BRT/RBT 4, no. 2 (Fall 1994), 41-53. 
266 Helm, 42.  
267 Helm notes this is a “mediaeval distinction” and not unique to Calvin. Helm, 42. 
268 Helm, 46.   
269 Helm, 46. 
270 Helm, 46.  
271 Helm, 46. 
272 Michael Tinker, “John Calvin’s Concept of Divine Accommodation: A Hermeneutical Corrective,” 
Churchman 118, no. 4 (Winter 2004), 325-356. 
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the distance between God and humankind.  This problem, while exacerbated by the fall, 

was nevertheless present in sinless humanity.273  Tinker’s words reflect Calvin’s exalted 

view of God.  However, his study does not engage the question of Christophanies.274       

1.3.3 Concluding Remarks 

In conclusion, the literature is marked by notable disagreements regarding the implications 

and validity of Calvin’s thinking about divine accommodation.  Taking up Lee’s thesis, 

they can be largely grouped into those works following a Socinian understanding of 

accommodation (Enns, Huijgen, Tinker), those adhering to the Augustinian-Calvinist view 

(Balserak, Dowey, Helm, Parker, Wright), and those contending for a literary rhetorical 

understanding (Battles, Willis).  Most authors only briefly mention the incarnation and 

appear to overlook Christophanic applications.  This suggests that God accommodating to 

humankind through pre-incarnate appearances stands to be further illuminated and tensions 

resolved.   

Careful attention to Calvin’s understanding of divine accommodation in context is 

critical to avoid using identical terminology originating from later and contradictory 

epistemological perspectives.  Lee concluded that “Calvin’s doctrine of accommodation 

did not challenge the authority of the Bible, nor did he maintain that the Bible contains 

errors in science or doctrine.”275  Balserak further discussed the need to take special care as 

many of Calvin’s instances of divine accommodation carry particular nuances.  Dowey 

pointed to the trifold link between accommodation, incarnation, and mediation, lending 

strength to my rubric.   

Perhaps the clearest tensions emerge from the works of scholars tending toward a 

Socinian understanding of accommodation.  Huijgen raised concerns regarding the 

                                                           
273 Tinker, 331. 
274 Tinker, 338-345.  
275 Lee, “Accommodation – Orthodox, Socinian,” 347.  
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distinction between God in His essence and God as He reveals Himself.  These questions 

were echoed by Tinker and analyzed by Helm.  The fourth chapter addresses this concern 

by arguing that Christophanic accommodation offers the missing piece.  Furthermore, 

Huijgen voiced the hesitation that Calvin’s hermeneutical approach seems less than 

rigorous and is driven by his preconceived notions.  This critique is serious and threatens 

to undermine the validity of Calvin’s implementation of divine accommodation.  

Consequently, this concern will be undertaken in chapters two and four.         

The analysis of key literary works addressing Calvin’s treatment of divine 

accommodation supplies avenues for additional exploration.  Furthermore, the connection 

of accommodation to the person and work of Christ strengthens the initial hypothesis that 

divine accommodation serves as a foundational component to Calvin’s doctrine of 

mediatorial Christology.  Hence, I find substantial confirmation that an analysis of divine 

accommodation is necessary to understand Calvin’s treatment of Christophanic passages.  

Taken together with the questions raised by scholars, I will attempt to reconstruct Calvin’s 

understanding of Christophanic accommodation and address its applicability to 

contemporary concerns.     

1.4 Conclusion             

A need exists for additional study of Calvin’s treatment of Christophanic appearances.  

Many questions exist regarding their exegesis, theological implications (including as 

regards the doctrine of the Trinity), and their relationship to theophanies.  Contemporary 

analysis focuses on the Angel of the Lord, resulting in potential theophanies distinct from 

Christophanies.  Yet, limited discussion has emerged to rigorously delineate between the 

two.  Calvin’s articulation provides a strong Christophanic hermeneutic.  

Calvin’s exegetical methods indicate his meticulous nature.  His commitment to 

brevity and simplicity lends strength to his stance on Christophanies.  Study indicates that 

Calvin advocates for the Son as the manifestation of the divine in all situations.  Given the 
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attention devoted by Calvin to this topic, it is surprising to find limited Christophanic 

analysis amongst Calvin scholars.   

Christophanies afford an opportunity to examine Calvin’s understanding of the 

person and work of Christ from a distinct perspective.  Calvin scholarship has concluded 

that mediation is a primary factor for Calvin’s Christological doctrine.  This interpretation 

will, I argue, find augmented support from considering Calvin’s application of the concept 

of mediation to the case of Christophanies.  The presence of mediation in such cases forms 

part of the basis of Calvin’s understanding of Christ’s role as Mediator.  

A Mediator is demanded by the distance separating the Creator from His creation.  

Calvin understands God to bridge the gap through the employment of divine 

accommodation.  Again, analysis of Calvin’s treatment of Christophanies can contribute 

usefully to the significant debate existing amongst Calvin scholars regarding Calvin’s 

understanding of divine accommodation.     

Having suggested a series of motivating factors for Calvin’s Christophanic 

analysis, I turn to a detailed study of Calvin’s methods and articulation.  Calvin’s 

commitment to interpreting all theophanies as Christophanies trades upon his exegetical 

convictions and his twin foundation of mediation and divine accommodation.  In the 

following chapters, I systematically examine each and illustrate their role in Calvin’s 

analysis of Christophanic passages.  
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CHAPTER 2. EXEGESIS: EVIDENCES OF THE CHRISTOPHANIC 

Introduction 

The foundation of John Calvin’s theological convictions is Scriptural exegesis.  In this 

chapter I uncover factors underlying Calvin’s analytical methods.  I focus on how Calvin’s 

exegesis informs his Christophanic stance.  Calvin’s methods govern his interpretation of 

Scripture and his upbringing impacts his methodology.  He systematically constructs a 

cumulative case for the reality and importance of Christophanic appearances on the basis 

of linguistic, grammatical, and thematic analysis of Scripture.  Ultimately, he argues that 

Christ appears throughout the Old Testament; indeed, Calvin comes to argue that all 

theophanies are, in fact, properly classified as Christophanies.       

I begin by examining Calvin’s analytical development and his exegetical principles.  

Following this, I analyze relevant passages in the Institutes and the Commentaries.  The 

third section connects the previous sections to the topic of Christophanies, discussing the 

relevance of Calvin’s analysis and exegesis for his adherence to the Christophanic.  

Finally, I analyze several Christophanic sections from Calvin’s writings.        

2.1 Introducing Calvin’s Exegetical Methodology 

2.1.1 Calvin’s Analytical Styles 

Much of Calvin’s formative years remains a mystery and the source of speculation.  

Biographer Bruce Gorden notes that virtually nothing is known of Calvin’s childhood.1  

Parker similarly observes that Calvin’s earlier years remain ambiguous.2  Scholars do 

                                                           
1 Gordon, Calvin, 1.  See also: Karl Barth, The Theology of John Calvin, trans. Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Grand 
Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1995); Alexandre Ganoczy, The Young Calvin, trans. 
David Foxgrover and Wade Provo (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1987); Bruce Gordon, Calvin (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2009); T.H.L Parker, John Calvin: A Biography (Oxford: Lion Book, 2006); 
and Francois Wendel, Calvin the Origins and Development of his Religious Thought, trans. Philip Mairet 
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1963). 
2 Parker, John Calvin: A Biography, 21. 
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indicate Calvin’s academic abilities from an early age.  Ganoczy declares that “The young 

Calvin had a precocious intellect and was anxious to learn.”3  Wendel suggests that Calvin 

acquired basic Greek in a few months at the cost of intense labor and his health.4 

Calvin’s formal education involved the humanities and law which shaped his 

methodology.5  Initially, Calvin departed for Paris to enter the priesthood.6  But Gordon 

notes that,  

Exactly what Calvin studied at Montaigu has led to much speculation, but it has 
remained just that: speculation.  Attempts have been made to connect him to a 
range of theological lines of thought such as nominalism and late-medieval 
Augustinism.  It has been suggested that he studied Thomas Aquinas, Duns Scotus, 
Gregory of Rimini and other luminaries of medieval theology, but again nothing 
can be established with certainty.  It is not even known whether he studied theology 
in Paris at all.7   

Perhaps the safest conclusion is that the broad category of humanism best characterizes 

these years.   

 Yet, classifying Calvin as a humanist fails to reveal much.8  As Basil Hall explains, 

“To be a humanist at that time was to be opposed to an emphasizing of tradition for its own 

sake.”9  Describing a position as standing against tradition does not define what it 

                                                           
3 Ganoczy, The Young Calvin, 57. 
4 Wendel, Calvin the Origins, 22-23. 
5 Gamble states, “Calvin could not, and did not, throw off his humanist background.  In many ways he 
continued in the humanist tradition in which he was trained.  Especially in the matter of critical apparatus, 
Calvin approves the methodology of the humanists.”  Gamble, “Brevitas et Facilitas,” 42. 
6 Gordon, Calvin, 6. 
7 Gordon, 8.  Lane inquires, “But how much more of medieval theology did Calvin know?  This is a highly 
controversial issue in Calvin scholarship.  Karl Reuter has argued that Calvin received a thorough grounding 
in scholastic theology during his studies at the Collège de Montaigu in Paris, from the Scottish theologian 
John Major in particular.  This position is held by a number of other scholars and is a major thesis of T.F. 
Torrance’s The Hermeneutics of John Calvin, reviewed below.  Ganoczy rejects this thesis.  Calvin studied 
philosophy, not theology, at Montaigu.”  Lane, “Recent Calvin Literature,” 17.   
8 Donald Williams states, “‘Humanism’ is one of those words which have so many definitions as to be almost 
meaningless.”  Donald T. Williams, “John Calvin: Humanist and Reformer, The Influence of Calvin’s Early 
Humanism on His Work as a Christian Theologian,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 4, Influences 
upon Calvin and Discussion of the 1559 Institutes, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 71-82 (New York: Garland 
Publishing, Inc., 1992), 71. 
9 Basil Hall, “Calvin and Biblical Humanism,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 4, Influences upon 
Calvin and Discussion of the 1559 Institutes, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 55-69 (New York: Garland Publishing, 
Inc., 1992), 57. 
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advocates.10  Hall continues, “Against this traditionalism, and the scholasticism which was 

aligned with it, the humanists sought to return to the sources (ad fontes), that is to the 

Greek and Latin classical writers”.11  Williams adds a definition of “humanism as an 

interest in the ancients from the standpoint of grammar and rhetoric.”12  This suggests that 

Calvin gained an appreciation for examining source material and analyzing grammar, 

aspects emerging in his writings.  Hall suggests that Calvin’s humanistic training 

contributes to his desire to establish “the literal meaning of a passage as it was intended by 

its author at the time.”13  

 Calvin’s training was interrupted by his father’s pressure to study law.14  This 

transitioned him from Paris to Orleans.15  Unfortunately, regarding this time Gordon notes, 

“The period of legal studies belongs, for the historian, to the lost years of Calvin’s life, and 

we are left only with fragments, including Beza’s portrait of the young student.”16  Despite 

the gaps, it is possible to suggest several implications upon Calvin’s exegetical methods.  

Gordon substantiates,  

Calvin’s rigorous legal training left its imprint on every aspect of his life.  It 
sharpened his mind to interpret texts and form precise arguments based on 
humanist methods; it provided him with a thorough grasp of subjects ranging from 
marriage and property to crime.  He was taught to frame legislation, write 
constitutions and offer legal opinions, all of which would loom large in his 
Genevan career.17 

                                                           
10 This explains the broad use of Calvin’s humanism.  Bouwsma argues for the rhetorical style of Calvin’s 
theology based on his humanistic training. See William J. Bouwsma, “Calvin and the Renaissance Crisis of 
Knowing,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 7, The Organizational Structure of Calvin’s Theology, 
ed. Richard C. Gamble, 226-247 (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992) and William J. Bouwsma, 
“Calvinism as Renaissance Artifact,” in John Calvin & the Church: A Prism of Reform, ed. Timothy George, 
28-41 (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1990).  However, there is significant disagreement over 
Calvin’s view of rhetoric and figurative language.  
11 Emphasis in original.  Hall, “Calvin and Biblical Humanism,” 57.   
12 Williams, “John Calvin: Humanist,” 79.  
13 Hall, “Calvin and Biblical Humanism,” 66.  
14 Wendel, Calvin the Origins, 21. 
15 Wendel, 21-22.  
16 Gordon, Calvin, 21. 
17 Gordon, 22.  
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The blending of his training in the arts along with the reasoning of the legal work, provides 

a formidable combination.  More attention has been given to the humanistic component of 

Calvin’s training with limited attention paid to the impact of his legal background.18  Yet, I 

suggest his legal training significantly contributes to Calvin’s development of 

Christophanies.      

2.1.2 Calvin’s Hermeneutical Styles 

In addition to my prior analysis, I offer a few comments here on Calvin’s hermeneutical 

principles.  Specifically, I note Calvin’s deference to authorial intent, his commitment to 

plenus sensus, and his adherence to the boundaries of Scripture.  Each flows from his 

humanistic background, further enhanced by his legal training.  

Hall connects Calvin’s humanistic training with his commitment to uncover 

authorial intent by stating,  

Again and again Calvin insisted on getting back to the meaning a passage would 
have had at the time in which it was written, and insisted that individual words and 
phrases must not be torn from their contexts and given arbitrary interpretations, 
even though there may be long-standing traditions of such interpretation, nor must 
allegory be introduced.  Here he is in line with the jurists, who got behind the gloss 
of the original text, and the classical scholars who sought, by an improved 
linguistic discipline, a better understanding of the texts they edited.19 

Thus, Hall attributes this style to Calvin’s training in the literary arts and law.  Calvin’s 

education conditioned him to emphasize authorial intention.     

 Andor Békési defines Calvin’s view of authorial intent as “the mens scriptoris.  

When we seek this, then we truly seek the inspiration of the Holy Spirit in the writings and 

in the words.”20  This elevates authorial intent beyond a linguistic or legal method.21  

                                                           
18 Gordon, 20.  Much of the discussion of Calvin’s training focuses on his literary development rather than 
his legal training.  This results in a focus on grammar and rhetoric rather than on developing arguments and 
constructing an evidentiary case.      
19 Hall, “Calvin and Biblical Humanism,” 66. 
20 My translation.  Emphasis in original.  Békési, “Kálvin Hermeneutikája,” 26.  
21 Floor states, “We always have to start looking for the intention of the writer.”  Floor, “The Hermeneutics 
of John,” 170.  John Thompson adds, “First, the goal of all interpretation is to understand the mind or 
intention of the writer, and Calvin typically employed the best tools of his day – establishing historical 
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Hence, Békési contends that Calvin’s appeal to uncover the original meaning is a drive to 

understand the divinely inspired meaning.  Kraus observes that “The constant search for 

the intention of the author is characteristic of Calvin’s commentaries and has consequences 

for his methodology”.22  He advances the notion that Calvin consistently employs authorial 

intent by investigating the distinctive habits of each author.23         

Roland Frye adds that “Throughout, Calvin’s purpose in applying learning to 

scripture was to allow the true sense to ‘flow naturally from a passage.’”24  Hence, 

authorial intent is linked to the text’s plain meaning.  Frei further connects the plain 

meaning to a Christological interpretation of Scripture stating, “The reason for his 

[Calvin’s] confidence in the harmony of grammatical with pervasive Christological 

interpretation is his unquestioned assumption of a natural coherence between literal and 

figural reading, and of the need of each for supplementation by the other.”25  A plain sense 

reading, plenus sensus, focuses on the literal reading and incorporates a figurative reading 

only insofar as it uncovers original intention. 

Furthermore, plenus sensus aligns with Calvin’s humanistic upbringing.  The 

humanistic slogan – ad fontes – captured a commitment to discern authorial intention as 

communicated through their writings.  Unless compelled by the authors themselves, the 

reader is not justified in construing obscure interpretations.  Calvin’s Christophanic 

                                                           
contexts and background, searching for the precise meaning of terms in the original Hebrew or Greek, 
worrying over geography and chronology, and so on – to make his case for what the biblical authors 
intended.”  John L. Thompson, “Calvin as a Biblical Interpreter,” in The Cambridge Companion to John 
Calvin, ed. Donald K. McKim. 58-73 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 61.     
22 Kraus, “Calvin’s Exegetical Principles,” 13. 
23 Kraus provides the example of Calvin’s hesitancy to attribute 2 Peter to Peter based on linguistic 
differences between 1 Peter and 2 Peter.  Kraus, 13.  
24 Roland M. Frye, “Calvin’s Theological Use of Figurative Language,” in John Calvin & the Church: A 
Prism of Reform, ed. Timothy George, 172-194 (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1990), 189.   
25 Frei, The Eclipse of Biblical Narrative, 27.  George Stroup comments that “What he [Frei] believes to be 
distinctive and important about Calvin’s precritical reading of the Bible is that Calvin was convinced that the 
grammatical, literal sense of the text, was indeed the true sense”.  George W. Stroup, “Narrative in Calvin’s 
Hermeneutic,” in John Calvin & the Church: A Prism of Reform, ed. Timothy George, 158-171 (Louisville: 
Westminster/John Knox Press, 1990), 161. 
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advancement indicates his belief that the authors of Scripture understood Christ to appear 

and that the plenus sensus supports this view. 

Finally, Calvin is committed to remaining within the boundaries of Scripture.  

Wallace observes, “Calvin was always aware that in the pursuit of theology, what most 

hinders arrival at the truth lies not in any obscurity attaching to the revelation, or even to 

the Holy Scripture, but in the natural limitation and perversity of the mind of the 

theologian.”26  There are concepts beyond our capacity, those not explicitly revealed.  

However, our fallen natures are often not content to remain within God’s Word and seek to 

move into the realm of the unknown.  Wallace observes that “Fascinated by what we can 

produce from our own thoughts, we become so busy seeking what does not exist that we 

can fail to find what does exist (Inst. 3:23:2).”27  Calvin’s drive to avoid exceeding 

Scripture sought to avoid manufacturing foreign interpretations to the plain reading.     

Consequently, Calvin proceeds cautiously.  Thompson suggests that “Calvin’s 

moral conservatism and exegetical caution are reflexes of one another.”28  Calvin’s 

exegetical conservativism – perhaps stemming from his legal studies – restrained him from 

extrapolating Christ from the New Testament and assuming a Christocentric reduction of 

the Old Testament.  Thompson explains, “One might expect, then, that Calvin would be 

prone to go about finding Christ or Christian doctrines throughout the Old Testament, but 

he was actually criticized in his own day for being overly restrained in this respect.”29  

2.1.3 Concluding Remarks on Calvin’s Styles 

Calvin’s early years shaped his hermeneutical principles.  His humanistic education 

produced a commitment to the source material.  This explains his passion for the author’s 

                                                           
26 Wallace, “A Christian Theologian,” 116.   
27 Wallace, 116-117.  Leith states that Calvin adheres to the principle of sola Scriptura by not adding or 
subtracting from Scripture.  Leith, “John Calvin – Theologian,” 330. 
28 Thompson, “Calvin as a Biblical,” 66.  
29 Thompson, 69.   
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original intention, expounding the plain meaning of the text, and remaining within the 

boundaries imposed by anti-speculative sensibility.  In each case, there is a commitment to 

unearth the source material and original understanding.   

These principles imply that Calvin would be less inclined to find Christ upon every 

page of the Old Testament.  Calvin should be more likely to adopt a more general 

theophanic understanding of divine appearances.  Theophanies would allow Calvin to 

avoid speculation or the possible superimposition of foreign meanings not within the 

authors’ original intentions.  The fact that Calvin identifies Christophanies in the Old 

Testament suggests that he finds strong evidence within that source material for pre-

incarnate appearances of Christ.  He must be convinced that the author and plenus sensus 

indicates that Christ manifests the divine presence.  Calvin’s training prevents him from 

too-quickly adopting such an interpretation.  Rather, he arrives at it through a series of 

progressive steps reflecting a lawyer systematically arguing a case.  Having attended to the 

analysis of Calvin scholars, we turn to examine Calvin’s evidence in the Institutes and the 

Commentaries.  

2.2 Analyzing Calvin’s Exegetical Methodology 

Calvin’s career involved writing commentaries, lecturing on nearly every book of the 

Bible, and compiling multiple editions of the Institutes.  The Commentaries are a 

combination of analysis written by Calvin and transcriptions of his lectures compiled by 

his students.30  Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries include only three texts he himself 

wrote: the Pentateuch, Joshua, and the Psalms.31  The remaining books are transcribed 

lectures delivered at the Geneva academy.32  Unfortunately, Calvin does not appear to 

                                                           
30 Parker submits that the New Testament Commentaries were written rather than transcribed.  Parker, 
Calvin’s New Testament Commentaries, 22.  Parker notes, “Between 1540 and 1551 were published all his 
commentaries on the New Testament epistles.  Only toward 1550 did he begin to write and lecture on the Old 
Testament”.  Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries, 9.   
31 Parker, 9.  
32 Parker, 16. 
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exposit 2 Kings to Esther or the Wisdom Literature (apart from Job and Psalms).33  

Although record indicates Calvin analyzed them, we lack copies of his exegetical lectures 

on Judges or 1 Kings.34  Among the missing sermons and books are several containing 

potential Christophanies.35  Although I cannot examine every Christophanic instance, 

Calvin’s analysis of the passages he did exposit allows me to extrapolate how he might 

have approached these other sections of Scripture. 

In this section I examine Calvin’s work, restricting my focus to the exegetical 

themes impacting Calvin’s Christophanic development.  First, I consider Calvin’s 

comments in the Institutes, followed by an examination of the Commentaries, completed 

with concluding remarks summarizing Calvin’s position.  

2.2.1 Calvin’s Exegetical Methods Unveiled in the Institutes 

Calvin does not provide a separate treatment of his hermeneutical principles within the 

Institutes.  However, Calvin is not silent regarding his methodology.  Rather, his comments 

are imbedded in other discussions, encouraging the reader to reconstruct his convictions.  I 

focus on passages within the Institutes highlighting Calvin’s esteem for Scripture and his 

methodological principles.  

Within his preamble to the 1559 Institutes, Calvin offers several instructive 

insights.  He declares,  

If, after this road has, as it were, been paved, I shall publish any interpretations of 
Scripture, I shall always condense them, because I shall have no need to undertake 
long doctrinal discussions, and to digress into commonplaces.  In this way the 
godly reader will be spared great annoyance and boredom, provided he approach 
Scripture armed with a knowledge of the present work, as a necessary tool.  But 
because the program of this instruction is clearly mirrored in all my commentaries, 
I prefer to let the book itself declare its purpose rather than to describe it in 

                                                           
33 Parker, 33. 
34 Parker, 13.  
35 Walvoord lists appearances of the Angel of the Lord in the following passages where we lack exegetical 
analysis: Judges 2:1-4, 5:23, 6:11-24, 13:3-23, 1 Kings 19:5-7, 2 Kings 1:3 and 15, 19:35, 1 Chron. 21:11-30, 
and Eccles. 5:6.  Walvoord, Jesus Christ our Lord, 52.  According to Walvoord’s count, this leaves three 
instances in 2 Samuel (14:17-20, 19:27, 24:14-17) that I will not examine due restricting my analysis to the 
Commentaries and the Institutes.  Walvoord, 52.     
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words.36 

Calvin indicates that the Institutes serve as a primer to reading Scripture and as a 

companion to the Commentaries.37  Furthermore, Calvin points to the principles of brevity 

and simplicity by indicating a commitment to condensed analysis.38  Calvin’s methods are 

reflected in his goal of making Scripture easily accessible to others.39   

 In the Institutes Calvin motivates his commitment to remaining within Scripture’s 

boundaries.  Calvin comments that ardent zeal for religion is insufficient.  Rather, “true 

religion ought to be conformed to God’s will as to a universal rule; that God ever remains 

like himself, and is not a specter or phantasm to be transformed according to anyone’s 

whim.”40  Passion does not equate to proper knowledge of God, rather submission to 

God’s instruction is needed.  Speculation and extra-Biblical reasoning leads to idolatry.41 

 Calvin discusses the authority and function of Scripture by using an explanatory 

metaphor.  He states,  

Just as old or bleary-eyed men and those with weak vision, if you thrust before 
them a most beautiful volume, even if they recognize it to be some sort of writing, 
yet can scarcely construe two words, but with the aid of spectacles will begin to 
read distinctly; so Scripture, gathering up the otherwise confused knowledge of 
God in our minds, having dispersed our dullness, clearly shows us the true God.  
This, therefore, is a special gift, where God, to instruct the church, not merely uses 
mute teachers but also opens his own most hallowed lips.  Not only does he teach 
the elect to look upon a god, but also shows himself as the God upon whom they 

                                                           
36 Inst. John Calvin to the Reader, 4-5; CO 2.1-4. 
37 Muller comments, “The Institutes cannot be rightly understood apart from Calvin’s exegetical and 
expository efforts, nor can his exegetical and expository efforts be divorced from his work of compiling the 
Institutes.  By extension, the Institutes is an incomplete source for analysis of any particular doctrine taught 
by Calvin – even those doctrines that Calvin considered as specific topoi or loci in theology.”  Muller, The 
Unaccommodated Calvin, 186.  
38 “Itaque, hac veluti strata via, si quas posthac scripturae enarrationes edidero, quia non necesse habebo de 
dogmatibus longas disputations instituere, et in locos communes evagari, eas compendio semper astringam.”  
CO 2.3-4.  
39 “Porro hoc mihi in isto labore propositum fuit, sacrae theologiae candidatos ad divini verbi lectionem ita 
praeparare et instruere, ut et facilem ad eam aditum habere, et inoffenso in ea gradu pergere queant.”  CO. 
2.1-2. 
40 Inst. I.iv.3; CO 2.39-40. 
41 “Putant enim studium qualecunque religionis, quamlibet praeposterum, satis esse; sed non animadvertunt, 
veram religionem ad Dei nutum, ceu ad perpetuam regulam, debere conformari, Deum vero ipsum semper 
sui simile manere; non spectrum esse aut phantasma, quod pro uniuscuiusque libidine transformetur.”  CO 
2.39-40. 
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are to look.42    

Scripture acts as spectacles whereby we recognize God.43  According to Calvin, Scripture 

comes from God’s lips, indicating its authority and inerrancy.44  Calvin refutes the 

explanation that Scripture is merely human, accentuating this by describing the teachers as 

mute.  Their role is ineffective unless God uses them and speaks Himself.45  

 Thus, Calvin elevates Scripture to the level of divine.  He declares, “we ought to 

hold that it [religion] must take its beginning from heavenly doctrine and that no one can 

get even the slightest taste of right and sound doctrine unless he be a pupil of Scripture.”46  

The classification of Scripture as a heavenly doctrine testifies to the divine stamp of 

approval.   

Having presented the positive case, Calvin turns to the negative, issuing motivation 

for remaining within the boundaries of Scripture.  Calvin states,  

For we should so reason that the splendor of the divine countenance, which even 
the apostle calls ‘unapproachable’ [1 Tim. 6:16], is for us like an inexplicable 
labyrinth unless we are conducted into it by the thread of the Word; so that it is 
better to limp along this path than to dash with all speed outside it.47  

Here Calvin advocates a cautious handling of Scripture.  God’s inaccessibility renders it 

pointless to seek Him apart from His self-revelation.  Only Scripture’s thread allows for 

successful navigation of the divine labyrinth. 

 Muller advances this theme, stating that Calvin “advises his readers to ‘use great 

                                                           
42 Inst. I.vi.1; CO 2.53. 
43 According to Hesselink, Calvin indicates in the Institutes and the Catechism that “the initial purpose of 
Scripture is to assist us in seeing clearly the one true God in his creation, and to enable us to have a proper 
appreciation of that creation, including our original state.”  Hesselink, Calvin’s First Catechism, 51.  
44 “Hoc igitur singulare donum est, ubi ad erudiendam ecclesiam non mutis duntaxat magistris Deus utitur, 
sed os quoque sacrosanctum reserat; neque tantum promulgat colendum esse aliquem Deum, sed eum se esse 
simul pronuntiat qui colendus sit;” CO 2.53.   
45 More specifically, speech concerning Christ.  Leith states, “It was also Calvin’s intention that his theology 
should reflect his conviction that the one thing we must search for in all the Bible is Jesus Christ.”  Leith, 
“Calvin’s Theological Method,” 270. 
46 Inst. I.vi.2; CO 2.54. 
47 Inst. I.vi.3; CO 2.55. 
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caution’ in such matters and not to allow either thoughts or speech to ‘go beyond the limits 

to which the Word of God itself extends.’”48  This is not because the Word of God is 

inexplicable, but indicates that solely Scripture can direct us to the Creator.  Muller notes, 

“The operative issue, for Calvin, is not a personal fear of confusion but the establishment 

for his readers of the right foundation and right order of teaching so that they do not lose 

themselves on the twisted byways of the human imagination.”49  Thus, Calvin cautions the 

reader to proceed along the path of Scripture rather than speeding along an alternate route.  

Christophanies seemingly serve as a potential candidate for Muller’s “twisted byways of 

the human imagination”.50  Hence, Calvin’s advancement of the Christophanic indicates 

that he arrives at them by a careful examination.      

 Scripture leads us on the right path and is conveyed in language that we understand.  

Thomas Torrance declares that “The object of theological knowledge is God revealing 

himself directly in his Word, encountering us in his own personal being as creative Subject 

and addressing us as subjects over against him in such a way that we are drawn into 

personal communion with him.”51  To facilitate fellowship, God communicates in our 

fashion.  Calvin states,  

For it was also not without God’s extraordinary providence that the sublime 
mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven came to be expressed largely in mean and 
lowly words, lest, if they had been adorned with more shining eloquence, the 
impious would scoffingly have claimed that its power is in the realm of eloquence 
alone.  Now since such uncultivated and almost rude simplicity inspires greater 
reverence for itself than any eloquence, what ought one to conclude except that the 
force of the truth of Sacred Scripture is manifestly too powerful to need the art of 
words?52 

Scripture is not designed to be a work of rhetorical genius.  Rather, Calvin indicates that 

                                                           
48 Muller, The Unaccommodated Calvin, 82.  
49 Muller, 83.  
50 Muller, 83.  
51 Thomas F. Torrance, “Calvin and the Knowledge of God,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 7, 
The Organizational Structure of Calvin’s Theology, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 222-225 (New York: Garland 
Publishing, Inc., 1992), 222. 
52 Inst. I.viii.1; CO 2.61. 
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Scripture is presented in simple terms.53  Calvin thus reflects the Bible’s pattern in his 

exegetical methods.  Understanding and communion are not built upon linguistic 

brilliance, but on clear communication.54  

Calvin exemplifies Muller’s argument for the work of the Holy Spirit and the 

inerrancy of Scripture.55  God’s providence, according to Calvin, superintends the process, 

including plain language implementation.  The lack of linguistic sophistication leads 

Calvin to conclude that the Holy Spirit, not the rhetoric, provides the power.56  Calvin 

summarizes,  

In short, let us remember that the invisible God, whose wisdom, power, and 
righteousness are incomprehensible, sets before us Moses’ history as a mirror in 
which his living likeness glows.  For just as eyes, when dimmed with age or 
weakness or by some other defect, unless aided by spectacles, discern nothing 
distinctly; so, such is our feebleness, unless Scripture guides us in seeking God, we 
are immediately confused.  They who, indeed, indulge their own wantonness, since 
they are now warned in vain, will feel too late by a dreadful ruin how much better it 
would have been for them reverently to accept God’s secret purposes than to belch 
forth blasphemies by which to obscure heaven.  And Augustine rightly complains 
that wrong is done to God when a higher cause of things than his will is 
demanded.57 

The joint image of Scripture as a mirror and as spectacles illustrates man’s inability to 

grasp the divine unaided.  Furthermore, they suggest a move toward clarity.  Spectacles 

allow the user to clearly see what exists in reality and a mirror reflects a genuine image.  

Calvin considers that God is the One setting Moses’ words before us.58  Thus, Calvin 

                                                           
53 “Nam et hoc non sine eximia Dei providentia factum est, ut sublimia regni coelestis mysteria sub 
contemptibili verborum humilitate bona ex parte traderentur; ne si splendidiore eloquentia illustrate forent, 
cavillarentur impii, solam eius vim hic regnare.”  CO 2.61. 
54 Gamble notes, “God speaks to us, says Calvin, in a way that we can comprehend.  Part of the beauty of the 
Bible is that it can be understood by both the simple shepherd and the Athenian philosopher.”  Gamble, 
“Calvin as Theologian,” 48. 
55 See: Richard A. Muller, “The Foundation of Calvin’s Theology: Scripture as Revealing God’s Word,” in 
Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. Vol. 6, Calvin and Hermeneutics, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 398-408 (New 
York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992). 
56 “Therefore the apostle rightly contends that the faith of the Corinthians was founded ‘upon God’s power, 
not upon human wisdom’ [1 Cor. 2:5 p.] because his own preaching among them commended itself ‘not in 
persuasive words of human wisdom but in demonstration of the Spirit and of might’ [ch. 2:4 p.].”  Inst. 
I.viii.1; CO 2.61.  
57 Inst. I.xiv.1; CO 2.117-118.  
58 “Denique meminerimus, Deum illum invisibilem et cuius incomprehensibilis est sapientia, virtus et iustitia, 
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advances a human authorship that is divinely inspired and accurately preserved. 

 In addition, Calvin reiterates the warning against encroaching the boundaries 

erected by Scripture.  This advocates silence where Scripture fails to speak, leaving the 

secret things to the counsel of God, and highlights the prominence of the concepts Calvin 

discusses.59  By taking a stance, he indicates these things to be plainly unveiled rather than 

falling beyond Scripture’s scope.                  

 Calvin’s comments reveal his exegetical principles.  First, Calvin advocates brevity 

and simplicity.  He indicates that his exegesis is based on the patterns in Scripture.  

Scripture contains what is sufficient for the edification of the church, but is not a 

comprehensive representation of divine knowledge.  Second, Calvin indicates the need for 

exegetical caution.  There is a danger in moving beyond the realm of revealed knowledge.  

Calvin advocates silence over speculation.  Third, Calvin highlights the Holy Spirit’s role 

in superintending illumination and inspiration.  Thus, Scripture is perfectly preserved 

through the human authors’ creative ingenuity.  Finally, Scripture’s goal is the revelation 

of the knowledge of God.  This knowledge includes a visual aspect by which we perceive 

God.  Yet, Scripture is the framework and the spectacles through which this sight is 

perceived.  Hence, though Calvin advances multiple mirrors through which God is 

revealed, they ultimately are reflected in God’s Word.  Through Scripture we learn of 

God’s revelation in Christ, the sacraments, et cetera.  

2.2.2 Calvin’s Exegetical Methods Portrayed in the Commentaries 

I now turn my focus to the Commentaries.  A massive collection, Calvin authored 

                                                           
Mosis historiam speculi loco nobis proponere, in quo viva eius effigies relucet.”  CO 2.117.  
59 “Qui vero proterviae suae indulgent, quia nunc frustra monentur, sero horribili interitu sentient quanto 
satius fuerit arcana Dei consilia reverenter suspicere, quam blasphemias evomere quibus coelom obscurent.”  
CO 2.117-118.  Also: “Let this then be our sacred rule, to seek to know nothing concerning it 
[predestination], except what Scripture teaches us: when the Lord closes his holy mouth, let us also stop the 
way, that we may not go farther.”  Comm. Romans 9:14, CTS 354; CO 49.180. 
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commentaries on nearly all the New Testament.60  His lectures and three Commentaries 

span the bulk of the Old Testament, resulting in an extensive corpus.  I direct my 

comments to passages shedding the brightest light on Calvin’s exegetical methodology.   

Calvin’s introductory remarks to Romans are noted by scholars as the clearest 

presentation of his exegetical methods.61  He writes,  

I remember that when three years ago we had a friendly converse as to the best 
mode of expounding Scripture, the plan which especially pleased you, seemed also 
to me the most entitled to approbation: we both thought that the chief excellency of 
an expounder consists in lucid brevity.  And, indeed, since it is almost his only 
work to lay open the mind of the writer whom he understates to explain, the degree 
in which he leads away his readers from it, in that degree he goes astray from his 
purpose, and in a manner wanders from his own boundaries.  Hence we expressed a 
hope, that from the number of those who strive at this day to advance the interest of 
theology by this kind of labour, some one would be found, who would study 
plainness, and endeavor to avoid the evil of tiring his readers with prolixity.62  

Within the first few sentences, Calvin extols lucid brevity as the greatest exegetical 

method.63  Brevity alone is insufficient since it may fail to provide the needed clarity.  

Hence, it is combined with ‘lucid’ to place a boundary upon this quality.   

 In addition, Calvin’s principle of authorial intent emerges.  He describes unveiling 

the mind of the writer as the exegete’s goal.64  This resonates with his educational training, 

in which ad fontes endorsed the source material.  Calvin declares that deviation from this 

goal results in failed exegesis.65  Additionally, Calvin suggests a conservative approach to 

                                                           
60 Parker, Calvin’s New Testament Commentaries, 25. 
61 Parker calls it one of the more informative sections.  Parker, 50.  Gamble states, “Perhaps the best 
explanation of Calvin’s theory of brevitas et facilitas comes from his specific comments on commentary 
writing as summarized by him in 1539 [Romans Commentary]”.  Emphasis in original.  Gamble, “Calvin as 
Theologian,” 550.  De Long states that Calvin’s view of interpretation “may be readily inferred, in the 
preface to Romans, addressed to his friend Grynaeus, written at Strassburg, October 18, 1539, and in a letter 
to Viret, also written at Strassburg, May 19, 1540.”  De Long, “Calvin as an Interpreter,” 134. 
62 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Romans Introduction, CTS xxiii; CO 10.402-403. 
63 “Sentiebat enim uterque nostrum praecipuam interpretis virtutem in perspicua brevitate esse positam.”  CO 
10.402-403. 
64 “Et sane, quum hoc sit prope unicum illius officium mentem scriptoris quem explicandum sumpsit 
patefacere, quantam ab ea lectouros abducit, tantundem a scopo suo aberrant, vel certe a suis finibus 
quodammodo evagatur.”  CO 10.403.  
65 Parker suggests, “The difference between Calvin’s treatment of the same subjects in the two Testaments is 
plain and is to be attributed to the fact that he binds and confines himself to the conditions of the respective 
authors and their subjects.”  Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries, 80.  
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Scripture, by mentioning the ‘boundaries’ wherein the exegete must remain.66  Calvin 

understands these boundaries to be defined by the author and Scripture.   

 Finally, Calvin promotes the concept of plenus sensus.  This is seen by his 

advocating for lucid brevity, authorial intention, and his desire for theologians who study 

plainness.67  This applies to how the passage is explained and equally applies to how it is 

analyzed. 

 Calvin furnishes two examples of lucid brevity.  He contends that Philipp 

Melanchthon’s tendency is to err on the side of brevity to the extent that lucidity is 

lacking.68  By contrast, Martin Bucer ignores brevity, rendering his work cumbersome.69  

Calvin is not criticizing their respective analysis, but explaining his preference for charting 

a middle course.70  Gamble explains, “Calvin does not criticize either Melanchthon or 

Bucer for the content that one finds in their commentaries, but in both instances it is a 

problem of method.”71  Calvin suggests that lucid brevity refers to the ability to exegete 

Scripture in its fullness without complicating the explanation or deviating on theological 

trails not covered by the passages.  

 Calvin’s methodology is also scattered throughout his Commentaries.  Regarding 

Galatians, Calvin discusses the appropriate and inappropriate use of allegorical 

interpretation.   He is especially critical of Origin’s hermeneutic of using a legitimate 

allegory to justify allegorizing the entire Bible.72  Calvin explains,  

Scripture, they say, is fertile, and thus produces a variety of meanings.  I 
                                                           
66 Calvin employs the term scopo suggesting a limitation.  
67 “Itaque cupibamus ex eorum numero, quibus in hoc laboris genere theologiam iuvare hodie propositum est, 
unum aliquem exstare qui et facilitate studeret, et simul daret operam ne prolixis commentariis studiosos 
ultra modum detineret.”  CO 10.403.  
68 Comm. Romans Introduction, CTS xxvi; CO 10.404. 
69 Comm. Romans Introduction, CTS xxvi; CO 10.404. 
70 Gamble states, “The method that Calvin proposes has been called by scholars a via media approach.  He 
will break with Melanchthon and write a continuous commentary.  He will break with Bucer by continuing in 
the spirit of brevitas et facilitas.”  Emphasis in original.  Gamble, “Brevitas et Facilitas,” 39.   
71 Emphasis in original.  Gamble, 38.  
72 See also: Comm. Galatians 4:22 CTS 135; CO 50.236.  
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acknowledge that Scripture is a most rich and inexhaustible fountain of all wisdom; 
but I deny that its fertility consists in the various meanings which any man, at his 
pleasure, may assign.  Let us know, then, that the true meaning of Scripture is the 
natural and obvious meaning; and let us embrace and abide by it resolutely.  Let us 
not only neglect as doubtful, but boldly set aside as deadly corruptions, those 
pretended expositions, which lead us away from the natural meaning.73 

In this manner, Calvin condemns the practice of allegorizing Scripture, while advocating 

for the plain meaning.74  Calvin compels the reader to reject explanations deviating from 

the text’s plain sense.75 

 Calvin’s comments on Haggai 1:12 point to the authority God invests in His 

prophets.76  He explains,  

As then the ministers of the word derogate nothing from the authority of God, it 
follows that none except the only true God ought to be heard.  It is not then a 
peculiar expression, which is to be restricted to one man, when God is said to have 
spoken by the mouth of Haggai; for he thus declared that he was God’s true and 
authorized Prophet.  We may therefore gather from these words, that the Church is 
not to be ruled by the outward preaching of the word, as though God had 
substituted men in his own place, and thus divested himself of his own office, but 
that he only speaks by their mouth.  And this is the import of these words, The 
people attended to the voice of Jehovah their God, and to the words of Haggai the 
Prophet.  For the word of God is not distinguished from the words of the Prophet, 
as though the Prophet had added anything of his own.77 

In this passage, Calvin extends his remarks to all teachers of the church.78  As in other 

sections Calvin uses the term ‘Church’ to refer to the nation of Israel.79  

 Furthermore, Calvin indicates that God is the speaker despite the involvement of 

                                                           
73 Comm. Galatians 4:22 CTS 135-136; CO 50.237. 
74 “Sciamus ergo eum esse verum scripturae sensum, qui germanus est ac simplex: eumque amplectamur et 
mordicus teneamus.”  CO 50.237.  
75 “Fictitias expositiones, quae a literali sensu abducunt, non modo negligamus tanquam dubias, sed fortiter 
repudiemus tanquam exitiales corruptelas.”  CO 50.237.  
76 Other portions of Calvin’s Commentaries include: Genesis 49:5, Isaiah 1:1, Ezekiel 1:2, Daniel 10:21, 
Amos 1:1, and 2 Timothy 3:16. 
77 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Minor Haggai 1:12 CTS IV.340-341; CO 44.94. 
78 “Interea tamen nihil de se praedicat Haggaeus, quod non pertineat communiter ad omnes ecclesiae 
doctores.”  CO 44.94. 
79 Comm. Minor Haggai 1:12 CTS IV.340; CO 44.94.  Parker considers that for Calvin, “Israel is the 
Church”.  Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries, 75.  He clarifies that, “The period before the 
Incarnation ‘was the Ecclesiae pueritia, the childhood of the Church: but now, from the time of Christ’s 
advent, it has grown up and in a sense arrived at manhood.’”  Parker, 83.  See also: Comm. Jeremiah 32:41 
CTS IV.222; CO 39.45-46.   
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human agency.80  Calvin clarifies that Haggai, and by extension all other prophets, did not 

add any personal remarks.81  For this reason, Calvin considers Haggai justified in declaring 

that it is jointly God’s voice and Haggai’s words.  This provides an illustration of Muller’s 

both/and regarding divine superintending and human creativity.  Haggai speaks, yet he 

speaks on behalf of and using the words of God.  

 A final avenue of exploration is Calvin’s understanding of the relationship between 

Christ and Scripture, particularly in the Old Testament.  I have shown Calvin’s reticence to 

deviate from the intention of the author and those living before the incarnation seem less 

likely to have Christ as the subject of their writings.  It is important, therefore, to ask how 

Calvin understands the role of the Old Testament in relation to Christ?  Does it simply 

provide prophetic foreshadowing or does it actively present Christ?  In the event of the 

latter, how does Calvin balance authorial intent and plain sense while guarding against 

eisegetically ‘discovering’ Christ?  

 Perhaps the clearest indication by Calvin is found in his comments on John 5:39.  

He writes,  

Again, we are taught by this passage, that if we wish to obtain the knowledge of 
Christ, we must seek it from the Scriptures; for they who imagine whatever they 
choose concerning Christ will ultimately have nothing instead of him but a 
shadowy phantom.  First, then, we ought to believe that Christ cannot be properly 
known in any other way than from the Scriptures; and if it be so, it follows that we 
ought to read the Scriptures with the express design of finding Christ in them.  
Whoever shall turn aside from this object, though he may weary himself throughout 
his whole life in learning, will never attain the knowledge of the truth; for what 
wisdom can we have without the wisdom of God?  Next, as we are commanded to 
seek Christ in the Scriptures, so he declares in this passage that our labours shall 
not be fruitless; for the Father testifies in them concerning his Son in such a manner 
that He will manifest him to us beyond all doubt.82 

                                                           
80 “Ergo non est singular elogium, quod ad unum hominem restringi debeat, quum dicitur per os Haggaei 
loquutus esse Deus: sed hoc modo delcarat ipse Haggaeus se verum et legitimum Dei prophetam.”  CO 
44.94.  
81 “Neque enim hic sermo Dei a prophetae verbis discernitur, quasi addiderit propheta quidquam de suo.  
Verba igitur haec quae sibi tribuit Haggaeus non commentus est ex proprio capite, ut ita corrumperet puram 
doctrinam, quae a Deo tradita fuerat:” CO 44.94.  
82 Calvin indicates that, “By the Scriptures, it is well known, is here meant the Old Testament; for it was not 
in the Gospel that Christ first began to be manifested, but having received testimony from the Law and the 
Prophets, he was openly exhibited in the Gospel.”  Emphasis in original.  Comm. John 5:39, CTS I.218; CO 
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Calvin advances two concepts regarding Christ and the Scriptures.  He grounds his 

remarks in Christ’s own teachings, establishing the concept of Scripture interpreting itself.  

This, as Calvin notes, is authorized by Christ since He declares the Old Testament’s aim of 

attesting to Himself.  

 The first principle Calvin advocates is reading the Scriptures to find Christ.  He not 

only suggests that testimony to Christ appears occasionally, but that we are to search for 

Christ within the Old Testament.83  Calvin implies that this pursuit will not require 

strenuous labor since the Father manifests the Son throughout the Scriptures.84  Thus, 

Calvin holds that the plain sense proclaims Christ, circumventing the need to resort to 

allegory.  

 The second principle Calvin advances is Scripture as the only proper source of our 

knowledge of Christ.85  This testifies to Calvin’s high regard for Scripture, bolstering my 

contention that Scripture is the mirror through which all other mirrors are reflected.  

Although Christ is Scripture’s focal point, it is through Scripture that we learn of Christ.  

Thus, the goal of studying Scripture is to understand the knowledge of God as revealed in 

Christ, but this pursuit can only be attained through the analysis of Scripture.86 

 Calvin’s conviction that the Old Testament testifies to Christ does not contradict 

his principle of authorial intent.  One resolution for these two concepts is recognizing 

Calvin’s understanding that Scripture is divinely inspired and transmitted through human 

                                                           
47.125. 
83 “Quod si ita est, sequitur hoc animo legendas esse scripturas ut illic inveniamus Christum.”  CO 47.125.  
84 “Porro quemadmodum iubemur Christum in scripturis quaerere, ita hoc loco pronuntiat non irritum fore 
nostrum studium: sic enim illic de filio suo testator pater ut eum nobis indubie patefaciat.”  CO 47.125. 
85 “Primo igitur tenendum est, non aliunde quam ex scripturis Christum rite cognosci.”  CO 47.125.  
86 Parker states, “There is no need here to do more than mention that we who cannot see Jesus Christ in the 
flesh, behold Him in the gospel, and that the revelation of God in Christ means for us revelation given by the 
illumination of the Holy Spirit in the Scriptures and in preaching, the exposition of the Scriptures…This, 
however, the final link, as it were, in revelation, also teaches us the chief lesson that emerges from an 
examination of Calvin’s doctrine of revelation, that revelation in any form is always revelation by the Word 
of God.”  Parker, “Calvin’s Concept of Revelation,” 363.  
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agency.  Though the human author might lack awareness of the comprehensive 

implications of revelation, God’s authorship superintends the process.  An additional 

solution Calvin advances is that the Old Testament authors were acquainted with Christ 

Himself.  Calvin states,  

But was manifest, or manifested.  Included in these words, as I think, is not only the 
personal appearance of Christ, but also the proclamation of the Gospel.  For by the 
coming of Christ, God executed what he had decreed; and what he had obscurely 
indicated to the fathers is now clearly and plainly made know to us by the Gospel.87 

Here Calvin discusses the foreordination of Christ to be Redeemer prior to the fall of 

humanity.88  

 Calvin indicates that Christ was known to the fathers of the faith.89  The difference 

is not the revelation of Christ, but the extent of revelation.  Calvin suggests that the Old 

Testament provided a shadowy revelation which is now fully revealed.  Yet, the 

fundamental knowledge of Christ as the Mediator is not restricted by Calvin’s concept of 

obscurity.90  Puckett explains, “Did the people of the Old Testament really understand the 

basis of their relationship with God was to be found in Christ?  Calvin insists that they did 

and that this explains why the prophets often attached prophecies of Christ’s kingdom to 

their messages.”91  Calvin suggests the Old Testament saints knew Christ by His self-

manifestation.92  These comments point to Christophanies and their importance in the role 

of salvific knowledge.  

                                                           
87 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Cath. 1 Peter 1:20, CTS 52; CO 55.226. 
88 See: Comm. Cath. 1 Peter 1:20, CTS 52; CO 55.226.   
89 “Nam Christi adventu exsequutus est Deus quod statuerat: et quod obscurius indicaverat patribus, ad 
liquidum et plenum evangelii doctrina nobis patefecit.”  CO 55.226.  Parker states, “Therefore the saints 
(sancti homines) of the past knew God in no other way than in his Son, as one seen in a mirror.”  Parker, 
Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries, 66.  
90 Puckett suggests this term as the Mediator unites God and man, commenting that, “The basis of salvation 
is exactly the same in both the Old Testament and the New – unmerited favor of God.  The condition of 
salvation is also the same – faith in the Mediator.”  Puckett, John Calvin’s Exegesis, 38.   
91 Puckett, 40.  Parker adds, “The revelation was not the less real for being dim, for it was God who revealed 
Himself.”  Parker, Calvin’s Doctrine, 69.   
92 “Sub hac voce tam exhibitionem ipsius Christi, quam evangelii promulgationem comprehendi puto.”  CO 
55.226.    
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Specifically, Calvin understands revelation to proceed from Christ.  Calvin 

observes,  

We are thus to understand, that, since the beginning of the world, God has held no 
intercourse with men, but through the agency of his eternal Wisdom or Son.  Hence 
Peter says, that the holy prophets spake by the “Spirit of Christ,” (1 Pet. i.12,) and 
Paul makes him the leader of the people in the wilderness. (1 Cor. x. 4.)  And 
certainly the Angel who appeared to Moses, (Exod. iii. 2,) can be no other person; 
for he claims to himself the peculiar and essential name of God, which is never 
applied to creatures.93 

Calvin claims that God speaks through the Son and only speaks through the Son.94  This 

leads Parker to contend that all writers of Scripture are “taught personally by Christ 

himself.”95  The authors testify to Christ because God superintends the process of 

inspiration and because they received the words of Scripture from Christ. 

 Several exegetical methods emerge from Calvin’s Commentaries.  Calvin reiterates 

his affinity for lucid brevity.  He extols it as the chief virtue and incorporates it into his 

works.  In addition, Calvin demonstrates a commitment to authorial intention.  He believes 

that lucid brevity is achieved by focusing on what the author seeks to communicate.  

Furthermore, the plain sense of the text is advocated in contrast to allegory.  Calvin 

suggests that legitimate allegory strengthens authorial intention and must be demanded by 

the context.  Calvin also understands Scripture to reveal God’s exact words.  Human 

agency is involved, but the entire process is divinely superintended.  God does not override 

the individual’s unique styles, but He does protect the accurate transmission of His Word.  

Finally, Calvin has a high regard for Scripture and a conviction that all Scripture testifies 

to Christ.  Calvin understands the Old Testament to speak of the coming Mediator and to 

manifest the Mediator.  Since God provides His revelation through Christ to the Old 

Testament authors, they are equipped to testify to the Mediator.   

                                                           
93 Comm. Galatians 3:19, CTS 102; CO 50.216. 
94 “Sic habendum est, nullam abusque mundi initio Dei communicationem fuisse cum hominibus, nisi 
intercedente aeterna eius sapientia vel filio.”  CO 50.216.  
95 Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries, 65. 
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2.2.3 Concluding Remarks on Calvin’s Exegetical Methods  

Despite not offering a separate treatment on his exegetical methods, Calvin’s hermeneutics 

appear throughout his works.  Calvin’s clearest principle emerging in the Institutes and the 

Commentaries is lucid brevity.  His principle does not leave important concepts 

unattended, but avoids speculative reasoning.  This suggests that Calvin deems 

Christophanies meriting inclusion. 

Calvin demonstrates a tendency toward conservative exegesis.  He expresses 

concern against trespassing Scripture’s boundaries.  Consequently, he speaks negatively 

about allegories.  On the occasion that he employs an allegorical interpretation, Calvin 

feels compelled to justify it by explaining how it is demanded by the context.  This further 

suggests that Calvin understands Christophanies to emerge from Scripture.   

To avoid straying beyond Scripture, Calvin adopts a hermeneutic of authorial intent 

and a plain reading of Scripture.  Calvin upholds the natural sense as the authors’ intended 

meaning.  His principles of authorial intent and the plain meaning underscore the clarity he 

attributes to Christophanies.  These suggest that Calvin understands the authors to speak of 

the pre-incarnate Christ appearing and that the natural understanding of the passages 

demands this interpretation.    

2.3 The Christophanic Connection 

Calvin’s methods help explain his development of the Christophanic and guard against 

erroneous views.  In this section I turn from a general consideration of Calvin’s 

hermeneutics to the specific Christophanic application.  I begin by examining Calvin’s 

commitment to the Christophanic.  Second, I discuss how Calvin’s exegetically 

conservative approach strengthens his Christophanic case.  Finally, I consider the 

implication of the Judaizing charges.   
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2.3.1 Calvin’s Christophanic Commitment    

Calvin’s convictions about Christ’s pre-incarnate appearances occur throughout the 

Institutes and the Commentaries.  I reserve a discussion of particular instances for the 

subsequent section; here I examine additional remarks attesting to Christ’s manifestation in 

the Old Testament.  Calvin’s varying levels of clarity are an extension of his exegetical 

convictions.  Hence, I offer comments on this connection with an extended discussion 

accompanying the case studies.  

 Although Calvin’s discussion of Christophanies is most prominently displayed in 

the Commentaries, the Institutes also mentions them.  The concept initially appears within 

Calvin’s Trinitarian discussion.  Having attended to the Trinity, Calvin advances to prove 

the divine essence of all three persons.  Calvin garners evidence from both Testaments to 

the Son’s divinity.96  One of Calvin’s Old Testament proofs is the section entitled, “The 

Angel of the Eternal God”.97  

 I reserve direct analysis for the next section, here I consider Calvin’s surrounding 

comments.  He states,  

But the orthodox doctors of the church have rightly and prudently interpreted that 
chief angel to be God’s Word, who already at that time, as a sort of foretaste began 
to fulfill the office of Mediator.  For even though he was not yet clothed in flesh, he 
came down, so to speak, as an intermediary, in order to approach believers more 
intimately.  Therefore this closer intercourse gave him the name of angel.  
Meanwhile, what was his he retained, that as God he might be of ineffable glory.98 

In this section, Calvin provides clear attestation to the Angel of the Lord as Christ.  He 

cites the patristics’ view approvingly without relying on authority to make his case.99  

Furthermore, Calvin’s primary motivation for attributing the Angel of the Lord to Christ 

emerges – Christ’s mediatorial office. 

                                                           
96 Inst. I.xiii.9; CO 2.96-97 and Inst. I.xiii.11; CO 2.98-100. 
97 Inst. I.xiii.10; CO 2.97-98. 
98 Inst. I.xiii.10; CO 2.98.   
99 “Recte autem et prudenter orthodoxi ecclesiae doctores sermonem Dei esse interpretati sunt principem 
illum angelum, qui iam tunc praeludio quodam fungi coepit mediatoris officio.”  CO 2.98.  
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 Additionally, Calvin offers reason to employ the traditional Christophanic 

terminology rather than speaking of the manifestation of the Son.  Despite falling within a 

discussion of the Trinity and acting as a proof for the Son’s divinity, Calvin associates the 

Angel with Christ.  This is seen in his use of the terms ‘God’s Word’ and ‘Mediator’ and 

indicated in his inclusion of the term ‘Christ’ later in this section.  Calvin declares, “And 

the emphatic demonstrations twice repeated [in Isaiah 25:9] permit a reference to no one 

else but Christ.”100  He does not restrict his discussion to the broader terminology of the 

Son, but speaks of the Angel of the Lord as the Word of God and as the Mediator, both of 

which characterize the person and work of Christ.  

 Calvin also provides a motivation for Christophanies.  God desires to approach 

believers in an intimate manner.101  This partially explains the prominence behind the 

visible manifestation rather than communicating through strictly audible means.  

Furthermore, this is a fulfillment of the Immanuel promise that God dwells with His 

people.102  Calvin remarks, “This name [Immanuel] was unquestionably bestowed on 

Christ on account of the actual fact; for the only-begotten Son of God clothed himself with 

our flesh, and united himself to us by partaking of our nature.”103  God’s ultimate 

expression of intimacy is seen in Christ’s work, prominently displayed in the Incarnation, 

and manifested in the Angel of the Lord.  Calvin explains,  

The phrase, God is with us, is no doubt frequently employed in Scripture to denote, 
that he is present with us by his assistance and grace, and displays the power of his 
hand in our defense.  But here we are instructed as to the manner in which God 
communicates with men.  For out of Christ we are alienated from him; but through 

                                                           
100 Inst. I.xiii.10; CO 2.98.   
101 “Etsi enim nondum erat carne vestitus, descendit tamen quasi intermedius, ut familiarius ad fideles 
accederet.”  CO 2.98. 
102 Poythress declares, “‘God with us’ [Immanuel] is itself a summary of the meaning of salvation.  Christ is 
‘God with us.’  He himself is God, the final theophany.”  Poythress, Theophany, 310.  Scott Oliphint adds, “It 
is the yarad (ָיַרד, ‘descend, go or come down’) principle, it is the Emmanuel (‘God with us’) principle.  It is 
the principle of the covenant.”  Emphasis in original.  K. Scott Oliphint, God with Us: Divine Condescension 
and the Attributes of God (Wheaton: Crossway, 2012), 114.   
103 Comm. Isaiah 7:14, CTS I.248; CO 36.157. 
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Christ we are not only received into his favour, but are made one with him.”104  

This illustrates the importance of the Christophanic since Christ unites us to God and 

manifests God to us.  Thus, Christophanies are a means through which Immanuel is seen 

throughout the Old Testament.   

 Calvin also refers to the Angel of the Lord in his section on angels.  Regarding this, 

Calvin states,  

For even though I am not displeased that the ancient writers, when Scripture relates 
that the angel of God appeared to Abraham [Gen. 18:1], Jacob [Gen. 32:2, 28], 
Moses, and others [Josh. 4:14, Judg. 6:14, 13:10, 22], interpret that angel to have 
been Christ, yet more often when mention is made of all angels the designation 
“gods” is applied to them [cf. Vb.; e.g. Gen. 22:11-12].105   

Despite not being his main subject, this sentence offers insights into Calvin’s 

Christophanic understanding.   

 Calvin seemingly speaks of Christophanies in uncertain terms.  He moves from 

considering the orthodox view correct to a subtler statement of not being displeased.106  

Calvin’s earlier statement was his direct treatment of Christophanies and, thus, we must 

understand this section as framed by his angelic context.   

 Additionally, Calvin associates the title ‘Christ’ with the Angel of the Lord.  This 

further confirms the validity of the terminology ‘Christophany’.  Calvin does not speak 

solely of the Son, but sees Christ and His mediatorial offices functioning in His pre-

incarnate appearances.  Earlier analysis of 1 Peter 1:20 and Galatians 3:19 demonstrated 

that Calvin advocates for the Christophanic.  In both passages, Calvin tethers his remarks 

about the Old Testament saints’ knowledge of Christ to a Christophanic citation.  

Similarly, in 1 Corinthians 10:9, Calvin states,  

Farther, the angel who appeared at first to Moses, and was always present with the 
                                                           
104 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Evang. Matthew 1:23, CTS I.105; CO 45.68.  
105 Inst. I.xiv.5; CO 2.121. 
106 “Tametsi enim mihi non displicet quod veteres scriptores, ubi scriptura angelum Dei Abrahae, Iacob, 
Mosi et aliis apparuisse commemorate (Gen. 18,1 et 32, 1.28; Ios. 5, 14; Iud. 6, 13 et 13, 22), Christum fuisse 
angelum illum interpretantur, saepius tamen ubi de angelis omnibus fit mentio, hoc nomen illis tribuitur.”  
CO 2.121.  
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people during their journeying, is frequently called יהוה, Jehovah.  Let us then 
regard it as a settled point, that the angel was the Son of God, and was even then 
the guide of the Church of which he was the Head.  As the term Christ, from its 
having a signification that corresponds with his human nature, it was not as yet 
applicable to the Son of God, but it is assigned to him by the communication of 
properties, as we read elsewhere, that the Son of Man came down from heaven.  
(John iii. 13.)443F

107 

Calvin’s remarks indicate a certainty.  He states that the Angel is Christ and that we should 

consider this an established position.108  Calvin indicates that the Son is properly called 

Christ at the incarnation with the assumption of flesh.109  Yet, the communication of 

properties allows us to assign the title ‘Christ’ to the Son’s pre-incarnate appearances.  

This confirms that the mediatorial offices are associated with the Angel of the Lord and 

these offices are characteristic of Christ.110  

 As demonstrated, Calvin provides multiple attestation to the existence of 

Christophanies.  Throughout the Institutes and the Commentaries, he understands the 

Angel of the Lord to be Christ in pre-incarnate form.  Furthermore, Calvin points toward 

mediation as a critical Christophanic component.  Finally, I contend that Calvin associates 

Christ, in His role as Mediator, with the divine appearances.  Hence, while it is proper to 

speak of the Son, Calvin highlights Christ’s mediatorial work in the Old Testament 

manifestations.  

2.3.2 Calvin’s Commitment to Sensus Plenus     

My examination of Calvin’s exegetical methods revealed Calvin’s conservative 

hermeneutic.  Calvin’s Christophanic adherence suggests that he understands the context to 

                                                           
107 Emphasis in original.  Comm. 1 Corinthians 10:9, CTS I. 326; CO 49.459.  
108 “Statuamus ergo angelum illum filium Dei fuisse, et iam tunc fuisse ecclesiae directorem cuius erat 
caput.” CO 49.459.  
109 “Quod ad vocabulum Christi, quia notationem habet humanae naturae congruentem, tunc nondum 
quadrabat filio Dei: sed illi per communicationem proprietatum tribuitur: sicut alibi legimus filium hominis e 
coelo vennisse.”  CO 49.459.  
110 Parker recognizes Calvin’s adherence to the Christophanic by stating, “Any revelation of God in the Old 
Testament was an appearance of Jesus Christ before His incarnation.”  Parker, “Calvin’s Concept of 
Revelation,” 351.  
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demand this interpretation.  However, both examples from the Institutes seemed to appeal 

to tradition.  Is Calvin’s interpretation biased because of the views of the early church 

fathers?  

Lane has devoted significant research to understanding Calvin’s use of the 

patristics.  He determines that “Calvin’s use of the fathers is primarily, but not exclusively, 

polemical.”111  This suggests that Calvin does not cite the church fathers as an appeal to 

authority.112  Rather, Calvin often introduces the church fathers to illustrate a flaw.  Lane 

suggests that this illustrates Calvin’s understanding of the authority structure, stating,  

First, the Scriptures are for Calvin normative and the touchstone by which other 
writings are to be tested.  Secondly, the fathers are seen as lesser authorities: they 
have an authority as those who lived in the “primitive and purer Church” but their 
teaching is subject to that of Scripture.  Calvin treats them as authorities, possibly 
reflecting his legal background, certainly following the established pattern of 
medieval theology…The scholastics, however, fall into a third and very different 
group.  They are primarily opponents, not authorities.113  

The hierarchy indicates that Calvin holds his sources against the purity of Scripture to 

determine their authenticity.  Hence, the fathers’ authority remains subservient to the 

greater authority of Scripture.  Lane concludes that for Calvin, “The Scriptures are the only 

infallible norm and the teaching of the fathers is to be judged in light of Scripture.”114  This 

suggests that Calvin is driven by a hermeneutic of the inerrancy and perspicuity of 

Scripture.115  Calvin’s exegetical methods cause him to override the church fathers 

whenever he perceives them to depart from the plain sense.   

Furthermore, Calvin’s stance conflicts with Augustine’s position, casting further 

                                                           
111 Lane, “Calvin’s use of the Fathers,” 159.  Lane adds, “While Calvin as a humanist undoubtedly studied 
the fathers with the ad fontes principle in mind, his actual use of the fathers in his writings starts and remains 
unashamedly and primarily polemical.”  Emphasis in original.  Lane, 164.   
112 Lane states, “In expounding Scripture, Calvin repeatedly cites the opinions of the fathers, as often as not 
to disagree with them.  Here he is not so much appealing to them as authorities as debating with them.”  
Lane, 164-165. 
113 Emphasis in original.  Lane, 160-161.  
114 Lane, 168.  Lane observes, “Scripture is normative because it is God’s Word whereas patristic teaching, 
however pure and however primitive, is the teaching of men.”  Emphasis in original.  Lane, 168. 
115 Lane declares, “Calvin, like the other Reformers, believed strongly in the perspicuity of Scripture, which 
explains his confidence concerning the prospects for common agreement.”  Lane, 171.  
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doubt that he appeals to authority.  Lane notes that Calvin’s high regard for Augustine left 

him reticent to depart from him on doctrinal issues.116  Yet, Augustine was reluctant to 

ascribe theophanies to Christ and instead subscribed to a “theory of the theophanies as 

‘created manifestations’ of the Trinity”.117  Augustine favors an angelophany or generic 

theophanic explanation above a Christophanic explanation.118  Bucur indicates the 

historical significance by observing that “Augustine’s theology of theophanies not only 

moves away from the Christological content of theophanies, but also marks a break with 

the transformative character of theophanies.”119  Augustine’s position departs from 

tradition.  Hence, Bucur claims, “what all authors before Augustine share, throughout 

Syriac, Greek, and pre-Augustinian Latin Christianity, is a tradition of interpreting 

theophanies as ‘Christophanies.’”120  Charles Gieschen adds, “It was Augustine who 

solidified the position against seeing the Son, or any other person of the Trinity, as visibly 

present in the theophanies of the Old Testament.”121 Calvin returns to the pre-Augustinian 

understanding by breaking with Augustine.  

 These comments suggest that Calvin does not rest his case upon the church fathers’ 

statements.  Rather, Calvin desires to understand everything in light of Scripture.  He cites 

the fathers when their interpretation aligns with what he understands Scripture to teach and 

willingly exposes them when they stray from the plain sense.  Calvin’s admiration for 

                                                           
116 Lane, 171.  
117 Bucur, “Theophanies and Vison of God in Augustine’s De Trinitate: An Eastern Orthodox Perspective,” 
St. Vladmir’s Theological Quarterly 52, no. 1. 67-93 (2008), 88.  Bucur states, “around 400 CE, Augustine 
had come to understand the σχημα/species of theophanic phenomena as created, evanescent manifestations, 
which do not offer a transformational encounter with God, but are merely ‘symbols’ and signs’ 
(similitudines, signa) of the trinitarian res.”  Emphasis in original.  Bucer, “‘I saw the Lord’: Observations on 
the Christian Reception History of Isiah 6,” Pro Ecclesia 23, no. 3. 309-330 (August 2014), 318.         
118 Saint Augustine of Hippo, The Trinity, ed. John E. Rotelle, trans. Edmund Hill, vol. 5 (New York: New 
York City Press, 2012), 139; (III.iii.19).  
119 Bucur, “Theophanies and Vision,” 80.  
120 Emphasis in original.  Bucur, 77.  
121 Emphasis in original.  Charles A. Gieschen, “The Real Presence of the Son Before Christ: Revisiting an 
Old Approach to Old Testament Christology,” Concordia Theological Quarterly 68, no. 2. 105-126 (2004), 
112. 
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Augustine suggests that Calvin’s Christophanic adherence goes beyond tradition.  Together 

with his exegetical methods, I conclude that Calvin’s hermeneutics drive his Christophanic 

commitment not his admiration for the church fathers.     

2.3.3 Calvin as Judaizer 

A final evidence against Calvin being predisposed to find Christ emerges from the 

Judaizing accusations.  Calvin was no stranger to controversy.  Various disagreements 

caused Calvin to sharpen his arguments and clarify his positions.  One of the accusations 

against Calvin was the claim that he was a Judaizer. 

Aegidius Hunnius published one of the earliest works on this subject, entitled The 

Judaizing Calvin.122  Hunnius charges Calvin with a Jewish interpretation of the Old 

Testament by failing to identify Christ as the foremost interpretation of ‘messianic’ 

passages.  Suijin Pak observes that “The heart of Hunnius’s allegations against Calvin 

concerns his lack of Christological exegesis of biblical passages traditionally read first and 

foremost as literal prophecies of Christ’s incarnation, passion, resurrection, ascension, 

exaltation, and kingdom.”123  Hence Hunnius is concerned with Calvin’s failure to 

primarily exegete in a Christocentric manner those sections historically connect to Christ.  

 I am persuaded by the arguments Pak and others make that “Christians can see in 

Calvin’s reading of these texts one possible way of reading them that still maintains a kind 

of christological center while also avoiding much of the anti-Judaism that has tended to 

accompany many premodern Christian readings of these Psalms.”124  The reason Calvin 

avoids the interpretation advocated by others is significant.  Pak submits that Calvin 

                                                           
122 Aegidius Hunnius, The Judaizing Calvin, trans. James D. Heiser (Bynum: Repristination Press, 2012). 
123 G. Suijin Pak, The Judaizing Calvin: Sixteenth-Century Debates of the Messianic Psalms (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2010), 8. 
124 Pak, 10.  Puckett comes to a similar conclusion.  David Puckett, John Calvin’s Exegesis of the Old 
Testament (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1995).  See also: David C. Steinmetz, “The Judaizing 
Calvin,” in Die Patristik in der Bibelexegese des 16. Jahrhunderts, ed. David C. Steinmetz, 135-145 
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 1999).   
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“wants to preserve the simple and natural sense, follow authorial intention, and provide 

readings that are defensible before Jews.”125  Thus, he operates under the conviction that 

the author’s immediate context informs the text’s meaning.126   

Puckett adds that Calvin “believes it is possible to interpret the Old Testament in a 

Christian way without leaving the sphere of objectively verifiable exegesis.”127  He 

concludes that,  

On the one hand, Calvin does insist that Old Testament exegesis must do justice to 
the particulars of the text in their historical context – Christian exegetes often failed 
at this point.  On the other hand, he consistently maintains an interest in preserving 
the uniformity of the message of scripture as a witness to Jesus Christ, displaying a 
marked intolerance for any exegesis that does not finally relate the message of the 
text to Christ – Jewish exegetes failed here.128 

Hence, Puckett finds that Calvin charts a middle ground constraining his exegetical 

methods by authorial intent, yet understanding Scripture’s ultimate goal to testify to Christ. 

 Pak’s and Puckett’s critique of the Judaizing claims emphasize Calvin’s dedication 

to his exegetical methods above Christological interpretations.  This is often perceived as 

going against the conventional wisdom from the Reformation.  Consequently, Calvin is 

understood as insufficiently Christological in his Old Testament analysis.  This, I suggest, 

confirms that Calvin’s Christophanic adherence is not predisposed.  Although he affirms 

the validity of reading the Old Testament to find Christ, Calvin practices the restraint 

compelled by a plain sense interpretation and authorial intent.   

 In conclusion, the claims that Calvin was a Judaizer serve a dual function.  They 

provide evidence against the consideration that Calvin was predisposed to discover 

Christophanies.  Rather, the complaint against Calvin was that he was insufficiently 

Christocentric.  Furthermore, Calvin’s Christophanic arguments illustrate that he was not a 

                                                           
125 Pak, The Judaizing Calvin, 82. 
126 Pak, 135. 
127 Puckett, John Calvin’s Exegesis, 142. 
128 Puckett, 144.  
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Judaizer who undermined the Reformed method of reading Scripture to testify to Christ.  

Pak’s and Puckett’s works are further enhanced by my analysis of Calvin’s Christophanic 

understanding.  

2.3.4 Concluding Remarks on the Christophanic Connection 

Calvin indicates that Christ appears throughout the Old Testament as the Angel of the 

Lord.  Despite leveraging the church fathers, evidence suggests that Calvin is not 

dependent on tradition.  Although arguments can be made for Calvin’s catholic theology, 

Lane’s studies suggest that Calvin is not theologically catholic for the sake of catholicity.  

Rather, he invokes the principle of plain sense interpretation and Scripture as the ultimate 

authority.  Whenever the patristics agree with Calvin’s exegesis, he solicits their support.  

However, he is equally willing to condemn their divergence from his understanding of 

Scripture. 

Bucur suggests that the western church moved away from a Christophanic 

interpretation following Augustine’s influence.  Calvin’s admiration for Augustine 

indicates that his divergence of opinion is anchored in his hermeneutical findings.  

Although not the only figure after Augustine to do so, Calvin was possibly one of the more 

influential theologians who returned the spotlight to the historic Christophanic 

interpretation. 

Finally, claims that Calvin was a Judaizer strengthen the consideration that his 

Christophanic understanding was grounded in his methodology.  Reading Calvin in his 

context, he was labeled too Christocentrically conservative rather than overly prone to 

discovering Christ.  Thus, it is significant that Calvin understands the Angel of the Lord to 

be Christ rather than a created angel as his Jewish counterparts and Augustine suggested.   

2.4 Christophanic Passages Examined 

The groundwork established, I proceed to examine several Christophanic passages.  
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Specifically, I consider Calvin’s commentary on Genesis since it contains multiple 

appearances of the Angel of the Lord.129  Genesis also represents one of the commentaries 

that Calvin personally authored, allowing him to carefully construct a Christophanic 

defence.130  This will be followed by passages in the Institutes before returning to specific 

sections of Genesis.             

2.4.1 The Christophanic Development – Genesis    

The first mention of the Angel of the Lord occurs in Genesis 16.131  This passage is 

significant due to the relative absence of discussion regarding the Angel’s identity.  

Calvin’s comments do not indicate that this is anything other than an ordinary member of 

the heavenly host.  Calvin mentions the form, but his remarks are limited to: “Although 

Moses does not describe the form of the vision, yet I do not doubt, that it [the angel] was 

clothed in a human body; in which nevertheless, manifest tokens of celestial glory were 

conspicuous.”132  These words do not suggest anything divine and equally fit an 

understanding of an angelophany or a Christophany. 

The issue becomes more complicated when Calvin comments on the Angel’s divine 

message.  Calvin states,  

That the angel promises to do what is peculiar to God alone, involves no absurdity, 
for it is sufficiently usual with God to invest his ministers whom he sends with his 
own character, that the authority of their word may appear the greater.  I do not, 

                                                           
129 Stephen suggests that “Theophanies occur throughout the biblical record but nearly half of them are to be 
found in the Book of Genesis.”  Jonathan Stephen, Theophany: Close Encounters with the Son of God 
(Surrey: Day One Publications, 1998), 12.  Of the nearly forty occurrences of the Angel of the Lord cited by 
Walvoord, eight appear in Genesis, more than any other book.  Walvoord, Jesus Christ our Lord, 52.  René 
López suggests that this title surfaces most frequently in Judges.  René López, “Identifying the ‘Angel of the 
Lord’ in the Book of Judges: A Model for Reconsidering the Referent in Other Old Testament Loci,” Bulletin 
for Biblical Research 20, no. 1. 1-18 (2010), 1.  His third footnote lists nineteen occurrences, however, these 
are from four chapters and often detail the same event.  López, 2.  Hence, while the construction may appear 
more often in Judges, there are more individual occurrences in Genesis.  Stephen White indicates that the 
construction phrase “appears forty-eight times in forty-five verses in the Bible.”  Stephen L. White, “Angel 
of the Lord: Messenger or Euphemism?,” Tyndale Bulletin 50, no. 2. 299-305 (1999), 300.     
130 Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries, 29-30. 
131 Walvoord, Jesus Christ our Lord, 52.  Stephen claims, “Here is the first reference to the Angel of the Lord 
in Scripture. (Indeed, it is the first reference to any angel.)”  Emphasis in original.  Stephen, Theophany: 
Close Encounters, 62.  White echoes these sentiments.  White, “Angel of the Lord,” 301.  
132 Comm. Genesis 16:7, CTS I.430; CO 23.227.  
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however, disapprove the opinion of most of the ancients; that Christ the Mediator 
was always present in all the oracles, and that this is the cause why the majesty of 
God is ascribed to angels.  On this subject I have already touched, and shall have 
occasion to say more elsewhere.133 

These remarks suggest an angelophany rather than a Christophany.  Calvin implies that it 

is legitimate and frequent in Scripture for angels to speak in place of God. 

 Although Calvin leaves room for the appearance of Christ, he identifies Christ with 

the oracles.134  This provides a few insights that Calvin expounds upon.  First, Calvin 

speaks of Christ as the Mediator.  The mediatorial office is linked to Christ from the 

earliest part of Biblical history.  Second, Calvin suggests that the identity of this angel is 

addressed in other portions of his writings.135  This anticipates that Calvin is gradually 

constructing a case, with more explicit proofs forthcoming.  

 Commenting on Genesis 16:13 and Hagar’s naming of the location, Calvin makes 

the following statement,  

Moreover, as to that which some suppose; namely that God is called “the God of 
vision,” because he appears and manifests himself to men, it is a forced 
interpretation.  Rather let us understand that Hagar, who before had appeared to 
herself to be carried away by chance, through the desert; now perceives and 
acknowledges that human affairs are under divine government.  And whoever is 
persuaded that he is looked upon by God, must of necessity walk as in his sight.136  

Calvin seemingly denies a proof seized upon by Christophanic proponents, namely that the 

title Hagar gives is a response to divine manifestation.137  Yet, Calvin does not eliminate 

the possibility of God’s appearance, but argues against using the divine name as proof 

                                                           
133 Comm. Genesis 16:10, CTS I.433; CO 23.228. 
134 “Quanquam non improbo quod plerisque veterum placuit, Christum mediatorem semper omnibus oraculis 
praefuisse: et hanc esse causam cur Dei maiestas angelis tribuatur.”  CO 23.228.  
135 “Qua de re aliquid iam supra attigi, et opportunius plura alibi dicentur.”  CO 23.228.  
136 Comm. Genesis 16:13, CTS I.436; CO 23.230. 
137 “Ceaterum quod quidam Deum visionis vocari putant, qui apparet ac se patefacit hominibus, coactum 
est.”  CO 23.230.  Poythress adds, “With this episode we have the usual difficulty in determining whether the 
appearance was a created angel or a visible form of God himself – that is, an appearance of the preincarnate 
Son of God.  After the encounter, Hagar concludes that she has seen God: ‘So she called the name of the 
LORD who spoke to her, ‘You are a God of seeing,’ for she said, ‘Truly here I have seen him who looks after 
me.’’  The narrative voice speaks of ‘the name of the LORD who spoke to her,’ confirming that she was right 
in thinking that she had seen a visible appearance of God.”  Poythress, Theophany, 258-259.   
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positive for a theophany.  Calvin suggests an alternative, superior explanation connected to 

God’s providence rather than forcing a meaning not immediately rendered by the text 

itself.138  His remarks suggest that Genesis 16 alone does not offer sufficient proof to 

definitively point to a manifestation of God, let alone Christ.  Remaining within the 

boundaries of Scripture, Calvin postpones the issue, remaining neutral on aspects which 

others might consider substantial evidence.  

Calvin takes a further step in his construction of the Christophanic with the events 

described in Genesis 18.  Calvin states,  

And bowed himself [Abraham] toward the ground.  This token of reverence was in 
common use with oriental nations.  The mystery which some of the ancient writers 
have endeavoured to elicit from this act; namely, that Abraham adored one out of 
the three, whom he saw, and, therefore, perceived by faith, that there are three 
persons in one God, since it is frivolous, and obnoxious to ridicule and calumny, I 
am more than content to omit.  For we have before said, that the angels were so 
received by the holy man, as by one who intended to discharge a duty towards men.  
But the fact that God honoured his benignity, and granted it to him as a reward, that 
angels should be presented to him for guests, was what he was not aware of, till 
they had made themselves known at the conclusion of the meal.  It was therefore a 
merely human and civil honour, which he paid them.  As to his having saluted one 
in particular, it was probably done because he excelled the other two.  For we know 
that angels often appeared with Christ their Head; here, therefore, among the three 
angels, Moses points out that one, as the Chief of the embassy.139  

Calvin’s comments yield several observations.  He denies that Abraham recognizes a 

Triune appearance, citing Abraham’s hospitality and failure to recognize the angelic 

qualities until later in the narrative.140  Calvin illustrates his commitment to remaining 

within the boundaries of Scripture.  

 Additionally, Calvin illustrates authorial intention.  He acknowledges that Abraham 

fails to recognize the identity of the three strangers and treats them as human travelers.  

                                                           
138 “Quisquis autem se respici a Deo persuasus est, necesse est ut ambulet quasi sub eius oculis.”  CO 23.230.  
139 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Genesis 18:2, CTS I.470; CO 23.251. 
140 “Quod vetusti quidam scriptores hinc mysterium elicere conati sunt, Abraham unum ex tribus quos 
viderat, adorasse, ideoque tres in uno Deo personas fide esse intuitum, quia frivolum est, et obnoxium sannis 
et calumniis, omittere satius est.  Ante enim diximus exceptos fuisse angelos a sancto viro, ut officium 
praestare hominibus voluerit: quod autem eius benignitatem ornavit Deu, et hac mercede dignatus est u 
tangelos ille hospites offerret, id non ante agnovit quam se in fine prandii patefecissent.”  CO 23.251. 
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However, Calvin also suggests that Moses intends the reader to understand something 

unique about the identity of one angel.  Thus, while Abraham remains unaware of Christ’s 

manifestation, Moses highlights the unique nature of the one.141  Abraham bows to Christ 

unawares.  

 Lastly, Calvin indicates Christ’s manifestation.  Calvin relies on the evidence of 

Christ’s headship over the angels, a function of His royal office.  Hence, Calvin restricts 

himself to the limitations of Scripture, identifying a Christophanic proof within the 

passage.  

 Calvin returns to the subject of the identity of the angels in verse nine.  Here Calvin 

observes,  

But, having given him [Abraham] the opportunity of exercising charity, God now 
begins to manifest himself in his angels.  The reason why Moses introduces, at one 
time, three speakers, while, at another, he ascribes speech to one only, is, that the 
three together represent the person of one God.  We must remember what I have 
lately adduced, that the principal place is given to one; because Christ, who is the 
living image of the Father, often appeared to the fathers under the form of an angel, 
while, at the same time, he yet had angels, of whom he was the Head, for his 
attendants.142 

Calvin speaks in a manner reflecting his legal training.  He relies on evidences within this 

passage and his prior comments.  Having previously established Christ’s appearance, 

Calvin appeals to it as an explanation for the one angel’s superiority.   

 Although not citing particular passages, Calvin declares that Christ often appears in 

an angelic form.143  This prepares the reader for his conclusion that the Angel of the Lord 

is always Christ.  Calvin restricts his comments to this section, but elsewhere he suggests 

                                                           
141 “Quod autem unum peculiariter salutat, probabile est ideo factum esse quia prae aliis duobus excelluerit.  
Scimus enim angelos ut plurimum apparuisse cum capite suo Christo: itaque hic in tribus angelis unum 
designat Moses legationis principem.”  CO 23.251.  Jarl Fossum suggests that Philo of Alexandria advocated 
a similar position: “The three men are all angels.  One of them, however, is superior to the others.”  Jarl 
Fossum, “Kyrios Jesus as the Angel of the Lord in Jude 5-7,” New Testament Studies 33, no. 2. 226-243 
(April 1987), 230.  
142 Comm. Genesis 18:9, CTS I.472; CO 23.253. 
143 “Tenendum etiam memoria est quod nuper adduxi, uni dari principem locum, quia Christus, qui viva est 
patris imago, sub angeli forma patribus saepe apparuit: angelos autem quorum caput est, habuit comites.”  
CO 23.253.  
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parallels exist.  

 Calvin progressively unveils more of his Christophanic convictions by providing a 

more universal application: 

Because the majesty of God had now been manifested in the angels, Moses 
expressly mentions his Name [Lord].  We have before declared, in what sense the 
name of God is transferred to the angel; it is not, therefore, now necessary to repeat 
it: except, as it is always important to remark, that the word of the Lord is so 
precious to himself, that he would be regarded by us as present, whenever he 
speaks through his ministers.  Again, whenever he manifested himself to the 
fathers, Christ was the Mediator between him and them; who not only personates 
God in proclaiming his word, but is also truly and essentially God.144  

Significantly, Calvin seemingly references the manifestation to Hagar in his discussion.  

This suggests that Calvin understands the Angel in Genesis 16 to be Christ.   

 Furthermore, Calvin provides the clearest evidence for the Angel of the Lord as a 

Christophany and for all theophanies as manifestations of Christ.  Christ is listed as the 

intermediary between God and humanity and the One mediating all divine interactions.145  

Calvin’s remarks anticipate the subject of my next chapter, that Christ’s role as Mediator 

qualifies Him for this mission.  In a Trinitarian emphasis, Christ represents God and His 

revelation. 

 Calvin’s remarks put the identity question into perspective.  Concerning why two 

angels proceed rather than all three, Calvin states,  

What I have before adduced is more simple; namely that it was granted to 
Abraham, as a peculiar favour, that God would not only send him two messengers 
from the angelic host, but that, in a more familiar manner, he would manifest 
himself to him in his own Son.  For (as we have seen) one of the messengers held 
the principal place, as being superior to the others in dignity.  Now, although Christ 
was always the Mediator, yet, because he [God] manifested himself more obscurely 
to Lot than he did to Abraham, the two angels only came to Sodom.146  

                                                           
144 Comm. Genesis 18:13, CTS I.475; CO 23.254. 
145 “Deinde quoties se patribus manifestavit, Christum fuisse quasi intermedium, qui non tantum verbi 
respectu sustinet Dei personam, sed vere et essentialiter Deus est.”  CO 23.254. 
146 Comm. Genesis 19:1, CTS I.495; CO 23.267.  The context suggests that Calvin is speaking of God in the 
final sentence.  This reading is supported by the Latin ordering and sentence structure.  “Simplicius est quod 
prius adduxi, hoc fuisse Abrahae peculiaris gratiae loco concessum, ut Deus non modo e media angelorum 
turba duos ad eum mitteret, sed familiarius se illi patefaceret in filio suo.  Unus enim (ut vidimus) principem 
locum, ut dignitate superior, obtinuit.  Quanquam autem Christus semper fuit mediator, quia tamen magis 
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Calvin explicitly identifies the third angel as the Son.  Further, he reiterates Christ’s 

mediatorial offices as the driving force behind his conclusions.  Genesis 18 serves as a 

template for Calvin’s understanding of Christophanies and for his progressive development 

throughout Genesis.  Calvin launches his case in Genesis 18, progressively building 

aspects of it in subsequent passages.  

 Limited discussion is furnished by Calvin regarding the Angel of the Lord in 

Genesis 22.147  Rather, he focuses on the narration of Abraham and Isaac.  Calvin’s only 

remarks discuss the Angel speaking as God to underscore authority.148  This does not 

eliminate a Christophany, but in isolation might suggest an angelophany.  My analysis of 

Genesis 18 exposed Calvin’s view that the Angel of the Lord is Christ, perhaps suggesting 

Calvin deems the identity established.149 

 In Genesis 28, Calvin provides an extended discussion of mediation as Christ’s 

mission.  He states, “For Jacob could not see God, nor perceive him present, unless his 

majesty had been distinguishable by certain marks.”150  This has a dual implication: Calvin 

suggests that the patriarchs recognized God’s presence through identifying markers and 

Calvin himself appeals to these markers, suggesting a hermeneutic for identifying God’s 

presence.  

 Finally, Calvin connects God’s generic presence, a theophany, to Christ’s specific 

presence, a Christophany.  This advances the argument from identifying theophanic 

markers to a recognition that these are Christophanic markers.  Calvin closes the loop, 

stating,  

                                                           
obscure ipsi Lot patefactus quam Abrahae, tantum duo angeli Sodomam venerunt.”  CO 23.267. 
147 See: Comm. Genesis 22:11.15, CTS I.569-572; CO 23.317-318.  
148 “Loquitur autem angelus in persona Dei, quemadmodum ante diximus, quo plus autoritatis habeat 
ipsorum legatio, quam eius nomine perferunt, simul maiestatem induere.”  CO 23.318. 
149 The identity of the Angel does not further the central story line of Calvin’s narrative focus.  This 
illustrates Calvin’s commitment to the authorial intent and remaining within what he perceives are the 
boundaries.     
150 Comm. Genesis 28:12, CTS II.112; CO 23.390. 
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But to us, who hold to this principle, that the covenant of God was founded in 
Christ, and that Christ himself was the eternal image of the Father, in which he 
manifested himself to the holy patriarchs, there is nothing in this vision intricate or 
ambiguous.  For since men are alienated from God by sin, though he fills and 
sustains all things by his power, yet that communication by which he would draw 
us to himself is not perceived by us; but, on the other hand, so greatly are we at 
variance with him, that regarding him as adverse to us, we, in our turn, flee from 
his presence.  Moreover the angels to whom is committed the guardianship of the 
human race, while strenuously applying themselves to their office, yet do not 
communicate with us in such a way that we become conscious of their presence.  It 
is Christ alone, therefore, who connects heaven and earth: he is the only Mediator 
who reaches from heaven down to earth: he is the medium through which the 
fullness of celestial blessings flows down to us, and through which we, in turn, 
ascend to God.151  

The marker Calvin indicates for divine presence is mediation and the Mediator is Christ.152  

 Furthermore, Calvin indicates that the Father is manifested to the patriarchs in 

Christ.153  Christ, as the Mediator, is fit for the mission as He is truly divine and assumes a 

human form.  Thus, Christ stands qualified to connect heaven and earth.154    

 Although Calvin cites the appearance of the Angel of the Lord in Genesis 32, he 

again avoids engaging in identity discussions.155  Rather, Calvin contemplates the 

implication of Jacob wrestling with God, postponing a definitive Christophanic stance.156  

This leads Steinmetz to suggest that, “Calvin drew back from Luther’s position, when he 

refused to identify the stranger who attacked Jacob with Christ.”157   

                                                           
151 Comm. Genesis 28:12, CTS II.112-113; CO 23.391. 
152 Solus ergo Christus est qui coelom terrae coniungit: hic solus est mediator, qui pertingit a coelo usque ad 
terram: ille idem est per quem omnium bonorum coelestium plenitude deorsum ad nos fluit, nosque vicissim 
ad Deum conscendimus.”  CO 23.391.  
153 Nobis vero qui principium hoc tenemus, in Christo fundatum fuisse Dei foedus, et Christum eundem 
aeternam fuisse imaginem patris, in qua sanctis patribus se patefecit, nihil in hac vision perplexum est vel 
ambiguum.”  CO 23.391.  
154 Calvin reiterates this in John 1:51: “Nec dubito quin ad scalam alludat quae monstrata fuit patriarchae 
Iacob per somnium (Genes. 28, 12): vere enim in Christo praestatur quod visio illa adumbrabat.”  CO 47.37. 
155 “Non mirum est quod angelus suscipiat Dei personam, vel quia in verbo suo Deus pater sanctis patribus 
tanquam in vivo speculo apparuit, idque sub angeli specie: vel quia angeli ex Dei mandato loquentes, merito 
tanquam haec loquendi forma usitata est:” CO 23.423.  Christ is referred to as verbo suo.  Calvin uses the 
mirror imagery to discuss Christophanies.  
156 Oliphint quotes Charles Hodge as saying, “And, therefore, as Calvin says, when the word God is used 
indefinitely it means the Triune God, and not the Father in distinction from the Son and the Spirit.”  Oliphint, 
God with Us, 205. 
157 David C. Steinmetz, “Calvin as an Interpreter of Genesis,” in Sixteenth Century Essays & Studies, ed. 
Charles G. Nauert Jr. and Raymond A. Mentzer. Vol. 36, Calvinus Sincerioris Religionis Vindex: Calvin as 
Protector of the Purer Religion, ed. Wilhelm H. Neuser and Brian G. Armstrong, 53-66 (Kirksville: 
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Yet, this causes a problem that Steinmetz recognizes by noting that Calvin 

attributes this manifestation to Christ in the Institutes which Steinmetz explains as 

indicating progressive revelation.158  Steinmetz correctly ascertains that Calvin is focused 

on a discussion of progressive revelation, commending the greater vision we have in the 

gospels concerning Christ.159  However, I believe that Calvin’s appeal to progressive 

revelation, the greater vision Moses beheld, and the incarnation cumulatively suggest that 

Calvin considers this to be Christ.  This is further strengthened by Calvin’s observation 

that “God, when he descends from his majesty to us, is wont to transfer the properties of 

human nature to himself.”160  The transfer of properties is most prominently seen in the 

incarnation.161  Furthermore, the clear attribution of the Angel to Christ in 1 Corinthians 

10:9 (1546), a commentary predating the Genesis volume (1554), and the later remarks in 

the Institutes (1559) cast doubts on any suggestion that Calvin changed his stance between 

1554 and 1559.162   

Calvin’s comments on Hosea 12:4 further discuss the mediatorial identification.  

He observes,  

But it may be asked, How was he the eternal God, and at the same time an angel?  
It occurs, indeed, so frequently in scripture, that it must be well known to us, that 
when the Lord appeared by his angels, the name of Jehovah was given to them, not 
indeed to all the angels indiscriminately, but to the chief angel, by whom God 
manifested himself.  This, as I have said, must be well known to us.  It then 
follows, that this angel was truly and essentially God.  But this would not strictly 
apply to God except there be some distinction of persons.  There must then be some 
person in the Deity, to which this name and title of an angel can apply, for if we 

                                                           
Sixteenth Century Journal Publishers, Inc., 1997), 63. 
158 Steinmetz, 63.  
159 “Summa igitur haec est, quod Dominus, licet pium sit votum Iacob, non obtemperat, quia nondum 
maturum erat tempus plenae revelationis.  Nam patres initio oportuit in exigua aurorae luce ambulare: et 
Dominus gradatim se illis patefecit, donec tandem exortus est sol iustitiae Christus, in quo perfectus apparet 
fulgor.”  CO 23.445-446.  
160 Comm. Genesis 32:25, CTS II.198; CO 23.444. 
161 Calvin elsewhere speaks of human form as attributed only to Christ.  See: John T. Slotemaker, “‘Fuisse in 
Forma Hominis’ Belongs to Christ Alone: John Calvin’s Trinitarian Hermeneutics in His Lectures on 
Ezekiel,” Scottish Journal of Theology 68, no. 4. 421-436 (2015).  
162 Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries, 32, and Parker, Calvin’s New Testament Commentaries, 
13.  
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take the name God, without difference or distinction, and regard it as denoting his 
essence, it would certainly be inconsistent to say that he is God and angel too; but 
when we distinguish persons in the Deity, there is no inconsistency.  How so?  
Because Christ, the eternal Wisdom of God, did put on the character of a Mediator, 
before he put on our flesh.  He was therefore then a Mediator, and in that capacity 
he was also an angel.  He was at the same time Jehovah, who is now God 
manifested in the flesh.163 

Calvin identifies the Angel of the Lord in Genesis 32 as Christ.164  Furthermore, Calvin 

indicates that God does not bestow His name on all His messengers.  Rather, Calvin 

suggests that God’s name is reserved for the chief angel – Christ.165                

Calvin highlights Christ’s mediatorial offices, resting his conclusions upon the 

Trinitarian distinctions.  This demonstrates the near impossibility of discussing Calvin’s 

identification of the Angel of the Lord without referencing mediation, the Trinity, and 

divine accommodation.  Steinmetz’s conclusions seem plausible only when considering the 

events of Genesis 32.  However, following Calvin’s development of Christophanies 

throughout Genesis, we recognize that he gestures toward the Christophanic here, while 

compiling a growing weight of evidence.  

Calvin’s case culminates in Genesis 48.  Here, he provides his clearest affirmation, 

stating,  

He [Jacob] so joins the Angel to God as to make him his equal.  Truly he offers him 
divine worship, and asks the same things from him as from God.  If this be 
understood indifferently of any angel whatsoever, the sentence is absurd.  Nay, 
rather, as Jacob himself sustains the name and character of God, in blessing his son, 
he is superior in this respect, to the angels.  Wherefore it is necessary that Christ 
should be here meant, who does not bear in vain the title of Angel, because he had 
become the perpetual Mediator.  And Paul testifies that he was the Leader and 
Guide of the journey of his ancient people.  (1 Cor. x. 4.)  He had not yet indeed 
been sent by the Father, to approach more nearly to us by taking our flesh, but 
because he was always the bond of connection between God and man, and because 
God formally manifested himself in no other way than through him, he is properly 
called the Angel.  To which may be added, that the faith of our fathers was always 

                                                           
163 Comm. Minor Hosea 12:4, CTS I.420-421; CO 42.455.  
164 “Quare?  Christus enim aeterna Dei sapientia induit personam mediatoris, antequam indueret carnem 
nostrum.  Fuit ergo nunc mediator et eo respect fuit etiam angelus.  Interea fuit etiam Iehova qui nunc est 
Deus manifestatus in carne.”  CO 42.455.  
165 “Nempe hoc satis frequenter occurrit in scripturis, ut familiar nobis esse debeat, quoties Dominus apparuit 
per angelos suos, simul nomen Iehovae illis fuisse impositum, non quidem omnibus angelis promiscue, sed 
angelo praecipuo, per quem Deus se manifestabat.”  CO 42.455.  
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fixed on his future mission.  He was therefore the Angel, because even then he 
poured forth his rays that the saints might approach God, through him, as Mediator.  
For there was always so wide a distance between God and men, that without a 
mediator, there could be no communication.166 

Calvin clarifies his position by pulling together the various strands of evidence.  To begin 

with, Calvin indicates the close association between the Angel and God.167  While Calvin 

has mentioned this elsewhere, he does not rest his case upon this observation.168 

 Calvin also connects the Angel of the Lord with the Mediator.169  Mediation is 

underscored as the Angel’s principle mission.  This has identification implications and 

Calvin suggests that it orients the patriarchs toward the incarnation, providing salvific 

benefits.170  

 Finally, Calvin observes that God only manifests Himself through Christ.171  This 

explains how the patriarchs fixed their faith on Christ’s salvific work, since they beheld 

His pre-incarnate appearance.172  Calvin indicates that the gulf separating God and 

humanity requires all communication to occur via a mediator.173  Hence, Christ appears 

throughout the Old Testament because God only communicates by the Mediator.  Christ, 

as very God, completely represents the Trinity.  This allows Calvin to speak about God 

manifesting Himself and providing revelation.  Consequently, all divine appearances 

                                                           
166 Comm. Genesis 48:16, CTS II.428-429; CO 23.584-585.  
167 “Sic angelum adiungit Deo, ut eum parem faciat.  Certe divinum ille cultum tribuit, eadem ab eo quae a 
Deo petens.”  CO 23.584.  
168 The contemporary Christophanic argument focuses its attention on the Angel of the Lord.  
169 Quare necesse est Christum intelligi qui angeli titulo non temere insignitur, eo quod perpetuus fuerit 
mediator.”  CO 23.584.  
170 “Angelus ergo fuit, quod iam tunc radios suos funderet, ut ipso mediatore sancti Deo appropinquarent.”  
CO 23.584.   
171 “Nondum quidem missus a patre erat, ut suscepta carne nostra propius ad nos accederet: sed quia semper 
vinculum fuit coniunctionis hominum cum Deo, nec aliter quam per ipsum Deus se olim patefecti, merito 
vocatur angelus: adde quod patrum fides in futuram eius missionem intent erat.”  CO 23.584. 
172 Oliphint states, “So, according to Calvin, the saints throughout covenant history never had any 
communication with God except through the second person of the Trinity, who condescended to reveal 
himself.”  Oliphint, God with Us, 171.  
173 “Semper enim longius inter Deum et homines dissidium fuit quam ut sine mediatore quidquam 
communicationis esse posset.”  CO 23.584-585 
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throughout Genesis, including those where the Angel of the Lord is not mentioned, are 

understood by Calvin as Christophanic. 

 In closing, Calvin’s progression throughout Genesis reveals several relevant 

features.  Calvin is committed to remaining within the plain sense of Scripture.  Hence, 

until his final conclusion, he does not draw universal applications nor does he reach for 

other Scripture passages.  In addition, Calvin adheres to authorial intent.  Calvin 

understands Moses to teach Christ’s appearance in human form.  Furthermore, Calvin 

develops his case progressively.  This may reflect his legal training, similar to a prosecutor 

systematically constructing a case.  Thus, Calvin appears silent on passages that 

Christophanic proponents often hail as exemplary.  This can generate the impression that 

Calvin is neutral on the subject.  However, understood in light of his entire commentary, 

Calvin lands strongly in favor of Christophanies.  Calvin also points to mediation, the 

Trinity, and divine accommodation as identifying markers.  Nearly every passage in which 

Calvin discusses the Angel’s identity, these elements also appear.  Lastly, Calvin proposes 

that all theophanies are Christophanies.  Thus, the Angel of the Lord is not the 

comprehensive category under which Christophanies fall.  This suggests a need to revisit 

Genesis to understand Christ’s appearances in early passages mentioning the Angel of the 

Lord and in those speaking of God’s manifestation without explicitly mentioning the 

Angel of the Lord.   

2.4.2 The Christophanic as Evidence for Divinity – The Institutes 

In the Institutes Calvin uses the Angel of the Lord as an attestation to Christ’s divinity.  

This involves identifying the Angel as Christ and then identifying the Angel as divine.  

Although different than Calvin’s Genesis approach, this illustrates how Calvin intends the 

Institutes and the Commentaries to be read as companion works.   

Calvin offers two examples substantiating his claim.  I examine the first here while 
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the second, Jacob wrestling with the Angel, was previously analyzed.174  The appearance 

of the Angel of the Lord to Manoah and his wife, is of interest owing to the lack of any 

commentary on Judges.  Calvin states,  

To the holy patriarchs an angel is said to have appeared, claiming for himself the 
name of the Eternal God [Judg. 6:11, 12, 20, 21, 22; 7:5, 9].  If someone takes 
exception that this is said in regard to the role that he plays, the difficulty is by no 
means thus resolved.  For as a servant he would not permit a sacrifice to be offered 
to himself and thus deprive God of His honor.  Yet the angel, refusing to eat bread, 
commands that a sacrifice be offered to Jehovah [Judg. 13:16].  Indeed, the fact 
itself proves that he is Jehovah himself [ch. 13:20].  Therefore Manoah and his wife 
infer from this sign that they have seen not only an angel but God himself.  Hence 
the exclamation: “We shall…die because we have seen God” [Ch. 13:22].  And 
when the wife answers, “If Jehovah had willed us to die, he would not have 
received the offering from our hand” [ch. 13:23], she confesses that he who was 
previously called an angel is truly God.  Besides, the angel’s reply removes all 
doubt: “Why do you ask concerning my name, which is wonderful?” [ch. 13:18].175 

Calvin provides several evidences linking the Angel to God.  The initial link demonstrates 

that the assumption of God’s name testifies to the divine.176  This concurs with Genesis 48 

where Calvin specifies that the divine name is bestowed upon His chief messenger – 

Christ.     

 Calvin additionally highlights the acceptance of worship – an action reserved for 

God alone.177  The Angel commands the sacrifice be offered to God and then receives it 

Himself.  By receiving this act of worship He signifies His divinity, equating Himself to 

God.  These proofs mirror the modern Christophanic articulation.  Hence, Calvin is 

cognizant of such arguments and not averse to employing them.  However, he primarily 

appeals to them to establish the divine character of the Angel of the Lord.  This differs 

from Genesis where Calvin is concerned to specifically identify the Angel as Christ rather 

than establishing His divinity.           

 Calvin concludes by uplifting the testimony of the witnesses.  The words of 

                                                           
174 See Inst. I.xiii.10; CO 2.98. 
175 Inst. I.xiii.10; CO 2.97-98. 
176 “Idem sibi nomen aeterni Dei vendicat.”  CO 2.97. 
177 “Neque enim servus, sacrificium offerri sibi permittens, suum Deo honorem eriperet.”  CO 2.97. 
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Manoah and his wife ascribe divine status to the Angel of the Lord.  Additionally, the 

Angel’s answer connects to Isaiah 9:6 and Christ.178  Niehaus further explains stating, “his 

words [the Angel in Judges 13:18] may also be a divine asseveration: ‘My Name is 

Wonderful.’  ‘Wonderful’ occurs as part of a divine title at Isaiah 9:6: ‘Wonderful 

Counselor/Wonder-Counselor’ (ֶּפֶלא יׄוֵעץ).”515 F

179 

 Calvin attests to the Angel’s divinity.  Although the link is not clearly established 

between the Angel of the Lord and Christ, it is indicated by the broader context and by 

Calvin’s discussion of the Mediator.180  Calvin displays his awareness of the modern 

Christophanic claims and demonstrates a different approach than in the Commentaries. 

2.4.3 The Christophanic Applied – Genesis 15 

Calvin’s comments on Genesis 15 offer an example of how to read his Commentary in 

light of his final remarks.  Not only does Calvin provide subtle clues within the passage, 

but he cross-references this chapter in Exodus 3.  Calvin’s earliest indication emerges in 

the first verse that he understands a Christophany.  He notes,  

Moses says that God spake to him [Abram] “in a vision,” by which he intimates 
that some visible symbol of God’s glory was added to the word, in order that 
greater authority might be given to the oracle.  And this was one of two ordinary 
methods by which the Lord was formerly wont to manifest himself to his prophets, 
as it is stated in the book of Numbers, (chap. xii. 6.).181 

Calvin implies a visible manifestation of God’s glory accompanied by verbal revelation.182  

                                                           
178 “For to us a child is born, to us a son is given; and the government shall be upon his shoulder, and his 
name shall be called Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace.”  Isaiah 9:6.  
Edward Masselink states, “Isaiah says, ‘His name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, Mighty God, 
Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace.’  The connection could hardly escape our notice.  The prophet here gives 
to the Messiah the identical name which the Angel of Jehovah had given to Himself.”  Edward J. Masselink, 
“The Angel of Jehovah,” The Reformer Journal 7, no. 11. 9-14 (December 1957), 9. 
179 Niehaus, God at Sinai, 241.  Niehaus continues: “The term at Judges 13:18, ֶּפֶלאי is a byform of the more 
common ֶּפֶלא and occurs elsewhere only at Psalm 139:6, where it describes God’s knowledge, which is too 
‘wonderful’ for the psalmist.  In both cases (Jdg. 13:18; Ps. 139:6) ֶּפֶלאי portrays something of God.” Niehaus, 
241.  
180 Inst. I.xiii.10; CO 2.98.   
181 Comm. Genesis 15:1, CTS I.399; CO 23.207.   
182 “Dicit autem Moses in vision loquunum esse Deum: quo significat additum verbo fuisse visibile aliquod 
gloriae Dei symbolum: quo maior autoritas oraculo constaret.”  CO 23.207.  
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The combination of visual and verbal is characteristic of a theophany.183  Furthermore, the 

spoken revelation and the intimate revelation to Abram are indicators that Calvin applies to 

Christophanies.   

 Calvin further implies the connection by speaking of Abram’s identification of the 

divine presence.  He states,  

The Hebrew text has יהוה אדוני, (Adonai Jehovah.)  From which appellation it is 
inferred that some special mark of divine glory was stamped upon the vision; so 
that Abram, having no doubt respecting its author, confidently broke out in this 
expression.  For since Satan is a wonderful adept at deceiving, and deludes men 
with so many wiles in the name of God, it was necessary that some sure and 
notable distinction should appear in true and heavenly oracles, which would not 
suffer the faith and the minds of the holy fathers to waver.  Therefore, in the vision 
of which mention is made, the majesty of the God of Abram was manifested, which 
would suffice for the confirmation of his faith.  Not that God appeared as he really 
is, but only so far as he might be comprehended by the human mind. 520F

184  

Calvin’s comments reflect his discussion of Jacob’s ladder and reference divine 

accommodation.185  Furthermore, Calvin understands God to appear and to manifest 

Himself.186  Calvin earlier indicated that both of these concepts are only attributable to 

Christ.   

 In conclusion, applying Calvin’s clearer statements to Genesis 15 reveal subtler 

references to Christ.  Because Calvin does not see the identity as crucial to the narrative, he 

provides hints while postponing the Christophanic discussion until all the evidence has 

been gathered.  This illustrates the importance of understanding Calvin’s Christophanic 

development before passing judgement on particular passages.  Reversing the order 

suggests that Calvin does not see Genesis 15 as Christophanic.  However, taken in light of 

                                                           
183 Poythress observes, “A theophany is a manifestation of divine presence accompanied by an extraordinary 
display mediating that presence.  The word display focuses on visual phenomena.  The visual phenomena 
may be more or less ‘extraordinary,’ so there is a flexibility in this definition.  The flexibility increases if we 
extend our definition beyond visual phenomena to phenomena in sound – that is, divine speech.”  Emphasis 
in original.  Poythress, Theophany, 30-31.   
184 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Genesis 15:2, CTS I.401; CO 23.209. 
185 “Non quod Deus qualis est apparuerit, sed quatenus capi poterat humano sensu.”  CO 23.209. 
186 “Ergo in visione cuius fit mentio, patefacta fuit Abrae Dei maiestas, quae ad fidei eius certitudinem 
sufficeret.”  CO 23.209.  See the footnote above.  
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the whole, we are compelled to understand that the manifestation of the divine presence, 

the visible aspect, and the marker of divine accommodation indicate an appearance of 

Christ.   

2.4.4 The Christophanic Emerges – Genesis 3:8 

One of the earliest theophanies occurs in Genesis 3.187  Here Calvin appeals to God’s 

distinctive markers.  He observes,  

Yet I do not doubt that some notable symbol of the presence of God was in that 
gentle breeze; for although (as I have lately said) the rising sun is wont daily to stir 
up some breath of air, this is not opposed to the supposition that God gave some 
extraordinary sign of his approach, to arouse the consciences of Adam and his wife.  
For, since he is in himself incomprehensible, he assumes, when he wishes to 
manifest himself to men, those marks by which he may be known.188   

Not only does Calvin suggest identifying markers, but he describes them as distinctive.189  

The wind is not the only testimony to God’s presence.190  Further, there is a reference to 

divine accommodation in God assuming a perceivable form to manifest Himself to men.191  

These concepts orient us to the conclusion that Calvin suggests an appearance of Christ.192   

This language echoes other passages where divine manifestation and 

accommodation are markers for Christ’s presence.  Thus, Calvin observes,  

Therefore, Moses, in here mentioning the wind, intimates (according to my 
judgment) that some unwonted and remarkable symbol of the Divine presence was 
put forth which should vehemently affect the minds of our first parents.  This 
resource, namely, that of fleeing from God’s presence was nothing better than the 

                                                           
187 Niehaus calls this event, “the first Sinai-like theophany – the first storm theophany when God appeared as 
Judge of his guilty people.”  Niehaus, God at Sinai, 18. 
188 Comm. Genesis 3:8, CTS I.161; CO 23.65. 
189 “Neque tamen dubito quin notabile aliquod praesentiae Dei symbolum in flatu illo exstiterit.”  CO 23.65.  
190 Kline suggests this theophany is a massive event where God’s presence would hardly go undetected.  He 
says, “In other passages qôl is used for the sound of approaching feet.  The sound in Genesis 3:8, however, is 
not that of mere footsteps.  This passage must be played fortissimo.  What Adam and Eve heard was 
frighteningly loud.  It was the shattering thunder of God’s advent in judgment.”  Emphasis in original.  Kline, 
Images of the Spirit, 98. 
191 “Nam quum sit incomprehensibilis, dum se hominibus manifestare vult, induit eas notas unde possit 
agnosci.”  CO 23.65. 
192 Oliphint notes that, “It was he [the Son of God] who appeared as Mediator to Adam and Eve; it was he 
who covered their nakedness, that their shame might be hidden behind his gracious provision.”  Oliphint, 
God with Us, 108.  
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former; since God, with his voice alone, soon brings back the fugitives.193  

Calvin appeals to authorial intent by describing the markers of the divine presence.194  His 

Genesis 48 argument leads me to conclude that the divine presence here is a Christophanic 

indicator.  

 The familiarity with the divine markers and the response of fear, suggest that this is 

not the first time Christ appears to Adam and Eve.195  God’s familiar voice draws them 

back even as His presence sends them into flight.196  Hence early indications emerge of 

Calvin’s reliance on the Creator/creature distinction and the mediatorial office as existing 

from the beginning of time.  

 I summarize that Calvin locates the earliest Christophany in the opening chapters of 

Genesis.  Christ arrives in judgement following the Fall of humanity.  Calvin indicates the 

existence of markers testifying to the divine presence.  This allows us to locate Christ in 

Genesis 3:8 and suggests that Christ appears prior to these verses as indicated by Adam’s 

and Eve’s familiarity.   

2.4.5 The Christophanic Conclusions 

The case studies of Calvin’s Christophanic development reveal several foundational 

qualities.  To begin with, Calvin gradually builds his Christophanic defence culminating in 

a wide ranging application.  Hence, to understand Calvin’s Christophanic convictions, we 

must examine his full scope.  Failure may result in conclusions inconsistent with his final 

verdict.   

                                                           
193 Comm. Genesis 3:8, CTS I.161; CO 23.65-66. 
194 “Ergo quod venti meminit hoc loco Moses, significat (meo iudicio) editum fuisse insolitum et insigne 
divinae praesentiae symbolum, quod primorum hominum animos vehementer percelleret.”  CO 23.65. 
195 Niehaus observes that “Such fear or dread of the holy is henceforth a characteristic of human response in 
the Old Testament to all theophanies that actually involve the glory of God.”  Niehaus, God at Sinai, 159.  
Consequently, pre-fall divine appearances involved intimacy devoid of fear.  “Before the Fall man and 
woman had no dread of God, and God was not unfamiliar to them.”  Niehaus, 155.   
196 “Iam hoc posterius fugae remedium, nihilo melius priore: quandoquidem fugitivos Deus sola voce mox 
retrahit.”  CO 23.65-66.  
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Calvin also employs his exegetical principles to develop the Christophanic case.  

This indicates that Calvin is driven by his understanding of Scripture rather than affinity to 

tradition.  Calvin appeals to authorial intent and the plain sense of Scripture when 

discussing Christophanic passages.   

Additionally, while Calvin is not reticent to use modern Christophanic proofs, he 

points to particular markers of mediation and divine accommodation.  Calvin does appeal 

to the divine name given to the Angel of the Lord and the worship rendered to Him.  

However, Calvin does not demonstrate a recurring reliance on these aspects.  Rather, he 

references mediation and speaks in language characteristic of divine accommodation.  

Thus, while Calvin views those concepts as definitive, he does not understand them to be 

the primary markers for the pre-incarnate Christ.   

To conclude, Calvin’s methodology and conclusive remarks allow me to 

retrospectively apply his conclusions to earlier passages.  Calvin provides Christophanic 

hints where he does not devote attention to the identity of the divine presence.  When 

combined with his comprehensive statements, Calvin’s view emerges that all theophanies 

are Christophanies.    

2.5 Conclusions 

Calvin demonstrates himself to be a theologian driven by his principles.  Although not 

always offering a systematic outline, Calvin provides sufficient evidence to allow a 

reconstruction of his methods.  Calvin’s exegetical methodology informs his Christophanic 

understanding and defends it against eisegetical accusations.  This indicates a rigorous 

approach which constructs a positive case and anticipates counterarguments.  

Calvin’s exegetical methods reflect his desire to remain true to Scripture.  

Consequently, Calvin emulates the patterns and methodologies he finds within God’s 

Word.  This leads Calvin to advocate for brevity and clarity.  These two principles inform 

and explain his propensity to reference the plain understanding of the passage and his 
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dedication to authorial intent.  Combined, these provide an argument that Christophanies 

were deemed significant enough by Calvin to merit mention.  

Additionally, Calvin’s exegetical principles provide a framework for analyzing 

Scripture.  Calvin refuses to engage in speculation and only applies allegory when 

demanded by the passages to enhance the author’s intention.  This suggests that Calvin is 

not given to discussing interpretations not readily perceived in Scripture.  Though he 

mentions the church fathers’ views, I am inclined to dismiss charges that Calvin’s 

Christophanic adherence is driven by his education in the church classics.  Rather, Calvin 

appeals to Christophanies on the basis of Scripture while noting the historical inclination to 

interpret such passages Christocentrically.  

Finally, Calvin’s methods are practiced in his interpretation that Christ always 

manifests God.  Calvin illustrates his methodical approach by developing his case 

throughout Genesis.  Although this results in limited attention to many passages 

traditionally considered Christophanic, it yields a rigorous foundation.  Furthermore, 

Calvin’s final conclusion is stronger than that of many modern Christophanic advocates.  

Calvin’s ultimate observation is that all theophanies are pre-incarnate appearances of 

Christ.  This suggests that his methodology and the evidentiary information amassed 

allows Calvin to construct a stronger case with wider applications.  Rather than rehashing 

familiar lines, Calvin strengthens the case for the Christophanic through grounding his 

identification in the person and work of Christ.  With the foundation laid, I am positioned 

to provide a thoughtful analysis of Calvin’s twin Christophanic markers: mediation and 

divine accommodation.    
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CHAPTER 3. CHRISTOLOGY: THE CHRISTOPHANIC PERSON AND WORK 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter I examined Calvin’s exegetical method for analyzing Old 

Testament divine appearances.  This chapter addresses the primary foundation for Calvin’s 

Christophanic convictions.  Christology, as the analysis of the person and work of Christ, 

offers the ideal theological framework for discussing Christophanies.  Calvin’s 

understanding of Christology is not restricted to the incarnate Jesus Christ.  Instead, his 

convictions regarding the Son’s Trinitarian mission form the foundation for Calvin’s 

adherence to the Christophanic.  Despite this, Calvin avoids reading Christ into the Old 

Testament, allowing the plain sense of the passage to dictate His appearances.  How can 

Calvin hold these in balance?  How does he avoid forcing Christ into his exegesis, while 

simultaneously adhering to the theophanic as always Christophanic?  What parameters 

inform and constrain his analysis?  These questions are partially answered by Calvin’s 

commitment to Scripture interpreting itself and partially by his Christological convictions.  

Christ’s role as Mediator compels Calvin to advocate for all divine manifestations to be 

Christophanic. 

In the first section I provide a treatment of Calvin’s Christology.  This includes 

remarks regarding Christ’s mediatorial offices and, specifically, a consideration of the 

prophetic office.  Furthermore, I aim to establish a link between Old Testament mediation 

and the incarnation.  The second section focuses on the Christophanic as a Christological 

function.  In particular, I attempt to demonstrate how Calvin’s view of mediation leads him 

to affirm the Christophanic as foreshadowing the incarnation.  The third section examines 

relevant case studies of passages Calvin deemed Christophanic; illustrating the link 

between mediation, incarnation, and Christ’s pre-incarnate appearances.  Finally, I draw 

conclusions concerning how Calvin’s Christological convictions apply to Christophanies.   
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3.1 Calvin on Mediation 

The literary analysis provided a compelling case for understanding Calvin’s Christology 

through the framework of mediation.  Heiko Oberman states that across Calvin’s works 

there exists an observable “shift of accent from a nature-Christology to an offices-

Christology, converging towards a Mediator-theology.”1  I believe this shift illustrates a 

refining rather than a redefining of each prior framework.2  The natures of Christ are more 

accurately described by His offices, which derive from His Trinitarian mission as 

Mediator.  Notably Oberman understands Calvin to arrive at a position which he terms 

“Mediator-theology”.3  Hence, Oberman considers Calvin to understand Christ’s mediation 

to undergird the whole of His revealed person. 

Mediation is arguably the theological foundation for Calvin’s Christology, yet, the 

incarnation is the apex of the mediatorial work.  Battles advances the incarnation as the 

supreme illustration of divine accommodation.4  As the ultimate act of the Mediator, it 

seems logical to extrapolate that incarnation is similarly the ultimate expression of 

mediation.  Calvin’s development of Christophanies operates along this logic. 

3.1.1 Mediation Described   

Calvin devotes significant space to discussing the Mediator throughout the Institutes and 

Commentaries.  Early in Calvin’s Institutes, the role of the Mediator emerges as critical.  

Calvin claims that “after the fall of the first man no knowledge of God apart from the 

Mediator has had power unto salvation.”5  Hence, soteriology is one of the Mediator’s 

                                                           
1 Heiko A. Oberman, “The ‘Extra’ Dimension in the Theology of Calvin,” Journal of Ecclesiastical History 
21, no. 1. 43-64 (January 1970), 60. 
2 This illustrates Packer’s contention that Calvin never retracts, but only expands.  Packer, “Calvin the 
Theologian,” 129. 
3 Oberman, “The ‘Extra’ Dimension,” 60. 
4 Battles, “God was Accommodating Himself,” 42.   
5 Inst. II.vi.1; CO 2.248.  Jonathan Edwards agrees: “It is manifest that Christ began to exercise the office of 
mediator between God and man as soon as ever man fell”.  Emphasis in original.  Jonathan Edwards, The 
Works of President Edwards. Vol. 5 (London: Forgotten Books, 2017), 22.  He continues, “From that day 
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missions.  Calvin discusses the applicability of the mediatorial office to all ages, advancing 

toward the future and extending into the past.6  Clarifying this further, Calvin states, “apart 

from the Mediator, God never showed favor toward the ancient people, nor ever gave hope 

of grace to them.”7  Calvin describes Adam as reflecting Christ’s mediatorial office, 

establishing its existence from creation.8  Hence, Calvin extends the Mediator’s work 

beyond the incarnation, suggesting that the Old Testament displays divine mediation.   

These initial comments leave open the possibility of conceiving of the mediatorial 

office as conditioned by the Fall.  Furthermore, Calvin appears to situate mediation in his 

soteriological framework.  Calvin clarifies that, “Even if man had remained free from all 

stain, his condition would have been too lowly for him to reach God without a Mediator.”9  

Consequently, mediation is not strictly conceived of as a consequence of the Fall, but 

connected to the Creator and creature distinction.  Paul Cumin explains that Calvin’s 

understanding of “the mediatorial activity of the Son is something God does primarily as 

Creator and not simply something he does subsequently as Redeemer.  For Calvin, 

mediation is not an effect of the incarnation, but vice versa.”10  Calvin’s focus on salvific 

mediation might suggest differing views.  Bouwsma observes that Calvin refused to 

subject his exegesis to his own logic, preferring to allow the text to speak for itself.11  

Thus, at times apparent logical inconsistencies surface within Calvin.  Yet, careful 

consideration of the immediate context often reconciles these seemingly contradictory 

                                                           
Christ took on him the care of the church, in the exercise of all his offices.” Edwards, 23.  
6 “quia non de sua tantum aetate loquitur Christus, sed omnia saecula comprehendit” Inst. II.vi.1; CO 2.248.  
This answers Gieschen’s concern regarding the use of the title ‘Christ’ prior to the incarnation.  Gieschen, 
“The Real Presence,” 109-110.  While the main event is the incarnation, the function exists from all ages.  
This validates the term ‘Christophanic’ as applying to pre-incarnate appearances and informs my decision to 
employ the term ‘Christ’.     
7 Inst. II.vi.2; CO 2.248. 
8 Inst. II.xii.6; CO 2.345. 
9 Inst. II.xii.1; CO 2.340. 
10 Emphasis in original.  Paul Cumin, Christ at the Crux: The Mediation of God and Creation in 
Christological Perspective (Eugene: Pickwick Publications, 2014), 105. 
11 Bouwsma, “Calvinism as Renaissance Artifact,” 34. 
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positions.   

The origin of the mediatorial office offers multiple illustrations.  Calvin applies the 

Mediator’s work to the salvific economy of the Old Testament, while indicating sinless 

humanity’s dependence upon a mediator.  Thus, mediation is predicated on the creaturely 

distinction and exacerbated by our fallen natures.12  However, Calvin employs language 

suggestive of a definitive beginning to mediation when he declares that “the office 

enjoined upon Christ by the Father consists of three parts.”13  The Father’s bestowal could 

be construed to indicate that mediation is not connected to the Son, but is a function of the 

ministry of Jesus Christ.  Calvin’s statement, however, does not address the origin of 

mediation, but focuses on the nature of the threefold office.  Furthermore, the 

circumstances regarding the ‘enjoining’ are not elaborated upon.  It is conceivable that 

Calvin understands this to occur within the eternal decrees of the Father.14  Additionally, 

Calvin believes that the relevant notion is not God in se but ad sensum nostrum.  On this 

basis, Edmondson declares that “For Calvin, Christ’s person and office are two sides of the 

same coin”.15  Thus, Calvin considers that Christ is the Mediator from all eternity because 

He is the Mediator of the covenant of grace.  However, if we were able to peer into the 

Father’s eternal decrees, Calvin’s articulation might suggest a commissioning at a 

                                                           
12 Peter Wyatt comments, “In point of fact, because of sin, Christ appeared as Redeemer, but his eternal 
predestination was to be the head and fullness of creation.  Thus the world exists for Christ and because of 
him: Christ is its final cause.”  Peter Wyatt, Jesus Christ and Creation in the Theology of John Calvin, 
Princeton Theological Monograph Series, ed. Dikran Y. Hadidian (Eugene: Pickwick Publications, 1996), 
61. 
13 Inst. II.xv.1; CO 2.361.  
14 Similar statements by Calvin lend weight to this explanation.  See for instance: “the fall of Adam is not 
presupposed as preceding God’s decree in time; but it is what God determined before all ages that is shown 
(ante saecula statuerit Deus ostenditur)” Inst. II.xii.5; CO 2.344.  Calvin uses this particular logic to argue 
against entertaining the so-called incarnation anyway thesis.  See: Edwin Chr. van Driel, “‘Too Lowly to 
Reach God without a Mediator’: John Calvin’s Supralapsarian Eschatological Narrative,” Modern Theology 
33, no. 2. 275-292 (2017).  Earlier Calvin declared that the hypostatic union was a part of God’s eternal 
decree (aeterno Dei coniuncta). Inst. II.xii.5; CO 2.243.  Hence, there is a sense in which there is a 
beginning, but Calvin equally proclaims eternal existence.    
15 Edmondson, Calvin’s Christology, 185. 
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particular point.16  Regardless, Calvin is not addressing the origin of existence, but the 

mode of Christ’s mediatorial office, while gesturing toward Trinitarian implications. 

The interconnectedness of Calvin’s thought can be seen in his statement that “those 

things which apply to the office of the Mediator are not spoken simply either of the divine 

nature or of the human.”17  Hence, the mediatorial offices are predicated upon the 

hypostatic union.  This requires that the hypostatic union exists from all eternity or, more 

precisely, from the eternal decree.18  Therefore, particular aspects of mediation – the 

soteriological functions – depend upon the hypostatic union.  Yet, the Creator/creation 

distinction advocates for mediation apart from sin and, consequently, is independent of the 

hypostatic union.  Thus, even if humankind never fell, a counterfactual Scriptural 

consideration not to be entertained, Calvin maintains that the Son would still be the 

Mediator.   

Having considered the situation of eternity past, what of the opposite end of the 

scale?  It seems that Calvin again implies one thing while stating another.  On an analytical 

note, the inability to reconcile Calvin’s eschatological comments, demands we hold the 

clearer of them.19  Calvin’s established position is that the mediatorial offices are assigned 

to Christ, existing from all eternity.  Considering the role of the Mediator in the eschaton, 

Calvin declares, “But when as partakers in heavenly glory we shall see God as he is, 

Christ, having then discharged the office of mediator, will cease to be the ambassador of 

                                                           
16 Although this is dubious given the coming analysis.  Rather, the natural explanation is the Triune action.   
17 Inst. II.xiv.3; CO 2.355.  
18 See Inst. II.xii.5; CO 2.243.  Calvin elaborates on this in his analysis of the distinction between the 
Godhead. “Furthermore, it was not the Father who descended upon the earth, but he who went forth from the 
Father; the Father did not die, nor did he arise again, but rather he who had been sent by the Father.  Nor did 
this distinction have its beginning from the time that he assumed flesh, but before this also it is manifest that 
he was the only-begotten ‘in the bosom of the Father’ [John 1:18].  For who would take upon himself to 
assert that the Son did not enter into the bosom of the Father until he descended from heaven to assume 
humanity?  Therefore he was in the bosom of the Father before, and held his own glory in the presence of the 
Father [John 17:5].” Inst. I.xiii.17; CO 2.104-105.  
19 Murray points out that “it is a principle of hermeneutics to interpret more difficult passages in the light of 
the more perspicuous, a principle that applies to the interpretation of theologians as well as Scripture.” 
Murray, Calvin on Scripture, 12. 
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his Father, and will be satisfied with that glory which he enjoyed before the creation of the 

world.”20  Calvin’s remarks suggest an eternity without the Mediator.  Yet, a closer 

scrutiny reveals that Calvin anticipates a restoration to the ante-lapsarian state.  Previously 

I concluded that the Son exercised the mediatorial office before the advent of sin, although 

specific aspects – namely those associated with redemption – were not actively 

displayed.21  This suggests a correct reading of Calvin’s comments relates them to the 

soteriological aspect of mediation.  The removal of sin in the eschaton deems salvific 

mediation unnecessary, but does not eradicate mediation due to creatureliness.   

It is correct that Calvin considers that the mediatorial offices are connected to sin, 

yet, it would be wrong to read Calvin as dismissing them in the eschaton.  Simon Francis 

Gaine falls prey to this mistake.  Gaine concludes that, “Calvin supposed that the office of 

Mediator, which Christ currently exercises on our behalf in heaven, will have been 

completely discharged when we finally become partakers in heavenly glory and see God as 

he is.”22  Calvin identifies an aspect which ceases – atonement – but Gaine’s claim fails to 

do justice to Calvin’s comments regarding mediation apart from sin.23  Thus, both Gaine 

and his interlocutor Hans Boersma form the too hasty conclusion that “Calvin saw Christ’s 

mediatorial role as having an end”.24  

Having advanced several preliminary thoughts on mediation, I now turn to the 

Commentaries.  The Commentaries also testify to the prominence of mediation in Calvin’s 

Christology.  For present purposes, I consider a select portion, devoting more prominent 

treatment to the Christophanic particulars in section 3.3. 

                                                           
20 Inst. II.xiv.3; CO 2.355. 
21 See Inst. I.xiii.17; CO 2.105. 
22 Simon Francis Gaine, “The Beatific Vision and the Heavenly Mediation of Christ,” TheoLogica. 116-128 
(2018), 127.  
23 Calvin declares it is the ambassador role, arguably connected with the sacerdotal office, that ceases.  This 
office is most closely connected to the Fall.   
24 Gaine, 127. 
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Remarking on Exodus 3:2, Calvin declares that “the ancient teachers of the Church 

have rightly understood that the Eternal Son of God is so called in respect to his office as 

Mediator, which he figuratively bore from the beginning, although he really took it upon 

him only at his Incarnation.”25  Calvin indicates the mediatorial office exists from the 

beginning.  This argues for its identification with Christ’s person rather than restricted to 

His salvific work.  Still, what does Calvin intend when he says that Christ is only 

figuratively the Mediator?  Here, the translation blurs Calvin’s intention and obscures an 

important Christophanic feature.  Calvin’s qualification that the flesh is figuratively borne 

from the start is absent in the English rendition.26  By failing to specify the reference of the 

figurative term the emphasis shifts to the mediatorial office.  Calvin intends the phrase to 

reflect the temporal physical manifestation of the Angel of the Lord.  Not only does this 

impact our reading of the mediatorial office, but it also masks the foreshadowing of the 

incarnation through the manifestation in flesh.27  Calvin’s comments on Exodus 3:2 

support the mediatorial office as eternally existent, while the temporal human form is 

figurative and anticipates the incarnation.   

Furthermore, Calvin states that “He [Christ] has always been the Mediator, by 

whose intercession all blessings were obtained from God the Father; and now that he has 

been revealed, let us learn that nothing can be obtained from God but through him.”28  

Thus, Calvin declares that Christ’s mediatorial office always existed.29  Calvin specifies 

                                                           
25 Comm. Harm. Exodus 3:2, CTS I.61; CO 24.35.   
26 “quam licet demum una cum carne susceperit, figuram tamem gestavit ab initio.”  Emphasis added. Comm. 
Harm. Exodus 3:2, CTS I.61; CO 24.35.  A more literal translation reads “which, although in the end will 
have been received with flesh, yet figuratively he wore it [the flesh] from the start.”    
27 See also: Inst. II.xii.4; CO 2.342, “he was clothed with flesh [vestitum fuisse carne]” a phrase referring to 
the incarnation of Christ, and: Inst. II.xiv.3; CO 2.355, “when he [the Son of God] was manifested in the 
flesh [quum in carne manifestatus est]”.   
28 “Fuit enim perpetuus mediator, cuius intercessione bona omnia a Deo patre impetrata sunt: nunc ipso 
revelato sciamus nihil aliter quam per ipsum posse a Deo obtineri.” Comm. Isaiah 19:20, CTS II.75; CO 
36.344. 
29 Muller adds his agreement and notes the relative historicity which later scholars draw from Calvin’s initial 
work: “Whereas Calvin had used the threefold office primarily to describe distinct functions of Christ’s 
work, later Reformed theology developed the doctrine historically as well, although each office was eternal 
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that all divine things flow through the Mediator: material blessings, knowledge, and 

revelation. 

Altogether Calvin understands the mediatorial offices to be critical to 

understanding the person and work of Christ.  These findings are reflected in the works of 

Jansen, Edmondson, and Moon.  Perhaps the strongest points of agreement between the 

three scholars is the prominence of the mediatorial offices to Calvin’s Christology and the 

identification of the offices with the Son’s mission.  I now turn to a consideration of the 

royal and sacerdotal offices, followed by a more thorough investigation of the prophetic 

office. 

3.1.2 The Mediatorial Offices 

As noted in Jansen’s work, only Calvin’s final version of the Institutes includes a separate 

section dedicated to the Mediator’s threefold office.  This does not necessarily reflect a 

failure to ascribe to this prior to 1559, but seems indicative of Oberman’s observation that 

Calvin moves toward a mediator Christology.  Hence, we would expect the most 

comprehensive treatment in the final version.   

 Calvin devotes the most space to his treatment of the royal office, affording it three 

sections.30  Perhaps his clearest indication of the exercises of this office is captured in his 

statement that, “The Father has given all power to the Son that he may by the Son’s hand 

govern, nourish, and sustain us, keep us in his care, and help us.”31  Consequently the royal 

office is focused on provision, protection, and governance.  The royal office displays 

mediation, as Calvin explains, because God deems to “rule and protect the church in 

                                                           
and had been revealed in the mediatorial work of the Word throughout history, the prophetic office was most 
prominent in the revelatory work of the Word in the history of revelation, the priestly office in the sacrificial 
life and death of Christ, and the kingly office in the final reign of God.”  Richard A. Muller, “John Calvin 
and Later Calvinism: The Identity of the Reformed Tradition,” in The Cambridge Companion to Reformed 
Theology, eds. David Bagchi and David C. Steinmetz. 130-149 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2004), 147. 
30 Inst. II.xv.3-5; CO 2.363-366. 
31 Inst. II.xv.5; CO 2.365. 
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Christ’s person.”32  Calvin thus describes Christ as “the Father’s deputy,” pointing to the 

cooperative reign that the work of Christ makes visible, primarily locating this office in the 

post-ascension era.33  In this manner, Christ as King is an exercise of His mediation 

between God and humanity.       

Calvin’s treatment of the sacerdotal office features prominently in his 

Christological and mediatorial considerations.  He provides a truncated version with the 

words, “we must speak briefly concerning the purpose and use of Christ’s priestly office: 

as a pure and stainless Mediator he is by his holiness to reconcile us to God.”34  These 

remarks reveal the immediate connection between the sacerdotal office and the 

Redeemer’s reconciliatory work.  Thus, as our Priest, He offers atonement on our behalf.  

However, this does not limit the sacerdotal office to the cross.  Rather, Calvin states that 

“he is an everlasting intercessor: through his pleading we obtain favor.”35  Hence, the 

reconciliatory work continues on behalf of His church.  This indicates that Christ’s priestly 

function is predominately displayed from the advent of the incarnation onwards. 

3.1.3 The Prophet Office 

Although the discussion of the prominence of the prophetic office occurs in conjunction 

with mediation, the importance of advocating for Christ’s prophetic role will become fully 

apparent in the next chapter.  I contend that the establishment of the prophetic office and 

affirmation of the triplex munus is important to understanding Calvin’s Christophanic 

perspective.  A close study will reveal that the Christophanic is best situated in the realm of 

the prophetic as it primarily produces divine revelation and foreshadows the incarnation.   

Not all scholars adhere to the threefold office.  Jansen’s analysis argued that Calvin 

                                                           
32 Inst. II.xv.5; CO 2.365. 
33 Inst. II.xv.5; CO 2.365. 
34 Inst. II.xv.6; CO 2.366. 
35 Inst. II.xv.6; CO 2.367.  The language of eternality suggests that this aspect of the sacerdotal office 
continues into the eschaton even though the atoning work will be finished.  
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only mentioned the three offices as a structural feature, but in reality subsumed the 

prophetic office underneath the sacerdotal office.  As such, Jansen serves as an interlocutor 

whose objections merit serious consideration.  Notably, Calvin begins his discussion of the 

mediatorial offices with an analysis of the prophetic office.36  Jansen’s contention that the 

prophetic is a particular exercise of the sacerdotal suggests that Calvin would logically 

locate the treatment of the former after the latter.  However, the 1539 treatment, alongside 

the 1559 edition, opens with the prophetic office.  One key difference between the earlier 

and final version is the office bearer.  The 1539 Institutes speaks of the offices as they are 

exercised by God’s people whereas the 1559 Institutes address the mediatorial offices in 

the context of the Mediator.37    

 Also significant is the anointing by oil that signified a divine office.  Jansen 

suggests this feature is absent with the prophetic office.  However, Calvin includes the 

prophets alongside, and prior to, the priests and kings as an anointed office.38  This 

sentiment is one of the few sentences that reemerges unaltered in the final edition: “we 

know that under the law prophets as well as priests and kings were anointed with holy 

oil.”39 

 Jansen’s concerns highlight an important aspect: imperfect fulfillment in the human 

office bearers contrasted by perfect fulfillment in Christ.40  Calvin points to this difference 

                                                           
36 This patters first emerges in the 1539 edition.  “Habent suam quoque unctionem prophetae; habent et suam 
tum reges, tum sacerdotes; non illam modo caeremonialem et externam sed spiritualem.”  CO 1.513-514.   
37 “Christi elogium annectitur, quod tametsi aliis non absurd attribuitur, illi tamen peculiari quodam iure 
competit.  Ungit enim omnes Dominus quibus spiritus sui gratias instillat.  Atqui nemo est fidelium, nec 
unquam fuit, quem non eiusmodi unction irrigaverit. Omnes igitur fideles unctos esse conficitur.”  CO 1.513.   
38 “Quare oleum illud quo tam prophetae quam sacerdotes et reges inaugurabantur, non inane erat symbolum, 
sed verae illius et unicae unctionis sacramentum.” CO 1.514 
39 Inst. II.xv.2; CO 2.362. 
40 Indeed, the human reflection of Christ’s prophetic role is necessarily of a lesser magnitude, else Christ 
becomes one prophet among many.  Comm. Hebrews 1:1, CTS 32; CO 55.9.  Kline states, “Jesus Christ is 
the ultimate realization of the Moses-Servant prophet.”  Kline, Images of the Spirit, 82.  Furthermore, Kline 
contends that “He [Jesus] appeared in Old Testament redemptive history in the theophanic form of the Angel.  
Jesus was the archetypal prophet behind the human prophet paradigm.  He was the divine Angel-prophet who 
reproduced his prophet-likeness in Moses and the Moses-like prophets of the old covenant.”  Kline, 83.  
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in the 1559 Institutes noting that Christ was not anointed “in the common way – for he is 

distinguished from other teachers with a similar office.”41  This implies that we must 

exercise caution in focusing on the prophets’ example and then attempting to extend their 

application to Christ.42 

Regarding Christ’s conversation with the Samaritan woman in John 4, Calvin 

notes, “This, at least is beyond all controversy, that the woman prefers Christ to Moses and 

to all the Prophets in the office of teaching”.43  Calvin speaks of teaching as an office 

comprised of Christ and the Old Testament prophets.  Furthermore, Calvin does not 

contrast Christ with the priests, but with the teaching of the prophets.  He elaborates further 

with the words,  

There is an implied contrast between him and the Prophets, that it is his peculiar 
office to conduct his disciples to the goal, while the Prophets had only given them 
the earliest instructions, and, as it were, led them into the course. Secondly, the 
woman declares that she expects such a Christ as will be the interpreter of his 
Father, and the teacher and instructor of all the godly.44 

Calvin contrasts the prophets with Christ.  The phrases ‘interpreter,’ ‘teacher,’ and 

‘instructor’ are all connected to Christ and the prophetic office. 

 Furthermore, Calvin observes that in declaring Himself to be the Messiah, Christ 

“unquestionably presents himself as her Teacher, in compliance with the expectation 

which she had formed”.45  In doing so He demonstrates that “he never fails to discharge his 

office, when we desire to have him for our Teacher.”46  Thus, Calvin highlights the 

function of instruction as characteristic of Christ’s office in His prophetic capacity.47    

                                                           
41 Inst. II.xv.2; CO 2.362. 
42 Perhaps this leads to the confusion Jansen displays.  The priests and prophets imperfectly fulfilled their 
role which resulted in God calling one to make up for the shortcomings of the other.  Despite this, we should 
not consider Christ to be prone to the same errors and, indeed, in spite of these failures, Calvin gives every 
indication that the human offices remained distinct.   
43 Comm. John 4:25, CTS I.165; CO 47.90. 
44 Emphasis in original.  Comm. John 4:25, CTS I.165; CO 47.91. 
45 Comm. John 4:26, CTS I.166; CO 47.91. 
46 Comm. John 4:26, CTS I.166; CO 47.91. 
47 See also: Comm. Isaiah 55:4, CTS IV.162; CO 37.286. 
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 Calvin’s comments on Isaiah 61:1 speak of Christ in connection to the prophets, yet 

distinct from them in fulfillment of the office.  

But this is not inconsistent with the application of this statement to the other 
prophets, whom the Lord has anointed; for they did not speak in their own name as 
individuals, or claim this authority for themselves, but were chiefly employed in 
pointing out the office of Christ to whom belongs not only the publication of these 
things, but likewise the accomplishment of them.  This chapter ought, therefore, to 
be understood in such a sense, that Christ, who is the Head of the prophets, holds 
the chief place, and alone makes all these revelations; but that Isaiah, and the other 
prophets, and the apostles, contribute their services to Christ, and each performs his 
part in making known Christ’s benefits.48  

It is noteworthy that Calvin points to revelation as originating in Christ.  This seems to 

point away from Edmondson’s claims regarding revelation.  Edmondson correctly 

observes that Calvin holds that prophets only transmit and do not generate prophetic 

utterances.  However, one of the unique features of Christ’s prophetic office is that He is 

the source and medium of revelation.49  Furthermore, it appears that Calvin goes a step 

further by proclaiming that Christ reveals His own teachings and instructs other prophets.  

Not only do the prophets point to Christ’s prophetic office, but they speak the words 

received from Christ.  Thus, Calvin understands that all doctrine comes from Christ.50   

 Perhaps the strongest evidence against the threefold office comes from Calvin’s 

comments on Malachi 2:7.  Although the 1539 Institutes cites this passage in support of 

comments on the prophetic and sacerdotal offices, the 1559 Institutes does not retain this 

reference.51  A cursory glance provides many statements seeming to substantiate Jansen’s 

claim that Calvin practically relies on a twofold scheme.  Calvin states, “These two things 

                                                           
48 Emphasis added.  Comm. Isaiah 61:1, CTS IV.303; CO 37.371.   
49 Masselink comments, “This is prefigured in the Angel of Jehovah.  God comes to man, not through a 
messenger whom He sends; He comes in direct, immediate self-communication.”  Masselink, “The Angel of 
Jehovah,” 13.  
50 “And the prophetic dignity in Christ leads us to know that in the sum of doctrine as he has given it [in 
summa doctrinae quam tradidit] to us all parts of perfect wisdom or contained.” Inst. II.xv.2; CO 2.362. 
51 If my analysis is correct, that Calvin is focused on the earthly prophetic role, then it is logical to consider 
that Calvin similarly understands Malachi 2:7 to be applicable to the human office.  See CO 1.513-514, and 
Inst. II.xv; CO 2.361-367.  
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are, as they say, inseparable – the office of the priesthood and teaching.”52  Yet, Calvin 

does not contrast the sacerdotal and the prophetic in this section of Scripture.  Rather, 

Calvin understands this to speak to the first generation of priests, further applied to the 

subsequent office holders.53  Calvin further suggest a differentiation between the prophetic 

and sacerdotal offices:   

He shows how it [the Law] is to be kept; the priests are not to withhold it, but the 
whole Church is to enjoy the knowledge of which they are keepers.  They shall 
then seek or demand the law from his mouth.  

Law may be taken simply for truth; but the Prophet no doubt alludes to the doctrine 
of Moses, the only true foundation of all knowledge.  We indeed know that God 
included in his law whatever was necessary for the welfare of his Church; nor was 
there anything added by the Prophets.54 

The priests guard the knowledge of the Law and faithfully transmit it to the early Church.  

Calvin elsewhere indicates that Christ the Prophet delivers this revelation to Moses.55  

Moses is not depicted as the head of the priests, but of the prophets.  Thus, Moses 

prophetically delivers the Law, received from Christ’s prophetic office, to the care of the 

priests, who were charged with keeping it and transmitting it to the nation.   

 On this basis, Jansen correctly advocates for teaching as a sacerdotal function.  

However, the difference between the two offices is not the presence or absence of 

teaching, but the source from which each group teaches.  The priests communicate what is 

revealed via the prophets by expounding the Law itself.  By contrast, the prophet receives 

firsthand revelation from Christ.  Yet, this revelation expounds the Law, for nothing is 

                                                           
52 Comm. Minor Mal. 2:6, CTS V.525; CO 44.435.   
53 See: “What the Prophet has said of the first priests he extends now to the whole Levitical tribe, and shows 
that it was a perpetual and unchangeable law as to the priesthood.”  Comm. Minor Mal. 2:7, CTS V.527; CO 
44.436.  Calvin provides persuasive arguments for why this is applicable to all priests.  I do not dispute this 
point, but consider that Calvin is focused on the sacerdotal office in its original form rather than in contrast to 
the prophetic office.   
54 Comm. Minor Mal. 2:7, CTS V.527-528; CO 44.436-437. 
55 Furthermore, there is strong evidence connecting this giving of the Law with a Christophanic appearance.  
Parker observes that “all the writers of the Old Testament as well as of the New are taught personally by 
Christ himself” and “Our present thesis is that Christ is the Teacher of the Prophets as well as of the 
Apostles.”  Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries, 65-66.  
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added to it by the prophets.  The solution, as Parker suggests, is that “the real task of the 

Prophet is the teaching of the will of God expressed in the Law.”56  The source remains the 

distinction.  Clearer revelation is given by God via the prophets and continually 

transmitted by the priests.  Thus, Calvin does not subsume one beneath the other, but 

differentiates the source – from Christ through the Law and Prophets or immediately from 

Christ.    

 In conclusion, Calvin is not operating from a twofold structure.  There is 

justification for seeing the offices as threefold despite the existence of overlaps.  Christ the 

Prophet provides perfect instruction as the Author of revelation, whereas Christ the Priest 

atones unlike any other, offering unique intercession.  

3.1.4 Mediatorial Conclusions  

There is ample evidence from the Institutes and the Commentaries that Calvin advocated 

for the triplex munus.  Examination shows that the mediatorial offices are pivotal to 

Christ’s work and inform Calvin’s understanding of His identity.  Calvin’s conviction that 

the triplex munus is connected to Christ’s identity implies that He is the Mediator from all 

eternity.  Of the three offices, the prophetic is most closely identified with teaching and 

instruction.  Calvin presents the uniqueness of Christ as the Teacher of the teachers and the 

Source of revelation.57  Finally, Calvin suggests a link between the prophetic office and the 

incarnation.  My examination shows that Calvin understood the incarnation as the event to 

which Old Testament exercises of the mediatorial offices lead.   

 Alhtough work remains to show the precise link between the mediatorial offices 

                                                           
56 Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries, 179.   
57 Kline notes, “As one who was integral to the Glory from the beginning, the Angel of the Presence enjoyed 
as an original prerogative that standing in the heavenly council which was prerequisite to true prophethood.  
And as the divine mal’āk, ‘messenger, angel,’ sent forth from that Glory-council, he was the original of all 
the prophet- ‘messengers’ (mal’ākîm).  Like the prophets raised up after the order of Moses, the Angel had a 
covenantal mission – Malachi calls him, ‘the Angel of the covenant’ (Mal. 3:1) and Yahweh, speaking as 
Lord of the covenant in ‘the book of the covenant,’ calls him ‘my Angel’ (Exod. 23:23).”  Kline, Images of 
the Spirit, 75.  
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and the Christophanic, I have exposed several reasons supporting Calvin’s consideration 

that the theophanic is ever the Christophanic.  In addition, my analysis of the roles and 

prominent timeline for the activity of each office suggests that Old Testament mediatorial 

action would predominately be prophetic.  Calvin’s emphasis on the progressive nature of 

revelation, suggests that the shadowy visitations of the Lord build to anticipate the ultimate 

revelation in the incarnate Christ.58  This is the domain of the prophetic office – the 

proclamation of Christ’s salvific work.  Thus, my contention that Calvin situates the 

theophanic in the realm of Christology and under the domain of Christ’s prophetic office.  

3.2 Transitioning from Christology to Christophany 

In this section I consider mediation as a function of Christology to examine it as a 

framework for understanding Christophanies.  Particularly, I focus the conversation on 

Calvin’s Christophanic foundation in his Institutes.  I also consider the mediatorial offices 

as an explanatory factor to Calvin’s attribution of all divine manifestations to Christ.  This 

leads to a consideration of Christophanies as foreshadowing the incarnation.  The pertinent 

question is why does divine revelation involve the mediatorial office?  What about the 

mediatorial office leads Calvin to conclude that all divine appearances must be 

appearances of Christ?  Why is it not possible to affirm that the Father might become 

visible?59 

3.2.1 Mediation Predicated on Creation 

The answers to these questions partially depend on mediation’s twin – divine 

accommodation.  For Calvin the two concepts are so intertwined that we only artificially 

separate them for individual analysis.  Both share the same foundational feature: The 

Creator/creation distinctive.   

                                                           
58 Masselink proclaims, “The purpose of the appearances of the Angel of Jehovah was to prepare God’s 
people for His coming by revealing Himself to them.”  Masselink, “The Angel of Jehovah,” 11.   
59 Malone, Knowing Jesus, 67.   
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Calvin points toward the Creator/creature distinction commenting that, “Even if 

man had remained free from all stain, his condition would have been too lowly for him to 

reach God without a Mediator.”60  The force of Calvin’s statement is that sin is not the 

primary causal agent requiring mediation.  While sin demands a Mediator, perfect 

humanity also requires mediation to approach God.  Consequently, sin’s absence still 

requires mediation.61  Calvin indicates that our inability to ascend to God necessitated that 

Christ “become for us ‘Immanuel, that is, God with us’”.62  Christ, not the Trinity, is 

depicted as the God with us.  Humankind requires a mediator due to the infinite chasm 

between the Creator, a gap only bridged by the Mediator – Christ.   

However, humanity is not the only creature dependent upon mediation.  Calvin 

indicates the inadequacy of angels to serve as mediators.63  Calvin’s treatises against 

Stancaro’s teaching illustrate:   

But we maintain, first, that the name of mediator suits Christ, not only by the fact 
that he put on flesh, or that he took on the office of reconciling the human race to 
God, but from the beginning of creation he already truly was mediator, for he 
always was the head of the Church, had primacy over the angels, and was the 
firstborn of every creature (Eph. 1:22; Col. 1:15; 2:10).  Therefore we conclude that 
not only after Adam’s fall did he begin to exercise his office of mediator, but since 
he is the eternal Word of God, both angels as well as men were united to God by 
his grace so that they would remain uncorrupted.64   

Calvin builds his case for Christ’s mediatorial role vis-à-vis angels upon the fact that 

Christ is always their head.65  Thus, there is a sense whereby the angels receive Christ’s 

                                                           
60 “Quamvis ab omni labe integer stetisset homo, humilior tamen erat eius condition quam ut sine mediatore 
ad Deum penetraret.”  Inst. II.xii.1; CO 2.340. Calvin’s phrasing emphasizes the necessity for mediation 
quite apart from sin.  We could render the translation, “However much man remained without blemish, even 
then his condition was too humble, so that he could not penetrate through to God without a Mediator.”    
61 Van der Kooi observes that, “it is not in sin that the necessity of accommodation itself is found.  Some 
form of mediation is always necessary.”  van der Kooi, As in a Mirror, 43.  
62 Inst. II.xii.1; CO 2.340.      
63 Inst. II.xii.1; CO 2.340. 
64 John Calvin, “How Christ is the Mediator: A Response to the Polish Brethren to Refute Stancaro’s Error,” 
trans. Joseph N. Tylenda, Calvin Theological Journal 8. 11-16 (1973) 12; CO 9.338.  All subsequent remarks 
are based on the Corpus Opera.   
65 Headship suggests the royal office.  However, Calvin does not typically appeal to headship in attributing 
theophanic appearances to Christ.   
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mediation.  Calvin constructs a parallelism in which mediation is derived from Christ’s 

position over the church, Christ’s position over the angels, and Christ’s position over 

creation.66   

Calvin further indicates the mediation of angels in his Commentaries.  At Christ’s 

baptism, Calvin declares that “God presents Christ to us as Mediator”, followed by the 

proclamation that “the love of God rests on Christ in such a manner, as to diffuse itself 

from him to us all; and not to us only, but even to the angels themselves.”67  Calvin 

clarifies, “Not that they needed reconciliation, for they never were at enmity with God: but 

even they become perfectly united to God, only by means of the Head, (Eph. i.22.).”68  

Similarly, in his Commentary on Colossians, Calvin discusses how Christ mediates for 

humans, and angels.69  Calvin further explains the distinctive mediation to the angels by 

observing,  

Between God and the angels the state of matters is very different, for there was 
there no revolt, no sin, and consequently no separation.  It was, however, necessary 
that angels, also, should be made to be at peace with God, for, being creatures, they 
were not beyond the risk of falling, had they not been confirmed by the grace of 
Christ.70  

Of interest is Calvin’s declaration that this was ‘necessary’ given creatureliness.  

Consequently, Calvin understands Christ to mediate for angels, while advocating for a 

difference between mediation toward angels and humankind.71 

 Mediation of the angelic realm emphasizes its predication upon the creaturely 

                                                           
66 Edmondson states, “he [Christ] is a mid-point (medium) between the Father and creation; and, as Head of 
the angels, he maintains them under his command and unites them to God.”  Edmondson, Calvin’s 
Christology, 30.  See also: Edmondson, 143-147. 
67 Comm. Evang. Matthew 3:17, CTS I.206; CO 45:127.  
68 Emphasis in the original.  Comm. Evang. Matthew 3:17, CTS I.206; CO 45:127. 
69 Comm. Colossians 1:20, CTS 156; CO 52:88-89. 
70 Comm. Colossians 1:20, CTS 156; CO 52:88-89. 
71 Jill Raitt states that according to Calvin, Christ “exercises that mediation in creation since he unites men 
and angels to God.”  Jill Raitt, “The Person of the Mediator: Calvin’s Christology and Beza’s Fidelity,” in 
Occasional Papers of The American Society for Reformation Research, ed. R. C. Walton. Vol. 1, 53-80 (St. 
Louis: The American Society for Reformation Research, 1977), 54. 
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nature rather than the sinful nature: our created state demands a mediator.  Thus, if divine 

appearances involve the presence of a mediator and Christ is the Mediator, then it is Christ 

who appears throughout the Old Testament.  Furthermore, because the necessity of a 

mediator is not contingent upon sin, it stands to reason that humanity always did and 

always shall need mediation.72   

3.2.2 Advancing from Mediation to Christophany 

Having examined the framework for mediation, Calvin’s reasons for advocating for the 

Christophanic on the basis of the mediatorial offices emerge.  The function of mediation is 

eternally connected to Christ.  Not only following the Fall, but prior to the Fall, Christ acts 

to mediate between God and humanity.  Humanity cannot approach God, so God must 

descend to humanity.  This action is done via a mediator, or more precisely, the Mediator. 

Ever the logical thinker, Calvin systematically constructs his arguments.  All of the 

pieces I have considered lead Calvin to conclude that:  

First, if what Christ says is true – “No one sees the Father except the Son and 
anyone to whom the Son chooses to reveal him” [Matt. 11:27] – surely they who 
would attain the knowledge of God should always be directed by that eternal 
Wisdom.  For how could they either have comprehended God’s mysteries with the 
mind, or have uttered them, except by the teaching of him to whom alone the 
secrets of the Father are revealed?  Therefore, holy men of old knew God only by 
beholding him in his Son as in a mirror (cf. II Cor. 3:18).  When I say this, I mean 
that God has never manifested himself to men in any other way than through the 
Son, that is his sole wisdom, light, and truth.  From this fountain Adam, Noah, 
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and others drank all that they had of heavenly teaching.  
From this same fountain, all the prophets have also drawn every heavenly oracle 
that they have given forth.73 

                                                           
72 Michael Allen comes to similar conclusions declaring, “The invisible God remains inaccessible even in his 
light.”  Thus, the beatific vision is one in which “we will not see the divine essence but will see God by 
means of the theophanic (and specifically Christophanic) disclosure.”  Michael Allen, Grounded in Heaven: 
Recentering Christian Hope and Life on God (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 
2018), 85-86.  Suzanne McDonald observes that for John Owen, “Christ the incarnate Son will always be the 
mediator between us in our humanity and the Triune God, even in glory.”  Suzanne McDonald, “Beholding 
the Glory of God in the Face of Jesus Christ: John Owen and the ‘Reforming’ of the Beatific Vision,” in The 
Ashgate Research Companion to John Owen’s Theology, ed. Kelly M. Kapic and Mark Jones (Routledge: 
ProQuest Ebook Central, 2012), 153.  See also: John Own, Appearances of the Son of God in the Old 
Testament, ed. Douglas van Dorn (Dacono: Waters of Creation Publishing, 2019), and John Own, The Glory 
of Christ (Vancouver: Eremitical Press, 1684).   
73 Inst. IV.viii.5; CO 2.848-849.  This hints at a Christophonic function in addition to the Christophanic.   
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Calvin highlights that only through the Son did the Old Testament saints become 

acquainted with God.74  God does not reveal Himself to humanity apart from the Mediator.  

Wallace comments, “The Mediator of all revelation between God and man in the Old 

Testament is the Word of God, the second Person of the Trinity, the same Christ who 

became incarnate in Jesus of Nazareth.”75   

Twice in subsequent fashion, Calvin affirms that the revelation of God is only 

found in His Son.  Furthermore, Calvin appears to connect the prophetic office to Christ’s 

teaching, instructing, and illuminating the fathers of old.76  This orients us to 

understanding divine physical manifestations as executions of the prophetic office, always 

and only exercised by Christ.77  

 Likewise, Calvin appeals to the economic activity of the Trinity.  He seeks to 

maintain an orthodox understanding, guarding against heretical teachings.78  I restrict my 

analysis to the distinctions within the Godhead because Calvin relies upon this feature to 

explain the Son’s exclusive claim on divine physical manifestations.79  Throughout my 

                                                           
74 “Deum igitur non aliter cognoverunt olim sancti homines, quam ipsum in filio velut in speculo intuiti. Hoc 
quum dico, intelligo Deum non alia se unquam ratione manifestasse hominibus quam per filium, hoc est 
unicam suam sapientiam, lucem ac veritatem” CO 2.849.  Calvin’s use of the terms aliter and alia highlights 
that there is not an alternate method   
75 Wallace, Calvin’s Doctrine of the Word, 8.  Wallace continues, “Throughout the whole national history of 
Israel, it is always He, the Son of God, who dealt with His people in judgement and mercy, bringing them, 
with His Presence in their midst, light and life and salvation.  Wallace, 8.  
76 Taken in isolation, such a claim would stretch Calvin’s words.  Yet, in conjunction with what Calvin has 
stated, it appears this was Calvin’s intention.  
77 Henry Jansma declares, “So Calvin, understood the teaching office of Christ as structured by God’s 
relationality and the entrance of God into history, identified all theophanies as Christophanies.”  Henry Peter 
Jansma, The Prophetic Office in John Calvin’s Theology (unpublished dissertation: Durham University, 
1991) http://etheses.dur.ac.uk/6105/, 204. 
78 Wendel notes that Calvin’s contemplation on the Trinity is “devoid of originality”.  Wendel, Calvin the 
Origins, 165-169.  Wendel declares that “there is no doubt whatever that he [Calvin] always thought the 
Trinitarian dogma must be maintained in its integrity.” Wendel, 165.   
79 For more on the many interesting avenues of Calvin’s Trinitarian conception, see: Arie Baars, “‘Opera 
Trinitatis ad Extra Sunt Indivisa’ in the Theology of John Calvin,” in Reformed Historical Theology, ed. 
Herman J. Selderhuis. Vol. 5, Calvinus Sacrarum Literarum Interpres: Papers of the International Congress 
on Calvin Research, ed. Herman J. Selderhuis, 131-141 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht GmbH & Co. 
K.G., 2008); Roger Beckwith, “The Calvinist Doctrine of the Trinity,” Churchman 115, no. 4. 308-315 
(2001); Philip Walker Butin, Revelation, Redemption, and Response: Calvin’s Trinitarian Understanding of 
the Divine-Human Relationship (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), Brannon Ellis, Calvin, Classical 
Trinitarianism, and the Aseity of the Son (Oxford: Oxford Scholarship Online, 2012); Paul Helm, “Of God, 
and the Holy Trinity: A Response to Dr. Beckwith,” Churchman 115, no. 4. 350-357 (2001); James B. 
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remarks, Calvin’s overall view must remain central, that, “there is indeed with respect to 

the essence no distinction of one from the other.”80  Thus, the distinctions Calvin makes 

must be hypostatic differences rather than changes in internal nature.   

Furthermore, the unique missions of each person of the Godhead draw from the 

divine essence, without being essential to the divine essence.  Hence, there is no 

contradiction in maintaining the unity of essence amongst Father, Son, and Holy Spirit 

while simultaneously proclaiming the exercise of individual functions.  Calvin unveils this 

by stating, “we think that these are three persons, that is, substances that nevertheless 

consist of one essence but are not mingled with each other.”81  Torrance observes that 

Calvin “speaks of the differences which obtain in the orderly disposition of these inner 

trinitarian relations as having to do not with status but with position, not with substance but 

with form, and not with power but with sequence.”82  Consequently, any Trinitarian 

differences are not essential in nature, but genuine nonetheless.       

Calvin’s fundamental conviction that God is one almost seems in conflict with the 

three roles revealed in Scripture.  Consequently, Calvin belabors the point that God’s 

essence – who He is – remains identical in all three persons.83  Yet, there exists a 

distinction as Calvin nuances by observing,  

Indeed, the words, “Father,” “Son,” and “Spirit” imply a real distinction – let no 
one think that these titles, whereby God is variously designated from his works, are 
empty – but a distinction, not a division.  The passages that we have already cited 
[e.g., Zech. 13:7] show that the Son has a character distinct from the Father, 
because the Word would not have been with God unless he were another than the 

                                                           
Krohn, “The Triune God who Speaks: Calvin’s Theological Hermeneutics,” Koers 66. No. 1-2. 53-70 
(2001); and Thomas F. Torrance, Trinitarian Perspectives: Toward Doctrinal Agreement (Edinburgh: T&T 
Clark, 1994).    
80 The importance of the unity of essence will be discussed in the next chapter.  Inst. I.xiii.23; CO 2.111. 
81 Emphasis in the original.  “sentimus has esse tres hypostases, id est subsistentias, quae tametsi una 
essential constant, non tamen inter se confunduntur.”  John Calvin, “Confessions on the Trinity,” trans. 
Casey Carmichael, Kerux 29, no. 3. 4-9 (2014), 5-6; CO 9.704.  He continues, “And so although there is one 
God, the Father together with His Word and Spirit, the Father is nevertheless not the Word nor is the Spirit 
the Word Himself.”  Calvin, “Confessions on the Trinity,” 6; CO 9.705.  
82 Torrance, Trinitarian Perspectives, 71-72. 
83 Torrance observes that “The incommunicable properties distinguishing them [Trinity] do not divide them 
from one another, but on the contrary integrate them in their subsistent reciprocal relations.”  Torrance, 74.  
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Father, nor would he have had his own glory with the Father were he not distinct 
from the Father.  In like manner he distinguishes the Father from himself when he 
says that there is another who bears witness to him [John 5:32; 8:16; and 
elsewhere].  And with this agrees what is said elsewhere: that the Father created all 
things through the Word [John 1:3; Heb. 11:3].  This he could not have done 
without being somehow distinct from the Word.  Furthermore, it was not the Father 
who descended upon the earth, but he who went forth from the Father; the Father 
did not die, nor did he arise again, but rather he who had been sent by the Father.  
Nor did this distinction have its beginning from the time that he assumed flesh, but 
before this also it is manifest that he was the only-begotten “in the bosom of the 
Father” [John 1:18].84 

Calvin advocates that this distinction is not a feature of the incarnation, but eternal.85  

Importantly, he refutes the possibility of ontological division, highlighting the single divine 

essence.  Yet, without any distinction the names Father, Son, and Spirit become irrelevant 

titles.86  The distinguishing marks are based on the economical actions of the Trinity.  The 

language of operation reverberates with tones reflecting my discussion of Christ’s 

mediatorial offices.  Christ’s offices are connected to His work, yet, Calvin further 

identifies them with Christ’s person.   

Calvin draws this distinction, from two observations.  First, he speaks of relative 

motion within the Trinity and secondly, he appeals to Christ’s mediatorial work in the 

atonement.87  Calvin’s concept of relative motion appears in his reference to the Father as 

the Initiator.  He creates through the Word, but this is an action performed mediately.  

Thus, the Father’s mission is to commission, send, and direct the Son.  This is the 

distinctive aspect of the Father’s economic activity by which He differs from the Son.  

                                                           
84 Inst. I.xiii.17; CO 2.104-105. 
85 “For who would take upon himself to assert that the Son did not enter into the bosom of the Father until he 
descended from heaven to assume humanity?  Therefore he was in the bosom of the Father before, and held 
his own glory in the presence of the Father [John 17:5].” Inst. I.xiii.17; CO 2.105.  
86 “Atque huc tendit quod alibi dicitur, patrem per verbum omnia creasse: quod non poterat nisi ab ipso 
quodammondo distinctus.”  Emphasis in original.  CO 2. 104.  
87 Ellis argues that one of the distinguishing marks of the Son is that He is “begotten from the Father”.  Ellis, 
Calvin, Classical Trinitarianism, 28.  I do not reject this reading, since Calvin creates this hierarchy (Father 
begets Son, Father and Son beget Spirit).  However, I would contend that this is not the sole distinguishing 
mark and we must consider all aspects which Calvin inseparably connects with the Son.  Calvin attributes the 
mediatorial offices to the Son and employs language connecting begetting and mediation.  See: Inst. II.xiv.5; 
CO 2.356.       
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There is no implication that the Father is privy to knowledge which is hidden from the Son 

that requires Him to be the Sender.  Rather, omniscience pertains to God’s essence, while 

the role of sending differentiates the Father.88    

 The Father, as the Initiator, is distinct from the Son, whose activity involves being 

sent.  Creation occurs according to the Son’s action, by the Father’s commissioning.  As 

with omniscience, this does not indicate that the Father cannot create of His own accord, 

since omnipotence comprises essence.  Rather, the Father abstains from creating because 

this function is ascribed to the Son.89 

Consequently, all revelation, according to Calvin, ultimately originates with the 

Father.  Yet he speaks equally about revelation stemming from the Son.  Divine 

communication proceeds through the Son, but the divine origin is the Father.  From the 

perspective of human recipients, divine communication produces revelation.  Hence, 

Calvin can interchangeably speak of revelation as coming from the Father and the Son.  As 

I have argued, that is one of the aspects setting Christ apart from the human prophets.90  

Hence Edmondson’s claim that revelation does not originate from the Son needs nuancing 

since it seems to indicate that the Son only interprets what is revealed in Scripture, failing 

to recognize that Scripture itself comes through the Messenger: Christ.91  Here too I see the 

                                                           
88 Calvin declares that the distinguishing marks of the Trinity are “incommunicable” and “cannot agree with, 
or be transferred”.  Inst. I.xiii.6; CO 2.94.  Hence, one simply need show that omniscience is a property of 
any two members to connect it to the essence rather than the mission.  See Brannon’s statement that, 
“Everything scripture ascribes to deity must be affirmed of each person simply as God, their unique 
identities, distinguishing characteristics, and modes of operation only excepted.”  Ellis, Calvin, Classical 
Trinitarianism, 34.  Ellis understands God-ness to be distinguished from God’s action.  Ellis, 33-34.    
89 Daniel Treier remarks that “The persons are in the same in essence but not absolutely the same, having 
distinct relations appropriate to the economy of divine acts.”  Daniel J. Treier, “Incarnation,” in Christian 
Dogmatics: Reformed Theology for the Church Catholic, ed. Michael Allen and Scott R. Swain, 216-242 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2016), 228.       
90 Calvin alludes to this stating, “Now the only way to build up the church is for the ministers themselves to 
endeavor to preserve Christ’s authority for himself; this can only be secured if what he has received from his 
Father be left to him, namely, that he alone is the schoolmaster of the church [ut sit unicus ecclesiae 
magister].”  Inst. IV.viii.1; CO 2.846-847. 
91 Parker remarks, “Thus all the writers of the Old Testament as well as of the New are taught personally by 
Christ himself.  That the writers of Scripture were inspired by the Holy Spirit is frequent enough in Calvin, 
and has so often been discussed that we need now only summarize the matter.”  Parker, Calvin’s Old 
Testament Commentaries, 65.  Furthermore, Parker observes a distinction in the orientation of the prophecy.  
“And His preaching was different from all other preaching in that, whereas other preachers must point their 
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triune movement as the Father originates revelation, the Son delivers revelation, and the 

Spirit affects revelation.        

 Calvin describes the action of the Spirit as continually present with the Church.  He 

states,  

Christ implies the distinction of the Holy Spirit from the Father when he says that 
the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father [John 15:26; cf. ch. 14:26].  He implies 
the distinction of the Holy Spirit from himself as often as he calls the Spirit 
“another,” as when he announces that he will send another Comforter [John 14:16], 
and often elsewhere.92   

The motion of the Spirit resembles the Son: both are ‘sent’.93  Yet, there is a difference in 

duration and location.  The Son is not continually present in the manner of the Spirit.  

Hence we might term the Spirit’s continual work: ‘sending’.94   

 Not only does Calvin distinguish between the persons by their relative motion to 

each other – Sender, Sent, Sending – but by the particular mission assigned to each.  The 

Son is assigned the mediatorial offices as His distinct mission.  Calvin speaks of “the 

[mediatorial] office enjoined upon Christ by the Father”.95  Thus, Calvin views the role of 

mediation as a defining difference between the Father, Spirit, and the Son.  Consequently 

Calvin asserts that “God never manifested himself to men in any other way than through 

the Son.”96  As a distinctive function of the second person of the Trinity, this role is not 

exercised by the others.97  Calvin emphasizes this, stating, “whatever is proper to each 

                                                           
hearers away from themselves to Christ, He draws men’s attention from all others to Himself.”  Parker, 
“Calvin’s Concept of Revelation,” 344. This final comment is echoed in John 14:10, “the Prophets send their 
disciples to another Person, but Christ attaches them to Himself.”  Comm. John 14:10, CTS II.88; CO 47.326.   
92 Inst. I.xiii.17; CO 2.105. 
93 “Spiritus sancti a patre distinctionem Christus innuit, quum dicit eum a patre procedure; a se ipso autem, 
quoties alium vocat; ut quum alium consolatorem ab se mittendum denuntiat, et alibi saepius (Ioann. 14,16 et 
15,26). CO 2.105. 
94 Bavinck also discusses the ‘sender,’ ‘sent,’ ‘sending’ terminology noting that this applies to the “eternal 
procession in the divine being” rather than strictly in a soteriological sense.  Bavinck, Reformed Dogmatics: 
God and Creation, 320-322. 
95 Calvin continues by noting the office “consists of three parts.  For he was given to be prophet, king, and 
priest.”  Inst. II.xv.1; CO 2.361. 
96 Inst. IV.viii.5; CO 2.848-849. 
97 Butin comments, “no genuine knowledge of God who is Creator can be available at all apart from the 
specifically redemptive divine self-revelation of the Father in Jesus Christ, which is not to be considered as 
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individually, I maintain to be incommunicable because whatever is attributed to the Father 

as a distinguishing mark cannot agree with, or be transferred to, the Son.”98  Thus, for 

Calvin, mediation is exclusively performed by Christ.   

 The question that remains is whether theophanic appearances are instances of 

mediation?  If a connection between the two is established, then, on the basis of his 

Trinitarian doctrine, Calvin has strong reason to advance the Christophanic.  I find traces 

of the answer within Calvin’s remarks regarding the Trinitarian distinctions.  Calvin 

remarks, 

Nevertheless, it is not fitting to suppress the distinction that we observe to be 
expressed in Scripture.  It is this: to the Father is attributed the beginning of 
activity, and the fountain and wellspring of all things; to the Son, wisdom, counsel, 
and the ordered disposition of all things; but to the Spirit it is assigned the power 
and efficacy of that activity.99    

Calvin alludes to the mediatorial offices.  In particular, I see hints of the prophetic office in 

the terms wisdom and counsel since both are prerequisites for teaching and instruction.  

Furthermore, the phrase “ordered disposition of all things” moves Christ to the front of the 

action.100  Hence, the Father’s role is the initiation of all that occurs and the source of its 

continuation, the Son’s role is the mediatorial execution of all that the Father initiates, and 

the Spirit provides the power and perfects the work of the Son in humanity.  Butin justly 

declares that, “Calvin emphasizes again and again that it is in Christ that the Father is 

disclosed.”101  The mediatorial role indicates that Calvin understands the Son to be the 

visible representation of the Godhead.   

 Calvin’s careful language of distinction indicates that the triune missions do not 

                                                           
such until Book II.  It is not surprising, then, that in the Institutes the actual possibility of genuine knowledge 
of God does not fully emerge until he treats ‘The Knowledge of God the Redeemer’ in book II.”  Butin, 
Revelation, Redemption, and Response, 56.  
98 Inst. I.xiii.6; CO 2.94. 
99 Inst. I.xiii.18; CO 2.105. 
100 “ipsaque in rebus agendis dispensation”.  Inst. I.xiii.18; CO 2.105. 
101 Butin, Revelation, Redemption, and Response, 57. 
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overlap.  Instead, the missions serve to distinguish between the persons.  It is the 

mediatorial office that sets Christ apart.  Calvin clarifies this with the comments, “For in 

each hypostasis the whole divine nature is understood, with this qualification – that to each 

belongs his own peculiar quality.”102  The peculiar quality endowed upon the Son is the 

role of mediation: intervening between God and humanity.103  Hence, the Father will not 

circumvent the Mediator by approaching the creature directly, as it were.  Rather He will 

only act mediately through the Son.  The Father does not personally touch creation, but 

affects it through the Mediator.   

 The distinctions do not minimize the role of the Father or the Spirit.  Nor do they 

move the Father into the realm of absence and detachment.  It is here that the united 

ontological Trinity is crucial to affirm.  God’s full essence dwells in Christ and to see 

Christ is to see the Father.104  Furthermore, for Calvin, every divine action is always 

Trinitarian.105  The Son never commissions Himself and the Spirit always illuminates the 

recipient.    

 In summation, Calvin bases his applications upon the distinctive roles of the 

Trinity.  Wyatt declares, “It almost goes without saying that for Calvin authentic 

                                                           
102 Inst. I.xiii.19; CO 2.105.  Calvin reiterates: “Indeed, I could wish they were buried, if only among all men 
this faith were agreed on: that the Father and the Son and the Spirit are one God, yet the Son is not the 
Father, nor the Spirit the Son, but that they are differentiated by a peculiar quality.” Inst. I.xiii.5; CO 2.92.   
103 Calvin further attests: “Therefore, let us, first of all, set down this for a surety, that there was never since 
the beginning any communication between God and man, save only by Christ; for we have nothing to do 
with God, unless the Mediator be present to purchase his favour for us.” Comm. Acts 7:30, CTS I.276; CO 
48.144.  The Latin forcefully indicates that this is without exception: “Statuamus itaque primo loco, nullam 
ab initio fuisse Dei communicationem cum hominibus nisi per Christum.  Nihil enim nobis cum Deo, nisi 
adsit mediator qui illum nobis conciliet.”  Emphasis added.  CO 48.144.  
104 Ellis comments, “The Father accomplishes all things through the Son, and the Son accomplishes all things 
from the Father, and so on; this reveals who Father and Son are, since in his works God reveals himself, not 
just his works.”  Ellis, Calvin, Classical Trinitarianism, 29-30.  Oliphint adds, “Given that each of the three 
persons is fully and completely God, any revelation of one of the persons is, ipso facto, a revelation of God 
himself, rather than a revelation only of the person.”  Emphasis in original.  Oliphint, God with Us, 174.   
105 Baars comments, “Calvin believes that the outward works of the Triune God cannot be separated from 
each other within the Trinity (CO 9, 354).  The result is that we meet all kinds of Trinitarian constructed 
formulations in Calvin’s oeuvre that show that the works of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are connected to 
each other quite harmoniously.  We meet these formulations especially in connection with the doctrine of 
salvation and ecclesiology.”  Arie Baars, “The Trinity,” in The Calvin Handbook, ed. Herman J. Selderhuis, 
trans. Gerrit W. Sheeres, 245-256 (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2008), 251. 
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Trinitarian thought is related to the ‘economic’ Trinity, that is in the differentiated work of 

the persons of the Godhead ad extra.”106  The Son executes the mediatorial office.  This 

function includes interactions between God and humanity as an exercise of the prophetic 

office, sacerdotal office, royal office, or some combination.  The other persons of the 

Trinity will not act identically, just as the Son does not fulfill their particular missions.  

Thus, though Christ’s divine essence is equally shared by the Father and the Spirit, the 

mediatorial work of Christ remains uniquely His.  This work involves all divine 

appearances since humanity always interacts with God through the Mediator.    

3.2.3 Christophany Culminating in Incarnation 

Finally, Calvin understands Christophanies to foreshadow the incarnation.  That the 

Christophanic is oriented toward the incarnation is seen in Calvin’s understanding of 

salvific faith under the dispensation of the Old Testament.  Calvin notes that the Old 

Testament elect “believed especially in the Mediator; and they did not doubt that through 

him the Spirit was given to them that they might do good, and that they were pardoned 

whenever they sinned.”107  Hence, the Old Testament saints looked forward to what was to 

come, while those living on the other side of the cross look back on what has been 

accomplished.  Regardless of the historical era the focal point of faith’s affections remains 

the same.  The incarnation and atonement are the apex of the salvific story.  Consequently 

Calvin contends that the Law functions to spotlight the new covenant inaugurated by the 

incarnation.108   

Calvin references this while discussing the mediatorial offices.  He declares that 

                                                           
106 Emphasis in original.  Wyatt, Jesus Christ and Creation, 2. 
107 Inst. II.xi.10; CO 2.336.  See also Inst. II.x.23; CO 2.328: “There are two remaining points: that the Old 
Testament fathers (1) had Christ as pledge of their covenant, and (2) put in him all trust of future 
blessedness.”  Also Inst. II.x.1; CO 2.313: “Now we can clearly see from what has already been said that all 
men adopted by God into the company of his people since the beginning of the world were covenanted to 
him by the same law and by the bond of the same doctrine as obtains among us.  It is very important to make 
this point.” 
108 Inst. II.xi.10; CO 2.336-337. 
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“the task common to the prophets was to hold the church in expectation and at the same 

time to support it until the Mediator’s coming”.109  The Mediator’s coming refers to the 

incarnation.110  Calvin describes this as a crescendo:   

The Lord held to this orderly plan in administering the covenant of his mercy: as 
the day of full revelation approached with the passing of time, the more he 
increased each day the brightness of its manifestation.  Accordingly, at the 
beginning when the first promise of the salvation was given to Adam [Gen. 3:15] it 
glowed like a feeble spark.  Then, as it was added to, the light grew in fullness, 
breaking forth increasingly and shedding its radiance more widely.  At last – when 
all the clouds were dispersed – Christ, the Sun of Righteousness, fully illumined the 
whole earth [cf. Mal., ch. 4].  We need not fear lest the prophets fail us when we 
seek their support to prove our point.  A huge forest of material, I see, looms before 
us.111 

The image of flint to fire underscores the grandeur of the incarnation.  The blazing 

brightness is seen when Christ appears incarnate as the prophets indicated.  The prophetic 

action served as a dim mirror for Christ’s office.  The prophets sought to orient their 

audience toward a future Messiah who seemed vague and mysterious.  Christ preludes the 

incarnation by the perfect manifestation of Himself.  Thus, the prophets speak about the 

incarnate Mediator while Christ appears as that Mediator.112  The incarnation becomes 

visible, albeit in a temporal state, in the Christophanic.  Analogous to a growing fire 

ejecting embers and crackling energy, Christ’s pre-incarnate appearances provide brief, 

vivid portrayals of the central event.113   

In summary, Calvin provides indicators that the Old Testament testifies to Christ 

and His atoning work.  Each passage directs its audience to comprehend particular 

                                                           
109 Inst. II.xv.1; CO 2.362. 
110 “Quia autem commune prophetis officium fuit tenere suspensam ecclesiam, et simul fulcire usque ad 
mediatoris adventum” CO 2.362.  
111 Inst. II.x.20; CO 2.326-327. 
112 David Willis comments, “The mediation of grace is after the manner of the Incarnation.”  Furthermore, 
“Mediation is defined by the Mediator.”  David E. Willis, “Acts of God and the Mediation of Grace 
According to Calvin,” in Calvin Studies XII: Papers Presented at a Colloquium on Calvin Studies, ed. 
Michael D. Bush, 7-20 (Due West: Erskine Theological Seminary, 2006), 16. 
113 Masselink observes, “The most frequent appearances of the Angel of Jehovah occurred in the early stages 
of revelation.  As the revelation in Scripture became fuller, the appearances of the Angel of Jehovah 
decreased.”  Masselink, “The Angel of Jehovah,” 11.  
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features.  The picture is initially murky, but gradually clears into the masterpiece of the 

incarnation.  The Christophanic plays an important role in advancing the Mediator through 

highlighting the incarnate Christ.  Consequently, Christ’s mediatorial offices, predicated on 

the Creator/creature distinction, demand the theophanic be Christophanic and direct our 

attention to the incarnation.                

3.3 Christophanic Passages Examined 

In this section I examine passages where Calvin discusses Christ’s pre-incarnate 

appearances.  I restrict my analysis to those sections where Calvin either explicitly appeals 

to the mediatorial offices or implicitly implies the presence, or lack thereof, of the 

Mediator.  Despite the impossibility of neatly separating what is integrally interconnected, 

I attempt to reserve passages focusing more on accommodation for the next chapter.     

3.3.1 The Mediator Proclaimed – Exodus 3:2 

Moses and the burning bush is a significant passage where Calvin emphasizes Christ’s 

mediatorial office and provides a lengthy discussion on the Angel of the Lord.  The 

conclusion of Genesis leads to the consideration that this mysterious Angel is Christ and in 

Exodus 3:2 Calvin provides bold assent to this notion.   

The passage declares that the Angel of the Lord spoke to Moses from the burning 

bush highlighting that the Angel rather than the bush manifests the divine presence.  This 

point is not overlooked by Calvin who inquires “who this Angel was?” rather than 

discussing the bush.114  Calvin notes two unique claims made by the Angel: He calls 

Himself Jehovah and He assumes God’s glory.115  Calvin states,   

Now, although this is an allowable manner of speaking, because the angels transfer 
to themselves the person and titles of God, when they are performing the 
commissions entrusted to them by him; and although it is plain from many 

                                                           
114 Comm. Harm. Exodus 3:2, CTS I.61; CO 24.35.  
115 Comm. Harm. Exodus 3:2, CTS I.61; CO 24.35.  Calvin indicates that this glory belongs solely to the 
divine. “Videndum tamen quisnam fuerit hic angelus, quia paulo post non modo se Iehovam nominat, sed 
gloriam sibi vendicat aeternae et unicae divinitatis.” CO 24.35. 
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passages, and especially from the first chapter of Zechariah that there is one head 
and chief of the angels who commands the others, the ancient teachers of the 
Church have rightly understood that the Eternal Son of God is so called in respect 
to his office as Mediator, which [in the flesh] he figuratively bore from the 
beginning, although he really took it [flesh] upon him only at his Incarnation.  And 
Paul sufficiently expounds this mystery to us, when he plainly asserts that Christ 
was the leader of his people in the Desert. (1 Cor. x. 4.) Therefore, although at that 
time, properly speaking, he was not yet the messenger of his Father, still his 
predestined appointment to the office even then had this effect, that he manifested 
himself to the patriarchs, and was known in this character.  Nor, indeed, had the 
saints ever any communication with God except through the promised Mediator. It 
is not then to be wondered at, if the Eternal Word of God, or one Godhead and 
essence with the Father, assumed the name “the Angel” on the ground of his future 
mission.116   

Here, various elements coalesce: mediation, incarnation, and the prophetic office.  Calvin 

indicates the incarnation is the focal event of mediation.  Furthermore, we see links to 

Calvin’s hermeneutical methods.117 

 Calvin appeals to the mediatorial office, claiming that it justifies the church fathers’ 

Christophanic postulations.  A. C. Gaebelein notes that ancient Jewish scholars understood 

this Angel to be unique and “the only mediator between God and the world, the author of 

all revelations, to whom they gave the name Metatron.”118  Hence, Calvin is not pioneering 

the concept that mediation is connected to the Angel of the Lord.  Furthermore, 

Gaebelein’s account suggests that these ancient Jews speak of the Angel in nearly identical 

terms to Christ’s mediatorial offices.      

Calvin also references the assumption of flesh.  This lends itself to two 

observations which flow into my argument.  The first is that Calvin understands mediation 

                                                           
116 The brackets reinsert the missing translation of in carne.  See section 3.1.1 for more.  Comm. Harm. 
Exodus 3:2, CTS I.61-62; CO 24.35-36. 
117 In particular, Calvin connects Abraham’s vision in Genesis 15:17 of the burning lamp and smoking 
furnace.  Comm. Harm. Exodus 3:2, CTS I.62; CO 24.36. 
118 Emphasis in original.  Gaebelein continues, “they speak of him as the highest revelation of the unseen 
God, a partaker of His nature and of His majesty.  They speak of him as the Shechinah.  A talmudical 
statement declares ‘the Metatron, the Angel of the Lord, is united with the most high God by oneness of 
nature’, while another source speaks of him as ‘having dominion over all created things.’”  Emphasis in 
original.  A. C. Gaebelein, The Angels of God (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1969), 20.  Bavinck 
indicates metratons derives from Hebrew terms memra, shekinah, bath kol, and ruach hakkodesh and means 
“those who share God’s throne”.  Bavinck, Reformed Dogmatics: God and Creation, 266-267. 
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to culminate in the incarnation.  The second is that Calvin attributes the physical 

appearance to a foreshadowing of the incarnation.  In the Christophanic Christ assumes 

flesh as a precursor to taking it upon Himself at the incarnation.   

 Calvin employs the phrase ‘Eternal Son’ here in conjunction with Christ’s 

mediatorial office, reinforcing that the Son’s eternal function is mediation.119  This, 

combined with his comments on Christ’s messenger status, reiterate Calvin’s Trinitarian 

framework.  The Trinitarian roles demand that mediation only occurs via the Son, and yet, 

the Son never operates in isolation.120  The Son’s eternally predestined mission is to reveal 

the Godhead in accordance with His mediatorial role.       

 Furthermore, Calvin observes that communication with God is always mediated.    

Calvin emphasizes the exclusivity of mediated communication, commenting, “Certainly 

there was no other sanctioned communication with God other than flowing through the 

Mediator.”121  Christ stands between God and Israel in all respects.  This is the logical 

premise of Calvin’s Christophanic argument: if the Father were to appear apart from the 

Son, it would violate the Trinitarian distinction and nullify the prominence of mediation.  

Communication implies message delivery (prophetic role) and intercessory response 

(sacerdotal role).  Calvin primarily categorizes these interactions as prophetic, in 

accordance with Berkhof’s suggestion. 

 Secondly, Calvin reaffirms the prominence of the Trinity.  The Son is one in 

essence with the Father and declared to be the Messenger in light of His coming 

incarnation.122  Calvin’s Christophanic model remains consistent with his Trinitarian 

                                                           
119 “aeternum Dei filium ita vocari, respectu personae mediatoris” Comm. Harm. Exodus 3:2, CTS I.61; CO 
24.35.  
120 “Therefore, although at that time, properly speaking, he was not yet the messenger of his Father, still his 
predestinated appointment to the office even then had this effect, that he manifested himself to the patriarchs, 
and was known in this character.” Comm. Harm. Exodus 3:2, CTS I.61; CO 24.35. 
121 My translation of the Latin.  “Nec sane alia unquam sanctis fuit communication cum Deo quam per 
mediatorem promissum.” Comm. Harm. Exodus 3:2, CTS I.61; CO 24.35-36. 
122 “Itaque nihil mirum si aeternus Dei sermo unius cum patre deitatis et essentiae, nomen angeli mutuatus sit 
futurae legationis respect.”  Comm. Harm. Exodus 3:2, CTS I.61-62; CO 24.36. 
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convictions.  This signifies Calvin’s commitment to the doctrine of the Trinity and 

provides an illustration of the united, yet distinct concept. 

 Finally, Calvin orients the reader toward the incarnation.  Thus, Wallace is justified 

to remark,  

For Calvin, all revelation in the Bible is revelation of Christ the Mediator.  All the 
Old Testament stories of God’s appearing to men, if they are to be rightly 
understood and interpreted, must be understood in the light of the incarnation of 
Jesus Christ and interpreted as related to that one event.123 

It is not mere coincidence that the Angel of the Lord is depicted in bodily form.124  Rather, 

the human-like appearance foreshadows the incarnation. 

 The events of Exodus 3:2 are retold in Acts 7:30.  Here Calvin appeals to the 

Christophanic by referencing 1 Corinthians 10:4.  He notes that Luke connects this 

appearance with the Angel who led the nation through the desert.125  Does this suggest that 

Calvin’s earlier Christophanic position relied on Scripture affirmation rather than 

mediation?  Not necessarily.  Calvin speaks directly to the importance of mediation with 

the words,  

Therefore, let us, first of all, set down this for a surety, that there was never since 
the beginning any communication between God and men, save only by Christ; for 
we have nothing to do with God, unless the Mediator be present to purchase his 
favour for us.  Therefore, this place doth plentifully prove the divinity of Christ, 
and teacheth that he is of the same essence with the Father.  Furthermore, he is 
called an angel, not only because he had the angels always to bear him company, 
and to be, as it were, his apparitors: but because that deliverance of the people did 
shadow the redemption of us all, for whose sake Christ was to be sent of the Father, 

                                                           
123 Wallace, Calvin’s Doctrine of the Word, 27-28.  Wallace, like Wilhelm Niesel, can overly reduce Calvin’s 
theology to a Christocentric theology.  See Wilhelm Niesel, The Theology of Calvin, trans. Harold Knight 
(London: Lutterworth Press, 1956).  Breukelman offers the pointed critic that “Wilhelm Niesel turns Calvin 
into a ‘Barthian’.  This leads him to distort Calvin’s theology.  It does not serve the theology of Karl Barth 
well either.”  Breukelman, The Structure of Sacred, 87.  While Wallace’s comments concerning the 
incarnation are justified, making them the sole interpretive feature fails to recognize alternative meanings.      
124 Calvin draws our attention to a significant word play.  The Hebrew for messenger is the term translated as 
angel.  Hence, the Angel is the Messenger, who brings the message of the coming mediatorial climactic 
event.  Niehaus comments on Exodus 3:2, “A further indication that Yahweh and his ‘angel’ may be one is 
found in the word itself, ַמְלָאך׃.  The Word is routinely translated ‘angel,’ yet it can also mean simply 
‘messenger.’  This means that the ‘messenger’ about whom Yahweh is talking need not be an ‘angel’ in the 
sense of a created being normally indicated by that term.”  Niehaus, God at Sinai, 191.      
125 Comm. Acts 7:30, CTS I.276; CO 48.144. 
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that he might take upon him the shape of a servant together with our flesh.126   

Rather than mediation being a later Christological development, Calvin’s comments point 

toward the prominence of the Mediator while echoing his Trinitarian convictions.   

Calvin notes that communication requires a mediator and that the Father never 

speaks other than through Christ.  The Son visibly appears and communicates with Israel.  

His manifested human-like form preludes the coming incarnate Mediator.  Thus, Calvin’s 

comments on Acts 7:30 regarding the appearance of the Angel to Moses speaks identically 

to Exodus 3:2 and suggests that Christ must be present in any divine communication.127     

 Calvin’s analysis of the burning bush features nearly all the Christophanic markers 

uncovered in my preliminary study.  In particular, Calvin identifies the Angel of the Lord 

as the second Person of the Trinity.  He does this on the basis of the mediatorial action 

displayed through the Angel’s conversation with Moses, indicating that divine 

communication is always accomplished by the Mediator.  Calvin’s convictions regarding 

Christ’s Trinitarian nature are also displayed.  Although Calvin does not detail the 

missions, the entire Godhead appears veiled within this manifestation.128  Finally, the 

prophetic office of Christ exercised in Christophanies is reinforced, identifying the Son’s 

distinct work.  

3.3.2 The Mediator Acts – Exodus 14:19  

Having established that the Angel of the Lord is Christ, Calvin applies this knowledge to 

other appearances.  Exodus 14:19 is one example involving an inanimate Christophany – 

                                                           
126 Comm. Acts 7:30, CTS I.276; CO 48.144. 
127 Space does not permit to consider the interesting situation of Christ’s baptism and the transfiguration.  In 
both accounts, the Father speaks from heaven.  However, I suggest that Calvin carefully phrases his 
comments in Acts to point out that the presence [adsit] of the Mediator is the key.  In both of the 
aforementioned cases there is a noticeable void of the visual, a critical feature of the Christophanic.  CO 
48.144.  Kuntz contends that “the theophany is concerned with both visual and audible aspects of divine 
manifestation.”  Emphasis in original.  Kuntz, The Self-Revelation of God, 40.   
128 Based on our excursion of the Trinity, we can conjecture that Calvin posits the Father sends the Son and 
the Holy Spirit allows the message to take hold.  Calvin indicates this by observing, “It is certain that his 
[Moses’] mind was disposed to reverence from no rashness, but by divine inspiration.”  Comm. Harm. 
Exodus 3:3, CTS I.62; CO 24.36.   
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the pillar of fire and the cloud.  While the prophetic function features prominently in 

Exodus 3, in Exodus 14:19 both the royal and the prophetic offices characterize the action 

of the Mediator.  Calvin remarks that the Angel intervenes between the fleeing Israelites 

and the pursuing Egyptians.129  Yet, Calvin does not treat the Angel as distinct from the 

pillar of fire and the cloud, but as a single entity.130  This action, reflects the description of 

the royal office to protect, defend, and care.131   

Although Calvin’s comments do not name mediation, his description alludes to the 

mediatorial offices: 

He, who has been called “Jehovah” hitherto, is now designated by Moses “the 
Angel;” not only because the angels who represent God often borrow His name, but 
because this Leader of the people was God’s only begotten Son, who afterwards 
was manifested in the flesh as I have shewn upon the authority of Paul. (1 Cor. x. 
4.)  It may be remarked, also, that He is said to have moved here and there, as He 
shewed some token of His power and assistance.132 

Calvin anchors his argument on two evidentiary pieces: the spoken appeal to the New 

Testament and the understood continuation of his earlier remarks.  Elsewhere Calvin 

employs 1 Corinthians 10:4 as the Scriptural basis for his Christophanic remarks.  Were 

this the sole evidence, he would necessarily restrict his comments to those sections where 

Christ leads the people from Egypt.  But rather than centering his convictions upon 1 

Corinthians 10:4, Calvin understands mediation to be the foundation, reinforced by the 

New Testament.   

Calvin references Exodus 3, a prominent passage since in it Christ unveils God’s 

personal name to Moses.  Furthermore, Calvin alludes to this by commenting on the 

                                                           
129 “Nam angelus qui praecedere solebat Israelitas monstrandae viae cause, in diversam partem se convertit, 
ut medius esset atque oppositus inter utraque castra: et quidem sub forma duplici, quia lucabat columna ignis 
apud Israelitas, quae tenebras noctis discurteret: Aegyptios autem tenebat belut captivos obscura caligo, ut 
longius penetrandi factulas non esset.”  Comm. Harm. Exodus 14:19, CTS I.248; CO 24.153. 
130 This demonstrates that Christophanies do not solely allude to the incarnation.  Hence, Calvin will attribute 
inanimate manifestations to Christ.  Mediation, not incarnation, stands as the identifying marker.  We might 
speculate that the prophetic office might be related to the foreshadowing of the incarnation and, thus, 
inanimate appearances tend to highlight an alternate office.   
131 Comm. Harm. Exodus 14:19, CTS I.248; CO 24.153. 
132 Comm. Harm. Exodus 14:19, CTS I.248-249; CO 24.153. 
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terminology change from ‘Angel of the Lord’ to ‘the Angel’.133  Calvin prepares his 

readers to understand that future appearances of ‘the Angel’ are manifestations of the 

Mediator. 

 Thus, while the exact terms might be absent, the connotation is present.  Calvin 

identifies Christ by noting His leadership role.  He mentions the Angel’s help and 

assistance, characteristics of the royal office.  Calvin’s method of sequential reasoning 

prompts a recognition that the absence of terminology is not indicative of a lack of 

connection, but a presumption that the foundation is already established.  Calvin’s 

comments illustrate that while the primary Christophanic function is usually prophetic, the 

royal and sacerdotal offices are involved.  

3.3.3 The Mediator Judges and Foreshadows – Exodus 23:20 

Calvin’s comments regarding the transition from ‘the Angel of the Lord’ to ‘the Angel’ 

bear upon his discussion of Exodus 23.  Calvin begins by refuting the Jewish scholars who 

considered this Angel to be Joshua.134  He then reorients his readers with the words,  

But what need is there of a long discussion, since already mention has been so 
often made of the angel of their deliverance?  This point ought now to be deemed 
established, that there is no reference here to a mortal man; and what we have 
already said should be remembered, that no common angel is designated, but the 
chief of all angels, who has always been also the Head of the Church.  In which 
matter the authority of Paul should be sufficient for us, when he admonishes the 
Corinthians not to tempt Christ as their fathers tempted Him in the desert. (1 Cor. x. 
9.)  We gather this, too, from the magnificent attribute which Moses immediately 
afterwards assigns to Him, that “the name of God should be in him.”135  

Calvin rejects the explanation of an angelic creature and assures that the divine identity of 

this Angel ought to “be deemed established”.136  This suggests that Calvin expects the 

                                                           
133 Compare the Latin rendering of verse 19: “Profectus est itaque angelus Dei qui praecedebat castra Israel:” 
with Calvin’s comments: “Nam angelus qui praecedere solebat Israelitas monstrandae viae causa,”.  CO 
24.152-153.  Calvin drops the longhand ‘Angel of the Lord’ from the Scripture reference, in favor of the 
shorter ‘Angel’ in his comments. 
134 Comm. Harm. Exodus 23:20, CTS I.403; CO 24.251. 
135 Comm. Harm. Exodus 23:20, CTS I.403; CO 24.251. 
136 “Iam quia hoc fixum esse debet, non haberi sermonem de homine mortali, memoria tenendum est quod 
ante diximus, non quemlibet angelum designari, sed onmium angelorum principem, qui et idem semper fuit 
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reader to anticipate a similar move with all future mentions of the Angel of the Lord.  

Certainly this applies to the immediate context of the Harmony of the Law, but there is 

ample reason to suggest that Calvin assumes that the Angel of the Lord is always and only 

a reference to Christ.  Thus, Calvin need not explicitly mention the mediatorial offices as 

they are implied by his foundational work.   

In addition to the appeal to 1 Corinthians 10:9 Calvin appeals to the authority of 

God’s name.  In previous comments, Calvin mentioned the significance of the name 

without grounding his argument upon it.  The reason provided for the emphasis is that the 

extension of the divine name to angelic messengers serves to authenticate their mission.  

Calvin considers the divine name a substantial piece of Christophanic evidence, describing 

it as of “great importance”.137  This enriches rather than supersedes Calvin’s mediatorial 

argument.  Calvin is not attempting to argue that sometimes identity is established via the 

mediatorial offices and other times through the name of the Lord.  Rather, Calvin sees the 

mediatorial offices of primary importance as evidenced by his early and extended 

treatment on the Mediator.  Furthermore, it is significant that Calvin waited to emphasize 

God’s name, especially since it is revealed in Exodus 3.  This suggests that Calvin does not 

advance this as sufficient evidence because he finds the mediatorial offices even 

weightier.138   

Even while discussing God’s name, Calvin cannot avoid commenting on Christ’s 

role.  Calvin reveals the fundamental nature of the mediatorial office explaining,  

Herein the Angel is exalted above the rank of a human being, since He is appointed 
to be their judge, if the Israelites should offend in any respect; not in the way that 
judgment is deputed to the Prophets with reference to their doctrine, the power of 

                                                           
caput ecclesiae.”  Comm. Harm. Exodus 23:20, CTS I.403; CO 24.251. 
137 “Quod etsi bulgo praetereunt, ego tamen magni ponderis esse arbitror.”  Comm. Harm. Exodus 23:20, 
CTS I.403; CO 24.251. 
138 Perhaps one reason is the specificity entailed by the mediatorial office.  The name of God is connected to 
His essence and applicable to all persons of the Trinity.  Further, angels may justifiably assume the name as a 
mark of their authority.  Hence, an argument based on the name of God only guarantees a theophany or an 
angelophany.  By Calvin depending on the mediatorial offices the Angel’s identity is restricted to a 
Christophany.   
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which is supreme, but because nothing shall be hidden from Him.  For Scripture 
assigns to God alone as His peculiar attribute, that we should walk before his face.  
What follows is to the same effect, “provoke him not,” which is everywhere spoken 
of God.  But, as I have just said, this seems to me to be of the most importance, that 
the name of God was to be in Him, or in the midst of Him, which is equivalent to 
this, that in Him shall reside my majesty and glory; and, therefore, He shall possess 
both the knowledge of hearts, as well as dominion, and power of judgment.   
Besides, we have already said that there is no absurdity in designating Christ by the 
name of the Angel, because He was not yet the Incarnate Mediator, but as often as 
He appeared to the ancient people He gave an indication of His future mission.139 

Although Calvin does not appear to consider the prophetic office, I suggest that this is not 

the case.  Indeed, his mention of the prophets and the impartation of revelation suggests an 

analogous action performed by the Angel of the Lord.  In contrast to the prophets, Christ 

exercises the office perfectly rather than in a mirror.  The prophets required the prior 

knowledge contained in the doctrine, whereas Christ imparts knowledge contained in 

Himself.  Knowledge implies the prophetic role of instruction, teaching, and imparting of 

wisdom.    

 Calvin’s assessment promotes the Christophanic as triune.  The Son appears, leads, 

judges, and reigns, yet He does so on the authority and the commissioning of the Father.  

The ultimate seal of approval is the bestowal of the divine name upon the Son.  Calvin 

considers this significant because the divine name is equated to God’s glory.  In the face of 

the Son, the Father’s glory is reflected. 

 Finally, Calvin signifies the importance of the Angel of the Lord as foreshadowing 

the incarnation.140  Calvin indicates a distinction between the temporary physical 

manifestation and Christ’s future work.141  Thus, there is an emphasis on the form of the 

Angel as a precursor who orients our attention toward the Incarnate Mediator.  

                                                           
139 Comm. Harm. Exodus 23:20, CTS I.404; CO 24.251-252. 
140 “Porro angeli nomine Christum designari iam ante diximus non esse absurdum: quia etsi nondum erat 
mediator carne indutus quoties tamen apparuit veteri populo, specimen edidit futurae missionis.”  Comm. 
Harm. Exodus 23:20, CTS I.404; CO 24.252.  The phrase translated “Incarnate Mediator” is the same 
terminology seen in Exodus 3.   
141 “specimen edidit futurae missionis.” CO 24.252.  Calvin’s construction might be rendered “the mark (or 
model) which completely distributes to the future mission.”  
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3.3.4 The Mediator Pre-incarnate – Joshua 5:13-15 

The foreshadowing feature of Christophanies is revisited in Calvin’s comments on 

Joshua’s encounter with the Angel of the Lord.  Significantly, Joshua is one of the last 

commentaries published.142  Thus, any advances in Calvin’s theological development 

ought to appear in this work.  Furthermore, Parker notes that Joshua is treated in least 

detail, being only “42,500 words, very brief even by modern standards, let alone by the 

sixteenth century.”143  Given Calvin’s commitment to brevity, his failing health, and the 

late date, I posit that Calvin selectively chose what he deemed of highest importance for 

inclusion in this work. 

Calvin provides several preliminary remarks worthy of attention.  The first is the 

communal intent conveyed in the individual experience.  Calvin notes that, “The angel, 

however, did not appear solely on his [Joshua’s] private account, but for the confirmation 

of the whole people:”.144  Thus, Calvin negates the emphasis by the orthodox church that 

the significance of Christophanies is best understood as a unique blessing intended 

exclusively for the individual recipient.145  Christophanic recipients are not to marvel at 

witnessing the divine, but called to act as God’s representative on behalf of the people.     

Calvin moves his discussion from the immediate community to the global body of 

Christ, commenting, “nay, the Lord looked further forward, that he might furnish posterity 

with stronger proofs of a kindness which was never duly considered.”146  Thus, Calvin 

motivates the modern reader to contemplate the Christophanic.  In the image of Christ, we 

                                                           
142 Only Ezekiel might postdate it.  Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament Commentaries, 29-32. 
143 Parker, 32. 
144 Comm. Joshua 5:13, CTS 86; CO 25.462. 
145 Bucer comments that in Eastern tradition, “theophanies are understood as transformative and prefigurative 
visions of God: prefigurative, because they were taken as manifestations of the Logos in preparation for the 
Incarnation; and transformative, because they were understood as luminous manifestations by which the 
visionaries— prophets, patriarchs, or Christian saints—are really transfigured, and really transformed, 
deified.” Bucer, “Theophanies and Vision, 90. 
146 Comm. Joshua 5:13, CTS 86; CO 25.462. 
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see the kindness to which Calvin refers.  Failing to grasp the Christophanic will, according 

to Calvin, deprive us of a “stronger proof” regarding the nature of Christ and the essence of 

God.147  Calvin concludes that, “This vision, therefore, must have been beneficial to all 

ages, by leaving no doubt as to the divine kindness bestowed.”148  

Next, Calvin turns his attention to addressing the main questions – who is the angel 

and on what basis is this established? 

The words, at the same time, imply that it was not an ordinary angel, but one of 
special excellence.  For he calls himself captain of the Lord’s host, a term which 
may be understood to comprehend not merely his chosen people, but angels also. 

The former view, however, is the more correct, as God does not produce anything 
of an unwonted nature, but continues that which we previously read that he 
performed to Moses.  And we know that Moses himself preferred this favour to all 
others; and justly, for God there manifested his own glory in an open and familiar 
manner.  Accordingly, he is indiscriminately called an angel, and distinguished by 
the title of the eternal God.  Of this fact Paul is a competent witness, who distinctly 
declares that it was Christ. (1 Cor. x. 4.)  And Moses himself embraced God as 
present in the person of the Mediator.  For when God declares, after the making of 
the calf, (Ex. xxxii.37,) that he would no longer be the leader of the people, he at 
the same time promises that he will give one of his angels, but only one, as it were 
taken out of the general body of the angelic host.  This Moses earnestly deprecates, 
obviously because he could have no hope that God would be propitious if the 
Mediator were removed.  It was thus a special pledge of the divine favour that the 
Captain and Head of the Church, to whom Moses had been accustomed, was now 
present to assist.  And indeed the divine adoption could not be ratified in any other 
way than in the hand of the Mediator.149  

Calvin connects Christ to the Angel on the basis of his comments on Exodus and the 

witness of 1 Corinthians 10:4.  This is indicative of the cumulative case argument that 

Calvin constructs.  The reader is expected to be familiar with the groundwork evidence 

mentioned in both passages.  These provide the foundation for identifying Christ by 

mediation and by the exercise of His prophetic office. 

Calvin’s understanding of mediation as applying to angels and men factors in to his 

                                                           
147 “Imo longius respexit Deus, ut certioribus documentis testatam posteris faceret gratiam, quae nunquam 
satis expensa fuit.”  Comm. Joshua 5:13, CTS 86; CO 25.462. 
148 Comm. Joshua 5:13, CTS 86; CO 25.463. 
149 Comm. Joshua 5:13, CTS 86-87; CO 25.463. 
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Christophanic argument.  The concept of headship over all creation acts as a marker for the 

Mediator.  The highest commanding angel must be Christ for He alone mediates between 

angels and God.  Calvin appeals to the exercise of the mediatorial offices to justify his 

identification of Christ.  

Furthermore, Calvin references mediatorial discussion and mentions the Mediator.  

Stronger yet, Calvin observes that Moses is aware of the identity of the Mediator.  Calvin 

declares that “Moses himself embraced God as present in the person of the Mediator.”150  

The Old Testament saints were greeted by the pre-incarnate Christ and grasped a 

knowledge of His mediatorial identity, albeit not to its full extent.151  Thus, mediatorial 

foreshadowing is given for future believers looking back on the events that transpired and 

for those living during the events.  Calvin attributes knowledge to Moses that propitiation 

and adoption are dependent upon the Mediator’s presence.152   

Additionally, Calvin employs Trinitarian language, speaking of one essence, yet 

distinctive missions.  He states, “the essential thing is to understand that he [Christ] had 

come to preside over the chosen people whom he honourably styles the Lord’s host.  In his 

representing himself as different from God, a personal distinction is denoted, but unity of 

essence is not destroyed.”153  Calvin specifies the difference as an individualistic 

distinction which leaves the essence unified and undifferentiated.154  He considers that the 

                                                           
150 “Et Moses ipse in persona mediatoris Deum praesentem amplexus est (Ex. 32,34).”  CO 25.463.  The term 
amplexus has a very intimate connotation: grasp, embrace, clasp, or cherish.  This is not the picture of 
abstract knowledge, but one that is tangible.   
151 Calvin muses, “It cannot be inferred with certainty from the worship which he offered, whether Joshua 
paid divine honour to Christ distinctly recognised as such; but by asking, What command does my Lord give 
to his servant? he attributes to him a power and authority which belong to God alone.”  Comm. Joshua 5:14, 
CTS 88-89; CO 25.464.  It seems that Calvin is leaning toward the recognition of Christ, for why raise the 
question if Calvin doesn’t consider this to be a viable option?  What he says with certainty is that Joshua 
recognizes he is in the presence of the Lord.   
152 “Nempe quia remote mediatore, sperare non peterat Deum fore propitium.  Rarum itaque favoris Dei 
pignus fuit, praesto adesse principem et caput ecclesiae, cui Moses assueverat.  Et certe non aliter rata potuit 
esse Dei adoption quam per manum mediatoris.”  Comm. Joshua 5:13, CTS 87; CO 25.463. 
153 Comm. Joshua 5:14, CTS 87; CO 25.463. 
154 “Quod se alium a Deo facit in eo nocatur personalis distinctio, non autem scinditur unitas essentiae.”  CO 
25.463. 
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mediatorial office is eternally connected to the Son and is the distinguishing mark 

differentiating Him from the others.   

Calvin moves his discussion of Christ as the Angel from allusion to statements of 

certainty, remarking,  

We have said that in the books of Moses the name of Jehovah is often attributed to 
the presiding Angel, who was undoubtedly the only-begotten Son of God.  He is 
indeed very God, and yet in the person of Mediator by dispensation, he is inferior 
to God.  I willingly receive what ancient writers teach on this subject, - that when 
Christ anciently appeared in human form, it was a prelude to the mystery which 
was afterwards exhibited when God was manifested in the flesh.  We must beware, 
however, of imagining that Christ at the time became incarnate since, first, we 
nowhere read that God sent his Son in the flesh before the fullness of the times; 
and, secondly, Christ, in so far as he was a man, behooved to be the Son of David.  
But as is said in Ezekiel, (chap. i.,) it was only a likeness of man.  Whether it was a 
substantial body or an outward form, it is needless to discuss as it seems wrong to 
insist on any particular view of the subject. 155 

Such definitive assertion stands in contrast to his neutrality throughout much of the 

commentary on Genesis.156  Yet, it is justified by the scholarship in Exodus, suggesting 

that Calvin launches his investigation with a professional neutrality and moves to certainty 

with the compiling mountain of evidence. 

 Beyond identifying the Mediator, Calvin examines other Christophanic elements, 

namely the human-like form.  Verbal revelation does not demand a visual presentation.  

Yet, the visual serves to prefigure the incarnation.157  Still, Calvin carefully distinguishes 

between the incarnate and the pre-incarnate Christ on the basis of His human nature.  

Hence, the term carne does not rightly apply to the Angel of the Lord.  Instead, Calvin 

                                                           
155 Emphasis in the original.  Comm. Joshua 5:14, CTS 87-88; CO 25.463-464. 
156 “Diximus apud Mosen saepe nomen Iehovae adscribi angelo praesid: qui haud dubie ungenitus erat Dei 
filius.”  CO 25.463.  Calvin indicates Christ’s identity, expressed with absolute certainty through the 
construction haud dubie – without a doubt.   
157 Edwards similarly advocates, “Christ appeared to each of these prophets in the form of that nature which 
he was afterwards to take upon him.”  Edwards, The Works of President Edwards, 109.  See also, “Jesus 
Christ, of whom this prophet spoke so much, once appeared to him in the form of the human nature, the 
nature he should afterwards take upon him.”  Edwards, 96-97.  Randall Zachman concludes “that Christ often 
appeared to the fathers not only as an angel but also in human form is taken by Calvin to be a prelude to his 
appearance in the flesh as when he appeared to Joshua as the commander of the army of the Lord.”  Randall 
C. Zachman, Image and Word in the Theology of John Calvin (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 
2007), 176. 
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prefers in forma hominis or similitudo hominis, both of which point to the identical 

resemblance and yet distinct uniqueness.158  Calvin’s restraint is founded upon two 

fundamental considerations: Scripture never indicates the incarnate Christ prior to the 

incarnation and the incarnate Christ descends from David’s line which is only possible 

after David’s birth.159  Hence, the pre-incarnate Christ appears in the form of a man to 

prefigure what is to come, but never in the incarnate flesh.160    

3.3.5 The Mediatorial Distinction – Zachariah 2:10 

Scattered throughout the book of Zachariah are several Christophanic references.  Calvin’s 

evidentiary base is rooted in the mediatorial offices and further elaborates the Trinitarian 

distinction of mediation.  He states, 

Though then God had already appeared to the Jews, yet he says that he would 
come, that is, when Christ would come forth, in whom dwells the fulness of the 
Godhead bodily, and in whom God’s perfect glory and majesty shines forth.  And 
hence also does it more evidently appear what I have already said, that this address 
cannot be applied without perversion to the Prophet, nor suitably applied to the 
person of the Father.  It then follows that Christ speaks here: but he does not speak 
as a man or an angel; he speaks as God the Redeemer.  We hence see that the name 
Jehovah is appropriated to Christ, and there is no difference between the Father and 
the Son as to essence, but that they are only to be distinguished as to their persons.  

                                                           
158 CO 25.464.  Calvin similarly observes, “For the Prophet says, He appeared to him as the Son of man, as 
Christ had not yet taken upon him our flesh.  And we must remark that saying of Paul's: When the fulness of 
time was come, God sent his Son, made of a woman.  (Gal. iv. 4.) Christ then began to be a man when he 
appeared on earth as Mediator, for he had not assumed the seed of Abraham before he was joined with us in 
brotherly union.  This is the reason why the Prophet does not pronounce Christ to have been man at this 
period, but only like man; for otherwise he had not been that Messiah formerly promised under the Law as 
the son of Abraham and David.  For if from the beginning he had put on human flesh, he would not have 
been born of these progenitors. It follows, then, that Christ was not a man from the beginning, but only 
appeared so in a figure.  As also Irenaeus says: This was a ‘prelude,’ he uses that word. Tertullian also says: 
‘Then the Son of God put on a specimen of his humanity.’  This was a symbol, therefore, of Christ's future 
flesh, although that flesh did not yet exist.  We now see how suitably this figure agrees with the thing 
signified, wherein Christ was set forth as the Son of man, although he was then the eternal Word of God.”  
Emphasis in original.  Comm. Daniel 7:13, CTS II.41; CO 41.60.  
159 Treier notes, “Old Testament theophanies in general, perhaps the angel of the Lord in particular, may 
involve the person of the Son; they may anticipate the incarnation with human forms.  But they are not the 
incarnation.  Nor is the Son of God already human in heaven sans Jesus’s body or by rebirth as Jesus.  The 
‘preexistent’ Logos is not incarnatus but incarnandus – the One who elects, sent by the Father and enabled 
by the Spirit, to become incarnate in time, whose eternity makes room for sequence in fellowship with us.”  
Treier, “Incarnation,” 221.     
160 In alignment with his conviction to stay within Scripture’s prescribed boundaries, Calvin declares that it is 
not wise to speculate what this means for the physicality described.  He offers two potential alternatives of an 
actual, yet different physical body or an outward presentation akin to a holographic image.  The question, 
while intriguing, is nonetheless one which does not add to the main function of the human-like appearance – 
prefiguring the incarnation.   
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Whenever then Christ announces his own divinity, he takes the name Jehovah; but 
he also shows, that there is something peculiar and distinct belonging to him as the 
messenger of the Father.161 

Calvin credits this appearance to Christ on account of the mediatorial offices.  His 

statement that Christ speaks as ‘God the Redeemer’ is significant since redemption is 

situated within the mediatorial realm.162  Calvin is not claiming that Christ does not appear 

in angelic or human form, but that His speech is not characteristic of either.163  Christ as 

the Angel of the Lord is determined based on the manner and content in which He 

communicates.  The incarnation informs the content: The Redeemer comprises the manner.  

Christ’s exercise of the prophetic office testifies, both audibly and visually, to the coming 

Messiah.  Hence, Calvin points to the mediatorial offices for his identification. 

 Calvin couples his Trinitarian comments to his mediatorial remarks.  His language 

remains consistent regarding the Trinitarian unity of essence and diversity of missions.164  

The implication Calvin draws is that mediation distinguishes the Son from the Father and 

the Spirit.  Hence Calvin’s comments that the Angel’s speech is ill-fitting of the Father, 

because the Father never assumes the mediatorial role.  Calvin’s remarks on the Angel’s 

messenger nature further highlight mediation.165  In conclusion, Calvin connects the 

mediatorial office to Christ while referencing the Father’s unique role as the Sender. “Let 

us then bear in mind what the Prophet teaches here clearly and plainly, – that Christ is 

Jehovah, the only true God, and yet that he is sent by God as a Mediator.”166  Mediation 

identifies the Son and forms the foundation for Calvin’s Christophanic claims.                    

                                                           
161 Comm. Minor Zechariah 2:10, CTS V.74-75; CO 44.163. 
162 “Atqui non loquitur ut homo, vel angelus: loquitur ut Deus ipse redemptor.”  CO 44.163. 
163 Nor does he affirm a physical presence here.  The cumulative case is strengthened by the observation that 
an angel is speaking and yet the distinction Calvin makes is due to the manner of speech (non loquitur ut 
homo, vel angelus: loquitur ut Deus ipse redemptor).  CO 44.163.   
164 “et nullum esse discrimen patris et filii, quoad essentiam, sed tantum in ipsis personis debere distingui.”  
CO 44.163. 
165 “Sed postea ostendit sibi aliquid esse proprium et distinctum, nempe quod est legatus patris.”  CO 44.163. 
166 Comm. Minor Zechariah 2:10, CTS V.75; CO 44.163. 
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3.3.6 The Mediator’s Absence– Daniel 3:25  

My final case study is not a proof text for the Christophanic, but an examination of where 

Calvin fails to attribute an appearance to Christ.  The fiery furnace incident of Daniel 3 is 

one such example.167  It is notable, that other advocates for Christophanies often consider 

this to be a manifestation of Christ.168  Although the king’s characterization of the fourth 

character as a son of a god resounds with Christophanic terminology, Calvin does not 

consider this a Christophany.  Rather, he declares that “No doubt God here sent one of his 

angels, to support by his presence the minds of his saints, lest they should faint.”169  

Consequently, Calvin understands the fourth figure to be a created angel and discourages 

the interpretation as the Angel of the Lord. 

In contrast to other Christophanic texts, Calvin does not connect the angel to the 

Captain of the Host, but to other examples of angelic presence.  Calvin cites Elisha and the 

promises made in the Psalms concerning the guardianship of angels.170  Christ is 

mentioned in Calvin’s comments, but only in the context of the angels ministering to Him 

and the church.171  Thus, in place of advancing the Christophanic, Calvin offers an 

excurses on angelic functions. 

Calvin addresses the king’s words which are often understood as Christophanic 

evidence.  He contends,  

                                                           
167 A second would be Daniel in the lion’s den.   
168 See: Bogdan G. Bucur, “Christophanic Exegesis and the Problem of Symbolization: Daniel 3 (the Fiery 
Furnace) as a Test Case,” Journal of Theological Interpretation 10, no. 2. 227-244 (2016); Hanson, Jesus 
Christ, 69-72.  While not firmly committing, Walvoord’s comments indicate he attributes this to Christ.  
Walvoord, Jesus Christ our Lord, 52-54.   Rhodes holds that both Daniel 3 and Daniel 6 constitute a 
Christophany.  Rhodes, Christ Before the Manger, 97-98.  Gaebelein is convinced that both Daniel 3 and 
Daniel 6 speak of the same angel, the Angel of the Lord.  Gaebelein, The Angels of God, 58; and Edwards, 
The Works of President Edwards, 110.  Those who do not include Daniel 3 in their Christophanic or 
Theophanic lists, but also do not offer reasons why, include: George Savran, “Theophany as Type Scene,” 
Prooftexts 23. 119-149 (2003); and David Murray, Jesus on Every Page (Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2013).  
169 Comm. Daniel 3:25, CTS I.230; CO 40.638. 
170 Comm. Daniel 3:25, CTS I.231; CO 40.638. 
171 “This [Ps. 41:2 and 34:7], indeed, is especially fulfilled in Christ; but it is extended to the whole body, and 
to each member of the Church, for God has his own host at hand to serve him.”  Comm. Daniel 3:25, CTS 
I.231; CO 40.638-639. 
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A single angel was sent to these three men; Nebuchadnezzar calls him a son of 
God; not because he thought him to be Christ, but according to the common 
opinion among all people, that angels are sons of God, since a certain divinity is 
resplendent in them; and hence they call angels generally sons of God.  According 
to this usual custom, Nebuchadnezzar says, the fourth man is like a son of a god.  
For he could not recognize the only-begotten Son of God, since, as we have already 
seen, he was blinded by so many depraved errors.  And if any one should say it was 
enthusiasm, this would be forced and frigid.172 

King Nebuchadnezzar, according to Calvin, uses terminology commonly associated with 

the angelic host.  Calvin further observes that Nebuchadnezzar could not identify Christ 

due to his reprobate state.  To those claiming the king might have unwittingly uttered the 

truth, Calvin dismisses their opinion as mere conjecture, forcing an artificial reading onto 

the passage.   

 All this gives pause to question why Calvin refutes the Christophanic as a possible 

explanation.  It is striking in light of his affirmation that Christ does appear throughout the 

Old Testament.  Yet, in this passage, he slams the door shut on what others consider a clear 

Christophanic attestation.  While it is important to carefully analyze what Calvin explicitly 

states, we ought to also observe what he leaves unsaid.   

 Tellingly, Calvin makes no mention of any mediatorial action.  Rather, the angel 

provides support and encouragement to the three men.  These actions are not characteristic 

of the mediatorial offices.  Furthermore, an additional feature is absent: divine 

communication.  The fourth character is silent and merely perceived.  All other 

Christophanic appearances include communication.173  The possible exception is the Angel 

of the Lord in the pillar of fire and cloud.  I consider this only a possible exception on the 

basis of a few particular observations.  The primary evidence is that the cloud 

communicates with Moses on multiple occasions.  Furthermore, there is a clear description 

of guidance, leading, protection, and judgement.  All of these involve aspects of the 

                                                           
172 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Daniel 3:25, CTS I.231; CO 40.639. 
173 Kuntz declares, “hearing is appreciated as being central to the theophanic event” and “the holy God drew 
near in particular to open man’s ear to a disclosure of his will.”  Kuntz, The Self-Revelation of God, 18. 
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mediatorial offices.  Most importantly, Calvin justifies these inanimate Christophanic 

manifestations by 1 Corinthians 10:4.   

 Hence, I suggest that Calvin’s attribution of Daniel 3 to an ordinary angel is 

primarily based on the absence of the mediatorial markers, particularly the prophetic 

function.174  Furthermore, the argument that Daniel does not contain any Christophanic 

appearances is untenable as Calvin indicates Christ’s visual appearance in Daniel 7, 10, 

and 12.175  This suggests that Calvin derives the Christophanic from the mediatorial action, 

indicating a hermeneutical procedure.  The hermeneutics might be described as follows: A 

Christophany requires the clear presence of mediation, predominately indicated by the 

revelatory speech produced by the prophetic office.  In the absence of the prophetic office, 

corroborating passages in Scripture must attribute the divine presence to constitute a 

Christophany.              

3.4 Concluding Remarks 

A careful analysis of Calvin’s Christological remarks in the Institutes and his 

Commentaries surfaced a wealth of Christophanic knowledge.  Calvin understands the 

mediatorial office to be foundational to Christ’s work and eternally connected to His 

                                                           
174 Daniel 6 is a parallel example.  Calvin states, “Thus we see that Daniel openly assigns to angels the duty 
of rendering assistance, while the whole power remains in the hands of God himself.  He says, therefore, that 
he was freed by the hand and assistance of an angel, but shews how the angel was the agent and not the 
author of his safety.  God therefore, says he, sent his angel.  We have often seen how indistinctly the 
Chaldeans spoke when mentioning the Deity; they called their deities holy, but Daniel here ascribes the entire 
glory to God alone.  He does not bring forward a multitude of deities according to the prevalent opinion 
among the profane.  He puts prominently forward the unity of God; and then he adds the presence of angels 
as assisting God’s servants, shewing how they perform whatever is enjoined upon them.  Thus the whole 
praise of their salvation remains with the one God, since angels do not assist whomsoever they please, and 
are not moved by their own will, but solely in obedience to God’s commands.” Emphasis in original.  Comm. 
Daniel 6:21, CTS I.379; CO 41.23.   
175 Regarding Daniel 7:13, Calvin states, “Without a doubt this [appearance of the Son of man] is to be 
understood of Christ, and the Jews, perverse as they are, are ashamed to deny it, although they differ 
afterwards about Christ.”  Comm. Daniel 7:13, CTS II.40; CO 41.59.  Calvin comments, “we must observe 
how the Prophet’s expression suits neither the human nor the divine nature of Christ properly speaking, but a 
Mediator is here set before us who is God manifest in flesh.  For if we hold this principle that Christ is 
described to us, not as either the word of God or the seed of Abraham, but as Mediator, that is, eternal God 
who was willing to become man, to become subject to God the Father, to be made like us, and to be our 
advocate, then no difficulty will remain.” Comm. Daniel 7:13, CTS II.42-43; CO 41.61.            
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person.  Hence, there exists a particular feature by which Christ is identifiable throughout 

Scripture.  Furthermore, Calvin traces the mediatorial ontology to the Son’s Trinitarian 

distinction.  The Mediator’s office is not an aspect of God’s essence, but a distinguishing 

mark of the Son’s mission.  Consequently, the Father and the Spirit will never undertake 

the work of mediation.  Doing so would eliminate the distinction between the Godhead and 

effectively make the Father, Son, and Spirit synonymous.  Calvin advocates for a sole, 

undivided triune essence with individualistic Trinitarian missions.   

Calvin understands the presence of mediation to identify Christ’s mission and a 

particular feature only identifying Him.  On this basis, Calvin argues for the theophanic as 

ever Christophanic.  The only step required for confirmation is evidence of the exercise of 

the mediatorial offices – predominately the prophetic office.  Calvin’s attestation to the 

prophetic office takes two particular forms: verbal revelation and visual representation.  

Verbal revelation involves conveying divine thoughts to human recipients.  Despite this 

also occurring mediately through angels, the unique aspects of Christ’s prophetic office 

illustrate divine action.  The Angel of the Lord speaks on His own behalf and assumes the 

divine name for Himself.  Furthermore, the human-like appearances foreshadow the 

incarnation.  Thus, Christophanies testify to the divine presence by audibly and visually 

orienting their audience to the Mediator’s salvific act.  The visual stimulation instructs in a 

manner that is arguably as powerful as the accompanying words.   

The prophetic office is treated as a separate entity by Calvin and prominently 

displayed throughout the Old Testament.  Consequently, the lack of individualized 

discussion by Calvin in the Institutes may reflect his belief that the Commentaries 

adequately attests to it.  The markers of divine speech and prophetic foreshadowing 

suggest the exercise of Christ’s prophetic office.  

Taken in combination, Calvin argues for the Christophanic on the evidence of the 

mediatorial offices, illustrated by prophetic utterances, and foreshadowing the incarnation.  
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Thus, Christ’s mediatorial offices serve as an explanatory factor for Calvin’s pre-incarnate 

convictions.  Additionally, the Christophanic proves significant because of the revelation 

provided and the orientation toward the incarnation.  To ignore Christ’s presence is to miss 

a significant image that highlights the coming Messiah and reveals the Mediator Himself.  

This fuels Calvin’s commitment to the Christophanic, while providing an explanation for 

failure to attribute particular angelic appearances to Christ.  Angelophanies are notably 

lacking mediatorial functions and do not include the prophetic role.     

Calvin’s commitment to the Christophanic stems from his understanding of the 

mediatorial identity of the second person of the Trinity.  His Christology is ever Trinitarian 

and offers a hermeneutic for appropriately determining the presence of the pre-incarnate 

Christ.  Furthermore, these instances are significant for what they teach in the moment of 

their appearance and for what they preach regarding the future presence of the incarnate 

Mediator.  Hence, the theophanic is solely Christophanic because only the Mediator 

assumes flesh, becoming God with us and the God who reveals Himself to us.  
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CHAPTER 4. DIVINE ACCOMMODATION: THE CHRISTOPHANIC REVELATION 

OF GOD 

Introduction 

John Calvin’s understanding of the mediatorial offices and their Christological impact 

explain his affinity to locate Christ’s pre-incarnate presence through the identification of 

associated markers.  His analysis surfaces several pertinent questions.  Why is mediation 

necessary for interactions between God and human beings?  What accounts for Calvin’s 

propensity to focus on the Creator/creature distinction as the foundation for mediation?  

How can Christ appear in a human-like form that prefigures and yet remains distinct from 

the incarnation?  With these questions in view we turn now to consider the second 

Christophanic marker – divine accommodation. 

I begin my analysis with a discussion of how divine accommodation relates to the 

impartation of divine knowledge.  This is followed by an examination of Calvin’s 

comments on divine accommodation in the Institutes and the Commentaries.  The third 

section justifies the relationship between divine accommodation and the question of 

Christophanies, examining contributing factors and implications.  The fourth section is 

devoted to analysis of particular case studies.  Finally, I summarize my findings and 

provide concluding thoughts.     

4.1 Divine Accommodation and the Knowledge of God 

Divine accommodation is the act wherein God adjusts His self-revelation to meet the 

limitations of His creature.  Cornelius van der Kooi observes that “God’s act is a 

movement from above to below.”1  Huijgen adds that divine accommodation is the process 

whereby, “God adapts Himself, His words and/or deeds when He reveals Himself to 

                                                           
1 van der Kooi, As in a Mirror, 41. 
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humans.  This includes not only God’s use of sacraments, metaphors, or miracles, but even 

the very use of human language in God’s revelation.”2  Dowey declares that it is, “the 

process by which God reduces or adjusts to human capacities what he wills to reveal of the 

infinite mysteries of his being, which by their very nature are beyond the power of the 

mind of man to grasp.”3  Altogether, divine accommodation entails a curtailing of God’s 

essence to reveal in a manner compatible with the creature’s capacity.    

Naturally, Calvin scholars are not of one accord concerning the concept of divine 

accommodation.  Lee posited two divine accommodation camps emerging from the 

Enlightenment: Augustinian/Calvinist and Socinian.4  Infallibility served as the dividing 

line.  Lee states, “The Augustinian understanding of accommodation contends that the 

harmonization of God’s condescension with his perfection results in an inerrant Bible.”5  

Hence, a consideration of Calvin’s implementation must address the reliability of 

accommodated knowledge.     

The concept of divine accommodation does not originate with Calvin.  Rather, this 

doctrine has roots tracing back to the patristics and Jewish scholars.6  Wright notes that 

Chrysostom most frequently employs the concept in his writings.7  Battles notes traces of 

                                                           
2 Arnold Huijgen, “Divine Accommodation in Calvin: Myth and Reality,” in Refo500 Academic Studies, ed. 
Herman J. Selderhuis. Vol. 9, The Myth of the Reformation, ed. Peter Opitz, 248-259 (Bristol: Vandenhoeck 
& Ruprecht LLC, 2013), 248.  
3 Dowey, The Knowledge of God, 3.  Wright offers the following definition and cautionary word, “I suggest 
that the very God submitting to human limitations to speak to and save humans – should set our critical 
antennae quivering, alert to the risks of misrepresentation or overstatement.”  Wright, “Calvin’s 
Accommodation Revisited,” 172.  
4 Lee, The Biblical Accommodation Debate, 211-212.   
5 Lee, 211. 
6 See: Stephen D. Benin, Footprints of God: Divine Accommodation in Jewish and Christian Thought (New 
York: State University of New York Press, 1993).      
7 Wright, “Calvin’s Accommodating God,” 6.  Despite Calvin’s knowledge of Chrysostom, Wright doubts 
that Calvin borrows from him.  He notes, “The first forty occurrences of the single Greek word (noun or 
verb) in Chrysostom’s homilies on Genesis are translated in this edition by a dozen different Latin terms, not 
infrequently periphrastically, so that Calvin would not have encountered here the consistently repeated note 
of the Greek.”  Wright, “Calvin’s Accommodation Revisited,” 173.  Walchenbach suggests that Calvin did 
rely on Chrysostom’s exegetical methods.  See John R. Walchenbach, John Calvin as Biblical Commentator: 
An Investigation into Calvin’s Use of John Chrysostom as an Exegetical Tutor (Eugene: Wipf & Stock, 
2010).  
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divine accommodation in Augustine and Origen.8  Hence, accommodation is a historically 

rich theological concept. 

In this section, I begin with a discussion of accommodating to humanity’s need for 

visual stimulation in Calvin.  This is followed by an analysis of the integral relationship 

between divine accommodation and mediation.  Finally, I examine the application of 

divine accommodation to the Trinity.     

4.1.1 Visual Accommodation 

One of the identifying traits of the Christophanic is visible appearance.  Although 

mediation accounts for the manner of appearance, divine accommodation helps account for 

the significance of the specifically visible manifestation.  Randall Zachman defines divine 

manifestations as when the “invisible God makes Godself somewhat visible.”9  Beyond 

Christophanic appearances, this also extends to revelation in creation, the Word, the 

Sacraments, and other established means.10  As van der Kooi remarks, “God stoops down 

to such an extent that he deliberately places himself at the level where he can be seen and 

heard by his creation.”11  Because God intends for His creation to see His revelation, He 

graciously capitulates to our need for visual stimulation.12  Calvin himself alludes to this, 

stating,  

Moses says that God spake to him [Abram] “in a vision,” by which he intimates 
that some visible symbol of God’s glory was added to the word, in order that 
greater authority might be given to the oracle.  And this was one of the two 
ordinary methods by which the Lord was formerly wont to manifest himself to his 
prophets, as it is stated in the book of Numbers, (chap. xii. 6.).13   

According to Calvin, the visual generates a higher degree of authority.  Calvin does not 

                                                           
8 Battles, “God was Accommodating Himself,” 25-29. 
9 Zachman, Image and Word, 25. 
10 Zachman, 25-39. 
11 van der Kooi, As in a Mirror, 47. 
12 Willis comments, “God accommodates to our condition by making himself to be mediated through our 
senses.”  Willis, “Acts of God,” 16.     
13 Comm. Genesis 15:1, CTS I.399; CO 23.207. 
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imply that the visual is necessary to verify truth, but does note that a difference exists in 

degree of importance.  This suggests that one reason to examine Christophanies is to 

consider what aspect of spoken revelation invites a personal visible appearance.  

Furthermore, this implies that Christ appears at pivotal moments in Israel’s history.14     

 In his comments on Exodus 3:2, Calvin indicates that the need for visual 

stimulation is owing to our creatureliness.  

And the Angel of the Lord appeared unto him.  It was necessary that he should 
assume a visible form, that he might be seen by Moses, not as he was in his 
essence, but as the infirmity of the human mind could comprehend him.  For thus 
we must believe that God, as often as he appeared of old to the holy patriarchs, 
descended in some way from his majesty, that he might reveal himself as far as was 
useful, and as far as their comprehension would admit.15  

The downward movement into the realm of visibility is characteristic of Calvin’s 

description of God’s accommodation.  God descends from the majesty of heaven to meet 

humankind sensibly.  Calvin speaks of Moses’ capacity as an illness, one that cannot bear 

an overload.16  The debilitating effects of creatureliness are impacted by the immense 

majesty of the Creator and the infinitesimal gap between Him and His creation.  God’s 

essence must be accommodated for creaturely comprehension to occur.  Calvin states that 

God reveals “himself as far as was useful, and as far as their [patriarchs] comprehension 

would admit” providing a maximal rather than minimal revelation.17  

 Divine accommodation characterizes all visible appearances and the visible as a 

particular characteristic of divine revelation to the prophets.18  Calvin further emphasizes 

                                                           
14 Fackenheim observes, “If God is ever present in history, this is not a presence-in-general but rather a 
presence to particular men in particular situations.”  Fackenheim, God’s Presence in History, 8.  God’s 
appearance is specific, meeting a particular need.   
15 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Harm. Exodus 3:2, CTS I.60-61; CO 24.35. 
16 “Visibilem porro formam induere necesse fuit, ut conspiceretur a Mose non qualis erat in essentia, sed 
qualem capere poterat humanae mentis infirmitas.”  CO 24.35. 
17 “[Deus] descendisse quodammodo ex sua altitudine, ut illis se patefaceret quantenus utile erat, et ferebat 
eorum captus.” CO 24.35. 
18 In Numbers 12:6 Calvin distinguishes between dreams (apparitions) and visions (physical manifestations).  
He considers revelation disclosed to prophets to involve the latter.  Christophanies, by extension, are to be 
understood as visions – physical manifestations – and should not be classified as dreams.  Comm. Harm. 
Numbers 12:6, CTS IV, 45-46; CO 25.182.  Calvin further illustrates that “God spake to him [Abram] ‘in a 
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the significance of the visual in his remarks,  

I have elsewhere treated of dreams and visions.  It will then be sufficient to give the 
sum in one word, namely that they were seals for the confirmation of prophecies so 
that the Prophets, as if sent from heaven, might with full confidence declare 
themselves to be God’s lawful interpreters.  For visions had their own peculiar 
marks, to distinguish them from phantoms and false imaginations; and dreams also 
were accompanied by their signs, in order to remove all doubt of their 
authenticity.19 

Thus, the visible authenticates the heavenly message while imparting the same authority to 

the human representative.  This indicates that God’s accommodation through visual 

stimulation validates the message’s reliability.20   

 Additionally, the specific manner of God’s visible manifestation is not a random 

symbol, but rather aptly indicative of His presence.  Calvin comments that,   

This word vision signifieth some light [symbolum] which was set before the eyes to 
testify to God’s presence.  For this is the use of visions, that the majesty of the 
Word being well proved, it may purchase credit amongst men; which kind of 
confirmation God used oftentimes toward the prophets; as he saith, that he speaketh 
to his servants by a vision or by a dream.21  

Consequently, the visions God provides fulfill the Immanuel promise, demonstrating 

God’s presence amongst His people.    

In sum, the visual plays a significant role in Calvin’s theological understanding of 

the work of divine accommodation in self-revelation.22  Eire notes, “For Calvin, God is 

                                                           
vision, [in vision loquutum esse Deum]’ by which he intimates that some visible symbol of God’s glory was 
added to the word”.  Comm. Genesis 15:1, CTS I.399; CO 23.207.  Also, “Although not yet accustomed to 
visions [quanquam nondum visionibus assueverat], he [Moses] still perceives that this is no unmeaning 
spectacle” Comm. Harm. Exodus 3:3, CTS I.62; CO 24.36. 
19 Comm. Harm. Numbers 12:6, CTS IV, 47; CO 25.183.   
20 Zachman notes that “One distinguishing characteristic of divine visions is that they disclose to us the 
majesty of God, not as it is in itself, but according to what our capacity can bear.”  Randall Zachman, 
“Oracles, Visions, and Oral Tradition: Calvin on the Foundation of Scripture,” Interpretation 63, no. 2.  117-
129 (April 2009), 120. 
21 Comm. Acts 9:10, CTS I.377; CO 48.205. 
22 Zachman suggests that understanding Calvin to forbid all visual contemplation of the invisible God is 
mistaken.  Zachman, Image and Word, 3.  Yet, a distinction ought to be made between “the ‘dead images’ 
that humans create and the ‘living images’ that God alone can create.”  Zachman, 8.  Warfield observes that 
“Calvin, then, does not at all condemn art, but only pleads for a pure and reverent employment of art as a 
high gift of God, to be used like all others of God’s gifts so as to profit man and glorify the Great Giver.”  
Benjamin Breckinridge Warfield, The Works of Benjamin B. Warfield. Vol. 5, Calvin and Calvinism (Grand 
Rapids: Baker Books, 2003), 184.  Eire demonstrates that Calvin, far from being iconoclastic, was deeply 
concerned about the proper worship of God according the prescribed means in Scripture.  See Carlos M. N. 
Eire, War Against the Idols: The Reformation of Worship from Erasmus to Calvin (Cambridge: Cambridge 
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never an abstraction that has to be related to an abstractly conceived humanity; He is 

always the God of man, the God who reveals himself.”23  God’s self-revelation is given 

through Christ’s accommodated visual appearance.24  These appearances highlight the 

importance of the accompanying revelation, grant divine appointment to the recipients, 

foreshadow the incarnation, reveal the prophetic mediatorial office, and confirm the 

Immanuel promise.     

4.1.2 Mediation Necessitated by Accommodation 

All actions of Christ in creation stem from His mission as the Mediator.  Furthermore, 

divine accommodation involves a limitation of God’s essence to meet the capacity of 

humankind.25  This leads van der Kooi to proclaim that, “in all his [God’s] acts and words, 

God accommodates himself to our human measure and human capacity for 

understanding.”26  Huijgen declares, “All in all, accommodated revelation receives a 

distinctly personal character: It binds humans to the one Mediator, Jesus Christ.  The 

broadness of His office as Mediator makes the various accommodated means oriented 

towards His Person, and, thus, personal.”27  Consequently, beyond God descending to the 

creature, accommodation is an invitation for a personal relationship through the 

Mediator.28  This promotes the possibility of a personal understanding of God and, as van 

                                                           
University Press, 1986).  See also Abraham Kuyper’s comments on Calvin and art in: Abraham Kuyper, 
Lectures on Calvinism (New York: Cosimo, Inc., 2007), 142-170. 
23 Eire, War Against the Idols, 203. 
24 Christ serves as Revelation and Revealer.  This stands in contrast to the later tendency by neo-orthodoxy to 
reduce the role of Christ to Revelation.  See: Richard A. Muller, “Christ – The Revelation or the Revealer?  
Brunner and Reformed Orthodoxy on the Doctrine of the Word of God,” Journal of the Evangelical Society 
26, no. 3. 307-319 (September 1983).  
25 Bavinck observes, “If God were to speak to us in a divine language, not a creature would understand him.  
But what spells out his grace is the fact that from the moment of creation God stoops down to his creatures, 
speaking and appearing to them in human fashion.”  Bavinck, Reformed Dogmatics: God and Creation, 100.   
26 van der Kooi, As in a Mirror, 42. 
27 Arnold Huijgen, “The Dynamic Character of Accommodated Revelation: The Metaphors of the Ladder 
and the Pilgrim’s Way,” in Reformed Historical Theology, ed. Herman J. Selderhuis. Vol. 18, Calvinus 
Clarissimus Theologus: Papers of the Tenth International Congress on Calvin Research, ed. Herman J. 
Selderhuis, 326-336 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht GmbH & Co. K.G., 2012), 328. 
28 Kees van der Kooi, “Calvin’s Christology from a Contemporary Systematic Perspective: A Few Remarks,” 
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der Kooi notes, “Some form of mediation is always necessary.”29  In the absence of 

mediation, relationship would remain an impossibility.    

Divine accommodation involves a contemplation of God through the Mediator.  

Battles inserts,  

If accommodation is the speech-bridge between the known and the unknown, 
between the infinitesimal and the infinite, between the apparent and the real, 
between the human and the divine, the Logos who tented among us is the point 
from which we must view creation, the fall, and all history, before and since the 
incarnation.30  

Christ is the key to our knowledge of God.  This leads Tony Baxter to declare that 

“without Christ all knowledge of God is impossible.”31  Baxter contends the Christ alone 

conveys God’s self-revelation.     

Here a categorical mistake would be to understand Calvin as reducing everything to 

the man Jesus Christ.  David Willis delineates this stating,  

When Calvin says that men know God only through Christ, he means primarily but 
not exclusively the man Jesus Christ.  Calvin does not say that we have no 
knowledge of God extra hanc carnem; he says that we have no knowledge of God 
extra Christum.  Christus may refer in a secondary sense to the Eternal Son of God 
extra carnem as well as in a primary sense to the Deus manfestatus in carne.32  

Calvin does not restrict all knowledge of God to the incarnate Christ.  Hence, Calvin 

should not be considered a ‘Christocentric’ reductionist.33  Rather, as Willis indicates, 

                                                           
in Spätmittelalter, Humanismus, Reformation: Studies in the Late Middles Ages, Humanism and the 
Reformation, ed. von Berndt Hamm. Vol. 51, Calvin – Saint or Sinner?, ed. Herman J. Selderhuis, 241-254 
(Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010), 248. 
29 van der Kooi, As in a Mirror, 43. 
30 Battles, “God was Accommodating Himself,” 24.  
31 Tony Baxter, “What did Calvin Teach About Accommodation?,” Evangel 6. 20-22 (Spring 1988), 22.  
32 Emphasis in original.  David Willis, Calvin’s Catholic Christology: The Function of the So-Called Extra 
Calvinisticum in Calvin’s Theology, Studies in Medieval and Reformation Thought. Vol. 2, ed. Heiko A. 
Oberman (Leidan: E. J. Brill, 1966), 130.  
33 Muller describes the pitfalls surrounding the term ‘Christocentric’.  The most advanced, ‘Christomonism,’ 
is far from Calvin’s understanding.  As a result, Muller advocates for “the utter abolition of the term 
[Christocentrism] from discussions of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Protestant thought”.  Richard A. 
Muller, “A Note on ‘Christocentrism’ and the Imprudent use of such Terminology,” Westminster Theological 
Journal 68, no. 2. 253-260 (2006), 254.  He states, “It was never argued by any of the older Reformed 
theologians that direct encounter with Christ somehow mediated knowledge of God: their assumption was 
that the knowledge of God as Redeemer, grounded in and focused on Christ was to be found in Scripture.  
Scripture, not Christ, was understood as the source or principium of the knowledge of God.  Nor did this 
older Reformed theology even pretend that all its doctrines – such as the divine attributes, providence, or 
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there is a dual meaning to Calvin’s implementation of the term ‘Christ’.  This provides a 

compelling reason to speak of Christ and Christophanies rather than maintaining the 

terminology of ‘Eternal Son’.34     

 Calvin scholars, as shown, agree that accommodation defines all interactions 

between Creator and creature.  Furthermore, divine accommodation involves a mediator, 

one who can represent the incomprehensible God.  For Calvin, all mediation is 

accomplished by Christ and knowledge of God is most clearly obtained through Christ.  

Thus, as Wright observes, “The prophet saw God only in the person of Christ, for it is only 

in Christ that God takes on human visibility, on this occasion in appearance only, not in 

substance.”35  Divine accommodation necessitates mediation and mediation is the Son’s 

particular mission.   

4.1.3 Trinitarian Accommodation   

Not only is mediation an outworking of accommodation, but both actions share a common 

Trinitarian logic.  Battles observes that, “For Calvin, then, in every act of divine 

accommodating the whole Trinity – Father, Son, and Holy Spirit – is at work.”36  From a 

limited human perspective, it might appear that only one person is involved: since in the 

Christophanic the Mediator is unveiled, it is tempting to conclude that Christ is the sole 

participant.  Yet, the Father and the Spirit are actively present in every Christophanic 

appearance.  Without the co-ordinated missional activity of all three members, the 

                                                           
reprobation – needed somehow to be understood in and through the historical person of Jesus of Nazareth.”  
Muller, 257.  Muller declares, “It is mistaken to insist that Calvin’s thought as a whole took Christ as its 
central focus and utterly foreign to the mind of the Reformer to hold that ‘revelation in Jesus Christ’ is 
somehow paradigmatic for the content of theology as distinct not only from revelation found in the natural 
order but also from the non-incarnational teaching of the biblical Word.  Certainly, in Calvin’s mind, one can 
discuss providence quite adequately without engaging in christological argumentation.”  Muller, 258-259.    
34 Furthermore, Edmondson states, “For Calvin, there is no purpose to the knowledge of who Christ is apart 
from what he does.”  Edmondson, Calvin’s Christology, 185.  Thus, Calvin argues that we cannot know 
anything meaningful about the Eternal Son without speaking of the person and work of Christ.    
35 Wright, “Calvin’s Accommodating God,” 17.     
36 Battles, “God was Accommodating Himself,” 24. 
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Christophanic appearance would not occur.  The Father initiates the process, the Son is 

sent, and the recipient comprehends the Christophanic because of the Holy Spirit’s 

activity.    

For Calvin, the triune God is the only God there is to be truly known.  As Torrance 

explains,  

We return to the point made by Calvin at the onset of his account of the doctrine of 
the Trinity in the Institutes, that the only God we know is the God who has named 
himself to us as Father, Son and Holy Spirit.  Apart from that trinitarian knowledge 
of God, all we have is an empty idea of God fluttering in our brain.  God cannot be 
truly conceived by us otherwise than as a Trinity, for the three Persons or 
hypostases who eternally reside in him are a Trinity.37   

Consequently, all acts of God – including the act of divine accommodation in a 

Christophanic appearance – is rightly conceived of as a Trinitarian act.   

 The visual plays a crucial role in magnifying the message and Messenger alike.  

The weight of Christophanies is intensified given that other symbols allude to God, but in 

the Christophanic we see God Himself.  For us to comprehend this highest degree of 

revelation, God must descend to the upper echelon of human capacity.  Within this 

accommodated vision, we understand God in His Triune nature.  The Father commissions, 

the Son accommodates, and the Holy Spirit imparts understanding to our hearts.  Having 

briefly considered the scholarly discussion of several strands binding mediation and 

accommodation together, I will consider Calvin’s own remarks in both the Institutes and 

the Commentaries.  

4.2 Divine Accommodation Analyzed 

4.2.1 Divine Accommodation in the Institutes 

From the beginning of the Institutes Calvin provides clues pointing toward divine 

accommodation.  Having provided the duplex cognitio as the proper pursuit of the creature, 

                                                           
37 Torrance, Trinitarian Perspectives, 75. 
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Calvin advocates beginning with the divine.38  A problem soon emerges.  An infinite gulf 

exists between humankind and God.  Hence, “what in us seems perfection itself 

corresponds ill to the purity of God.”39  Our language is conditioned by our finite 

experience and capacities and cannot overreach the separation.   

Calvin suggests that most people live in denial of the distance existing between 

God and humans.  He says,  

Hence that dread and wonder with which Scripture commonly represents the saints 
as stricken and overcome whenever they felt the presence of God.  Thus it comes 
about that we see men who in his absence normally remained firm and constant, but 
who, when he manifests his glory, are so shaken and struck dumb as to be laid low 
by the dread of death – are in fact overwhelmed by it and almost annihilated.  As a 
consequence, we must infer that man is never sufficiently touched and affected by 
the awareness of his lowly state until he has compared himself with God’s 
majesty.40   

Calvin proceeds by furnishing Christophanic examples.  He highlights that deathly fear did 

not normally characterize these men.  Yet, God’s presence unilaterally leaves the recipient 

paralyzed and conscious of their condemnation.41  Mortal fear illustrates the root of divine 

accommodation, namely, the infinite qualitative difference between the Creator and the 

created.   

 The dread of the divine is not unique to humanity, but is also present in the angelic 

order.  Calvin states, “And what can man do, who is rottenness itself [Job 13:23] and a 

worm [Job 7:5; Ps. 22:6], when even the very cherubim must veil their faces out of fear 

[Isa. 6:2]?”42  In an argument from the greater to the least, Calvin discusses how angels are 

fear stricken in God’s presence.  If such is true for perfect beings, how much more should 

                                                           
38 “Again, it is certain that man never achieves a clear knowledge of himself unless he has first looked upon 
God’s face, and then descends from contemplating him to scrutinize himself.”  Inst. I.i.2; CO 2.32. 
39 Inst. I.i.2; CO 2.33. 
40 Inst. I.i.3; CO 2.33. 
41 van der Kooi comments, “In the confrontation with the majesty of God the creature is deeply convinced of 
his dependence and fragility.  For those to whom this occurs, this is a shattering experience which they fear 
they will not survive.”  van der Kooi, As in a Mirror, 46. 
42 Inst. I.i.3; CO 2.33. 
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this apply to sinful humanity?  This effectively sets the stage for divine accommodation 

and suggests that the Creator/creature distinction is Calvin’s primary consideration.43   

 With these preliminary thoughts, I turn to the “so-called locus classicus in Institutes 

1.13.1.”44  Huijgen explains,  

Two points demonstrate the pivotal role of the locus classicus.  First, it is the 
earliest passage in which Calvin places the concept of accommodation in the 
context of the doctrine of God.  In the 1536 edition of the Institutes, Calvin had 
characterized sacraments and other external means as accommodations, and had 
expounded on the patristic commonplace of Paul’s adaptability of becoming all 
things to all persons, but he had not yet related it to the theology proper.  In the 
1539 edition, he does so.45  

As Huijgen notes, the idea of divine accommodation appears in Calvin’s writing at an early 

stage.  Furthermore, Calvin indicates a connection between divine accommodation and the 

Trinity.46 

 Calvin himself describes divine accommodation through the use of several pointed 

metaphors.  He states,  

But even if God to keep us sober speaks sparingly of his essence, yet by those two 
titles that I have used he both banishes stupid imaginings and restrains the boldness 
of the human mind.  Surely, his infinity ought to make us afraid to try to measure 
him by our own senses.  Indeed, his spiritual nature forbids our imagining anything 
earthly or carnal of him.  For the same reason, he quite often assigns to himself a 
dwelling place in heaven.  And yet as he is incomprehensible he also fills the earth 
itself.  But because he sees that our slow minds sink down upon the earth, and 
rightly, in order to shake off our sluggishness and inertia he raises us above the 
world.  And hence falls to the ground the error of the Manichees, who by 
postulating two principles made the devil almost equal to God.  Undoubtedly this 
was to wreck God’s unity and restrict his infinity.  Indeed, that they dared abuse 
certain testimonies of Scripture was due to base ignorance; just as the error itself 
sprang from execrable madness.  The Anthropomorphites, also, who imagined a 

                                                           
43 Oliphint observes, “There is an impermeable (for us), ontological boundary, therefore, between God and 
creation.  It is a boundary that is impossible to transgress.  It would be just as impossible for God essentially 
to become a created being as it would be for creation to become in any way identical to God.  The boundary, 
then, is creation.”  Oliphint, God with Us, 130.  
44 Arnold Huijgen, “Divine Accommodation and Divine Transcendence in John Calvin’s Theology,” in 
Reformed Historical Theology, ed. Herman J. Selderhuis. Vol. 5, Calvinus Sacrarum Literarum Interpres: 
Papers on the International Congress on Calvin Research, ed. Herman J. Selderhuis, 119-130 (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht GmbH & Co. K.G., 2008), 121. 
45 Huijgen, 122-123. 
46 Battles, “God was Accommodating Himself,” 24.  “The passage is part of Calvin’s discussion of God’s 
essence, which in its turn is part of the discussion of the Trinity.”  Huijgen, “Divine Accommodation and 
Divine,” 125. 
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corporeal God from the fact that Scripture often ascribes to him a mouth, ears, eyes, 
hands, and feet, are easily refuted.  For who even of slight intelligence does not 
understand that, as nurses commonly do with infants, God is wont in a measure to 
“lisp” in speaking to us?  Thus such forms of speaking do not so much express 
clearly what God is like as accommodate the knowledge of him to our slight 
capacity.  To do this he must descend far beneath his loftiness.47    

Many scholars focus on Calvin’s final few sentences and can all too quickly fail to 

appreciate the foundational motivation here: God is infinite and the human is finite.  God is 

spiritual and humanity is temporal.  Hence it is folly to imagine that human beings could 

ever construct any meaningful concept of God’s essence, unaided. 

 Calvin returns to the theme of holy fear.  Attempting to contemplate the Holy One, 

apart from His revelation, ought to fill us with holy dread.48  If those who witnessed the 

Holy Presence feared death, how much more cautious should we be?  Thus, the key text on 

divine revelation expands the Creator/creature distinction, highlighting humankind’s 

limited capacity.  Balserak correctly considers the limited epistemic and linguistic capacity 

of human beings to be the main issue.49   

 Additionally, Calvin highlights the need to recognize the genuine nature of divine 

revelation.  The revealed knowledge of God is only a glimpse of the full divine reality.50  

To convey the message, Calvin famously employs the metaphor of a nurse speaking to an 

infant.  One does not speak to a baby in the language suitable for a university lecture.  

Rather, the nurse will ‘baby speak’ to communicate in a manner fitting to the infant’s 

                                                           
47 Inst. I.xiii.1; CO 2.89-90. 
48 “Name certe eius immensitas terrere nos debet, ne eum sensu nostro metiri tentemus; spiritualis vero natura 
quidquam de eo terrenum aut carnale speculari vetat.”  CO 2.89.  Note the qualifier Calvin places on the fear 
– immense [immensitas].     
49 Balserak, Divinity Compromised, 44-47.  Muller adds, “Many of the orthodox systems are prefaced by 
discussions of the theological task in which the distance between God and man, the faultiness of human 
perception, and the limits of human reason appear as barriers to the full and certain knowledge of God.”  
Muller, “Christ – The Revelation,” 311-312.   
50 Huijgen comments, “The immensity of God’s essence precludes its comprehension by finite humans, 
which is the reason that God accommodates Himself.”  Arnold Huijgen, “Divine Accommodation and the 
Reality of Human Knowledge of God: The Example of Calvin’s Commentary on the Moses Theophany 
(Exodus 33-34),” in Spätmittelalter, Humanismus, Reformation: Studies in the Late Middle Ages, Humanism 
and the Reformation, ed. von Berndt Hamm. Vol. 51, Calvin – Saint or Sinner?, ed. Herman J. Selderhuis, 
161-172 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010), 164. 
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comprehension capability.51  

 Often there is a tendency to focus on Calvin’s statement that God does not reveal 

Himself as He is, seemingly echoing Socinian divine accommodation.52  Yet, as 

Woodbridge observed, “The principle of accommodation carries with it no logical 

concomitant to an errant biblical text.  God does not necessarily mislead us in any detail of 

Scripture because He speaks to us in human words.”53  Willis expresses agreement by 

stating, “The accommodated character of the presentation of God’s revelation in Scripture 

does not militate against Scripture’s being wholly what God designed it to be.”54  Against 

inaccurate revelation views, Helm argues that Calvin “distinguishes between God as he is 

in himself and God as he is in us, [yet] he argues that what God does is consistent with 

who God is, for God reveals something of himself even if he does not and cannot reveal 

the whole of himself.”55  Helm’s remarks indicate the partial, but accurate nature of divine 

revelation as conceived by Calvin.     

The importance of differentiating Calvin’s view from other modern conceptions of 

divine accommodation is apparent.56  Calvin does not suggest that divine accommodation 

implies falsehood or error.  Rather, a real, sufficient – but not comprehensive – 

                                                           
51 The term ‘lisp’ might be construed as a stammer or a speaking defect.  The Latin does not intend this, but 
rather indicates something akin to ‘baby speech’.  “Quis enim, vel parum ingeniosus, non intelligit Deum ita 
nobiscum, ceu nutrices solent cum infantibus, quodammodo balbutire?”  CO 2.90.  
52 Stephen Williams states, “In other words, God immutably and from eternity loves his elect, but he needed 
to represent himself to them as angry so that they should reach out in trembling faith for the reconciliation 
wrought in the cross of Christ.”  Stephen Williams, “Calvin, an Accommodating Theologian,” in John 
Calvin: Reflections on a Reformer, ed. T. D. Alexander and L. S. Kirkpatrick, 49-59 (Belfast: Union 
Theological College, 2009), 51.  Williams’ statement betrays a God who acts in a manner contrary to His 
essence.  Even though Williams projects a higher end goal the result is a false caricature of God.  Ironically, 
the emotion that Williams attempts to pit as feigned – anger – is in the same emotional category as the 
characteristic Williams extols – love.  Hence, consistency would demand that both be considered charades, a 
concern Huijgen raises.  See Huijgen, Divine Accommodation, 173.   
53 Woodbridge, Biblical Authority: Infallibility, 34. 
54 Willis, “Calvin’s Accommodation Revisited,” 180. 
55 Helm, Calvin at the Centre (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 99.  See also: Helm, John Calvin’s 
Ideas, 11-34 and 184-208. 
56 See: Richard Muller, The Unaccommodated Calvin: Studies in the Foundation of a Theological Tradition 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000). 
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presentation of God’s essence is portrayed.  

Thus, Calvin’s reticence to speak of God in His essence is understandable.57  God’s 

essence lies beyond the comprehension of the creature.  Instead, we ought to strive to grasp 

God as He manifests Himself to us, something lying within our reach because of God’s 

self-revelation.  This does not imply that we know nothing of His essence, given that 

God’s essence is accommodated for our comprehension.  The critical distinction is that we 

receive a partial, not fictitious, unveiling in His appearances, hence, God’s revelation is 

accurate albeit not comprehensive.58    

The goal of accommodation is the imparting of knowledge to a people who would 

otherwise remain unenlightened.  The unveiling sufficiently reveals God to the creature, 

not encapsulating God’s complete essence, but employing human language to explain the 

divine.59   Yet, this does not imply that the imparted knowledge is false, only a highly 

simplified version.  The vantage point is the difference not the truth nature of the 

revelation.60 

Calvin’s next step appropriates divine accommodation to the person of Christ.  

Christ alone is the hope of believers across both dispensations and He is the revelation of 

the invisible God.61  This requires, as Calvin suggests, a nuancing of terms:  

                                                           
57 This is the God in se and quoad nos distinction mentioned in the discussion of Helm’s views.  Calvin’s 
concern lies in the incomprehensibility of qualis sit Deus even though we are able to see the accommodated 
quoad nos Deus.   
58 Calvin applies this logic to passages describing God’s ‘repentance’.  Inst. I.xvii.13; CO 2.165-166.  Calvin 
places God’s anger and emotions in this group since “we ought not imagine any emotion in him, but rather to 
consider that this expression has been taken from our own human experience”.  Inst. I.xvii.13; CO 2.166.       
59 Inst. I.xvii.13; CO 2.165-166.  Vischer comments, “He [God] ordains that we know that the Giver is not 
the gift, and also that it is not His will to reveal Himself to us in His naked majesty, but clothed with His gift; 
not as He is in Himself, but as He is in His love to us.”  Vischer, The Witness of the Old, 40-41.   
60 Calvin clarifies, “Therefore, since every change among men is a correction of what displeases them, but 
that correction arises out of repentance, then by the word ‘repentance’ is meant the fact that God changes 
with respect to his actions.  Meanwhile neither God’s plan nor his will is reversed, nor his volition altered; 
but what he had from eternity foreseen, approved, and decreed, he pursues in uninterrupted tenor, however 
sudden the variation may appear in men’s eyes [utcunque appareat subita hominum oculis varietas].”  Inst. 
I.xvii.13; CO 2.166.  Calvin suggests a rapid change which temporally appears to be repentance, but from an 
eternal perspective was always in place.        
61 “Here I am gathering a few passages of many because I merely want to remind my readers that the hope of 
all the godly has ever reposed in Christ alone.  All the other prophets also agree.”  Inst. II.vi.3; CO 2.250-
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For even if, properly speaking, faith mounts up from Christ to the Father, yet he 
means this: although faith rests in God, it will gradually disappear unless he who 
retains it in perfect firmness intercedes as Mediator.  Otherwise God’s majesty is 
too lofty to be attained by mortal men, who are like grubs crawling upon the earth.  

For this reason I subscribe to the common saying that God is the object of faith, yet 
it requires qualification.  For Christ is not without reason called “the image of the 
invisible God” [Col. 1:15].  This title warns us that, unless God confronts us in 
Christ, we cannot come to know that we are saved.62   

Calvin’s words point to the interconnectedness of mediation and divine accommodation.  

Faith requires an intercessory Mediator owing to the chasm between the divine and the 

mortal.  Accommodation names the act by which God spans the abysmal distance, bringing 

revelation to the creature through the Mediator’s work.  Apart from Christ we would 

remain in ignorance.   

 Calvin moves from a general discussion to a specific application, namely, divine 

accommodation accomplished through the Mediator.  He states, 

In this sense Irenaeus writes that the Father, himself infinite, becomes finite in the 
Son, for he has accommodated himself to our little measure lest our minds be 
overwhelmed by the immensity of his glory.  Fanatics, not reflecting upon this, 
twist a useful statement into an impious fantasy, as if there were in Christ only a 
portion of divinity, outflowing from the whole perfection of God.  Actually, it 
means nothing else than that God is comprehended in Christ alone.  John’s saying 
has always been true: “He that does not have the Son does not have the Father” [1 
John 2:23 p.].  For even if many men once boasted that they worshiped the 
Supreme Majesty, the Maker of heaven and earth, yet because they had no 
Mediator it was not possible for them to truly taste God’s mercy, and thus be 
persuaded that he was their Father.  Accordingly, because they did not hold Christ 
as their Head, they possessed only a fleeting knowledge of God.63      

Consequently, all mediation is accomplished through the Son and the incomprehensible 

God only becomes comprehensible in the Mediator.   

 The first implication of Calvin’s observations is that the Mediator is necessarily 

divine and human.64  The failure to include both would result in an inability to 

                                                           
251. 
62 Inst. II.vi.4; CO 2.252. 
63 Inst. II.vi.4; CO 2.252. 
64 “Hoc sensu scribit Irenaeus patrem, qui immensus est, in filio esse finitum, quia se ad modulum nostrum 
accommodavit, ne mentes nostras immensitate suae gloriae absorbeat.”  CO 2.252. 
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accommodate.  Either the subject matter would not be accurately transmitted, if the 

Mediator were not divine, or the recipient would fail to grasp the transmission, if the 

Mediator were not finite.     

 The second implication is that all divine revelation is accomplished through the 

Mediator.  The divine and human natures of Christ make Him uniquely qualified to 

accommodate.  Hence, Calvin maintains the Father’s transcendent position as invisible 

while pointing to Christ as His visible representation in and to the creaturely sphere.  This 

reorients the discussion in Trinitarian terms.  The economy of the Trinity, for Calvin, 

dictates that the missions of the persons remain uniquely their own.   

 A final implication is that divine accommodation is predicated upon the 

Creator/creature distinction.  Calvin does not draw the primary distinction between a holy 

God and sinful humanity, but between an infinite Creator and a finite creation.  Certainly 

the capacity of humankind has been drastically altered by sin, however, even apart from 

that consideration human finitude as such requires accommodation apart from sinfulness.  

Van der Kooi captures this well:  

The necessity of accommodation and tempering must be sought not only in the fact 
that sinful man has lost the way to God; it is a given that arises from the categorical 
difference between Creator and creature.  The elevation of God above the transient 
world always makes a certain form of mediation necessary.  Thus it is not in sin 
that the necessity of accommodation itself is found.  Some form of mediation is 
always necessary.65                     

Humanity’s fallen nature places a higher demand upon the need for accommodation, 

aggravating the problem.66  The interval between Creator/creature requires a Mediator who 

accommodates knowledge and imparts revelation.67  The contradiction of the Holy God by 

sinful humanity requires a Mediator who atones for sin and serves as our propitiation.  

                                                           
65 Emphasis in original.  van der Kooi, As in a Mirror, 42-43. 
66 Van der Kooi observes that in Calvin’s “thinking the concept of mediator has a wider meaning and reaches 
further than the incarnation.”  van der Kooi, 43.  
67 Inst. III.ii.1; CO 2.398. 
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Thus, I postulate that a mediation of knowledge – represented primarily by the prophetic 

office – and an atonement mediation – represented primarily by the sacerdotal office – are 

ingredient in the concept of divine accommodation.68  This argues for divine 

accommodation as at once a matter of prophetic mediation and sacerdotal mediation.     

 The Father and Son are not alone in divine accommodation.  Calvin discloses the 

cooperative action by stating,  

For God would have remained hidden afar off if Christ’s splendor had not beamed 
upon us.  For this purpose the Father laid up with his only-begotten Son all that he 
had to reveal himself in Christ, so that Christ, by communicating his Father’s 
benefits, might express the true image of his glory [cf. Heb. 1:3].  It has been said 
that we must be drawn by the Spirit to be aroused to seek Christ; so, in turn, we 
must be warned that the invisible Father is to be sought solely in this image.69 

Calvin portrays the Father as purposing to reveal Himself, the Son as the revelation of the 

Father, and the Spirit as moving our hearts to seek the revelation of God in the face of the 

Son.70  Willis notes, “Whether or not God reveals himself outside of Christ is of 

secondary, because of abstract, importance to Calvin; the point is that God has revealed 

himself fully in Christ and that is all men need for salvation and the enjoyment of the 

blessings of God.”71  Calvin offers a stern warning that the established means are the only 

way to seek God.72   

                                                           
68 Willis defines the resulting mediatorial action as, a “mediation as reconciliation and mediation as 
sustenance.  As reconciler, the Mediator was ordained because of the Fall to restore the broken relationship 
between God and man.  As sustainer, the Mediator always was the way creation was preserved and ordered.”  
Willis, Calvin’s Catholic Christology, 70.  These two categories capture the relationship between the Creator 
and His creation.  Willis points to the foundational issues by saying, “Mediator as Head of the angels, and 
Mediator as expiator of sin: these two form a paradigm for Calvin’s understanding of the style in which the 
Eternal Son mediated for unfallen creation and for rebellious creation.”  Willis, 71.  Perhaps we might 
consider using Calvin’s phrases as our guideline and posit a noetic mediation of God as Creator and a noetic 
mediation of God as Redeemer.  The former is due to creation, the latter necessitated by sin.      
69 Inst. III.ii.1; CO 3.398. 
70 Wyatt states, “Since Book I contains Calvin’s doctrine of the Trinity, it is clear that God the Creator is 
none other than the triune God, who is author of creation and redemption alike.  All knowledge of God in 
Calvin’s thought is knowledge of God in Christ through the power of the Holy Spirit; thus, the knowledge of 
God, whether in creation or redemption, is one knowledge.”  Wyatt, Jesus Christ and Creation, 93.  
71 Willis, Calvin’s Catholic Christology, 105.  
72 Willis observes that “Since God is found entirely in Christ, those who seek him elsewhere desire 
something more than God.  They who are not satisfied with Christ alone detract from the glory of God by 
desiring something above his perfection, and are ungrateful because they seek elsewhere what they already 
have in Christ.”  Willis, 106.  Calvin restates: “This method of teaching is perceived in the sacraments; even 
though they direct our faith to the whole Christ and not to a half-Christ, they teach that the matter both of 
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Calvin’s language is reminiscent of Luther’s “hidden God”.73  Yet, Calvin does not 

advocate for an unknowable God, but suggests that God makes Himself known through the 

Mediator’s accommodated form.74  Willis states that “Calvin is never able to work with 

exactly the same Deus absconditus – Deus revelatus paradox as Luther.”75  The Mediator 

provides a “true image” because He is what He reveals – God’s very essence.76     

 In sum: Calvin affords divine accommodation substantial treatment within the 

Institutes.77  Divine accommodation is required in light of the Creator/creature distinction 

with additional demand necessitated by sin.  The Mediator is the One through whom God 

accommodates His essence to humankind.  This accommodated revelation is accurate, 

sufficient, and devoid of falsehood, even if not a full bestowal of knowledge.  Furthermore, 

mediation just is divine accommodation and divine accommodation is always the exercise 

of the office to the Mediator.  Divine accommodation is an action involving the entire 

Trinity, but centers upon the specific mission of the Son.     

                                                           
righteousness and of salvation resides in his flesh; not that as mere man he justifies or quickens by himself, 
but because it pleased God to reveal in the Mediator what was hidden and incomprehensible in himself.  
Accordingly, I usually say that Christ is, as it were, a fountain open to us, from which we may draw what 
otherwise would lie unprofitably hidden in that deep and secret spring, which comes forth to us in the person 
of the Mediator.”  Inst. III.xi.9; CO 2.540.    
73 “Quia Deus ipse procul absconditus lateret nisi nos irradiaret fulgor Christi.” CO 3.398.  See Martin 
Luther, Luther’s Works, vol. 33, Career of the Reformer, ed. Philip S. Watson (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 
1957), 138-140. 
74 Wyatt observes, “As in the case of Luther, Calvin has a conception of God as the One whose omnipotence 
‘works all in all’ (qua omnia operator in omnibus).  For Luther, God is said to be hidden (absconditus) 
because the divine government and preservation of the universe unfolds by instrumentality; God works 
concealed behind the masks (larvae) which are the manifold ordinances of creation.  For Calvin, God 
remains hidden in the work of providence because the divine ordination of the events takes place according 
to a Will which by its nature remains inaccessible to us.”  Wyatt, Jesus Christ and Creation, 68. 
75 Emphasis in original.  Willis, Calvin’s Catholic Christology, 112.   
76 Willis summarizes, “The majesty of God which is invisible to us shines in Christ.  Or, revelation takes 
place when the majesty of God shines brightly in Christ.”  Willis, 113.  Helm contends that “Since (for 
example) the Son was from the beginning God, and with God he has a substantial and permanent essence, he 
is God.  In manifesting God, he thus manifests the essence of God, albeit in a way that is accommodated and 
adapted to our understanding and to our condition.  The persons, particularly the Son, make God visible, and 
so the essence of God, which is God, is visible.”  Helm, Calvin at the Center, 113.  
77 Other examples and analysis abound as chapter one demonstrates. 
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4.2.2 Divine Accommodation in the Commentaries 

If the Institutes 1.13.1 serves as the locus for divine accommodation, arguably Colossians 

1:15 stands as the locus for God’s invisibility.  Calvin, however, does not divorce the two 

topics.  Rather, he understands them to necessitate each other.   

He [Paul] calls him [Christ] the image of the invisible God, meaning by this, that it 
is in him alone that God who is otherwise invisible, is manifested to us, in 
accordance with what is said in John i.18, –No man hath ever seen God: the only 
begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father, hath himself manifested him to 
us.78 

Calvin observes that Christ alone manifests the One who otherwise remains invisible.79  

Christ’s exclusivity is a theme reoccurring in Mediation, divine accommodation, and 

Christ representing God.80   

 Calvin notes an interesting feature concerning the term ‘image’, leading into a 

discussion of divine accommodation.  

That, therefore, we may not receive anything but what is solid, let us take notice, 
that the term image is not made use of in reference to essence, but has a reference 
to us; for Christ is called the image of God on this ground – that he makes God in a 
manner visible to us.  At the same time, we gather also from this his (ομοουσίαυ) 
identity of essence for Christ would not truly represent God, if he were not the 
essential Word of God, inasmuch as the question here is not as to those things 
which by communication are suitable also to creatures, but the question is as to the 
perfect wisdom, goodness, righteousness, and power of God, for the representing of 
which no creature were competent.81  

Christ, according to Calvin, is called the image of God in reference to humanity.  Hence, 

He is not a copy or of lesser value.82  Calvin refutes the view that Christ is different in 

essence from God.  Instead, he shows Paul’s intent to describe Christ as an image only in 

                                                           
78 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Colossians 1:15, CTS 149; CO 52.84. 
79 “Imaginem Dei invisibilis appellat: quo significat eum solum esse” CO 52.84.  
80 Jansma declares, “This relationship with the person of God is necessary if, wrote Calvin, God is to be seen 
face to face.  Without Christ the teacher or Christ the prophet, this nearness would never be possible.”  
Jansma, The Prophet Office, 204-205.  He further elaborates, “The role of Christ as the prophet, therefore, 
did not begin merely at the incarnation.  As we saw, Calvin asserted that before the incarnation Christ as the 
Word of God was the source of all revelations and present when the oracles of God were spoken.”  Jansma, 
206.  
81 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Colossians 1:15, CTS 149; CO 52.84-85. 
82 “We shall have, therefore, in this term, a powerful weapon in opposition to the Arians” Comm. Colossians 
1:15, CTS 149; CO 52.85. 
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so far as we perceive Him.  This, as Calvin explains, does not indicate an inequality, but an 

accommodation to our needs.  

 Since Christ is truly God and equally shares in the Triune essence, He is fit to 

represent God to us.  Calvin indicates that Christ presents a genuine representation rather 

than a caricature.83  Muller states, “Nor does the characterization of the divine essence as 

incomprehensible imply that it is entirely unknowable and ought not to be discussed; rather 

it indicates that the divine essence cannot be fully or adequately grasped by human 

beings”.84  The issue of competency indicates that humanity’s capacity is unable to bear 

comprehensive revelation since the finite cannot adequately represent God.  Hence, Christ 

is the exclusive Divine Accommodator within the Trinity and amongst creation.  As divine 

and human, Creator and creature, He alone stands qualified to bridge the gap between God 

and humanity. 

 Calvin concedes that arguments concerning the divine essence are not the ultimate 

consideration of this passage, but,  

The sum is this – that God in himself, that is, in his naked majesty, is invisible, and 
that not to the eyes of the body merely, but also to the understandings of men, and 
that he is revealed to us in Christ alone, that we may behold him as in a mirror.  For 
in Christ he shews us his righteousness, goodness, wisdom, power, in short his 
entire self.  We must, therefore, beware of seeking him elsewhere, for everything 
that would set itself off as a representation of God, apart from Christ, will be an 
idol. 85 

Here, Calvin indicates several important aspects of divine accommodation.  First, God’s 

invisibility implies a need for accommodation of God’s essence, not the reverse.  Since 

God is invisible, any representation of Him cannot capture His comprehensive essence.     

 Secondly, divine accommodation is a matter of physical sight and mental 

knowledge.  Both are aspects of creation, reinforcing the Creator/creation distinction as the 

                                                           
83 “Neque enim Deum vere Christus repraesentaret, nisi verbum esset Dei essential:” CO 52.85.  
84 Richard Muller, “Calvin on Divine Attributes: A Question of Terminology and Method,” Westminster 
Theological Journal 80. 199-218 (2018), 204. 
85 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Colossians 1:15, CTS 149-150; CO 52.85. 
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primary motive for divine accommodation.86   Despite our need for visual stimulation, 

unmediated and unaccommodated manifestations of God lay beyond the limits of our 

capacity.    

 Finally, Christ alone represents the divine.  In Christ we are given a clothed 

manifestation of the divine essence.  Calvin indicates a true, yet not comprehensive, 

unveiling.87  Muller observes that, “Incarnation reveals God to us, but it does not manifest 

the infinite person of the Son in all his glory, nor does it manifest the infinite rule of the 

Son over the universe.”88  Christ’s accommodation includes His essence – that which 

qualifies Him to accurately represent God.   

 Calvin presents another pivotal discussion of divine accommodation in his 

comments on 1 Timothy 6:16.   

Who inhabiteth unapproachable light.  He [Paul] means two things, that God is 
concealed from us, and yet that the cause of obscurity is not in himself, as if he 
were hidden in darkness, but in ourselves, who on account of the weak vision, or 
rather the dullness of our understanding, cannot approach to his light.  We must 
understand that the light of God is unapproachable, if any one endeavour to 
approach to it in his own strength; for, if God did not open up the entrance to us by 
his grace, the prophet would not say: “They who draw near to him are 
enlightened.” (Ps. xxxiv. 5.)  Yet it is true that, while we are surrounded by this 
mortal flesh, we never penetrate so far into the deepest secrets of God as to have 
nothing hidden from us; for “we know in part, and we see as by a mirror, and in a 
riddle.” (1 Cor. xiii. 9-12)89   

Calvin speaks of the hiddenness of God, but qualifies this by the infirmity of the creature.90  

He guards against the charge that God disappears, thereby making it impossible for the 

creature to find Him.  God has not withdrawn; humanity is unable to approach.  In Christ’s 

                                                           
86 “nec tantum corporeis oculis, sed humanis etiam mentibus” CO 52.85.  
87 “Nam in Christo suam iustitiam, bonitatem, sapientiam, virtutem, se denique totum nobis exhibit.”  CO 
52.85.   
88 Richard A. Muller, “Christ in the Eschaton: Calvin and Moltmann on the Duration of the Munus Regium,” 
Harvard Theological Review 74, no. 1. 33-59 (1981), 36.  
89 Emphasis in original.  Comm. 1 Timothy 6:16, CTS 168; CO 52.332.  Calvin makes parallel remarks on 1 
John 2:22.  Comm. Cath. 1 John 2:22, CTS 196; CO 55.325.   
90 “Duo significat, Deum nobis est absconditum, nec tamen causam obscuritatis in ipse esse, quasi in tenebris 
lateat:” CO 52.332.  
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accommodation God graciously resolves this dilemma.  Divine accommodation, therefore, 

displays the mercy of God in imparting knowledge of Himself to a people who would 

otherwise remain in spiritual darkness. 

 Calvin cites physical and mental sight as inadequate to comprehend the divine.  

Divine accommodation, by implication, is extended to all creation and is initiated by 

Creation rather than the Fall.91  God, as transcendent Creator, cannot be reached from 

below.  The movement must be from above, meeting the capacity of the weaker party.  

Calvin links our limitation to mortal flesh, signifying that humanity will never plumb the 

depths of God’s essence.92  

Calvin reveals that divine accommodation is not less than we deserve, but exceeds 

our frail capacities: 

I say, again, that there is not here a distinct discussion respecting the eternal 
essence of Christ, which he has in common with the Father.  This passage is, 
indeed abundantly sufficient to prove it: but John calls us to this practical part of 
faith, that as God has given himself to us to be enjoyed only in Christ, he is 
elsewhere sought for in vain; or (if any one prefers what is clearer) that as in Christ 

                                                           
91 This implies that divine accommodation will be needed as long as the created nature exists.  Muller 
observes, “The functionality of Calvin’s Christology neither makes incarnation purely a reaction to sin nor 
implies the cessation of a Christological function in the eschaton.”  Muller, “Christ in the Eschaton,” 49.  
Either one must posit a deified resurrection or hold that accommodation will continue.  Much research has 
recently emerged in favor of the deification thesis.  Examples include: J. Todd Billings, Calvin, 
Participation, and the Gift: The Activity of Believers in Union with Christ, Changing Paradigms in 
Historical and Systematic Theology, ed. Sarah Coakley and Richard Cross (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2007); J. Todd Billings. “Union with Christ and the Double Grace: Calvin’s Theology and its Early 
Reception,” in Calvin’s Theology and its Reception: Disputes, Developments, and New Possibilities, ed. J. 
Todd Billings and I. John Hesselink, 49-71 (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2012); J. Todd 
Billings, “United to God through Christ: Assessing Calvin on the Question of Deification,” Harvard 
Theological Review 98, no. 3. 315-334 (2005); Julie Canlis, Calvin’s Ladder: A Spiritual Theology of Ascent 
and Ascension (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2010); Oliver D. Crisp, 
Revisioning Christology: Theology in the Reformed Tradition (Surrey: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2011); 
Carl Mosser, “The Greatest Possible Blessing: Calvin and Deification,” Scottish Journal of Theology 55, no. 
1. 36-57 (2002).  For counter arguments see: Michael S. Horton, “Calvin’s Theology of Union with Christ 
and Double Grace: Modern Reception and Contemporary Possibilities,” in Calvin’s Theology and its 
Reception: Disputes, Developments, and New Possibilities, ed. J. Todd Billings and I. John Hesselink, 72-94 
(Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2012); Yang- Ho Lee, “Calvin on Deification: a Reply to Carl 
Mosser and Jonathan Slater,” Scottish Journal of Theology 63, no. 3. 272-284 (2010); Richard A. Muller, 
“Christ in the Eschaton: Calvin and Moltmann on the Duration of the Munus Regium,” Harvard Theological 
Review 74, no. 1. 33-59 (1981); Jonathan Slater, “Salvation as Participation in the Humanity of the Mediator 
in Calvin’s Institutes of the Christian Religion: A Reply to Carl Mosser,” Scottish Journal of Theology 58, 
no. 1. 39-58 (2005); and Edwin Chr. van Driel, “‘Too Lowly to Reach God without a Mediator’: John 
Calvin’s Supralapsarian Eschatological Narrative,” Modern Theology 33, no. 2. 275-292 (2017).    
92 “Quamquam verum est, nunquam, dum hac mortali carne cicumdamur, nos eousque penetrare in ultima 
adyti Dei, ut nihil nos fugiat.”  CO 52.332. 
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dwells all the fullness of the Deity, there is no God apart from him.93  

In particular Calvin notes that accommodated knowledge is pleasant.94  We are to enjoy 

the discovery of knowing God, while remaining satisfied with the good fruits we are given.  

Willis declares that since God fully reveals Himself in Christ, only ingratitude seeks Him 

elsewhere.95     

 Calvin anticipates an objection – if knowledge is only provided through Christ, 

what about those living before the incarnation?  

Were any one to object and say, that many of the ancients thought rightly of God, 
to whom Christ was not known: I allow that the knowledge of Christ has not been 
always so explicitly revealed, nevertheless, I contend that it has always been true, 
that as the light of the sun comes to us by its rays, so the knowledge of God has 
been communicated through Christ.96 

Rather than providing an alternative explanation, Calvin affirms that knowledge is always 

given through Christ.  He suggests that the fathers likewise received knowledge through 

Christ’s accommodation.  Old Testament saints, according to Calvin, achieved a dimmer 

understanding of God through the Mediator.97  His views of divine accommodation 

intensify the Christophanic significance.  Were Christ to remain absent until the 

incarnation, no knowledge or revelation would be possible.   

 Although other examples could be analyzed, I conclude by considering Calvin’s 

comments on Acts 7.98  Calvin writes: 

                                                           
93 Comm. Cath. 1 John 2:22, CTS 196; CO 55.325. 
94 “Abunde quidem ad eam probandam sufficit hic locus: sed Iohannes ad fidei praxim nos vocat: nempe quia 
Deus se totum nobis in Christo fruendum dedit, frustra alibi quaeri: vel (si quis malit clarius) quoniam in 
Christo habitat tota plenitude divinitatis, extra eum nihil esse Dei.”  CO 55.325. 
95 Willis, Calvin’s Catholic Christology, 105.  He proceeds with the caution, “This is different from saying 
that God does not reveal himself elsewhere.”  Willis, 105.  Wyatt adds, “Those who are obstinate enough to 
desire more knowledge than what has been given to Christ, are arraigned by Calvin on a charge of 
ingratitude.”  Wyatt, Jesus Christ and Creation, 6.  
96 Comm. Cath. 1 John 2:23, CTS 197; CO 55.326. 
97 This is not to detract from the importance of the former.  The incarnate Jesus Christ is the brightest 
revelation given to humankind, but not the sole means through which Christ, and thereby God, is unveiled.  
98 Additional passages include, but are not limited to: Genesis 20:7, 48:16, Exodus 3:6, Ezekiel 9:3-4, 
Zephaniah 3:7, John 1, 5:23, 14:6, Acts 7:40, 1 Corinthians 1:20, etc.  Several other studies considering 
accommodation in Calvin’s Commentaries are: Jon Balserak, “‘The Accommodating Act Par Excellence?’: 
An Inquiry into the Incarnation and Calvin’s Understanding of Accommodation,” Scottish Journal of 
Theology 55, no. 4. 408-423 (2002); Jon Balserak, “‘Deus humanitus saepe cum suis agere solet’ An 
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It is certain, indeed, that God did never appear unto men as he is, but under some 
shape agreeable to their capacity; notwithstanding, there is another reason why 
Christ is called by this name, because he being appointed by the eternal counsel of 
God to be unto men the minister of salvation, doth appear unto Moses to this end.99  

In addition to the content of revelation, Calvin advances that God’s manner of 

manifestation is important.  In form, the human-like manifestation orients the recipient 

toward the incarnation.  Were this the only goal, we might expect identical human-like 

forms.  Yet the Angel appears under various guises: Commander of the armies to Joshua, 

in a burning bush to Moses, as a visitor to Abraham, et cetera.  I posit that Christ appears 

in a fashion oriented toward a present need.  Hence, Christ appears as a warrior to Joshua 

on the eve of battle, greets Abraham as a traveler in the midst of his journeys, manifests 

Himself to Moses as the Great I Am, et cetera.100  

4.2.3 Divine Accommodation Summary Remarks 

Divine accommodation occupies a significant place in Calvin’s theology, regulating 

interactions between the Creator and His creation.  As a doctrine, divine accommodation 

attempts to convey the indescribable.  Perhaps this explains Calvin’s proliferation of 

                                                           
Analysis of Divine Accommodation in the Thought of John Calvin” (unpublished dissertation, 2002, 
https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/18599); Jon Balserak, Divinity Compromised: A Study of Divine 
Accommodation in the Thought of John Calvin (Dordrecht: Springer, 2006); Arnold Huijgen, “Divine 
Accommodation and Reality of Human Knowledge of God: The Example of Calvin’s Commentary on the 
Moses Theophany (Exodus 33-34),” in Spätmittelalter, Humanismus, Reformation: Studies in the Late 
Middles Ages, Humanism and the Reformation, ed. von Berndt Hamm. Vol. 51, Calvin – Saint or Sinner?, 
ed. Herman J. Selderhuis, 161-172 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010); Arnold Huijgen, Divine 
Accommodation in John Calvin’s Theology: Analysis and Assessment (Oakville, CT: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht LLC, 2011); Vern S. Poythress, “A Misunderstanding of Calvin’s Interpretation of Genesis 1:6-8 
and 1:5 and its Implications for Ideas of Accommodation,” Westminster Theological Journal 76. 157-166 
(2014); and David F. Wright, “Accommodation and Barbarity in John Calvin’s Old Testament 
Commentaries,” in Understanding Poets and Prophets: Essays in Honour of George Wishart Anderson, ed. 
A. Graeme Auld. 413-427 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993).   
99 Comm. Acts 7:30, CTS I.276; CO 48.144-145. 
100 Walvoord states, “in the first few theophanies of Scripture in which the Angel appears, it is on behalf of a 
friendless and comfortless person who is not even included in a major feature of the Abrahamic covenant.”  
Walvoord, Jesus Christ our Lord, 52.  Additionally it seems that Christ appears at a particular period of 
significance.  Masselink declares, “The circumstances under which the Angel of Jehovah appeared to men 
are also significant.  He made contact with them in the mist of real and actual life situations.”  Masselink, 
“The Angel of Jehovah,” 11.  He continues, “The appearances of the Angel of Jehovah were set against the 
background of the actual life experiences of the people to whom He came.  They revealed not only that the 
Messiah would appear, but they indicated also who it was that should come.  In each instance, some distinct 
facet of divine perfection came to the foreground.  In them we recognize clear-cut pen portraits of the 
Savior.”  Masselink, 13.     
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metaphors.  But any analogy remains an illustration and never fully captures the original.  

To that end, I consider a few of Calvin’s controlling metaphors and note their application 

limits.  

Calvin’s initial image of a nurse and infant depicts the degree of differentiation.101  

Baby speech expresses a desire to relate.102  Differentiation acknowledges capacity without 

yielding accuracy.  The nurse should not be charged with erroneous communication since 

the drive to accommodate is fueled by a desire to impart knowledge. 

Another metaphor Calvin employs is a mirror.  Van der Kooi observes that for 

Calvin, the mirror  

is an outspoken metaphor which functions positively theologically as an indicator 
of the range of earthly means with which God, through his Spirit, draws men to 
himself.  Mirrors are the places where God makes clear what He wills regarding 
man.  God has something in store for man; He made him to be in fellowship with 
Him.  They play an essential role in the trustworthiness of the images and the 
content with which God makes Himself present with man.  For Calvin knowledge 
of God is not reduced to the singularity of the self-revelation given in Christ.103 

Hence, the reflected image is accurate, but not as perfectly detailed as the original.  A 

mirror’s reflection captures certain aspects, but is not identical to the individual it 

represents.  Yet, this does not lead us to charge the mirror with presenting a fair image.   

 Further, as van der Kooi reminds us, there are additional mirrors that Calvin 

employs.  He does not reduce everything to Christ.  Willis states that “Calvin suggests 

there is a revelation of God which is united to but not restricted to what is known from 

Christ’s humanity.  That is, there is a knowledge of God through Christ whose source is 

not exclusively the flesh of Christ.”104  Although this study is focused on the mirror of 

Christ, we must maintain Calvin’s broader theology, refusing to elevate Christophanies 

                                                           
101 See Inst. I.xiii.1; CO 2.90. 
102 van der Kooi states, “from the very start revelation has the nature of an appeal, is creative and 
performative because it creates a relationship.”  van der Kooi, As in a Mirror, 13. 
103 van der Kooi, 16. 
104 Willis, Calvin’s Catholic Christology, 120.  
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beyond his understanding of the knowledge of God.  Christ’s revelation of God is given 

within the larger framework of Scripture.  The knowledge of God is not restricted to 

Christ, but extends to all Scripture.   

 Additionally, Calvin attributes mediation and accommodation – two functions of 

the Son’s incommunicable Triune distinction – to Christ.  Rather than imposing limitations 

on the Trinity, this makes Calvin’s theology more consistently Trinitarian.  The Father 

initiates, the Son accommodates, and the Spirit imparts understanding to the hearts of men.  

Thus, while I am justified to concentrate my interest upon Christ as the One 

accommodating the divine, the Trinity must remain central.  Furthermore, because Christ 

possesses God’s essence, all characteristics revealed through Him are equally applicable to 

each person of the Trinity.  

 Calvin’s considerations emphasize the interrelation between divine accommodation 

and mediation.  The two are aspects of the Son’s unique mission.  Both originate from the 

Creator/creature distinction, further necessitated by the Fall.  Each indicates a movement 

toward relationship.  Thus, mediation and divine accommodation are only artificially 

treated individually while interdependent in reality.     

 Divine accommodation predicated upon the Creator/creature distinction imparts 

mediated knowledge.  This suggests a need to uphold the prominence of the prophetic 

office in formulating a Christophanic doctrine.105  Muller observes, “Christ in his prophetic 

office is the source of revelation – he is the Revealer who alone has seen and known God, 

who has come from the ‘bosom of the Father’ to declare the promises of God to 

                                                           
105 Jansma states, “The fact that Christ was anointed into the threefold office finds its explanation in Calvin in 
the fact that what Christ restores is humankind’s original intention.  As created by God, humanity was 
endowed with knowledge and understanding, with dominion over creation, and with righteousness and 
holiness.  Calvin developed the offices of Christ in the way in which he did to try and meet a need within 
humankind.”  Jansma, The Prophetic Office, 161.  Note that the correlating description of the prophetic office 
is the endowing of knowledge and understanding.  Furthermore, Jansma notes, “in the prophetic, Calvin was 
most concerned to stress how we can possibly relate to God, who is so far above us.  Hence there is more 
emphasis on the way God comes down to us by the efficacy of the Spirit, so that our knowledge of him is 
reliable and true.”  Jansma, 164.  Jansma speaks of Christ’s divine accommodation in this latter sentence.    
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mankind.”106  By examining the Christophanic and considering its mediatorial significance 

we establish who Christ is in His appearances.107   

4.3 The Christophanic Connection 

Having considered Calvin’s thoughts on divine accommodation, I turn to the link between 

divine accommodation and Christophanies.  This involves a consideration of how 

Christophanies fit into divine accommodation and considers the human-like manner of 

appearance.  In this section I pursue two themes: first, the place of the Christophanic 

within the wider notion of divine accommodation, and second, the importance of the 

‘human-like’ quality of divine appearances.    

4.3.1 Christophanies as Divine Accommodation 

The connection between divine accommodation and Christophanies is partially explained 

by the Creator/creature distinction.  All interaction is necessarily accommodated to the 

limited capacities of the creature because an infinite gulf exists between God and 

humanity.  Hence, Christophanies, as a revelation of God, are accommodated.  By 

implication, Christophanies are demanded by the Creator/creature distinction even though 

the Fall intensifies the need.  This provides incentive for viewing pre-Fall divine 

appearances as Christophanies.108     

Since all accommodation requires a mediator, Christophanies, as divine 

accommodations, are always appearances of the Mediator.  Hence, divine accommodation 

                                                           
106 Muller, “Christ – The Revelation,” 314. 
107 Comm. John 1:49, CTS I.79; CO 47.36.  “Parum enim prodesset scire quisnam sit Christus, nisi hoc 
secundum accederet, qualis erga nos esse veli, et in quem finem missus fuerit a patre.”  CO 47.36.  
108 Muller observes, “The necessity for mediated knowledge of God prior to the fall and the relative 
incompleteness of human life even in the sinless state together point definitively to the mediatorial work not 
contingent on the problem of sin.  Sin does indeed account for man’s present inability to know God from 
God’s works and for man’s lack of fellowship with God but, apart from sin, all knowledge of God must of 
necessity still be mediated and fellowship with God would still be incomplete: human incapacity to receive 
the divine points toward a divine capacity to grasp and receive the human sola gratia.”  Muller, “Christ in the 
Eschaton,” 42.   
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dictates that all theophanies are Christophanies.  One of the strengths of Calvin’s view is 

that multiple approaches lead to the same conclusion.  Calvin’s joint logic of mediation 

and divine accommodation concludes that all theophanies are Christophanies.  The result is 

an interworking of the entire Trinity that is Christophanic in manifestation. 

4.3.2 Implications of Divine Accommodation for the Christophanic     

Calvin’s conclusions concerning divine accommodation have implications for his 

Christophanic development.  As a subset, the Christophanic should exhibit all the 

characteristics of divine accommodation.  Divine accommodation dictates that revelation 

through Christ is partial, but authentic and sufficient.   

The Trinitarian aspects of divine accommodation anticipate traces of the Trinity in 

the Christophanic.  Thus, while Christ is manifest, the Christophanic should not be 

construed as strictly the Son’s action.  Furthermore, this defends against any move to 

reduce Calvin’s theology to Christomonism.109  Hence, a proper understanding of 

Christophanies bolsters our Trinitarian knowledge.  For Calvin, distinctions within the 

Godhead are described by their specific missions.     

4.3.3 The Extra Calvinisticum as the Christophanic Medium 

The mission of the Son in manifesting the accommodated divine essence raises a series of 

perplexing questions.  In what manner can the Son be simultaneously human and divine?  

This issue is especially complex when considering the Christophanic.  By definition, 

Christophanies are pre-incarnate appearances of Christ.  The human-like appearances 

introduce questions as to the medium through which Christ appears.  This is especially true 

since Calvin distinguishes between the pre-incarnate and incarnate forms, indicating that 

                                                           
109 For examples see: Wilhelm Niesel, The Theology of Calvin, trans. Harold Knight (London: Lutterworth 
Press, 1956) and Ronald S. Wallace, Calvin’s Doctrine of the Word and Sacrament (Edinburgh: Oliver Boyd, 
1953).  Dawn DeVries advocates a similar position, but restricts her analysis to Calvin’s sermons.  
Unfortunately, she overlooks Calvin’s broader corpus, especially problematic since her study only considers 
a few sermons.  Dawn DeVries, Jesus Christ in the Preaching of Calvin and Schleiermacher (Louisville: 
Westminster John Knox Press, 1996). 
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the Angel of the Lord is not the person Jesus Christ.  Does this indicate that the Son 

assumes multiple physical forms?  Does He abdicate heaven to temporarily manifest 

Himself on earth?  The extra Calvinisticum provides Calvin’s insights into these questions. 

Van der Kooi offers a concise definition of the extra Calvinisticum as an 

explanation of how “The Son in his divinity is not confined to his incarnation.”110  Myk 

Habets adds that the Son, “Without ceasing to be what he was (divine) he became (εγένετο) 

what he was not (human).”111  Oliphint highlights the term extra indicating that “His [the 

Son’s] divinity was not ‘tied’ to his incarnation in an exhaustive way; it surpassed it and 

thus was ‘outside’ the person as incarnate.”112  The concern, as Wendel advances, was to 

elaborate the “essential separateness of the two natures and the maintenance of their 

respective characteristics.”113  Gavin Ortlund suggests that “Calvin found the Lutheran 

doctrine of the ubiquity of Christ ‘monstrous’ precisely because it failed to preserve the 

twoness of Christ’s two natures and instead resulted in ‘some sort of intermediate being 

which was neither God nor man.’”114  Calvin’s articulation via the extra Calvinisticum 

strives to retain the distinctive natures present in the God-man.    

The need for a distinction is not unique to Calvin nor did the concept originate with 

him.  Willis’ work demonstrates the frequent patristic appeal to the extra Calvinisticum.115  

He concludes that “There is nothing uniquely Calvinist about the doctrine, for as a means 

of interpreting the Biblical witness to Christ it had a widespread and ancient usage.”116  

This leads Willis to suggest that “one might coin ‘extra Catholicum’ or ‘extra Patristicum’ 

                                                           
110 van der Kooi, “Christology,” 264.  
111 Myk Habets, “Putting the ‘extra’ Back into Calvinism,” Scottish Journal of Theology 62, no. 4. 441-456 
(2009), 444. 
112 Oliphint, God with Us, 146. 
113 Wendel, Calvin the Origins, 224.  
114 Gavin Ortlund, “Explorations in a Theological Metaphor: Boethius, Calvin, and Torrance on the 
Creator/Creation Distinction,” Modern Theology 33, no. 2. 167-186 (April 2017), 178.     
115 Willis, Calvin’s Catholic Christology, 55.  
116 Willis, 60.  
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as being more appropriate than ‘extra Calvinisticum.’”117  Muller notes that the term ‘extra 

Calvinisticum’ was coined “by the Lutherans to refer to the Reformed insistence on the 

utter transcendence of the human nature of Christ by the Second Person of the Trinity in 

and during the incarnation.”118  He further observes that “It is clear that the so-called extra 

calvinisticum is not the invention of Calvinists but is a christological concept, safeguarding 

both the transcendence of Christ’s divinity and the integrity of Christ’s humanity, known 

to and used by the fathers of the first five centuries, including Athanasius and 

Augustine.”119  McGinnis offers the observation that “this doctrine supports and 

safeguards the traditional orthodox statement solidified at Chalcedon that the one Christ 

has two complete and whole natures in the unity of his person and that the properties of 

each nature are preserved.”120  Helm adds that Chalcedon states that “whatever is essential 

to the divine nature cannot be yielded up in the Incarnation.”121  Hence, Calvin’s 

implementation of the extra Calvinisticum follows a long tradition and stems from a 

defence of the Chalcedonian creed.122 

Calvin’s discussion of the extra Calvinisticum is not restricted to the incarnation.  

Divine accommodation represents an implementation of the extra Calvinisticum.  Willis 

notes that “The theme which dominates Calvin’s Christology is that Christ is to be known 

fruitfully not in his essence but in his power to save, not as he is invisibly in himself, but as 

                                                           
117 Willis, 60.  
118 Muller, Dictionary of Latin and Greek, 111. 
119 Muller, 111. 
120 Andrew M. McGinnis, The Son of God Beyond the Flesh: A Historical and Theological Study of the extra 
Calvinisticum, T&T Clark Studies in Systematic Theology, ed. John Webster, Ian A. McFarland, and Ivor 
Davidson. Vol. 29 (London: Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2016), 190.  
121 Helm, John Calvin’s Ideas, 60.  
122 Habets observes that “Christ, without ceasing to be God, became human.  The two natures remain intact, 
distinct, but not separate.  Reformed theology is thoroughly Chalcedonian on this point.”  Habets, “Putting 
the ‘extra’ Back,” 445.  See also: Jan Rohls, Reformed Confessions: Theology from Zurich to Barmin, trans. 
John Hoffmeyer. Columbia Series in Reformed Theology, ed. Shirley Guthrie, George Stroup, Donald K. 
McKim, B. A. Gerrish, and Amy Plantinga Pauw (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1987), 102-107.  
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the Father willed him to be toward us in his office.”123  Yet, this accommodation is done 

without divesting the Son of His deity – something safeguarded by the extra Calvinisticum.  

Helm explains, “By insisting on the extra, Calvin is arguing that the Son of God is God 

and therefore has God’s essence.”124   

Mediation also plays a pivotal role in explaining the extra Calvinisticum’s function.  

Willis observes,  

There is an intimate relation between the “extra Calvinisticum” and Calvin’s 
double use of “Mediator.”  Christ as Eternal Son mediated the divine ordering of 
the universe from its beginning; Christ as Eternal Son manifested in the flesh 
performed the reconciling mediation without the cessation or diminution of his 
mediation of the divine ordering of the universe.  The Eternal Son’s ordering of 
creation according to the Father’s will is the more comprehensive category, and his 
reordering and restoring of rebellious man are special forms and instances of the 
inclusive office of the Son.125 

The work of the Mediator is accomplished by the means of the extra Calvinisticum 

whereby the unaccommodated essence continually performs the divine mediatorial role 

while the accommodated presence appears in our midst.  Helm further indicates that “The 

privileges and powers of the mediatorial office cannot be ascribed either to human nature 

or to the divine person separately.”126  The extra Calvinisticum provides an explanation for 

considering the Mediator as divine and human without merging the divine into the human 

or vice versa.127   

 Willis further describes the extra Calvinisticum as the means whereby Calvin 

“keeps in the foreground the assertion that the Incarnation was not the Eternal Son’s 

                                                           
123 Willis, Calvin’s Catholic Christology, 61. 
124 Helm, John Calvin’s Ideas, 62.  Rohls notes that, “the incarnation cannot be understood in such a way that 
the Son of God would cease to be true God.  The incarnation is not a kenosis in the sense that the Logos 
actually becomes flesh.”  Emphasis in original.  Rohls, Reformed Confessions, 104. 
125 Willis, Calvin’s Catholic Christology, 71.  
126 Helm, John Calvin’s Ideas, 69.  Helm adds that “Calvin held that the work of Mediator can only be 
performed by the God-man”.  Helm, 70.   
127 Helm suggests that “the fundamental metaphysical thought behind Calvin’s extra is that the union of 
human and divine that is implied in the Incarnation cannot be a case of strict or numerical identity.”  Helm, 
65.  
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abdication of his universal empire but the reassertion of the empire over rebellious 

creation.”128  Oberman agrees, stating that “the second person of the Trinity continues his 

rule during the Incarnation ‘etiam extra carnem’.”129  This relationship between the 

various aspects of the Son’s mission is described, according to Willis, by the title Christ: 

“Christus may refer in a secondary sense to the Eternal Son of God extra carnem as well as 

in a primary sense to the Deus manifestus in carne.”130  While this could result in duality, 

Willis is quick to add, “There is one eternal Logos who is ensarkos as Deus manifestatus in 

carne and is asarkos only in the sense that after the Incarnation the Word was joined to the 

flesh, not restricted to it but not separated from it.”131  Here too, Christophanies guard 

against a separation.      

Having overviewed the scholarly analysis of the extra Calvinisticum, I turn now to 

consider Calvin’s articulation in the Institutes:   

They thrust upon us as something absurd the fact that if the Word of God became 
flesh, then he was confined within the narrow prison of an earthly body.  This is 
mere impudence!  For even if the Word in his immeasurable essence united with 
the nature of man into one person, we do not imagine that he was confined therein.  
Here is something marvelous: the Son of God descended from heaven in such a 
way that, without leaving heaven, he willed to be borne in the virgin’s womb, to go 
about the earth, and to hang upon the cross; yet he continuously filled the world 
even as he had done from the beginning.132 

The divine nature joins with, yet remains distinct from, the human nature.  Thus, 

everything accomplished in the human nature occurred without relinquishing any aspect of 

the divine nature.133  Indeed, this is the foundational concept of the extra Calvinisticum – 

that the Son of God, while remaining God, assumed a human nature.  Calvin remarks, “But 

                                                           
128 Willis, Calvin’s Catholic Christology, 99.  
129 Heiko A. Oberman, The Dawn of the Reformation: Essays in Late Medieval and Early Reformation 
Thought (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1992), 239. 
130 Willis, Calvin’s Catholic Christology, 109.  
131 Willis, 109.     
132 Inst. II.xiii.4; CO 2.352.   
133 “Miribiliter enim e coelo descendit filius Dei, ut coelom tamen non relinqueret; mirabiliter in utero 
virginis gestari, in terries versari, et in cruce pendere voluit, ut semper mundum impleret, sicut ab initio.”  
CO 2.352. 
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from Scripture we plainly infer that the one person of Christ so consists of two natures that 

each nevertheless retains unimpaired its own distinctive character.”134  These words 

indicate Calvin’s concern to avoid restricting the infinite divine essence and nature to a 

finite human body and nature.135  Nothing could seem more absurd to Calvin, then 

attempting to contain the Son of God in the historical person of Jesus Christ.136  Willis 

declares, “In the Incarnation, the Son of God left heaven only in such a way that he 

continued to exercise his dominion over creation; the Incarnation was the extension of his 

empire, not the momentary abdication of it.”137  The implications of Christ abdicating the 

throne have serious consequences including the cessation of divine sustenance and 

upholding of creation.138   

 Calvin connects Christ’s voluntary refusal to act upon His divine nature in His 

incarnate state with the extra Calvinisticum in Philippians 2:7. 

This emptying is the same as the abasement, as to which we shall see afterwards.  
The expression, however, is used έμϕατικοτέρως (more emphatically,) to mean, – 
being brought to nothing.  Christ, indeed, could not divest himself of Godhead; but 
he kept it concealed for a time, that it might not be seen, under the weakness of the 
flesh.  Hence, he laid aside his glory in the view of men, not by lessening it, but by 
concealing it.139 

In his observations, Calvin declares that Christ will not and cannot abdicate His divine 

nature.140  It is inconceivable that Christ could be construed as merely human.  Gordon 

observes, “God fully and truly enters into history, but God is not transformed into or 

                                                           
134 Inst. IV.xvii.30; CO 2.1031. 
135 “Quod etiam pro absurdo nobis obtrudunt, si sermo Dei carnem induit, fuisse igitur angusto terreni 
corporis ergastulo inclusum, mera est procacitas, quia, etsi in unam personam coaluit immensa verbi essentia 
cum natura hominis, nullam tamen inclusionem fingimus.”  CO 2.352.   
136 This has led to the Reformed axiom: finitum non capax infiniti.  Oberman observes that this exact phrase, 
“does not occur in the works of Calvin, yet is has become habitual to connect the extra Calvinisticum with 
this axiom, either to establish its value and truth or to prove its indefensibility.”  Oberman, “The ‘Extra’ 
Dimension,” 60-61.   
137 Willis, Calvin’s Catholic Christology, 76. 
138 Willis, 70.   
139 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Philippians 2:7, CTS 56-57; CO 52.26. 
140 “Non potuit quidem Christus abdicare se divinitate:” CO 52.26.  
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reduced to it.”141  This results in a manifestation of the divine which is not a façade, but is 

tempered to our comprehensive ability.     

The extra Calvinisticum is a specific application of divine accommodation.  Were 

Christ to appear in His unaccommodated state we would be unable to recognize Him.142  

This entails a distinction between the two natures with the properties of one attributed to 

the other.  Joseph Tylenda describes this by stating, “we may summarize Calvin’s thought 

in this manner: the communication of idioms is not a real ontological communication of 

properties (whereby the characteristics of one nature ontologically belong to the other 

nature), but it is the assigning of attributes to a person or subject.”143  Divine 

accommodation and the concept of the communicatio idiomatum posit that what is ascribed 

to Christ is not a complete representation of His essence.   

 In addition to the communicatio idiomatum, Calvin draws a distinction between 

Christus totus and Christus totum:     

Paul does not mean that he suffered anything in his divinity, but he says this 
because the same Christ, who was cast down and despised, and suffered in the 
flesh, was God and Lord of glory.  In this way he was also Son of man in heaven 
[John 3:13], for the very same Christ, who, according to the flesh, dwelt as Son of 
man on earth, was God in heaven.  In this manner, he is said to have descended to 
that place according to his divinity, not because divinity left heaven to hide itself in 
the prison house of the body, but because even though it filled all things, still in 
Christ’s very humanity it dwelt bodily [Col. 2:9], that is, by nature, and in certain 
ineffable way.  There is a commonplace distinction of the schools to which I am 
not ashamed to refer: although the whole Christ is everywhere, still the whole of 
that which is in him is not everywhere.144 

This slight distinction is rendered by the terms “whole of Christ [Christus totus]” as 

distinguished from the whole of that which is “in Him [Christus totum]”.145  McGinnis 

                                                           
141 Emphasis in original.  James R. Gordon, The Holy One in Our Midst (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2016), 
169. 
142 See Exodus 33:20.  
143 Joseph N. Tylenda, “Calvin’s Understanding of the Communication of Properties,” in Articles on Calvin 
and Calvinism. Vol. 8, An Elaboration of the Theology of Calvin, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 148-159 (New 
York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992), 158. 
144 Inst. IV.xvii.30; CO 2.1031-1032. 
145 “quamvis totus Christus ubique sit, non tamen totum quod in eo est, ubique esse.”  CO 2.1032.  Calvin 
again draws the distinction, “Mediator ergo noster quum totus ubique sit, suis semper adest; et in coena 
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further describes the difference by stating,  

Therefore, totus refers to a person, a someone, while totum refers to a nature, a 
something.  The distinction, while a technical one to be sure, has notable 
implications for Christology.  According to this distinction, Christ is always 
personally present because he is a whole and complete (totus) divine person, and a 
divine person is both unbounded by space and present to all things as a cause is 
present to its effects.  However, Christ, having both a divine and human nature is 
not always present by virtue of his body since his body is restricted by spatial 
limitations and cannot be presented to all things.146 

Calvin’s use of Christus totus and Christus totum serves to elaborate the distinction 

presented in the extra Calvinisticum.  Christ is fully present in His divinity even though 

His humanity is spatially restrained. 

 The totus/totum distinction allows Calvin to avoid positing two different forms of 

Christ – an ensarkos and an asarkos.147  Calvin states that, “the very same Christ, who, 

according to the flesh, dwelt as Son of man on earth, was God in heaven.”148  For Christ’s 

divine essence to remain intact it must exist outside of the incarnate man Jesus Christ.  To 

avoid creating a divine Christ and a separate human Christ, Calvin proclaims that the 

human nature of Christ (totus) is restricted to space and time in accordance with human 

limitations while the divine nature of Christ (totum) is present everywhere.149  Pre-

incarnate appearances of Christ help clarify by removing the incarnation from the equation 

and re-centering the question of the mode of manifestation around the Son’s distinctive 

                                                           
speciali modo praesentem se exhibet, sic tamen ut totus adsit, non totum:” CO 2.1032.   
146 McGinnis, The Son of God, 60.  Muller defines the totus/totum distinction as: “the whole person/the whole 
thing”.  Emphasis in original.  Muller, Dictionary of Latin and Greek, 305.  
147 This concept plays a pivotal role in Calvin’s articulation of the current real presence of Christ.  See: 
Herman Bavinck, “Calvin’s Doctrine of the Lord’s Supper,” Mid-America Journal of Theology 19, trans. 
Nelson D. Kloosterman. 127-142 (2008); Henri A. G. Blocher, “Calvin on the Lord’s Supper: Revisiting 
Intriguing Diversity, Part 1,” Westminster Theological Journal 76, no. 2. 59-93 (Fall 2014); Henri A. G. 
Blocher, “Calvin on the Lord’s Supper: Revisiting Intriguing Diversity, Part 2,” Westminster Theological 
Journal 76, no. 2. 411-429 (Fall 2014); and Joseph N. Tylenda, “Calvin and Christ’s Presence in the Supper 
– True or Real,” Scottish Journal of Theology 27, no. 1. 65-73 (1974). 
148 Inst. IV.xvii.30. “Ad hunc modum et filius hominis in coelo erat: quia ipse idem Christus, qui secondum 
carnem filius hominis habitabat in terris, Deus erat in coelo.”  CO 2.1032.   
149 Steinmetz explains, “Therefore, wherever Christ is present, both natures are present, even though the 
finite humanity of Christ is seated at God’s right hand.  This point can be repeated as Calvin’s second 
principle; namely, the whole Christ can be present even where Christ is not wholly present (totus Christus 
sed non totum).”  David C. Steinmetz, “Calvin and His Lutheran Critics,” Lutheran Quarterly 4, no. 2. 179-
194 (1990), 187. 
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Trinitarian mission.150   

 Helm discusses the relationship of the communicatio idiomatum with the extra 

Calvinisticum by noting:  

In Calvin’s Christological thinking an important role is played by the thought that 
there is a strong asymmetry between the person of the Son and the human nature 
that he “assumed”.  This asymmetry is underlined by Calvin’s emphasis on the 
extra.  The person of the Son has ontological priority.151 

Consequently, while there is a sense of unity between the two natures in Christ, there is an 

ontological priority which the divine person assumes.  Helm continues, “The asymmetry is 

strikingly seen in the fact that while the person of the Word can act independently of the 

human nature he assumed – this is the heart of the extra – his human nature has never 

acted and cannot act independently of the person of the Word.”152   

 The discussion of the totus/totum distinction and the communicatio idiomatum 

leads to an important observation that the person of the Mediator possesses both a divine 

and human nature.  Calvin states, “Let this, then, be our key to right understanding: those 

things which apply to the office of the Mediator are not spoken simply either of the divine 

nature or the human nature.”153  Consequently, any discussion of the Mediator will involve 

aspects of both natures and may be consistently interrelated with Calvin’s understanding of 

the communicatio idiomatum.  Hence, any appearance of the Mediator involves the extra 

Calvinisticum since the Mediator’s physical presence involves a temporal manifestation 

without an abdication of His omnipresence.   

                                                           
150 The emphasis on the Trinitarian action is not without warrant independent of Christophanies.  Habets 
observes that “Calvin’s Christology is to be located within a trinitarian theology.”  Habets, “Putting the 
‘extra’ Back,” 445. Willis contends that “From 1536 onwards, the so-called extra Calvinisticum was used to 
thwart menacing Eucharistic speculation.  By the 1559 edition the doctrine was also used to forestall 
menacing Trinitarian and anti-trinitarian speculation.”  Willis, Calvin’s Catholic Christology, 27.  
151 Helm, John Calvin’s Ideas, 71.  
152 Helm, 71.  
153 Inst. II.xiv.3; CO 2.355. 
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4.4 Christophanic Passages Examined 

The extensive foundation laid allows me to turn my analysis to specific Christophanic 

passages.  I begin by considering an illustration of the Trinitarian aspect of divine 

accommodation.  Next, I look at how Calvin points to Christ as the One who 

accommodates.  In the third section I consider an application of the extra Calvinisticum 

and Christophanies.  This is followed by an illustration of divine accommodation as a 

marker for Christophanies.  Finally, I analyze the suggestion that Christophanies vary in 

their degree of accommodation.    

4.4.1 Divine Accommodation Necessitated by Creation and Trinitarian in Nature – Isaiah 

6:1-2 

Isaiah’s vision offers a wealth of divine accommodation information.  Calvin begins his 

analysis by declaring,  

It is asked, How could Isaiah see God who is a Spirit, (John iv. 24,) and, therefore, 
cannot be seen with bodily eyes?  Nay, more, since the understandings of men 
cannot rise to his boundless height, how can he be seen in a visible shape?  But we 
ought to be aware that, when God exhibited himself to the view of the Fathers, he 
never appeared such as he actually is, but such as the capacity of men could 
receive.  Though men may be said to creep on the ground, or at least dwell far 
below the heavens, there is no absurdity in supposing that God comes down to 
them in such a manner as to cause some kind of mirror to reflect the rays of his 
glory.  There was, therefore, exhibited to Isaiah such a form as enabled him, 
according to his capacity to perceive the inconceivable majesty of God; and thus he 
attributes to God a throne, a robe, and a bodily appearance.154  

Calvin addresses a series of potential objections, beginning with creation and moving to 

the complication of sin.  The first objection considers the relationship between the spiritual 

and the physical.155  The physical is not equipped to comprehend the spiritual.  Physical 

sight compels God’s physical manifestation.   

 The second objection concerns the infinite distance between God and humanity.  

                                                           
154 Emphasis in the original.  Comm. Isaiah 6:1, CTS I.200; CO 36.126. 
155 “Quaeritur quomodo videre Deum potuerit Isaias, qui, ut spiritus est, corporeis oculis non cernitur.”  CO 
36.126. 
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For humanity to comprehend God’s visibility, they would need to ascend to an 

unattainable height.  Calvin declares that the only solution is for God to stoop down.  God 

alone initiates communication between the two parties.156 

 Calvin describes divine accommodation as the action whereby God presents 

Himself in accordance to the limitations of humanity rather than in His essence.157  This is 

not a caricature of God, but a partial revelation.  The motivating issue is the inability for 

the creature to comprehend the Creator.  Muller characterizes this as an ontological 

inability as distinct from an epistemological inability.158  Hence, due to an ontological 

separation, all visible manifestations of God are accommodated forms.  God allows 

humanity to glimpse an accommodated revelation of Himself.   

 Calvin anticipates another objection, that the accommodated manifestation of God 

might be construed as a divine production.  He counters,  

Hence we learn a profitable doctrine, that whenever God grants any token of his 
presence he is undoubtedly present with us, for he does not amuse us by unmeaning 
shapes, as men wickedly disfigure him by their contrivances.  Since, therefore, that 
exhibition was no deceitful representation of the presence of God, Isaiah justly 
declares that he saw him.159  

Divine accommodation does not involve deception, but is an accurate, partial portrayal.160  

Thus, the recipient of a divine accommodation may truthfully declare that they ‘see’ God.     

Having established the precedence for divine accommodation, Calvin turns his 

attention to the question of the divine identity. 

Second, it is asked, Who was that Lord?  John tells us that it was Christ, (John xii. 
41,) and justly, for God never revealed himself to the Fathers but in his eternal 

                                                           
156 Kuntz contends that “the theophany in the Old Testament is initiated by, and only by, the deity himself.  
Never is man represented as one who evokes a theophanic encounter.”  Emphasis in original.  Kuntz, The 
Self-Revelation of God, 32. 
157 “Sed tenendum est, quoties se patribus spectandum praebuit Deus, nunquam apparuisse qualis est, sed 
qualis hominum sensu capi poterat.”  CO 36.126. 
158 Muller, “Christ in the Eschaton,” 41.   
159 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Isaiah 6:1, CTS I.200-201; CO 36.126. 
160 “Unde elicitur utilis doctrina, quoties profert Deus signum aliquod suae praesentiae eum certo nobis 
adesse, quia non ludit inanibus figuris, sicuti homines eum suis figmentis impie deformant. Quia ergo species 
ista minime fallax Dei praesentis symbolum fuit, eum se vidisse merito affirmat Isaias.”  CO 36.126. 
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Word and only begotten Son.  Yet it is wrong, I think, to limit this, as some do, to 
the person of Christ; for it is indefinitely, on the contrary, that the Prophet calls him 
God.  Nor do their views derive any support from the word אדוני, (adonai,) which 
seems particularly to apply to Christ; for it is often applied to God in an absolute 
and unrestricted manner.  In this passage, therefore, God is mentioned indefinitely, 
and yet it is correctly said that Isaiah saw the glory of Christ, for at that very time 
he was the image of the invisible God. (Col. i. 15.)868F

161   

Calvin positively identifies Christ on the basis of New Testament confirmation.162  He 

proceeds to argue from the Trinitarian mission, implying the presence of divine 

accommodation and mediation.  Hence, Calvin draws a universal principle: God 

exclusively manifests Himself in the person of Christ.163  Furthermore, Calvin indicates 

this is the logical grounds for John’s remarks.  He gives merit [ac merito] to John 12:41 

owing to Son’s mission as the Divine Accommodator and Mediator.   

 Furthermore, I suggest that Calvin is focusing on a Trinitarian application.164  His 

concern lies in unduly restricting the knowledge of God to Christ.165  Calvin does not deny 

Christ’s appearance, but contends that revelation concerning Christ is equally attributable 

to the entire Godhead.  Isaiah indicates that the characteristics presented by Christ are 

aspects of the ontological Trinity.  Calvin affirms the Christophanic while arguing against 

                                                           
161 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Isaiah 6:1, CTS I.201; CO 36.126. 
162 Calvin’s comments on John 12:41 are surprisingly brief.  This suggests that the Christological dilemmas 
Calvin faced in later years encouraged him to devote more attention to the manifestation of Christ.  
Slotemaker argues that Trinitarian controversies contributed to Calvin’s clearer annunciation in his Ezekiel 
commentary.  See Slotemaker, “‘Fuisse in Forma Hominis,’” 343-346.  Calvin’s remarks read, “Lest readers 
should think that this prediction was inappropriately quoted, John expressly states, that the prophet was not 
sent as a teacher to a single age, but, on the contrary, that the glory of Christ was exhibited to him, that he 
might be a witness to those things which should take place under his reign.  Now the Evangelist takes for 
granted, that Isaiah saw the glory of Christ; hence he infers, that Isaiah accommodates his instruction to the 
future state of Christ’s kingdom.”  Comm. John 12:41, CTS II.44; CO 47.298-299.   
163 “ac merito: quia nunquam Deus se patribus, nisi in aeterno suo sermone et filio unigenito patefecit.”  CO 
36.126. 
164 Steinmetz suggests, “most Christian commentators, including Calvin, conclude that the vision is a vision 
of Christ, but a vision that involves in one way or another the whole Trinity.”  David C. Steinmetz, Calvin in 
Context (Cary: Oxford University Press, 1995) ProQuest Ebook Central, 101. Are Calvin’s seemingly neutral 
stance and stronger Trinitarian remarks influenced positively by these commentators or negatively by those 
who advocate for an alternative explanation?  
165 “Perperam tamen, meo iudicio, hoc quidam ad Christi personam restrigunt:” CO 36.126.  Steinmetz states, 
“Calvin argues that while Isaiah saw the glory of Christ, what he saw cannot be limited to the person of 
Christ”.  David C. Steinmetz, “John Calvin on Isaiah 6: A Problem in the History of Exegesis,” in 
Interpreting the Prophets, ed. James Luther Mays and Paul John Achtemeier, 86-99 (Philadelphia: Fortress 
Press, 1987), 92. 
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reducing theological knowledge to the person of Christ, Christomonastically.166  

 Next, Calvin examines the Seraphim.  His remarks discuss divine accommodation 

as stemming from creation rather than sin.  

The two wings with which they cover their face show plainly enough that even 
angels cannot endure God’s brightness, and that they are dazzled by it in the same 
manner as when we attempt to gaze upon the radiance of the sun.  And if angels are 
overwhelmed by the majesty of God, how great will be the rashness of men if they 
venture to intrude so far!  Let us, therefore, learn that our inquiries concerning God 
ought never to go beyond what is proper and lawful, that our knowledge may 
soberly and modestly taste what is far beyond our capacity.  And yet the angels do 
not cover their face in such a manner as not to be favoured with beholding God in 
some degree; for their flight is not at random.  In like manner we too ought to look 
at God, but only so far as our capacity shall enable us.167   

Calvin argues from the greater to the least.  Sinless angels cannot gaze upon God’s 

unaccommodated essence; what chance remains for those marred by sin?168  Such a 

dilemma implies that while God’s accommodation is contingent upon our sinful nature, it 

is primarily necessitated by creation.  The angelic realm needs accommodation despite 

their perfection.  Recalling Calvin’s comments that the vision is accommodated to Isaiah’s 

capacity, the distinction assumes greater weight.  The Seraphim shield themselves in the 

presence of the accommodated Christ.  If such an accommodated vision lies beyond 

angelic capacity, surely humanity requires additional condescending.   

Calvin finishes his remarks by emphasizing the example of the angels.  He 

observes,    

But I rather agree with those who think that the use of those wings was opposite to 
that of the upper wings; for, as by the upper wings they cover their face, that they 
may not be overpowered by God’s brightness, so they have also lower wings to 
conceal them from our view.  Now if it be true that we cannot behold the small and 
feeble rays of the Divine brightness without being altogether overpowered, how 
could we gaze upon that unspeakably bright and glorious majesty which lays 
prostrate all our faculties?  Let men learn, therefore, that they are far distant from a 

                                                           
166 For Calvin, in the revelation of Christ we receive knowledge of the Triune God.  Vischer declares, “This 
Word which God the Father has and speaks with Himself is so completely one with Him that there is nothing 
in God that is not brought forth in the Word, so that when we behold the Word we see the perfect nature of 
the Father.”  Vischer, The Witness of the Old, 51-52.   
167 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Isaiah 6:2, CTS I.203; CO 36.128. 
168 “Quod si angeli maiestatem Dei ferre nequeunt, quanta erit hominum temeritas si conentur eo usque 
perrumpere?”  CO 36.128. 
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perfect knowledge of God, since they cannot even reach to the angels.169   

In a twist on accommodation, Calvin argues from the direction of the angelic realm.  The 

action of the angels, according to Calvin, shields them from Isaiah’s sight.  Thus, perfect 

angelic creatures lie beyond humanity’s capacity.170  Calvin submits that our inability to 

attain to angelic knowledge renders it impossible to grasp loftier divine knowledge.171    

 In conclusion, Calvin’s remarks on Isaiah’s vision are grounded in divine 

accommodation.  He begins the passage with accommodation necessitated by humanity’s 

limitations and refers throughout to this concept.  Creation surfaces as the root issue 

against the problem of sin.  This results in a divine accommodation to angels and an 

angelic accommodation to humanity.  Taken together, our need for accommodation 

exponentially increases.   

 Additionally, Calvin emphasizes the Trinitarian nature of Christophanies.  Calvin 

argues that every divine action is Trinitarian.  This confirms my earlier observations and 

warns against restricting knowledge to Christ.  Christ, according to Calvin, is the only 

visible form of the invisible God, but He always accommodates the essence of the triune 

God.  Hence, any revealed characteristics are applicable to all persons of the Trinity.   

4.4.2 Divine Accommodation through the Divine Accommodator - Ezekiel 1:26 

Since Ezekiel was one of Calvin’s final Commentaries, any theological advancements 

ought to be therein displayed.172  Muller captures the importance of the timeline with the 

                                                           
169 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Isaiah 6:2, CTS I.204; CO 36.128. 
170 Calvin makes no remarks about the ontology of this inability.  Could it be that there are levels of created-
ness which impact capacity?  Or does the limitation of sin prevent unaltered sight of the sinless created 
beings?   
171 “Quod si ita est, tenues divini splendoris radiolos qui in angelis emicant a nobis perspici non posse quin 
protinus obruamur, quomodo splendidissimam atque illustrissimam maiestatem quae sensus omnes absorbet 
intueri possemus.  Discant ergo homines se longissimi abesse a perfecta notitia Dei, quum ne ad angelos 
quidem usque pertingant.”  CO 36.128.  
172 Parker places Ezekiel in 1565, making it the last Commentary.  Parker, Calvin’s Old Testament 
Commentaries, 29.  Ezekiel’s unfinished nature offers further proof.  Breukelman uses the logic of 
advancements surfacing in final works to organize the Institutes.  See Frans H. Breukelman, The Structure of 
Sacred Doctrine in Calvin’s Theology, ed. Rinse H. Reeling Brouwer, trans. Martin Kessler (Grand Rapids: 
William B. Eerdman’s Publishing Company, 2010). 
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statement,  

In the same way, the lectures on Jeremiah (1563), commentary on Joshua (1564), 
the Harmony of the Last Four Books of Moses (1564), and the Lectures on Ezekiel 
(1565) all appeared after the final edition of the Institutes and thus promise to add 
dimensions to our understanding of the theology of Calvin that are not available to 
the reader of the Institutes.173 

Slotemaker claims that in Ezekiel 1 “Calvin formulates a highly developed argument for 

how to interpret specific Old Testament theophanies.”174  I suggest that this argument is 

fully developed within his previous commentarial work.  Nevertheless, Slotemaker’s 

enthusiasm indicates the importance of analyzing Ezekiel 1.   

 Calvin’s comments are replete with indications of divine accommodation, 

illustrating God’s stooping action:  

Then he [Moses] began to be aroused and to reflect within himself, that a divine 
vision was presented to him.  The same is to be diligently observed in this [Ezekiel 
1] place.  And hence we gather, how humanely, nay, how indulgently, God deals 
with us.  For, as on his part, he sees how small is our comprehension, so he 
descends to us: hence the faces of the living creatures, the stature of their body, and 
what we have formerly mentioned.  Now, however, since he sees us torpid upon the 
ground, and lying there, as it were idle, so he raises us up: this is the meaning of 
what Ezekiel now says, viz., the appearance of the living creatures was like 
burning coals.175      

The creatures mentioned here are not God, but angelic beings.176  Here the angels 

accommodate themselves to acquiesce to the humanity’s limitations.  Calvin notes that this 

accommodation is initiated by God.       

 The accommodation of angelic creatures further testifies to the need for divine 

accommodation.  Calvin states,  

And as God consulted his [Ezekiel’s] infirmity, so he now accommodates his 
discourse to the measure of our capacity.  It is worthy of observation that he says, 
he saw the likeness of an appearance.  Hence we gather that it was not the true 
heavens which he beheld, nor was it a throne formed of any material substance, nor 
was it a real and natural body of a man.  This also the Prophet clearly expresses, 

                                                           
173 Muller, The Unaccommodated Calvin, 155-156.     
174 Slotemaker, “Fuisse in Forma Hominis,” 425.  
175 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Ezekiel 1:13, CTS I.78-79; CO 40.41. 
176 “I have already explained why God showed his four angels to his Prophet under the form of four 
animals.”  Comm. Ezekiel 1:5, CTS I.69; CO 40.34. 
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lest any one should imagine that there is anything visible in God, and, like the 
fanatics, should suppose him to be corporeal; so from this passage any one might 
ignorantly collect, that God can be seen by the eye, confined within place and be 
seated as a man.  Lest those imaginings should creep into men’s minds, the Prophet 
here testifies, that it was not a human body nor any material throne which he saw, 
but that these forms and appearances only were presented to him.177 

Slotemaker notes that Calvin “begins his analysis by arguing that the language of 

similitudo and aspectus indicates that there was neither a material throne present nor a 

nature human body”.178  Rather, these images are strictly visual, not univocally 

corresponding to God’s essence.   

 Calvin’s argument builds by moving beyond the accompanying factors to consider 

the likeness that appeared.   

It is now asked, Why God put on the form of a man in this vision as well as in other 
similar ones?  I willingly embrace the opinion of those fathers who say that this is 
the prelude to that mystery which was afterwards displayed to the world, and which 
Paul magnificently extols when he exclaims – “Great is this mystery – God is 
manifest in the flesh.” (1 Tim. iii. 16.)  the view of Jerome is harsh, who applies 
these words to the Father himself.  For we know that the Father was never clad in 
human flesh.179    

By alluding to the church fathers, Calvin indicates that the Christophanic is in view.  

Furthermore, he explains the human-like form by the incarnation.180  Here, the 

Christophanic foreshadowing reemerges.  Beyond foreshadowing the incarnation, the flesh 

imagery allows Calvin to refute the possibility of the Father’s appearance.  Calvin states 

definitively that the Father is never depicted with flesh.181  Consequently, any divine 

human-like appearance cannot be the Father.   

 Eliminating the Spirit, Calvin concludes that Christ is the only viable candidate.  

                                                           
177 Emphasis in original.  Comm. Ezekiel 1:26, CTS I.95-96; CO 40.52-53. 
178 Emphasis in original.  Slotemaker, “Fuisse in Forma Hominis,” 425. 
179 The translation listed 1 Tit. 3:26.  I have changed this to reflect the Latin.  Comm. Ezekiel 1:26, CTS I.97; 
CO 40.53. 
180 “Libenter amplector patrum sententiam, qui dicunt hoc fuisse praeludium eius mysterii, quod tandem 
exhibitum fuit:” CO 40.53.  Slotemaker concludes, “Thus, Calvin argues that in Ezekiel 1:26 – but, more 
broadly throughout all Old Testament theophanies which indicate that God put on the formam hominis – the 
representation of God in human form is a prelude to Christ being God manifest in human flesh.”  Slotemaker, 
“Fuisse in Forma Hominis,” 426. 
181 “Nam scimus patrem nunquam indutum fuisse carne humana.”  CO 40.53. 
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He states,    

It is quite tolerable that God should be represented by this figure, but what John 
says in his chapter xii. (ver. 41,) must be added, that when Isaiah saw God sitting 
on this throne, he saw the glory of Christ, and spoke concerning him.  Hence what I 
have already cited from the ancients completely agrees with this, that as often as 
God appeared under the form of man, an obscure glimpse was afforded of the 
mystery which was at length manifested in the person of Christ.182  

Calvin refers to John 12:41 as his definitive proof.  Interestingly, this Johannine passage 

refers to Isaiah 6 rather than Ezekiel 1.  Why does Calvin appeal to this passage?  I note 

that Calvin does not (mistakenly) attribute this verse to Ezekiel 1, but nonetheless finds it 

key to the identity question. 

 Slotemaker suggests that Calvin’s exegesis reads Old Testament passages in light 

of the incarnation model.183  This argument provides an important clue, however I believe 

there is a finer nuance to Calvin’s remarks.184  My contention is that the markers of 

mediation and accommodation are the critical components.  The Son’s mission is always 

an exercise of mediation and divine accommodation.  For this reason, He alone assumes a 

human-like form.  This results in the counter observation that all human-like forms will 

positively identify the Son’s missional work.      

 The distinction between angelic and divine accommodation is determined by the 

additional markers of mediation and divinity.  Calvin remarks,  

Daniel describes to us the throne of God more distinctly, who (chap. vii. 9 and 
following) brings forward The Ancient of Days as wearing the figure of a man.  
There God is placed on the highest summit: next Christ the Mediator is joined to 
him: and Daniel says that he was brought to the Ancient of Days because as Christ 
descends from the Father, so he was received into his glory, and now the greatest 
sway and power has been given to him, as we are there taught at length.  But, with 
reference to this passage, it ought to suffice us, that the Prophet saw God only in 
the person of Christ, because what is said of the likeness of a man cannot be 
transferred to either the Father or the Spirit: for neither the Father nor the Spirit was 
ever manifested in flesh, but God was manifested in flesh when Christ appeared, in 

                                                           
182 Comm. Ezekiel 1:26, CTS I.97; CO 40.53-54. 
183 Slotemaker, “Fuisse in Forma Hominis,” 427. 
184 Slotemaker’s analysis that the Son assumes human form begs the question: why this is the case?  What 
qualifies the Son and disqualifies the others?  I contend that Calvin’s argument from mediation and 
accommodation answers both questions by reframing the argument to be Trinitarian.  Hence Slotemaker’s 
argument is correct, but fails to locate Calvin’s ontological source.     
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whom resides the fullness of the Divinity.185 

Christ is described as the Mediator, connecting this role with His person.  Slotemaker 

correctly observes that “Calvin does not say that the Father is in place on the throne and 

that Christ the mediator is subsequently joined with him, but that God (Deus) is present on 

the throne.”186  Calvin uses the human-like form to establish which person is the Father 

and which is the Son.  In doing so, Christ is not identified as ‘the Incarnate’, but rather “the 

Mediator”.187 

 Calvin argues that only the Son took on flesh, compelling us to conceive of 

mediation as the Son’s unique mission.  Consequently, physical manifestations identify 

mediation.  All visual manifestations are divinely accommodated.  Since accommodation 

requires a mediator, all accommodation is the work of the Mediator.  Hence, human-like 

appearances indicate the divinely accommodated Mediator.  Calvin observes,  

If any one should now ask, whence this body was taken, the reply is at hand: the 
body was not created as to substance, but this form was created for the time.  For 
God, as is well known, sometimes gives his angels bodies, which afterwards vanish 
away.  But there was another reason for this vision, because Christ did not appear 
in the form of man that he might taste food as the angels did, (Gen. xix. 23,) but 
only that he might accommodate himself to the capacity of the Prophet.188  

Here, Calvin establishes the motivation for the human-like form: divine accommodation.  

He further indicates that the form was not a permanent body with full substance, but a 

temporary form.            

 Calvin transitions the discussion from human-like form, to 

mediation/accommodation, and ultimately to the Trinity.  

The sum of the whole then is this: the likeness of body was only in appearance, as 
the Prophet says, but not in essence.  Here we collect, that when mention is made of 
God, the whole essence is understood, which is common to the Son and the Holy 
Spirit with the Father: for under the name Jehovah it is absurd to understand Christ 

                                                           
185 Comm. Ezekiel 1:26, CTS I.98-99; CO 40.54-55. 
186 Emphasis in original.  Slotemaker, “Fuisse in Forma Hominis,” 428. 
187 “Illic ergo statuitur Deus in summon gradu, deinde adiungitur Christus mediator:” CO 40.55. 
188 Comm. Ezekiel 1:26, CTS I.99; CO 40.55.  The proper reference is Genesis 29:3, as the Latin shows, 
which is an angelic appearance rather than a Christophany.   
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only.  It follows, then, that the whole essence of God is here comprehended.  At the 
same time, when the persons are mutually compared, the phrase, “in the form of 
man,” belongs solely to Christ.  The whole Deity, then, appeared to his Prophet, 
and that too in the form of a man, but yet neither the Father nor the Holy Spirit 
appeared, because the persons begin to be considered when the peculiar property of 
Christ is shown forth.189  

Here, the essence and mission comparison re-emerges.  The divine essence is ontological 

and shared by all, with the Son’s distinctive mission entailing the human-like appearances.  

Calvin further indicates that while God’s common names are indicative of His essence, His 

essence is only visibly shown in Christ.190  The Son’s economic mission is to manifest the 

invisible God and to accommodate His essence.191 

 Calvin’s final remarks return to the consideration that divine accommodation is 

always accomplished by the Mediator.   

Now therefore, we understand how Christ appeared as to person in human form, 
and yet the whole Deity appeared.  That Christ appeared can be clearly shown from 
the twelfth chapter of John which I have quoted.  (v. 41.) That the whole Deity 
appeared both Isaiah and Ezekiel plainly testify.  I saw Jehovah seated on his 
throne.  (Is. vi. 1.) Who is that Jehovah unless the God of Israel, concerning whom 
Moses formerly pronounced, Thy God, O Israel, is one God.  (Deut. vi. 4.) How 
then does John transfer this to Christ?  why, with regard to person.  We see then 
how well all these things harmonize, because the whole Deity appeared in the 
perfection of his glory, and of his immense essence, and yet appeared in the person 
of Christ alone, because neither the Father nor the Spirit were ever clothed in 
human flesh.192   

The marker of flesh distinguishes between the persons of the Godhead.  Hence, the 

theophanic is exclusively Christophanic.  Yet, the Christophanic is always Trinitarian and 

divinely accommodated.  

 In conclusion, Calvin’s final Commentary binds together the multiple lines of logic 

                                                           
189 Comm. Ezekiel 1:26, CTS I.99-100; CO 40.55.  Unfortunately, Slotemaker does not include this passage 
in his analysis, although he briefly mentions the Trinity: “Calvin insists that if reference is to one of the 
divine persons – e.g. Christ, as indicated by the property of being clothed in human form – the entire essence 
of God is simultaneously indicated.  That is because, following trinitarian doctrine, each member of the 
divine Trinity is the full essence of God: i.e. in Calvin’s language, the ‘essence of God is not to be torn, as if 
one part could be with Christ and another with the Father’.”  Slotemaker, “Fuisse in Forma Hominis,” 429.   
190 “propheteam vidisse Deum duntaxat in persona Christi:” CO 40.55. 
191 “Interea quum inter se comparantur personae, soli Christo convenit, quod dicitur fuisse in forma hominis.”  
CO 40.55.  
192 Comm. Ezekiel 1:26, CTS I.101-102; CO 40.57.   
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seen elsewhere.  Christ is the sole physical representation of the Trinitarian essence.  

Rather than reducing everything to Christ, the Christophanic reveals the ontological 

Trinity.  Our limitations demand God’s essence be accommodated.  The manifestation of 

divine accommodation is appropriated to the Son, as New Testament passages verify.  

Consequently, Christ always accommodates the divine and is the only physical 

manifestation of God.    

4.4.3 Divine Accommodation and the Extra Calvinisticum – Exodus 13:21 

Calvin’s propensity to reference the human-like form focuses the attention on the 

foundational principles of mediation and divine accommodation.  These suggest a way of 

determining Christ’s presence apart from a human-like manifestation.  The pillar of fire 

and the cloud in Exodus 14 are examples of inanimate appearances attributed to Christ.  

While Calvin initially appeals to 1 Corinthians 10 as Christophanic evidence, he rapidly 

advances to the Angel of the Lord.   

Calvin’s remarks offer insights into his understanding of divine accommodation as 

a Christophanic foundation.  

It was indeed a marvelous act of loving-kindness that, accommodating Himself to 
their ignorance, He familiarly presented Himself before their eyes.  He might, 
indeed, have protected them in some other way from the heat of the sun, and 
directed them in the darkness of the night; but in order that His power might be 
more manifest, He chose to add also His visible presence, to remove all room for 
doubt.  But, although the words of Moses seem in some measure to include the 
Lord in the cloud, we must observe the sacramental mode of speaking, wherein 
God transfers His name to visible figures; not to affix to them His essence, or to 
circumscribe His infinity, but only to shew that He does not deceitfully expose the 
signs of His presence to men’s eyes, but that the exhibition of the thing signified is 
at the same time truly conjoined with them.  Therefore, although Moses states that 
God was in the cloud and in the pillar of fire, yet he does not wish to draw Him 
down from heaven, nor subject His infinite glory to visible signs, with which His 
truth may consist without His local presence.193 

Here, Calvin points to divine accommodation.194  Particularly intriguing is Calvin’s 

                                                           
193 Comm. Harm. Exodus 13:21, CTS I.236; CO 24.145.  Kaiser likewise understands all Sinai interactions to 
be suggestive of Christophanies based upon Psalm 45.  Kaiser, The Messiah, 132.  
194 “Ac mirae humanitatis fuit, quod illorum ruditati se accommodans, familiariter versatus sit ante eorum 
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allusion to the sacraments, language which is elsewhere connected to the extra 

Calvinisticum.195  Furthermore, Calvin scholars often associate the extra Calvinisticum 

with disagreements over the Lord’s Supper.196  Calvin’s implementation of the extra 

Calvinisticum is also indicated through the discussion of locality.  There is a concern to 

guard against any tendency to “draw Him down from heaven”.197  Christ does not abdicate 

His heavenly throne when appearing to the Israelites; yet, Christ was truly present.  Calvin 

equally guards against postulating a manifestation “without His local presence”.198  This 

tension reflects the extra Calvinisticum distinction that the eternal Son is genuinely present 

locally in Christ without ceasing to exist in heaven.   

 I note several important considerations from Calvin’s observations.  First, the extra 

Calvinisticum does not detail a complete revelation, but a genuine revelation 

nonetheless.199  God’s essence is withheld without generating a false image.  Here the 

totus/totum distinction proves insightful.  The divine hypostasis of the Son or wholeness of 

                                                           
oculos.”  CO 24.145. 
195 Steinmetz notes that, “The Bible, however, offers repeated accounts of theophanies, of manifestations of 
God under sacramental signs that cry out for explanation…Proper theological inquiry, however, 
demonstrates that ‘God is never seen as he is, but gives manifest signs of his presence adapted to the capacity 
of believers.’”  Steinmetz, “Calvin and His Lutheran,” 189.  
196 See: Ernst van den Hemel, “Things that Matter: The Extra Calvinisticum, the Eucharist, and John Calvin’s 
Unstable Materiality,” in Things: Religion and the Question of Materiality (Fordham Scholarship Online: 
Fordham University Press, 2012. Accessed from url: 10.5422/fordham/9780823239450.001.0001), 63 and 
the counter by Paul Helm: Helm, John Calvin’s Ideas, 59.  For more see: Herman Bavinck, “Calvin’s 
Doctrine of the Lord’s Supper,” Mid-America Journal of Theology 19, trans. Nelson D. Kloosterman. 127-
142 (2008); Henri A. G. Blocher, “Calvin on the Lord’s Supper: Revisiting Intriguing Diversity, Part 1,” 
Westminster Theological Journal 76, no. 2. 59-93 (Fall 2014); Henri A. G. Blocher, “Calvin on the Lord’s 
Supper: Revisiting Intriguing Diversity, Part 2,” Westminster Theological Journal 76, no. 2. 411-429 (Fall 
2014); Paul Rorem, “Calvin and Bullinger on the Lord’s Supper Part I.  The Impasse,” Lutheran Quarterly 2. 
155-184 (1988); Paul Rorem, “Calvin and Bullinger on the Lord’s Supper Part II.  The Agreement,” 
Lutheran Quarterly 2. 357-389 (1988); Joseph N. Tylenda, “Calvin and Christ’s Presence in the Supper – 
True or Real,” Scottish Journal of Theology 27, no. 1. 65-73 (1974); and Joseph N. Tylenda, “A Eucharistic 
Sacrifice in Calvin’s Theology?,” Theological Studies 37, no. 3. 456-466 (September 1976).    
197 “Quamvis ergo tradat Moses Deum in nube fuisse et columna ignis, non vult tamen e coelo ipsum 
elicere,” CO 24.145 
198 “neque immensam eius gloriam subiicere visibilibus signis, quibus constat sua veritas absque locali 
praesentia.”  CO 24.145.  
199 “non ut illis affigat suam essentiam, vel immensitatem circumscribat, sed tantum ut doceat praesentiae 
suae signa non fallaciter se ingerere hominum oculis, quin simul vere coniuncta sit rei signatae exhibition.”  
CO 24.145. 
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Christ, Christus totum, remains unaltered in heaven even though a real, genuine Christ, 

Christus totus, is manifested.  Second, the extra Calvinisticum does not create an ensarkos 

Logos who is qualitatively different from the asarkos Logos.  Any difference is one of 

degree of revelation not essence.  The use of the extra Calvinisticum in this Christophany 

indicates that the issue cannot lie between the ensarkos Logos and asarkos Logos since this 

is an inanimate manifestation.  Third, the issue of location is not the only factor in the extra 

Calvinisticum.  Rather, the association with the totus/totum distinction and the 

communicatio idiomatum suggest that the larger issue is the divine essence remaining 

distinct from the physical. 

 Calvin completes the circuit by moving beyond the generic term ‘God’ to 

attributing this to Christ.  In doing so, Calvin ascribes divine accommodation and the extra 

Calvinisticum to Christ.  Calvin states, “But, soon after, Moses calls this same being an 

Angel, to which he now assigns the name of the eternal God.  And with good reason, 

because our heavenly Father then led the Israelites only by the hand of His only-begotten 

Son.”200  Thus, the presence of divine accommodation, the title ‘Angel’, the extra 

Calvinisticum, and the mediatorial action serve as hermeneutical guidelines identifying the 

Christophanic. 

4.4.4 Divine Accommodation as an Identifier – Exodus 24:9 

Although Calvin often explicitly identifies divine appearances as Christ, Exodus 24:9 

provides a counter example.  Calvin observes about the 70 elders,  

For this reason he says, that “they saw the God of Israel,” not in all His reality and 
greatness, but in accordance with the dispensation which He thought best, and 
which he accommodated to the capacity of man.  The form of God is indeed 
nowhere described, but the pediment (basis) on which He stood was like a work of 
sapphire.201  

Despite Calvin failing to provide a positive identification, he doesn’t disavow the 

                                                           
200 Comm. Harm. Exodus 13:21, CTS I.236; CO 24.145. 
201 Comm. Harm. Exodus 24:9-10, CTS III.323; CO 25.76-77. 
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possibility either.  The form of God is declared unknown, not the ability to attribute this to 

Christ.202  Furthermore, several clues serve as a guide.  

 The first clue Calvin provides is divine accommodation.  The elders see an 

accommodated view of God rather than His full essence.203  Their limitations necessitate 

divine accommodation and God graciously condescends to them.  Since, all visual 

accommodation requires a Mediator, the combination of accommodation and a physical 

presence signifies Christ’s appearance. 

 A second clue given by Calvin is the cross-referencing to other Christophanic 

passages.  In particular, he highlights Ezekiel 1, Exodus 33:20, and Genesis 32:30.204  

These Christophanic passages involve divine accommodation and mediation.  

Cumulatively, I stipulate that Calvin considers this a revelation of Christ.        

4.4.5 Divine Accommodation of Overwhelming Majesty, Varying in Degree – Exodus 33 

Perhaps the closest anyone in Scripture comes to glimpsing God’s essence is described in 

Exodus 33.  Moses brazenly requests to see God’s glory.  This affords Calvin opportunity 

to discuss the relation between divine accommodation, the Creator/creature distinction, and 

Christ. 

Moses intercedes on the sinful nation’s behalf leading God to promise that His 

                                                           
202 “Forma quidem ipsius Dei nulla describitur”.  CO 25.77. 
203 “Hac ratione dicit ipsos vidisse Deum Israel, non qualis et quantus est, sed pro modo dispensationis, quem 
ipse optimum statuit, et quem attemperavit ad captum hominum.”  CO 25.76-77.  The Latin indicates that 
they did not see the essence of God [qualis est] nor did they see the immensity of God [quantus est].  
204 Calvin connects the pediment of Exodus 24 to the throne in Ezekiel 1 with the words, “Thus the throne of 
God was shewn to Ezekiel ‘as the appearance of a sapphire-stone.’ (Ezek. 1.26; x. 1.)”.  Comm. Harm. 
Exodus 24:9-10, CTS III.323; CO 25.77.  The placement and arrival of God is nearly identical in both 
passages.  Calvin recognizes the parallelism with the words, “Finally, on the footstool Infinite Majesty 
appeared, such as to strike the elders with astonishment, so that they might humble themselves with greater 
reverence before the incomprehensible glory of God.”  Comm. Harm. Exodus 24:9-10, CTS III.323-324; CO 
25.77.  The language of incomprehensibility reflects divine accommodation.  Calvin connects the other two 
passages with fear.  Fear is always in conjunction with the divinely accommodated presence.  “Hence we 
may gather that God’s paternal favour towards them is pointed out in that He spared them; for we must bear 
in mind what is said elsewhere, ‘There shall no man see my face and live.’  (Exod. xxxiii. 20.)  Thus, 
amongst the ancients, this was a kind of proverbial expression: We shall die, because we have seen God.  So 
Jacob, in commendation of God’s grace, says, ‘I have seen God face to face, and my life is preserved.’  (Gen. 
xxx.ii. 30.).”  Comm. Harm. Exodus 24:11, CTS III.324; CO 25.77.    
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presence will remain.  Calvin comments,  

We gather from this answer what the desire of Moses was, for God, in accepting his 
prayer, affirms in one word that He will go before them as He was wont, and this 
was a sure pledge of His presence in no ordinary manner.  For although the whole 
world is governed by His providence, still His face does not therein appear so 
conspicuously as in His protection of the Church’s welfare.  And, in fact, since the 
same Angel, who had been presiding over the camp, now undertakes the charge of 
guiding the people, the eternal divinity of Christ is clearly proved from hence. 

This clause, “My face shall go before,” is equivalent to his saying, I will so go 
before thee, that thou shalt truly perceive that I am with thee, as if thou shouldst see 
my face set before thine eyes in a mirror.  Now, since this was fulfilled in Christ, it 
follows that He is the eternal God, whose glory, power, and majesty is far above all 
creatures.205    

God promises His presence as the Angel of the Lord.  Calvin affirms that this same entity 

was present throughout Exodus and attributes this to Christ.  Calvin appeals to divine 

accommodation through employing the mirror metaphor.  This, by implication, allows 

Calvin to attribute the infinite divine majesty to Christ.  

 Calvin’s comments on Moses’ request highlight his understanding of divine 

accommodation and the Christophanic.  He declares, 

But that the desire itself was improper though its object was correct, we learn from 
the reply of God, wherein He shews that it would injurious and fatal to Moses if he 
should obtain that which he seeks as a great privilege.  How, then, will it be with 
us, if the vanity of our nature tempts us to investigate God’s glory more deeply than 
is right?  Wherefore let this passage act as a restraint upon us, to repress the 
speculations which are wild and wanton in us, when we desire to know what God 
would have concealed from us.  This is the rule of sound and legitimate and 
profitable knowledge, to be content with the measure of revelation, and willingly to 
be ignorant of what is deeper than this.  We must indeed advance in the acquisition 
of divine instruction, but we must so keep in the way as to follow the guidance of 
God.206  

Calvin notes that there is a concealment to God.  The emphasis here is on the already 

hidden nature of God and His essence.  Thus, divine accommodation is not a movement of 

concealment within a revealing, but a partial unveiling of that which is already veiled.207   

                                                           
205 Comm. Harm. Exodus 33:14, CTS III.375; CO 25.107. 
206 Comm. Harm. Exodus 33:18, CTS III.377; CO 25.108. 
207 “Quare sit nobis hi locus instar fraeni ad cohibendas quae in nobis nimium exsultant ac lasciiunt 
speculations, dum scire cupimus quae Deus vult nobis esse abscondita.”  CO 25.108.  The verb tense 
indicates something, abscondita, that already is which God desires us to know.   
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 In concert with this, divine accommodation sets the boundaries for the quest for 

knowledge.  Calvin promotes silence regarding everything beyond this domain.208  Moses 

fails to grasp the deadly consequences of his request.  He does not fathom the magnitude of 

separation between the Creator and the creature.  Imitating Moses’ mistake would be 

serious.  We have the example and admonitions from Scripture, thus, we cannot claim 

ignorance.  Rather, we are called to recognize the gracious mercy in divine 

accommodation.  God’s mercy condescends to unveil Himself and His mercy veils His 

incomprehensible features.  He reveals what is more than sufficient for our desires and 

needs.  What God leaves concealed is not needed and would cause harm.   

Additionally, divine accommodation is tailored to creation’s limitations, gracious in 

its partial revelation, and appears to have varying degrees.  Calvin declares,  

Whereas, then, Moses was already superior to the patriarchs, he is now still more 
highly exalted, inasmuch as God makes Himself more fully known to him, and 
carries His manifestation of Himself to its very utmost.  First, therefore, it must be 
borne in mind that God was now known to Moses more familiarly than heretofore; 
still, at the same time, let it be observed, that although a vision was exhibited to his 
eyes, the main point was in the voice; because true acquaintance with God is made 
more by the ears than by the eyes.  A promise is given that he shall behold God; but 
the latter blessing is more excellent, that God will proclaim His name, so that 
Moses may know Him more by His voice than by His face; for speechless visions 
would be cold and altogether evanescent, did they not borrow efficacy from 
words.209  

Here, Calvin links a more highly exalted individual – Moses – with their personal 

knowledge of God.210  Furthermore, this unique reception of divine revelation is connected 

with a divine manifestation.      

 The events of Exodus 33 suggest a variation in the degree of accommodation.  

Perhaps this explains the tendency for Christophanies to be manifested to individuals.  

                                                           
208 “Haec probe, rite et utiliter sciendi ratio, ut revelationis mensural contenti, quod altius est libenter 
ignoramus.”  CO 25.108.  
209 Comm. Harm. Exodus 33:19, CTS III.378; CO 25.109. 
210 “Quum iam patribus superior esset Moses, in altiorem gradum evehitur, ut propius innotescat ei Deus, 
illamque manifestationem numeris omnibus absolvat.  Primo igitur tenendum est, Deum nunc familiarius 
quam antea cognitum fuisse Mosi.”  CO 25.109. 
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Calvin indicates that Moses receives a less accommodated vision than other prophets.  

Hence, the events of Exodus 33 describe a Christophany, invoking an unique unveiling to 

Moses.211  Could this establish a pattern for the eschaton where accommodation due to 

creation might exist to a lesser degree? 

 Calvin further suggests a hierarchy in the manner of divine accommodation with 

verbal revelation at the top.  The visual provides authentication and strengthens the 

auditory component, but remains inferior.212  Calvin suggests that Moses fails to grasp this 

concept and is settling for the lesser by requesting to see God’s glory. 

The implications of the revelatory hierarchy for the Christophanic and 

accommodation direct the emphasis.  The message is of supreme importance with the 

manifestation serving to confirm and graciously condescend to our limitations.  Muller 

declares that Calvin relates, “Christ, the Logos, the essential Word, to the Word of God 

written.  Christ’s prophetic office manifests him as the Word from the ‘bosom of God’ and 

as ‘the principal author of prophecy.’”213  By understanding the Christophanic as an 

exercise of Christ’s prophetic role, the emphasis is on the spoken revelation above the 

accompanying visual component. 

 Calvin further signifies degrees in divine accommodation by contemplating the 

relationship between God and the angelic realm.  He comments,  

Long before the birth of Moses, Jacob had said, “I have seen God face to face,” 
(Gen. xxxii. 30;) and to Moses, as I have lately shewn, a still clearer vision was 
vouchsafed.  Now, however, he obtains something better and more excellent; and 
yet not so as perfectly to see God such as He is in Himself, but so far as the human 
mind is capable of bearing.  For although the angels are said to see God’s face in a 
more excellent manner than men, still they do not apprehend the immense 
perfection of His glory, whereby they would be absorbed.  Justly, therefore, does 

                                                           
211 A parallel example is found in Isaiah 6 regarding divine accommodation to angels.  Another illustration is 
the Transfiguration.   
212 “Simul tamen notandum est, quamvis exhibita fuerit oculis visio, praecipuas tamen partes fuisse in voce, 
quia auribus magis quam oculis percipitur vera cognition Dei.”  CO 25.109.  Calvin employs a comparative 
word, magis to illustrate the hierarchical dimension.  Kuntz states, “In many Biblical theophanies, nothing is 
represented as more essential to the confrontation than the divine proclamation and human audition of words 
that issue from the sovereign yet intervening deity.”  Kuntz, The Self-Revelation of God, 41.   
213 Muller, “Christ – The Revelation,” 313.  
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God declare that He cannot be seen by a mortal man; for we shall not see Him as 
He is, until we shall be like Him.  (1 John iii.2)  For it must needs be that the 
incomprehensible brightness would bring us to nothing.  God, therefore, whilst He 
withholds us from a complete knowledge of Him, nevertheless manifests Himself 
as far as is expedient; nay, tempering the amount of light to our humble capacity, 
He assumes the face which we are able to bear.214   

Calvin indicates that angels too require accommodation albeit to a lesser extent than 

humankind.  This serves as evidence that divine accommodation is primarily based upon 

the Creator/creature distinction rather than sin.  It also points to a difference in levels of 

accommodation.  Angels see a more excellent image, but not God’s full essence.215 

 God’s essence is forbidden for Moses, yet He graciously stoops to satisfy the 

capacity of His creation.  Calvin qualifies this downward action as fit to our needs and to 

the occasion.216  He summarizes, “He [Christ] assumes the face which we are able to 

bear.”217 

 Exodus 33 is a prime example of accommodation and the Christophanic.  Although 

direct discussion of identity is absent, the comments at the beginning and the remarks on 

divine accommodation allow me to extrapolate that Calvin considers this a 

Christophany.218  An analogous situation occurred in Exodus 24, suggesting that Calvin 

has supplied sufficient evidence for the reader to draw Christophanic conclusions.  The 

issues of capacity and creation are reiterated in Exodus 33.  Additionally, Calvin suggests 

that accommodation is not static, but fluctuates based on God’s good pleasure and the 

recipient’s capacity.       

                                                           
214 Comm. Harm. Exodus 33:20, CTS III.381-382; CO 25.111. 
215 “Nam etsi angeli dicuntur faciem Dei videre excellentiore modo quam homines, non tamen capiunt 
immensam gloriae perfectionem, qua absorberentur.”  CO 25.111.  Here Socinian accommodation would 
suggest that angels glimpse a caricature rather than a genuine revelation – a possibility Calvin refuses to 
yield.  
216 “Itaque Deus solida sui cognition nos arcendo, se tamen manifestat quoad expedit: imo lucis mensuram 
nostro modulo attemperans,” CO 25.111.  
217 “faciem induit quam possimus ferre”.  Comm. Harm. Exodus 33:20, CTS III.381-382; CO 25.111. 
218 Is Calvin content to use the more generic form of God rather than engage in a particular discussion related 
to Christ?  It seems Calvin assumes we are capable of linking the two without explicit remarks from him.   
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4.5 Concluding Remarks 

Divine accommodation forms the foundation for Calvin’s understanding of interactions 

between God and humanity.  This is primarily derived from the Creator/creation distinction 

and further compounded by sin.  The Creator/creature distinction implies that angels 

require accommodation as created beings.  Furthermore, it suggests a pattern for the 

eschaton in which the beatific vision involves divine accommodation.  Although Calvin 

never comments directly on this, I suggest that his understanding of divine accommodation 

would likely lead him to this conclusion.219  As a consequence, the Christophanic is 

demanded by our created state, aggravated by our sinful nature.    

Additionally, Calvin implies a difference in degrees of accommodation.  Angels 

receive less accommodated revelation than humans and amongst humanity the level may 

vary.  Consequently, certain appearances merit additional attention due to their less 

accommodated form.  I postulate that a greater depth of understanding the essence and 

character of God is present when Christ is more fully unveiled.  

Calvin’s commitment to divine accommodation does not cause him to sacrifice 

reliability.  Rather, he is convinced of the genuineness of accommodated revelation.  

Divine revelation entails a curtailing of comprehensiveness rather than truthfulness.  

Divine accommodation is sufficient for our needs, matches our capacity, and fulfills our 

desires.  Moving beyond this is vain and fails to appreciate God’s gracious concessions.   

In addition to being trustworthy, Calvin’s description of divine accommodation 

reveals its merciful character.  Accommodation is demanded by our limitations.  We are 

unable to comprehend more than what God reveals and attempting such has deadly 

                                                           
219 Muller suggests something similar by connecting Calvin’s and Owen’s eschatological understandings.  
Muller states, “The epistemological concern of Calvin, absent from much of the foregoing, did not entirely 
disappear during the orthodox period and is well represented by the argument of John Owen”.  Muller, 
“Christ in the Eschaton,” 59.  McDonald notes Owen’s view that “then [in the eschaton] as now, Christ, the 
eternal Son made flesh, mediates both the intellectual apprehension and the physical sight that constitute the 
vision of God in glory:”.  Emphasis in original.  McDonald, “Beholding the Glory,” 156.     
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consequences.  Calvin indicates an unspeakable terror accompanying God’s manifestation.  

Yet, these are highly accommodated appearances.  By implication, anything less 

accommodated would leave the recipient not only fearing for their life, but surrendering it.  

Hence, accommodation functions to shield us.  The Christophanic is a revelation of God’s 

gracious and merciful character.  Not only does God stoop to our level and draw us to His, 

but He manifests Himself to us, thereby fulfilling the Immanuel promise.  The 

Christophanic is only possible because of God’s gracious capitulation.   

The Christophanic is never a solitary action, but always Trinitarian.  As a result, we 

should avoid reducing theology to Christology.  The knowledge presented in Christ is 

instructive for our understanding of the Triune God.  The Trinity is involved in every 

action, yet the distinct economic missions are maintained.  In analyzing appearances of 

Christ, we draw inferences about the Trinity.   

The Son’s mission is identified by mediation and accommodation.  Divine 

accommodation demands a mediator.  The two concepts are inseparable and allow Calvin 

to identify the Son’s action throughout the Old Testament.  Thus, Christophanies are 

indicated by the divinely accommodated presence.  This provides a hermeneutical 

approach for exegeting Christophanic passages.  Accommodation identifies Christ and its 

absence signals an alternate explanation.   

The Christophanic appearances are explained by and shed light upon the extra 

Calvinisticum.  The distinction of natures indicates how Christ assumes a temporary body 

without abducting His eternal throne.  Hence, an examination of Christophanic passages 

helps explain the extra Calvinisticum.  Calvin points to the Christophanic as the textbook 

for the Old Testament church’s understanding of the incarnation.  

Finally, divine accommodation points toward the importance of visual revelation 

and verbal revelation.  Calvin indicates the function of the visual to authenticate and satisfy 

our need for visual stimulation.  By implication the manner of appearance carries 
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instructive significance.  Yet, the visual stands subordinate to the audial.  The content of 

revelation is the critical component and provides knowledge of God.  Thus, we should 

avoid overemphasizing the visible aspects.  Furthermore, this highlights the link to the 

prophetic office as Christ’s prophetic office orients us to the message.   

Divine accommodation explains the Christophanic.  Calvin relies upon this concept 

to highlight important aspects of God’s manifestation through the Mediator.  In the 

process, we learn essential truths about God’s essence and revelation.  The Christophanic 

touches on many foundational aspects of Calvin’s theology.  The twin concepts of 

mediation and accommodation richly enhance our Christological understanding, Christ’s 

Trinitarian mission, and the Triune God.  
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CHAPTER 5. CALVIN’S CHRISTOPHANIC HERMENEUTIC APPLIED 

Introduction 

In the prior chapters I examined Calvin’s Christophanic hermeneutic, analyzed the 

construction of his views, and observed his treatment of Christophanic passages.  The 

result was to demonstrate Calvin’s well-developed articulation that every divine 

manifestation is an appearance of Christ.  In this chapter, I consider the relevance of 

Calvin’s views in relation to contemporary Christophanic debates.  Calvin’s views can and 

should, I argue, provide insights for the modern theological scene.   

In the first section, I summarize the leading arguments defending Christophanies.  

Following this, I consider the main objections advanced by theologians favoring either a 

theophanic or an angelophanic reading of the disputed texts.  The third section pulls 

together elements of Calvin’s own thinking previously discussed and relates them to these 

contemporary debates.  This is followed by an examination of how Calvin’s hermeneutical 

approach might answer objections raised against the Christophanic interpretation of key 

passages.  The fifth section considers the relevance of Christophanies to Calvin scholarship 

and the sixth section suggests applications for the broader Christian realm.  Finally, I 

present concluding thoughts from Calvin’s Christophanic understanding.   

5.1 The Modern Christophanic Case 

The arguments presented by modern Christophanic proponents center around the Angel of 

the Lord.  Here, I overview these claims for comparison with Calvin’s hermeneutic.  

George MacDonald offers one such summary.  MacDonald himself is not a Christophanic 

proponent and argues against identifying Christ with the Angel of the Lord.  However, he 

seeks to “become ‘the angel’s advocate’ and summarize the angel-Christ defence without 
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critique.”1  MacDonald’s remarks provide a useful starting point for the discussion:  

1. The terms malak Yahweh (henceforth, m-Y), “the angel of the Lord,” and malak 
Elohim (m-E), “the angel of God,” should be translated into English with the 
definite article indicating a specific personage. 

2. The m-Y spoke ambiguously in the third and first persons on numerous 
occasions, that is, “for” and “as” God. 

3. Divine honor and worship are accorded to m-Y.  
4. Divine knowledge and attributes are ascribed to the m-Y, and divine acts 

identical with all God’s redemptive actions in the world prior to the cross are 
accomplished by him.   

5. The palpable humanity of one of the “men” who visited Abraham was a 
partially realized anticipation of the incarnation. 

6. If the mediator of the two testaments is not the same in name, form and 
substance, then the unity of the testaments is broken. 

7. Because the OT itself interprets the fourth “man” in Nebuchadnezzar’s furnace 
as “the Son of God” (KJV – Dan 3:25), the angel-Christ identification is 
corroborated.2 

 Walvoord represents the Christophanic position, declaring Scripture teaches the 

Angel of the Lord is the Son.3  He contends that “Christ as the Angel of Jehovah is 

identified as Jehovah in numerous Old Testament passages.”4  Walvoord specifically notes 

that the Angel is attributed God’s personal name.5  Second, Walvoord observes that “The 

Angel of Jehovah is also revealed to be a distinct Person from Jehovah, that is, a Person of 

the Trinity.”6   

Consequently, Walvoord first seeks to establish the Angel as God and then to 

illustrate that He is yet distinct from the Father.  His final move is to contend that “The 

                                                           
1 MacDonald, “Christology and ‘The Angel,’” 328. 
2 MacDonald includes elaborative comments which have been omitted.  Emphasis in original.  MacDonald, 
328-329.    
3 Walvoord, Jesus Christ Our Lord, 44. 
4 Walvoord, 44.  Kaiser states, “There can be no mistaking his [the messenger of the covenant’s] identity, for 
to equate the name of God with his angel or messenger is to call him divine!  Elsewhere this messenger is 
called ‘the Angel of the LORD,’ which is also understood to be a preincarnate appearance of Christ or a 
Christophany (Ex 33:14-15; Jdg 6:12; Isa 63:9).”  Kaiser, The Messiah, 228. 
5 Walvoord, Jesus Christ Our Lord, 44-45.  
6 Walvoord, 45.  Herman Bavinck states, “This Malak YHWH is not an independent symbol nor a created 
angel but a true personal revelation and appearance of God, distinct from him and still one with him in name, 
in power, in redemption and blessing, in adoration and honor.”  Scripture references removed from quote due 
to spatial constraints.  Herman Bavinck, Reformed Dogmatics, ed. John Bolt, trans. John Vriend. Vol. 1, 
Prolegomena (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2003), 329. 
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Angel of Jehovah is the second person of the Trinity.”7  Walvoord accomplishes this by 

noting that “Neither the Father nor the Spirit is characteristically revealed in bodily and 

visible form.”8  He further considers that the Angel only appears prior to the incarnation.9  

Walvoord claims that any New Testament references are to created angels or to human 

messengers.10  For his final argument, he observes that both the Angel and Christ share a 

common mission as evidenced by the Father commissioning both.11     

Malone posits a threefold syllogism to describe the Christophanic position.  He 

states,  

The primary argument for christophanies incorporates this premise [God the 
Father’s invisibility] into a traditional three-state syllogism: 
1. Old Testament figures are said to have seen God, but  
2. God the Father is invisible, therefore 
3. Old Testament figures saw the Son, not the Father.12  

In arguing against this, Malone attempts to redefine the doctrine of invisibility.13  

Specifically, Malone contends that passages attributing invisibility to God speak of His 

voluntary decision to remain unveiled rather than His inability to be seen.14  On this view, 

it is conceivable that the Father could be manifested.  By removing the second premise 

Malone nullifies the conclusion.   

 Murray notes that “Just as the Son of God is the usual way God speaks to 

                                                           
7 Walvoord, Jesus Christ Our Lord, 45. 
8 Walvoord, 45. 
9 Walvoord, 46.  MacDonald contends, “The linguistic argument for the christological identification of m-Y 
reaches its nadir in the NT.  The terms angelos Kyriou (henceforth, a-K) and angelos tou Theou (a-Th) are 
Hebraisms paralleling m-Y and m-E respectively.  These terms occur without the definite article generally in 
the NT and might well be translated that way in both testaments.  Action by the a-K occurred before, during 
and after the incarnation.”  Emphasis in original.  MacDonald, “Christology and ‘The Angel,’” 331. 
10 Walvoord, Jesus Christ Our Lord, 46. 
11 Walvoord, 46.  Furthermore, “Not only Christian theologians but Jewish scholars as well have come to the 
conclusion that the Angel of Jehovah is more than an angel.”  Walvoord, 54.  
12 Malone, Knowing Jesus, 34. 
13 See: Malone, 35-79.       
14 Malone concludes that “Assumptions about the utter invisibility of the Father do not appear to stand up 
under scrutiny.”  Malone, 79. 
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humanity, so also the Son of God is the usual way God appears to humanity.”15  Six 

additional evidences are posited by Murray for the Angel’s divine nature: 

To prove that this Angel of the Lord was the Son of God, we need only prove the 
Angel’s deity.  If the Angel was God, He was the Son of God, for as we have seen 
above, God was made audible or visible only through the Son of God.  Here are six 
proofs of this Angel’s deity: 
1. He claims divine authority. 
2. He is a distinct divine person. 
3. He exhibits divine attributes. 
4. He performs divine actions.   
5. He receives divine homage. 
6. He is identified as God.16 

Consequently, Murray attempts to establish the Angel’s divinity and argues for the Son’s 

manifestation. 

 A similar logic is represented in the works of Richard Lammert and Charles 

Gieschen.17  Both seek to connect the Logos in the New Testament with the Word of 

YHWH in the Old Testament.  The result is a broader application of Christophanies to all 

divine manifestations.  Lammert summarizes, “Most interpreters of the New Testament 

affirm that there are at least a few texts where ‘the Word’ (δ λόγος) is a personal being, the 

Son of God (John 1:1, 14; Heb 4:12; Rev 19:13).”18  Once the connection is established 

between Christ and ‘the Word,’ these proponents attempt to demonstrate the New 

Testament phrase’s linguistic analogy to ‘the Word of YHWH’.  Lammert concludes, “A 

close exegetical consideration shows, however, that the connection between the two is also 

theological: the word of YHWH is a theophany in several Old Testament texts.”19  

Gieschen clarifies that “Much less frequently recognized theophanies in the Old 

                                                           
15 Emphasis in original.  Murray, Jesus on Every Page, 76. 
16 Emphasis in original.  Murray elaborates on the six points which is omitted the sake of space.  Murray, 78.  
17 See: Charles A. Gieschen, Angelomorphic Christology: Antecedents and Early Evidence (Waco: Baylor 
University Press, 2017); Charles A. Gieschen, “The Real Presence of the Son Before Christ: Revisiting an 
Old Approach to Old Testament Christology,” Concordia Theological Quarterly 68, no. 2. 105-126 (2004); 
and Richard A. Lammert, “The Word of YHWH as Theophany,” Concordia Theological Quarterly 73, no. 3. 
195-210 (2009). 
18 Lammert, “The Word of YHWH,” 195. 
19 Lammert, 195.  
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Testament, which should be understood as manifestations of the Son, are those that are 

identified as ׁשם (‘Name’) or ׁשם יהוה (‘Name of YHWH’).”946F

20 

 Although Borland’s contribution was analyzed in chapter one, a few additional 

contributions bear mentioning.  Borland observes that the term ‘angel’ means messenger in 

Hebrew.  Consequently, the title ‘Angel of the Lord’ does not necessarily indicate a 

created angel, but a messenger of the Lord.21  Borland comments, “Thus, only the context 

can clearly reveal whether the term messenger, or angel, refers to the office of the one who 

is sent (in which case it could be Christ) or to the nature of created angels as finite 

beings.”22  This leads Borland to ask in each instance, what does the context surrounding 

the Angel of the Lord passages indicate?23   

Borland notes that the Angel is sometimes simply referred to as God.  He observes, 

“Both the writers of Scripture themselves and the ones whose words they record call this 

special Messenger Jehovah or God.”24  Consequently, the Angel speaks as God and is 

called God by those to whom He appears and by the authors of Scripture.  Borland further 

notes that the Angel of the Lord assumes the name Jehovah and acts identically to God.25  

Finally, Borland considers that the Angel “not only received worship, but commanded 

even greater respect and honor be paid to Him by having men remove their shoes in His 

divine presence.”26  By receiving worship due to God alone and commanding that worship 

be attributed to Him, He invokes a divine prerogative.   

                                                           
20 Gieschen, “The Real Presence,” 118. 
21 Borland, Christ in the Old Testament, 36. 
22 Emphasis in original.  Borland, 37. 
23 Borland notes that “The Hebrew term �ַמְלָא (mal’āk) is used some 214 times in the Old Testament.  Nearly 
50 percent of these occurrences clearly have reference in their context to human messengers…The remaining 
Old Testament usages of ‘messenger’ are divided between references to the Messenger of Jehovah 
(approximately 33 percent) and references to finite, created messengers, commonly called angels (about 17 
percent).”  Borland, 36-37. 
24 Emphasis in original.  Borland, 37. 
25 Borland, 38-39, 41. 
26 Emphasis in original.  Borland, 42. 
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 In summation, nearly all proponents pursue the argumentative strategy of seeking 

first to prove that the Angel of the Lord is divine.  Having established the divinity of this 

Messenger, each advocate then presents arguments illustrating why this divine Angel must 

be the Son.  Often, these arguments include, but are not limited to, the invisibility of the 

Father, the incarnation’s example, and the parallel work of Jesus Christ.  Almost without 

exception, the Angel of the Lord is in view.  Walvoord does suggest his views apply to all 

human-like manifestations of God, Borland states that the title ‘Jehovah’ indicates Christ, 

Murray implies a link between Angel and the Son’s Trinitarian mission, and Gieschen and 

Lammert extend the work of Christ to all divine utterances based on the formula ‘the Word 

of YHWH’.   

5.2 Arguments Against the Christophanic Case 

Alongside the renewed interest in Christophanies is the emergence of scholarship arguing 

against a positive identification of the Angel of the Lord.  Malone, MacDonald, and López 

provide recent examples of this position, with Augustine lending historical weight to their 

case.  None of these theologians categorically reject the Son as a possible candidate.  

Rather, all four argue that the inherent dangers of insisting on Christ’s exclusivity as the 

Angel of the Lord outweigh any benefits.  In this section I outline and assess the major 

contentions advanced by each. 

5.2.1 Trinitarian Concerns 

The first objection to exclusive claims that Old Testament theophanies be understood as 

Christophanies is motivated by Trinitarian concerns.  Malone contends that “we need to 

hear more about the evidence for the distinct roles within the Trinity, with the Father and 

the Spirit choosing to abstain from physical and visible interactions with the world 

throughout Old Testament history.”27  A justified concern, Malone fears that arguments for 

                                                           
27 Emphasis in original.  Malone, Knowing Jesus, 198. 
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exclusive Christophanies devalue the other persons of the Trinity.  He states, “I propose 

that it better honours the Trinity and the text of Scripture to allow that the Father and the 

Spirit are themselves involved in Old Testament theophanies.”28  Malone is not opposed to 

the Christophanic concept, rather he is concerned to maintain a central Trinitarian 

emphasis.  Thus, Malone concedes that his arguments do “not rule out the possibility that 

christophanies are an accurate reconstruction of Old Testament events and texts.  That 

possibility, however, needs to be argued better along additional or different lines.”29  

Malone indicates a need for a more robust Christophanic argument to avoid Trinitarian 

mistakes.      

MacDonald elaborates, “True Christology necessitates the doctrine of the Trinity.  

Only by a false separation within God, isolating one ‘person,’ does the angel-Christ 

equation take its form.”30  He contends that the Trinitarian formula opera trinitatis ad 

extra indivisa sunt “should guard us from expecting there is a single trinitarian ‘person’ 

isolable for solitary inspection.”31  Hence MacDonald understands the formula to imply 

that manifestations must be equally available to all persons of the Trinity.  

A rupture in the tri-unity of God’s economy generates more issues than those 

solved by identifying the Angel.  Do Christophanic interpretations of Old Testament 

theophanies actually involve regulation of Trinitarian concerns?  Why must an 

identification of Christ as the divine manifestation necessitate the Son’s solitary work?   

López also suggests that Christophanies produce a Trinitarian dilemma, but his 

concern is with Israel’s understanding of God as Triune.  He explains,  

This exchange [the Angel of the Lord addressing the Lord] is often explained 

                                                           
28 Malone, 198.  Indeed, Malone questions, “why is the Son the only triune candidate seriously considered?”  
Malone, 134.  
29 Emphasis in original.  Malone, 197.  Malone observes, “It may even be that the divine persons take turns in 
the Angel role.  It remains conceivable that the Angel is a task regularly assigned to or fulfilled by the Son.”  
Emphasis in original.  Malone, 140.  
30 MacDonald, “Christology and ‘The Angel,’” 334.  
31 Emphasis in original.  MacDonald, 325.  
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anachronistically by identifying the angel as the preincarnate Christ or “a reflection 
of the Trinity.”  This may appear to solve the problem from a dispensational 
perspective but not in a way that reflects consistent historical diachronic 
interpretation of authorial intent in light of progressive revelation: There is nothing 
in the NT – such as Jesus’ clarification that Abraham and Moses knew (in a limited 
way) of the promise of His future arrival (cf. Gen 12:3, 15:6, 22:8; Deut 18:15 to 
John 5:46-57, 8:56; Luke 24:23-27; Acts 3:22-26; Rom 3:21-4:5; Gal 3:16) – that 
would clarify for the reader any earlier, more ambiguous revelation identifying this 
angel as the preincarnate Christ.32 

Consequently, López avoids a Trinitarian solution since it violates his understanding of the 

authorial intent of the Old Testament texts themselves.  López suggests that attributing 

divine status to the Angel of the Lord compels one to either posit a doctrine “foreign” to 

the Israelites or to posit a polytheistic vision of the Old Testament God.33  Both issues are 

serious deviations from what López understands Scripture to teach, leading him to reject 

the divinity of the Angel and to advocate for an angelic messenger instead. 

 In summation, one objection to Christophanies is potential for Trinitarian 

distortion.  López argues that the Trinity is not revealed until later in Scripture which limits 

the ability to invoke such a doctrine or risks violating authorial intent.  Malone and 

MacDonald express concern that identifying Christ with the Angel of the Lord makes these 

divine appearances singular in nature rather than Trinitarian.  As a result, they advocate for 

a level of anonymity, as it were, in which any person of the Trinity or an angel might 

represent the Godhead.   

5.2.2 Christological Concerns 

The second major concern is that Christophanies generate Christological dilemmas.  

Christophanies are construed as overemphasizing Christ’s humanity while repressing His 

deity.  This fear finds historical precedence in Augustine’s refusal to attribute the Angel of 

                                                           
32 Emphasis in original.  López, “Identifying the ‘Angel,’” 16.  Malone offers a rebuttal of López’s work.  
See: Andrew S. Malone, “Distinguishing the Angel of the Lord,” Bulletin for Biblical Research 21, no. 3. 
297-314 (2011). 
33 López objects, “Claiming this angel’s deity in passages where the Lord is distinguished from the angel 
creates a problem for a monotheistic audience.”  López, “Identifying the ‘Angel,’” 15.  
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the Lord to Christ.  Gieschen explains, “Augustine, writing between A.D. 400-420, is 

obviously reacting against those who were using the theophanies to prove the created 

nature of the Son or the difference of his essence from the Father.”34  Bucur provides the 

historical setting for Augustine, noting that,  

The historical background that is immediately relevant to the discussion in De 
Trinitate, is the polemic engagement between three parties in the second half of the 
fourth century: the Modalists (who denied the hypostatic existence of the Word, 
claiming that the three hypostases are merely three "modes" of divine 
manifestation), the Homoians (advocates of the thesis that the Son is "similar," 
homoios, to the Father), and the supporters of Nicea.  It is this three-side 
theological conflict that spurs the intense debate over the theophanies that is echoed 
in De Trinitate 1-4.  The Homoians sought to refute the modalist denial of Christ's 
preexistence by appealing to theophanies (as had already been done earlier against 
Paul of Samosata; see my earlier note).  However, the Homoians also extracted a 
subordinationist doctrine from theophanies: since the Son was manifested in 
theophanies, he must be visible in a way that the Father is not, and therefore be of a 
different nature than the Father.35 

Augustine faced a theological crisis where theophanies were used to deny Christ’s divinity.  

The result was that “even while maintaining the traditional belief about theophanies, 

Augustine altogether eliminates the idea that theophanies are manifestations of the 

Logos.”36  As Bucur indicates, Augustine’s concerns led him to avoid considering 

Christophanies as viable explanations for divine manifestations.  

Augustine’s concerns are echoed by MacDonald and López.  MacDonald expresses 

grave concern that Christophanies erode the Chalcedonian Creed.37  Regarding the creed’s 

attestation to Christ’s divinity, MacDonald’s concern is to avoid reducing divine 

manifestations to Christ thereby distorting the work of the Trinity.38  Concerning the 

                                                           
34 Gieschen, “The Real Presence,” 113.  
35 Emphasis in original.  Bucur, “Theophanies and Vision,” 74.  Bucur suggests, “One can, for instance – and 
this is certainly Studer’s position – view Augustine’s theology of the theophanies as a continuation of 
developments already at work in earlier anti-Homoian polemic, and as a qualitative breakthrough in 
comparison to earlier authors.  From a non-Augustinian position, however, discarding the belief in Christ as 
the Glorious One of Israel, who heals, illumines, deifies, may be a breakthrough in terms of anti-Homoian 
argumentation, but it is first and foremost a break with the very heart of Christian tradition.”  Bucur, 91-92.  
36 Bucur, 78. 
37 MacDonald, “Christology and ‘The Angel,’” 324.  
38 “First, the doctrine of the deity of Christ would demand that as God he was present in or related to the OT 
era ibi et ubi God was active.  Whenever God’s Word or Spirit was heard or sensed or interacted with men, 
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creed’s equal emphasis on Christ’s humanity, MacDonald writes, “if our Lord had true 

humanity, his human nature (mind and body) had a temporal beginning and continuous 

existence.”39  For MacDonald, Christ’s humanity can only begin to exist at the incarnation, 

i.e., it cannot manifest before it exists and be meaningfully understood to be ‘human’.  He 

declares,  

Without there being a precise point of a man’s beginning there is no finitude, and 
without finitude there is no real humanity.  If Jesus’ human history did not originate 
when he was “born of a woman,” then the docetists win the day.  If the man of 
Galilee had appeared before on the earth – repeatedly – his sojourn there in the first 
century would be presumed to be but another protracted appearance in a series of 
illusory apparitions.40 

This leads MacDonald to conclude that either Christ had true humanity from creation, ergo 

the incarnation loses its uniqueness, or the pre-incarnate Christ is not genuinely human.  

He elaborates:  

To dislocate the humanity of God the Son from its origin in 4 B.C. and its 
manifestation until A.D. 29 is to undermine the reality of that humanity.  If it was 
eternal flesh, it is not like our humanity.  If it was temporal but prenatal, it was still 
not like our humanity.  If it was intermittent, appearing and disappearing without 
continuity it was not like our humanity.  If its inception and its conception coincide, 
it was like our humanity.41 

MacDonald considers that Christophanies as such would not be analogous to true 

humanity, hence we cannot speak of Christ appearing.  However, do Christophanic 

proponents argue that pre-incarnate appearances of Christ were ‘like our humanity’?  Has 

MacDonald erected a straw man which Christophanic advocates similarly disavow?  

Although Chalcedon upholds Christ’s genuine humanity, for Christ’s deity to hold equally 

true, there is a sense in which Christ is truly human without being univocally ‘like our 

humanity’.  The divine nature is foreign to the human and thus, while Christ is truly human 

                                                           
there was Christ – not separately or incarnately, but spiritually, invisibly, eternally one God.”  MacDonald, 
325.  
39 Emphasis in original.  MacDonald, 325. 
40 Emphasis in original.  MacDonald, 325. 
41 Emphasis in original.  MacDonald, 333.  
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He is also truly God – something exceeding our humanity.  MacDonald concludes that 

“The argument for the angel-Christ view proves too much, finding Jesus retroactively in 

every nameless angel the Lord sent.  It also falls prey to the Arian arguments for 

creaturism and essential subordinationism.”42  

 López contends that any appearance in bodily form qualifies as a human body 

regardless of temporality – a point MacDonald indicated would make an appearance 

decidedly unlike “our humanity.”43  He states, “However, if Christ already existed in some 

body, the incarnation would not in fact be all that unique, for a body, however temporary 

or angelic in form, is nevertheless a body.”44  Does this imply that angels have human 

bodies or are they spirit beings?  Surely temporality creates some degree of distinction 

between humanity and the assumption of a human form as MacDonald suggests. 

 The Christological concern of critics focuses on whether Old Testament 

Christophanies would be corrosive to the ancient creedal teaching that Christ is truly God 

and truly man.  Augustine sought to defend Christ’s divinity while dismissing charges that 

Christ was an inferior deity.  MacDonald and López argue that Christophanies remove the 

genuine humanity of Christ, making the incarnation insignificant.   

5.2.3 Exegetical Concerns 

The third category of arguments targets the Christophanic hermeneutic.  Malone explains,  

If the Angel of the Lord is to be interpreted as the preincarnate Son, proponents 
have to master both the prior premises.  They need to show that the Angel is God.  
We ourselves have seen this to be fairly straightforward.  Because of the historical 
arm-wrestling concerning Candidates 2 [angelophany] and 3 [Christophany], 
proponents of Candidate 3 have poured their energies into showing the Angel’s 
divinity.  Yet, they also need to prove that the Angel is distinct from God.  This has 
received far less attention.  It has typically been assumed and not investigated.45  

                                                           
42 MacDonald, 335.  
43 López, “Identifying the ‘Angel,’” 17.  “If it was temporal but prenatal, it was still not like our humanity.”  
MacDonald, “Christology and ‘The Angel,’” 333.  
44 López, “Identifying the ‘Angel,’” 17. 
45 Emphasis in original.  Malone, Knowing Jesus, 131.   
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Although Malone might nuance his claim to indicate that the grounds are exegetically 

tenuous rather than nonexistent, he does identify a point of tension.  How can proponents 

demonstrate exegetically that the Angel is distinct from the Father while equally proving 

His divinity? 

 López and MacDonald focus on the perceived issues with whether phrases which 

speak of ‘the Angel of the Lord’ ought to be interpreted with the definite or indefinite 

article.  MacDonald contends that,  

It is reading too much into the first article in the expression, “the angel of the 
Lord,” to infer that a special angel within the class is intended and that all instances 
of this title have the same personage (should we rather say “angelage”?) in mind.  
Because Hebrew has no indefinite article some ambiguity always attends the 
translation of an expression like malak Yahweh (m-Y), “angel of Yahweh,” into 
English.  Malak is in the Hebrew construct state.  As such its determinateness 
(whether it is articular or anarthorous) is decided by the determinateness of the 
noun with which it is constructed, in this case, “Yahweh.”  Now every proper noun 
is determinate per se.  This would in itself authorize us to translate “the angel of 
[the] Yahweh” for the anarthorously literal, “angel of Yahweh.”  But the inclusion 
of the article is by no means necessary to translation.46   

As a result, MacDonald argues that the Hebrew allows for the definite rendering, but does 

not demand such a reading.47  Hence any argument depending on the definite article rests 

on uncertain interpretive judgements as either the definite or indefinite articles are possible 

renderings of the Hebrew grammatical structure.   

 Similarly, MacDonald and López take issue with arguments that the Angel speaks 

in God’s place.  López argues that “Messengers were regarded as the source of executive 

activity.  Culturally, Hebrews understood how one could be presented as the source of an 

                                                           
46 Emphasis in original.  MacDonald, “Christology and ‘The Angel,’” 330.  A similar sentiment is offered by 
López.  López, “Identifying the ‘Angel,’” 2-3.  For one rebuttal see: Malone, “Distinguishing the Angel,” 
299-301.  Douglas Stuart suggests that the grammatical structure most closely resembles the appositional 
construct in which the status of the second word determines the determinative nature of the first.  On this 
basis he concludes that “malʾāk yahweh is grammatically appositional and best translated as ‘the angel that is 
Yahweh’ or ‘the Angel Yahweh’ or ‘Angel Yahweh’.”  Douglas K. Stuart, New American Commentary, ed. 
E. Ray Clendenen et. al. Vol. 2, Exodus (Nashville: Broadman & Holdman Publishers, 2006), 111.  
47 MacDonald admits that all proper nouns are considered determinative in Hebrew grammar.  The certainly 
applies to the tetragrammaton.  See A. B. Davidson, Introductory Hebrew Grammar: Hebrew Syntax, 3rd ed. 
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1902), The Determinative Article.  While he correctly observes this is not required, 
it seems the default stance does not weigh in his favor.  
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action by having a role in the process without actually being the source of the action.”48  

MacDonald agrees, adding “That ‘a’ or ‘the’ m-Y spoke ‘for’ God and ‘as’ God must not 

be regarded as strange.”49  Both MacDonald and López reach for historical studies to 

indicate that a similar manner of speech often accompanied official presentations.  

MacDonald explains, “In Semitic thought this messenger-representative was conceived of 

as being personally – and in his very words – the presence of the sender.”50  López adds 

that Ancient Near East (ANE) texts suggest that messengers spoke as the person they 

represented and were addressed as if they were the same.51  

 Such exegetical concerns evidently overlap with the Trinitarian and Christological 

criticisms.  Malone contends that errantly ‘discovering’ Christ in the Old Testament leads 

to damaging hermeneutical practices.52  MacDonald likewise expresses reservation that 

such a technique is nowhere advocated in the New Testament.53   The one specific 

attribution, Nebuchadnezzar’s statement, is considered questionable by MacDonald.54       

 In summary, the exegetical concerns raise questions about detailed grammatical 

analysis and fundamental hermeneutical methods.  The concerns do not refute the 

Christophanic evidence, but do indicate that these arguments are not as sound as they may 

appear.  No case for Christophanies would want to force the identity of Christ onto the 

Angel of the Lord by either reading the stories eisegetically or by selectively employing 

                                                           
48 Emphasis in original.  López, “Identifying the ‘Angel,’” 17. 
49 MacDonald, “Christology and ‘The Angel,’” 331. 
50 Emphasis in original.  MacDonald, 331.  
51 López, “Identifying the ‘Angel,’” 4.  Malone counters that “On closer inspection, the evidence López 
offers contributes little to proving that the biblical מלאך is distinct from his master.  It is certainly fallacious to 
intimate that the representation theory ‘may better suit the grammar.’  It may also be incorrect to suggest that 
the representation theory best matches ‘ANE customs and texts.’”  Malone, “Distinguishing the Angel,” 302.  
See also: Malone, 302-306.  
52 Malone, Knowing Jesus, 24. 
53 MacDonald, “Christology and ‘The Angel,’” 334.  Unfortunately, MacDonald does not address passages 
countering his claim, such as John attributing Isaiah’s vision to Christ in John 12:41.  Presumably this is due 
to the restriction of his analysis to the Angel of the Lord, a title not used in Isaiah 6. 
54 MacDonald, 334.  
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grammatical structures to fit the desired outcome.            

5.3 Calvin’s Christophanic Case in Light of Modern Advocates  

In light of such modern debates about the Christophanic interpretation of Old Testament 

theophanies, how might we assess John Calvin’s view?  Do his own arguments provide 

any answers to the various objections raised?  I believe Calvin’s approach is novel and 

avoids the perceived flaws our critics have pointed out, while providing a robust answer to 

the counterarguments.  Malone indicated that a Christophanic argument “needs to be 

argued better along additional or different lines.”55  John Calvin, I suggest, offers just such 

an argument along ‘additional and different lines’. 

Before discussing the specific manner in which Calvin’s argument differs, I briefly 

summarize his key contentions.  Calvin operates from a set of hermeneutical principles 

seeking to maintain brevity and simplicity.56  As a result, he strives to adhere to authorial 

intent and argues for the plain sense interpretation unless the context demands otherwise.57  

Calvin’s work on Genesis illustrates a progressive Christophanic case culminating in the 

conclusion that all divine appearances are, in fact, appearances of Christ.58  

Calvin indicates two primary foundations for his Christophanic hermeneutic, 

namely, the concepts of mediation and divine accommodation.  Both aspects are linked to 

the Son’s mission and are always conceived of within a Trinitarian context.59  

Consequently, Calvin identifies the Son’s Trinitarian mission to be the Mediator and 

                                                           
55 Malone, Knowing Jesus, 197. 
56 Comm. Romans Introduction, CTS xxiii; CO 10.402-403. 
57 Comm. Galatians 4:22, CTS 135-136; CO 50.237. 
58 “God formally manifested himself in no other way than through him, he is properly called the Angel.”  
Comm. Genesis 48:16, CTS II.429; CO 23.584. 
59 Baars comments, “Calvin believes that the outward works of the Triune God cannot be separated from 
each other within the Trinity (CO 9,354).  The result is that we meet all kinds of Trinitarian constructed 
formulations in Calvin’s oeuvre that show that the works of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are connected to 
each other quite harmoniously.  We meet these formulations especially in connection with the doctrine of 
salvation and ecclesiology.”  Baars, “The Trinity,” 251.   
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employs that knowledge to identify Christ.  An extension of Christ’s prophetic office is to 

deliver divine revelation and to foreshadow the incarnation.  All the case studies presented 

either explicitly used mediation for identifying Christ or indicated the presence of the 

mediatorial offices.   

Divine accommodation functions as mediation’s twin.  Consequently, Calvin 

understands the One who accommodates and represents the Godhead to be the Mediator.  

Thus, the work of divine accommodation is assigned to Christ as an aspect of the Son’s 

mission.  It is Christ who accommodates God’s essence to creaturely reception without 

compromising integrity.  Calvin employs the extra Calvinisticum to explain how Christ’s 

divine accommodation maintains true humanity and true deity.  Despite existing in human 

form, Christ never abandons His divine nature or heavenly throne.  The totus/totum 

distinction explains how Christ is really present without being comprehensively present or 

having His divinity limited to a particular location.60  

In reviewing Calvin’s theological foundation for conceiving of Old Testament 

theophanies as Christophanies, several differences surface between his hermeneutic and 

contemporary articulations.  The primary difference is that Calvin grounds his argument in 

the economic Trinity rather than relying more narrowly upon small grammatical 

distinctions in the text themselves.  This is not to say that Calvin would disavow such 

concerns as illegitimate.  But, he pursues a line of logic that is grounded in Christ’s 

identity.  The Son’s Trinitarian mission and Christ’s accomplished work forms the basis 

for Calvin’s positive identification.   

There are several distinctive advantages to this approach.  One is that Calvin’s 

application is not restricted to the phrase ‘the Angel of the Lord’.  Calvin’s argument 

provides a more rigorous means of identifying Christ’s person and work based on the 

revelation of the Son’s economic activity.  By grounding Christophanies in the Trinitarian 

                                                           
60 Inst. IV.xvii.30; CO 2.1031-1032. 
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economy, Calvin is assured that specific Christological markers will indicate Christ and 

only Christ.  Those markers, mediation and accommodation, serve to identify Christ.   

A second advantage to Calvin’s approach is that it accounts for variances in 

grammatical structures.  Calvin notes that,  

Now, although this is an allowable manner of speaking, because the angels transfer 
to themselves the person and titles of God, when they are performing the 
commissions entrusted to them by him; and although it is plain from many 
passages, and especially from the first chapter of Zechariah that there is one head 
and chief of the angels who commands the others, the ancient teachers of the 
Church have rightly understood that the Eternal Son of God is so called in respect 
to his office as Mediator, which he figuratively bore from the beginning, although 
he really took it on him only at his Incarnation.61 

Here Calvin considers that angels can act on God’s behalf and thereby assume His name.  

Simultaneously, he provides a counterargument that this is only legitimately done through 

Christ’s manifestation.  Thus, Calvin assents to something akin to the modern arguments 

that the Angel speaks as God rather than in place of God without staking his entire 

argument upon this feature.     

 Calvin’s position enhances, but does not replicate the position of modern 

advocates.  The primary difference between the two is the point of departure.  Calvin 

understands that the economic Trinity distinguishes and marks the missions of the 

individual Trinitarian persons as unique.  Armed with this information, Calvin analyzes the 

Son’s Trinitarian mission as exemplified in the person and work of Christ.  This yields 

markers particular to Christ and not assumed by the other persons of the Trinity.  The 

result is that mediation and accommodation always and only indicate the Son’s work.   

 The modern arguments, by contrast, begin with the appearances in question and 

attempt to find a connection to Christ’s person and work.  By reversing the order, the 

arguments are required to demonstrate both divinity and distinctiveness, two things already 

imbedded in the economic Trinity logic that Calvin employs.  Furthermore, each individual 

                                                           
61 Comm. Harm. Exodus 3:2, CTS I.61; CO 24.35. 
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instance needs explanation or there must be a unifying feature to allow wider application.  

The unifier often employed is the phrase ‘the Angel of the Lord,’ which leaves theophanies 

alongside Christophanies.  Calvin’s argument concludes that all theophanies are 

Christophanies.   

5.4 Calvin’s Christophanic Case in Light of Modern Concerns 

Owing to the different starting points, I suggest that Calvin’s arguments are less exposed to 

the criticisms advanced against modern proponents.  Calvin’s hermeneutic, I contend, is 

applicable today because it avoids and/or answers many of them.  Here I examine each of 

the three concerns raised, indicating how Calvin’s argument answers the objections against 

Christophanies.  

5.4.1 Trinitarian Concerns 

The first objection concerned the Trinity.  Do Christophanies isolate the work to a single 

person, not allowing for Trinitarian involvement?  By claiming that all theophanies are 

Christophanies, Calvin cannot appeal to the defence that other theophanies may exist 

which exhibit the other persons of the Trinity.  Yet, Calvin never indicates that the Son is 

solely at work in the Christophanic.  Rather, the Son’s mission is to appear by the Father’s 

initiative as the Spirit affects understanding in the recipient’s heart.  Consequently, all 

Christophanies are fully Trinitarian, exhibiting the economic interworking of all persons. 

Furthermore, the Trinitarian objection risks falling on its own sword.  By arguing 

that the persons of the Trinity ought to share equally in manifestations, the category as a 

whole appears Trinitarian, but specific instances are not.  In other words, only one person 

would be manifest in any particular instance.  Either this forces the conclusion that the 

external work of the Trinity is divisible or the works of the Trinity are indistinct.  Each has 

problems.  

If the external work of the Trinity is divisible, then no specific act can be 
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definitively Trinitarian.  This violates the opera trinitatis ad extra indivisa sunt concern 

MacDonald raised.62  MacDonald understands the indivisibility of the external works to 

relate to unison contrasted by an isolated appearance.  However, if the Trinity equally 

appears, such that sometimes one person manifests and other times another, then there 

remains a single Trinitarian person, simply an anonymous one.  MacDonald’s contention 

does not solve the problem, only leaves the person unidentified.        

Avoiding dividing the work of the Trinity risks falling into the second error – the 

external works of the Trinity are indistinct.  MacDonald’s and Malone’s contention that 

any person of the Trinity might appear would seemingly imply that any person of the 

Trinity might send or affect knowledge.  Such a view negates the economic Trinity, 

thereby removing any means of distinguishing between the persons.  Calvin states, 

“Indeed, the words, ‘Father,’ ‘Son,’ and ‘Spirit’ imply a real distinction – let no one think 

that these titles, whereby God is variously designated from his works, are empty – but a 

distinction, not a division.”63  This distinction is marked by the unique missions, as Calvin 

proclaims: “whatever is proper to each individually, I maintain to be incommunicable 

because whatever is attributed to the Father as a distinguishing mark cannot agree with, or 

be transferred to, the Son.”64  Allowing all persons to appear theophanically transfers the 

distinguishing marks, thereby nullifying the distinctions.     

Calvin’s hermeneutic proclaims that the divine essence is shared and indivisible, 

but the economic action creates a distinction.  Without the latter we risk modalism or the 

ability to distinguish at all, rendering the titles meaningless.  The ability to speak of one 

person does not require a division in the unified Trinitarian action.  Here we must carefully 

maintain Calvin’s emphasis.  Although he does speak of Christophanies stemming from 

                                                           
62 MacDonald, “Christology and ‘The Angel,’” 325.  
63 Inst. I.xiii.17; CO 2.104. 
64 Inst. I.xiii.6; CO 2.94. 
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the Son’s Trinitarian mission, Calvin indicates that every action of any one person is 

always done in a Trinitarian context.  Hence, Calvin’s emphasis results in a more 

consistently Trinitarian articulation than the alternative explanations.  Calvin upholds the 

indivisible joint working of the Trinity while proclaiming the distinctive mission of the 

Son in manifesting the Godhead.  Thus, Calvin is consistently Trinitarian in his application 

rather than reducing everything to Christ.   

López’s concern for authorial intent was addressed in chapter two by examining 

Calvin’s attestation that God superintends the delivery of revelation.  Consequently, while 

a particular writer might not have been conscious of the Trinity as such, the Trinity 

nonetheless may appear in his writings.  Furthermore, denying a Trinitarian manifestation 

based on the original audience runs the risk of restricting the Trinity to a particular point in 

revelatory history.  Can the Trinity only operate after progressive revelation is complete?  

Surely López would not argue along these lines.  There are legitimate ways to apply later 

revelation retrospectively, a concept that has garnered much support and attention in recent 

years.65           

Calvin’s argument offers an approach that is consistently Trinitarian.  His 

foundation of the economic Trinity assures that every Christophany is necessarily 

Trinitarian.  As Baars indicates, Calvin maintains the indivisible work of the Trinity by 

distinguishing between the “intrinsic” and “extrinsic” activity of the Trinity or, in language 

linked to Christophanies, the ontological and economic Trinity.66  The Trinity is indivisible 

                                                           
65 Scripture should and can interpret itself.  Calvin does not use Christophanies as a Trinitarian proof, 
something that might be questionable.  Rather, he employs later revelation of the Trinity to locate its prior 
work.   
66 See Baars article: Arie Baars, “‘Opera Trinitatis ad Extra Sunt Indivisa’ in the Theology of John Calvin,” 
in Reformed Historical Theology, ed. Herman J. Selderhuis. Vol. 5, Calvinus Sacrarum Literarum Interpres: 
Papers of the International Congress on Calvin Research, ed. Herman J. Selderhuis, 131-141 (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht GmbH & Co. K.G., 2008).  Baars responds to Calvin’s statement that, “As 
barbarous language has indeed spread throughout the world the common dictum that the work of the Trinity 
is undivided, being the more difficult to understand in isolation, was corrected or mitigated by adding the 
restriction, the word intrinsically.  But we conscious, however, of our ignorance, are satisfied with an 
operation which is extrinsic one by which God adjusts himself to the small measure of our intelligence.”  
Calvin, “How Christ is the Mediator,” 151-152.  CO 9.354 
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in essence while distinct in mission.  Additionally, Calvin offers a robust counter to 

Malone’s attempt to redefine the invisibility of God by demonstrating how God’s essence 

remains invisible while presenting an accommodated manifestation through Christ’s 

mediatorial work.  Calvin’s theology remains thoroughly Trinitarian with the Father 

sending, the Son appearing, and the Spirit affecting.   

5.4.2 Christological Concerns  

The second area of concern regarded Christology.  Augustine, as I suggested, may have 

been influenced by those wielding Christophanies to deny Christ’s full deity, resulting in a 

movement away from the historical understanding.  Modern arguments tend to fall off the 

other end of the spectrum, expressing fears that Christophanies negate the genuine 

humanity of the incarnate Christ.  Calvin’s articulation addresses both.  By grounding his 

argument in Christology and the economic Trinity, I surmise that Calvin did not consider 

Christophanies to pose a threat to the Chalcedonian Creed.  Furthermore, Calvin employs 

the extra Calvinisticum to protect against a denial of either side of the Creed.   

Calvin’s answer to Augustine’s objections are largely contained in his articulation 

of the Trinity.  God’s essence is affirmed by Calvin as equally shared by all persons.67  

Additionally, Calvin declares that Christophanies are not incarnate appearances.68  Thus, 

he understands that the manifestations are not human appearances, but human-like 

appearances.  As a result, Calvin’s articulation avoids the major concern that Augustine 

combated. 

    MacDonald’s and López’s challenge regards the incarnation’s uniqueness.  The 

concern is that Christophanies describe a routine appearance of a human body, rendering 

the incarnation one appearance among many.  Calvin avoids this error by differentiating 

                                                           
67 Calvin states, “we think that these are three persons, that is, substances that nevertheless consist of one 
essence but are not mingled with each other.”  Calvin, “Confessions on the Trinity,” 5-6; CO 9.704.   
68 “We must beware, however, of imagining that Christ at the time became incarnate”.  Comm. Joshua 5:14, 
CTS 88; CO 25.464. 
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between the incarnate Christ and the pre-incarnate Christ.69  Furthermore, Christophanic 

proponents present a similar distinction.70  Therefore, the issue raised is not contended.  

None of the advocates consider Christophanies to be the incarnate Christ.  Rather, there is 

a concerted effort to indicate a temporary human-like form which foreshadows the 

incarnation while remaining distinct from it.71  Calvin declares, “If any one should now 

ask, whence this body was taken, the reply is at hand: the body was not created as to 

substance, but this form was created for the time.”72  Consequently, Calvin postulates a 

temporary assumption of a substance-less body.  Furthermore, Calvin gives no indication 

that Christophanies involve the assumption of a human nature – the unique mark of the 

incarnation.  Finally, should a temporary assumption of a body prove disastrous to the 

incarnation, what about the angels?  They too are celestial beings who, though not divine, 

lack a human nature.  Yet, presumably, neither MacDonald nor López suggest that their 

appearances as humans causes issues for the incarnation.  The analogous situation with the 

angels is not lost on Calvin when he comments, “For God, as is well known, sometimes 

gives his angels bodies, which afterwards vanish away.”73 

The extra Calvinisticum answers both contentions.  It guards against the removal of 

Christ’s divine nature by articulating His permanent status in heaven.  Simultaneously it 

preserves the human nature assumed in the incarnation.  The same apparatus governs the 

                                                           
69 A point MacDonald recognized: “Calvin in the Institutes committed himself to a descent of the not-yet-
incarnate Christ ‘in a greater mediatorial capacity, that he might approach the faithful with greater 
familiarity.’”  MacDonald, “Christology and ‘The Angel,’” 327.   
70 Masselink declares, “The Angel of Jehovah appeared only in human form.  Christ, after His resurrection, 
appeared in a true, though glorified human nature.”  Emphasis in original.  Masselink, “The Angel of 
Jehovah,” 12.  Borland contends, “The Christophanies were not temporary unions between God and complete 
manhood, as William MacDonald surmises, though he is making a genuine attempt to guard the true deity 
and the true humanity of Christ.  MacDonald fails to see the distinctions between the temporary, visible 
manifestations of Christ in the Old Testament in a human form and the incarnation, which is indeed a 
permanent union with human nature.”  Emphasis in original.  Borland, Christ in the Old Testament, 19-20.  
71 Greidanus observes, “Calvin is not satisfied with merely identifying the Angel as Christ.  He is interested 
in Christ incarnate.”  Greidanus, Preaching Christ, 142. 
72 Comm. Ezekiel 1:26, CTS I.99; CO 40.55. 
73 Comm. Ezekiel 1:26, CTS I.99; CO 40.55. 
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Christophanic with the distinction that a human nature is not assumed, but a human form is 

temporarily indwelt.  As such, the incarnation remains distinct.  The Christophanic, 

contrary to MacDonald’s contention, does not fall prey to Arianism when properly 

articulated.  The extra Calvinisticum indicates that Christ does not become a subordinate, 

created being by manifesting God.   

Calvin understands the incarnation to be the apex to which the Christophanic 

points.  Rather than devaluing it, Christophanies enhance and anticipate the miraculous 

event of the coming Savior.  God’s divine accommodation in Christ need not be restricted 

to the incarnation nor do the two events stand in competition.  The temporary nature of the 

one and the permanent status of the other maintain their uniqueness.  Additionally, 

inanimate appearances such as in Exodus 13 and 14, are identified by Calvin as Christ and 

not accompanied by a human-like form, further assuaging the concerns raised.  

In conclusion, Calvin avoids the pitfall of Arianism and of devaluing the 

incarnation.  His implementation of the extra Calvinisticum guards against attacks on 

Christ’s deity.  Calvin’s careful construction demonstrates a clear distinction between the 

incarnation and the pre-incarnate appearances.  Finally, because Calvin locates his 

evidence within Christology and the economic work of the Trinity, his presentation of 

Christophanies enhances his Christology rather than detracts from it. 

5.4.3 Exegetical Concerns 

The final area of opposition is the exegetical issues.  The major contentions concerned the 

implementation of Hebrew grammatical structures and arguments taken from 

Nebuchadnezzar’s declaration.  In reviewing Calvin’s construction, I noted that Calvin’s 

argument is not prone to these issues.  However, I offer additional remarks to address the 

contention that Christophanies eisegetically read Christ into passages.   

Calvin’s articulation avoids hinging his case on the definite or indefinite article 

attached to ‘Angel of the Lord’.  Instead, he relies on the markers of mediation and divine 
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accommodation.  As a result, his argument suffers no damage should the indefinite article 

be persuasively demonstrated.  Furthermore, both MacDonald and López acknowledge that 

the Hebrew construct can take either form and that there is insufficient evidence to 

conclusively deny the use of the definite article.74  Consequently, at best they demonstrate 

that the article cannot be used in isolation.  Calvin avoids this altogether and acknowledges 

that angels can and do adopt God’s authority.  Since Calvin extends the Christophanic 

beyond the Angel of the Lord, arguments focusing primarily on constructs related to this 

figure are less prone to counter Calvin’s position. 

López’s contention that a messenger acts as the person he represents suffers a 

similar fate.  Calvin focuses on identification through the markers of mediation and divine 

accommodation.  Consequently, whether or not an angel can act as God rather than on 

behalf of God does not remove the identification of Christ through the Trinitarian 

missional activity of the Son.  Malone has offered multiple counters to López’s 

contentions, suggesting that the messenger concept is not altogether as presented.75 

Calvin agrees with MacDonald’s contention that Nebuchadnezzar’s wording is not 

authoritative evidence.  He states, “A single angel was sent to these three men; 

Nebuchadnezzar calls him a son of God; not because he thought him to be Christ, but 

according to the common opinion among all people, that angels are sons of God, since a 

certain divinity is resplendent in them; and hence they call angels generally sons of 

God.”76  Calvin considers Daniel 3 to be an angelic appearance rather than a Christophany 

on the grounds that clear evidence of mediation and divine accommodation are absent.  

This illustrates that Calvin is cognizant of the customs of Biblical times and the linguistic 

challenges.  He does not attempt to manipulate either to suit his needs, but requires his 

                                                           
74 MacDonald, “Christology and ‘The Angel,’” 330.  López, “Identifying the ‘Angel,’” 2-3.    
75 See: Andrew S. Malone, “Distinguishing the Angel of the Lord,” Bulletin for Biblical Research 21, no. 3. 
297-314 (2011). 
76 Comm. Daniel 3:25, CTS I.231; CO 40.639. 
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exegesis to submit to these insights.  Calvin consistently demonstrates the need to see 

mediation and divine accommodation to attribute an appearance to Christ.   

In chapter two, I noted the Judaizing criticisms leveled against Calvin.77  

Contemporary reformers did not view Calvin as too progressive, but as too conservative 

Christocentrically.  Calvin’s exegetical principles erected boundaries preventing him from 

straying into the realm of allegory, a technique he disliked.78   

The concern that Calvin was insufficiently Christocentric is echoed by modern 

Christophany proponents.  Gieschen states,  

Although Calvin does acknowledge the angel of the Lord theophanies were the pre-
incarnate Son, he does not follow Luther’s lead in keeping the Son as central in his 
interpretation of God in the Old Testament.  Calvin’s “theocentric” approach 
established an exegetical path through the Old Testament that many within the 
church have followed.79 

Calvin should not be read as Christocentric – a term which, in itself raises many questions 

– if this means a reduction to Christ.80  Hence, Gieschen correctly considers Calvin to be 

theocentric in his exegesis.81  However, being theocentric does not prevent Calvin from 

understanding the Old Testament to feature Christ.82   

                                                           
77 See: Aegidius Hunnius, The Judaizing Calvin, trans. James D. Heiser (Bynum: Repristination Press, 2012). 
78 Greidanus considers that Calvin’s exegesis focused on: clarity and brevity, the intention of the author, the 
historical context, the original, grammatical meaning, literary context, unity of the two testaments, and 
understanding the context of the whole Bible.  Greidanus, Preaching Christ, 128-137. 
79 Gieschen, “The Real Presence,” 114.  See also: Charles A. Gieschen, “All Scripture is Pure Christ: 
Luther’s Christocentric Interpretation in the Context of Reformed Exegesis,” Concordia Theological 
Quarterly 81, no. 1. 3-17 (2017). 
80 Muller notes, “No one in the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries ever thought to identify Christ as the 
principium cognoscendi theologiae.”  Emphasis in original.  Muller, “A Note on ‘Christocentrism,’” 257.  He 
further observes, “Klooster wisely remarked that ‘while Calvin is indeed christocentric – christologically 
theocentric is more accurate – his christocentrism is certainly not that of neo-orthodoxy.’  But even here, in 
this fundamentally accurate observation, we are confronted with a problem of definition: Calvin’s 
‘christocentrism’ is not the ‘christocentrism’ of Barth and to identify both of these theologians as 
‘christocentric’ is either to create a demand that various christocentrisms be distinguished or to lapse into a 
muddled equivocation.”  Muller, 258.  For the original comment see the tenth footnote in: Fred H. Klooster, 
Calvin’s Doctrine of Predestination, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1977), 14.     
81 Muller states, “It is mistaken to insist that Calvin’s thought as a whole took Christ as its central focus and 
utterly foreign to the mind of the Reformer to hold that ‘revelation in Jesus Christ’ is somehow paradigmatic 
for the content of theology as distinct not only from the revelation found in the natural order but also from 
the non-incarnational teaching of the biblical Word.  Certainly, in Calvin’s mind, one can discuss providence 
quite adequately without engaging in christological argumentation.”  Muller, 259.  
82 “In focusing on the sovereignty and glory of God, theocentric interpretation is broader than christological 
interpretation but does not necessarily exclude Christocentric interpretation.  Calvin seeks to combine God-
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 The balance exhibited by Calvin, suggestive of his tendency toward the via media, 

defends against contentions that his Christophanic view is biased.83  Calvin, as recognized 

by Christophanic advocates and opponents, was not predisposed to read Christ into his Old 

Testament exegesis.  Greidanus remarks that “from our perspective Calvin did not 

sufficiently focus on producing explicitly Christ-centered sermons in the context of the 

whole of Scripture.  For Calvin, as we have seen, is frequently satisfied with a God-

centered sermon.”84  Consequently, Calvin is the least disposed Christophanic proponent to 

attribute divine manifestations to Christ.  Yet, he argues for Christophanies, taking the 

stronger stance that all theophanies are Christophanies.  This, combined with the 

observations about Calvin’s theocentricity, suggests that Calvin’s articulation is not prone 

to eisegetically forcing Christ into the Old Testament.   

                   

5.5 Concluding Remarks 

Calvin’s Christophanic development provides a significant contribution to the modern 

discussion.  The hermeneutical model presented by Calvin focuses the attention on 

Christology rather than on the Angel of the Lord.  By grounding his observations in the 

Son’s mission, Calvin provides a more rigorous argument that contributes to our 

knowledge of Christ’s person and work.  Christophanies reflect the mediatorial mission, 

enhancing our understanding of who Christ is and what He has done throughout the entire 

Bible.  Furthermore, Calvin’s method keeps the Trinity in focus, highlighting each 

Christophany as a work of the Triune God.  Thus, Christophanies enhance our 

                                                           
centered, historical interpretation of the Old Testament with the Bible’s Christ-centered focus.”  Greidanus, 
Preaching Christ, 137. 
83 For more on the via media see: Ford Lewis Battles, “Calculus Fidei,” in Articles on Calvin and Calvinism. 
Vol. 7, The Organizational Structure of Calvin’s Theology, ed. Richard C. Gamble, 195-220 (New York: 
Garland Publishing, Inc., 1992) and Donald K. McKim, “John Calvin: A Theologian for an Age of Limits,” 
Readings in Calvin’s Theology. 291-310 (Eugene: Wipf & Stock Publishers, 1984). 
84 Greidanus, Preaching Christ, 149. 
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understanding of the economic Trinity and the co-operative action of the Triune God 

throughout the Old Testament.   

By approaching Christophanies from the Son’s Trinitarian mission of mediation 

and divine accommodation, Calvin’s hermeneutic sidesteps counterarguments raised 

against the Angel of the Lord.  Furthermore, Calvin provides an answer to many of the 

objections, allowing us to see how the more puzzling features fit together.  Calvin’s 

articulation upholds the Trinity as active in every Christophany in relation to the exercise 

of the Son’s distinctive mission.  Furthermore, it maintains the teaching of the 

Chalcedonian definition through the extra Calvinisticum, distinguishes between 

Christophanies and the incarnation, and does not rely on contentious grammatical 

distinctions as primary evidence.  Consequently, Calvin’s Christophanic hermeneutic 

enhances our understanding of Christ and the Trinity while providing a defence against 

counterarguments.   

As discussed, Christophanies reinforce Calvin’s soteriological reading of Scripture.  

Calvin grounds his understanding of Christ’s person and work in his Trinitarian 

convictions.  Additionally, Christophanies clarify Calvin’s implementation of the extra 

Calvinisticum and divine accommodation.  Divine accommodation, in turn, functions as an 

application of mediation and the mediatorial offices.   

My study of Calvin’s views suggests a method to exegete Scripture and a means to 

interpret Calvin.  Furthermore, this study indicates the importance of affording Calvin’s 

Commentaries their merited attention.  Christophanies offer a means to properly expound 

and formulate exegetical principles for the Old Testament.   

Calvin’s Christophanic development is not as obscure an enterprise as one might 

first imagine.  Rather, it sheds important light on the Christology of the Reformer, impacts 

the contemporary discussion of the theological interpretation about the Old Testament, and 

carries multiple practical implications for Christians.  Particularly instructive are the many 
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complex doctrinal issues which attending to the Christophanic causes us to confront and 

refine.  In his treatment of this theme, Calvin addresses relevant contemporary theological 

issues and provides important contributions.  The many implications suggested in this 

chapter provide a compelling reason to reexamine the Reformer’s view on Old Testament 

manifestations of the pre-incarnate Christ.  
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Introduction 

In this final chapter, I summarize my findings, offer potential implications, and suggest 

further avenues for research.  Above all else, my work demonstrates that the primary thesis 

emerging from Calvin’s work is his astonishing claim that all theophanies are properly and 

solely classified as Christophanies.  Calvin approaches the issue in a novel manner which 

results in his substantially stricter conclusion that Christ exclusively manifests the divine.  

Importantly, Calvin’s Christophanic articulation addresses many core tenants of his 

Christological understanding.  Christophanies afford the ability to examine Calvin’s 

Christological and soteriological doctrines in a unique fashion.  Although my focus was on 

Christ’s pre-incarnate appearances, my study uncovered Calvin’s views on the Trinity, the 

mediatorial offices, the incarnation, the extra Calvinisticum, exegesis, divine 

accommodation, and other related Christological topics.  Christophanies prove a fruitful 

ground for theological inquiry into Calvin’s mind and Christ’s person and work.  

In this summary chapter, I offer concluding remarks highlighting the important 

features discussed in the preceding chapters.  I then analyze the implications of this study 

for Calvin scholarship as well as provide broader applications.  Following this, I suggest 

opportunities for continued research.  The subjects discussed in this study yield numerous 

avenues for additional discussion and while my analysis was designedly thorough, it is far 

from comprehensively complete.  My final section presents closing comments to end this 

examination of Calvin’s development of the Christophanic interpretation of Old Testament 

theophanies. 

6.1 Calvin’s Christophanic Case Summarized 

Very few individuals throughout church history have been blessed with the insights of 
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John Calvin.  The breadth of his understanding and his ability to grasp the interconnected 

aspects of divine revelation is evident from his Christophanic discussion.  Calvin’s 

commitment to Scripture and to a rigorous exegetical method undergirds his commitment 

to pre-incarnate appearances of Christ.  Despite failing to provide a systematic analysis of 

hermeneutics, a careful examination of Calvin’s comments allowed me to reconstruct the 

principles guiding his approach to Scripture.  These, in turn, informed his Christophanic 

development.  

Calvin’s primary objective as a commentator of Scripture was to expound the Word 

of God concisely and clearly.  This dual pairing prevents a superficial examination and 

avoids excurses into oblique theological lines of inquiry.  Calvin sought to provide 

instruction about the Bible as a means of understanding Scripture.  His Christophanic 

articulation is carefully crafted to allow the observant reader to understand the process of 

generating a hermeneutic for correctly discussing doctrines which are not immediately 

apparent, while concise enough to avoid becoming overwhelming.  

In addition to the aforementioned, Calvin demonstrated a commitment to the plain 

sense interpretation of the passage and authorial intent.  Both principles are derivatives of 

brevity and simplicity.  The clearest, most concise understanding of Scripture is the one 

directly advanced by the text and that remains true to the author’s intent.  Consequently, 

Calvin avoids allegorical interpretations.  Any explanation which veers from the literal 

reading compels Calvin to provide additional evidence demonstrating how such an 

interpretation better reveals the original authorial intent.      

Calvin’s aversion to allegory combined with his commitment to brevity suggests 

that he would be less inclined to advance pre-incarnate appearances of Christ.  Indeed, this 

is attested to by the Judaizing charges leveled against Calvin.  Calvin, though committed to 

reading the Scriptures in view of Christ, was not ardently committed to finding Him in 

every verse.  This suggests that Calvin’s Christophanic development arises from a 
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conviction that the plain meaning of Scripture and the authorial intent demand such a 

reading.  Additionally, while Christophanies are evidenced by the patristics, Calvin does 

not appeal to authority or rely on the opinions of others.  Furthermore, Augustine’s 

influence left Christophanies relatively neglected in the western church, with post-

Augustinian development occurring primarily in the Eastern church.  Combining these 

observations refutes any suggestion that Calvin was predisposed to locating Christ in the 

Old Testament or that he was significantly influenced by patristic authors on this score.   

Calvin’s Christophanic development through Genesis is indicative of his 

hermeneutical convictions and displays a lawyerly-like case construction which guides his 

audience toward the inevitable conclusion: It is Christ who always manifests the divine.  

This suggests that Calvin must be read comprehensively to avoid misconstruing his views.  

Analyzing a single passage from Genesis might lead us to conclude that Calvin finds the 

identity of the Angel of the Lord insignificant when he is at an earlier stage of his 

articulation.  Consequently, the reader is compelled to return to earlier scenes armed with 

the knowledge obtained from the final conclusion.   

A compelling question emerges: what aspect of Christ causes Him to act as the 

divine representative?  The answer, for Calvin, is Christ’s mediatorial work.  Since the 

Mediator necessarily is divine and human to intercede for both parties, Christ is uniquely 

qualified to perform the trifold work of the mediatorial offices: prophetic, sacerdotal, and 

royal.  Calvin’s commitment to the mediatorial offices as a controlling Christological 

feature is apparent in his work and attested to by multiple scholars.  Furthermore, Calvin 

routinely and specifically refers to mediation or discusses aspects of the mediatorial offices 

in his exegesis of Christophanic passages.  Mediation compels Calvin to attribute all divine 

manifestations to Christ.  

Within the rubric of mediation, the prophetic office best explains the Christophanic.  

Christophanies are marked by verbal revelation.  The visual provides confirmation of the 
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accompanying revelation and highlights its significance.  Throughout Scripture, the 

prophets acted to deliver revelation from God to the people.  A unique difference between 

the divine and the human office is that the prophets attest to God’s revealed word whereas 

Christ is the revelation to which He attests.  Specifically, the prophets oriented the people 

to the coming Mediator.  Christ, as the Mediator, appeared to foreshadow His incarnation.  

This explains the human-like appearances which instruct us to the form in which Christ 

will come into the world.  As prophet, Christ teaches His people and directs their attention 

toward Bethlehem and the cross.   

The prophetic role highlights Calvin’s Christophanic understanding in light of the 

incarnation.  Calvin’s explanation for the Christophanic form is the incarnation.  Christ is 

prefiguring His assumption of a human nature by clothing Himself in a human form, 

thereby anticipating the God-man.  The Christophanic illustrates the Immanuel promise, 

demonstrating how ‘God with us’ is not merely an ideological statement or a prophetic 

pronouncement, but a reality through the work of Christ.  Christophanies anticipate the 

incarnation and introduce the Mediator to those living during the Old Testament. 

Attending to the exercise of Christ’s mediatorial offices leads into an examination 

of the economic Trinity.  Calvin understands the ontological Trinity to be comprised of 

God’s essence and to be the indivisible portion of the Trinity.  The essence is shared in 

every aspect at all times.  However, there exists a distinction between the persons.  Calvin 

concludes that the differentiation is in respect to the missions or the external workings of 

the Trinity.  Apart from this, the titles Father, Son, and Holy Spirit become meaningless 

distinctions.  Consequently, the missions identify the persons and are the unique, 

incommunicable aspects.  The Trinitarian missions are not unique because the other 

persons lack the ability to perform the same tasks, rather they are voluntarily 

incommunicable.  The Father and the Spirit might possess the capacity to manifest 

themselves, but they will not act upon that ability as that is not descriptive of their 
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missions.  Yet, the Trinity is never subdivided.  Although only Christ is visibly present, the 

Son is not the sole Christophanic agent.  The Father initiates each Christophany and the 

Spirit perfects each Christophany in the recipient’s heart in accordance with their 

respective missions.  Consequently, the economic Trinity forms the basis for Calvin’s 

identification of Christ’s work.  Owing to the structure of the Trinity, those works assigned 

to the Son will only ever be performed by Him.  Christ alone mediates and by identifying 

mediatorial action we have an assured marker for Christ.  Although Calvin speaks of 

mediation as the Son’s mission, he maintains that the Son always works in unison with the 

Father and the Spirit.  Hence, while it is proper to speak of Christophanies, the 

Christophanic remains ever Trinitarian.   

Calvin’s commitment to mediation as an identifier for Christ’s work bore out in my 

examination of particular passages.  Mediation was routinely mentioned and its aspects 

were described in all passages attributed to Christ.  Even the counter example depended 

upon mediation: Calvin rules out an appearance of Christ in Daniel 3 precisely due to the 

absence of verbal revelation and so also of divine mediation.  This example highlights the 

Trinitarian component of Christophanies and further attests to the claim that a created 

angel appeared in the fiery furnace.   

Calvin’s second indicator for Christ’s pre-incarnate appearances is divine 

accommodation.  Divine accommodation is an extension and further specification of 

mediation.  Thus, while I separated the two to study individual aspects of each, this was 

artificial in that the two occur in tandem.  The accommodation of the divine is demanded 

by the creature’s limited capacity.  As such, accommodation entails an act of mediation, 

whereby the divine stoops to our comprehension level.  Hence, divine accommodation is 

an action stemming from God’s grace and mercy.  God need not accommodate to our level.  

However, the absence of accommodation would either render revelation incomprehensible 

or expose the creature to mortal danger.  God voluntarily accommodates His essence to 
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meet our frailty because of His grace and mercy.  This action is done through Christ and is 

highlighted by the incarnation.  Christophanies, as a precursor to the incarnation, provide 

an opportunity to examine more intricate aspects of divine accommodation and shed light 

on Calvin’s formulation of this doctrine.  

Divine accommodation is necessitated primarily by the Creator/creature distinction 

and secondarily by the consequences of sin.  All created beings have limitations inherent to 

their natures and need accommodation.  The angels minister in the presence of an 

accommodated, albeit less so, God.  Creatureliness is the primary motivation separating us 

from our Creator.  This is not to deny the radical devastation wrought by sin.  Rather, sin 

exacerbates the pre-existing situation of creaturely finitude requiring an additional level of 

accommodation.  Consequently, Christ accommodates the Creator toward His creatures 

and the Holy God toward sinful humanity.  The result is an intensifying of the need for and 

the extent of divine accommodation.   

Calvin indicates that divine accommodation is a restriction of scope without a 

change in substance.  Christ accommodates by presenting a true manifestation of the divine 

essence while withholding a comprehensive revelation.  Humankind, according to Calvin, 

is not being tricked by God.  Christophanies bring out this aspect of divine 

accommodation.  The danger in arguing for a fallible accommodation is that Christ’s 

identity becomes compromised.  Calvin never calls into question the reality of Christ while 

always proclaiming a revelation that meets the recipient’s needs.  The Christophanic 

appropriation of divine accommodation explains Calvin’s understanding and 

implementation of this term.   

A particular aspect of divine accommodation is the mechanism described by the 

extra Calvinisticum.  The extra Calvinisticum describes the means whereby the 

Chalcedonian creed is realized: Christ assuming a human nature without ceasing to be 

divine.  As it relates to Christophanies it explains how Christ could assume a localized 
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presence at a particular point in space and time without surrendering His divine 

omnipresence.  The divine essence is never abdicated in human-like appearances.  The 

extra Calvinisticum appears in preliminary form, foreshadowing and providing 

foundational instruction to the application in the incarnation.  Calvin indicates several 

important differences between the incarnation and Christophanies, thereby safeguarding 

the uniqueness of the former.  The incarnation is a permanent appearance following a 

typical human life cycle: initiating at birth, terminating at death.  Christophanies, by 

contrast, are temporary appearances not following a typical life cycle.  The incarnation is 

an assumption of a human nature and a human form.  Christophanies are a temporary 

taking on of a human form without the assumption of a human nature.  Furthermore, there 

is nothing to indicate that the temporary forms are identical.  Christophanies are not bound 

to a particular human form and Calvin identifies inanimate Christophanies, namely the 

pillar of fire and the cloud.  Consequently, the extra Calvinisticum as applied to 

Christophanies specifically concerns the question of localized presence whereas in the 

incarnation it explains the localized presence and the manner of assumption of a human 

nature.  

Calvin’s articulation of the totus/totum distinction suggests the manner in which 

Christ appears at particular points in time without abdicating His heavenly throne.  

Christophanies demonstrate Christ’s real presence without requiring that His 

comprehensive divine essence be restricted to the human-like, temporal conditions.  As a 

result, the totus/totum distinction complements Calvin’s understanding of the extra 

Calvinisticum while employing analogous language to divine accommodation.  The 

distinction between real and comprehensive explains divine accommodation and the 

mechanism of the extra Calvinisticum.  Hence, the implementation of the extra 

Calvinisticum and the totus/totum descriptor are subsets of divine accommodation used to 

explain how the divine accommodates to the limitations of creation.  In turn, this indicates 
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that the extra Calvinisticum and the totus/totum distinction are aspects of the Son’s 

missional activity and identify Christ’s work.          

Calvin’s case studies linked divine accommodation with Christ’s pre-incarnate 

appearances.  Furthermore, Calvin suggested that divine accommodation is not a fixed 

concept, but one which may vary by degree in response to God’s determination and the 

recipient’s capacity.  Calvin considers that angelic beings are afforded an accommodation 

which is different in degree from what humans receive.  This is explained by the impact of 

sin, an aspect absent from the angelic realm.  Furthermore, Calvin suggests that at 

particular moments in history or for particular individuals, God may choose to reveal more 

of His divine essence.  Moses receives, arguably, the least accommodated Christophany in 

Exodus 33 with a parallel example occurring in the New Testament at Christ’s 

transfiguration.   

Following an extensive analysis of Calvin’s twin Christophanic markers of 

mediation and divine accommodation, I considered the applications of Calvin’s 

Christophanic hermeneutic.  Calvin’s articulation speaks into the contemporary 

Christophanic scholarship by answering the objections raised and advancing the evidence 

in favor of Christ’s pre-incarnate appearances.  Rather than covering the same territory, 

Calvin’s development of Christophanies takes a different approach by grounding the 

identification of Christ in the Son’s Trinitarian mission.  Calvin’s method avoids relying 

on questionable grammatical features and provides a rigorous means of locating Christ in 

the Old Testament.  By relying on mediation and divine accommodation, Calvin extends 

his application beyond the Angel of the Lord to all divine manifestations.  This allows 

Calvin to speak of inanimate Christophanies or passages where God is visibly present but 

the phrase, ‘Angel of the Lord’ is absent.   

Calvin’s hermeneutic carries significant implications for Calvin scholarship.  His 

articulation of Christophanies signifies Calvin’s commitment to exegeting Scripture 
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soteriologically.  The work of mediation and the cross is continually in view.  Furthermore, 

Calvin’s Christology is significantly bolstered by his Christophanic views.  Calvin’s 

discussion of Christ’s person and work is firmly situated in a Trinitarian context.  

Christophanies shed important light on the more intricate and seldom discussed aspects of 

Calvin’s Christology – the extra Calvinisticum and the mediatorial offices.  Finally, an 

examination of Calvin’s Christophanic hermeneutic provides indicators regarding Calvin’s 

exegetical methods.  This suggests a manner to understand Calvin’s articulation and a lens 

to interpret his works.  

Calvin’s description of Christophanies suggests implications for the broader 

Christian scene.  His methods provide a manner to understand Christ’s presence in the Old 

Testament.  Calvin provides a means through which to correctly locate the pre-incarnate 

Christ and his work informs our understanding of the economic Trinity.  Finally, Calvin’s 

hermeneutic suggests a manner to discuss the Mediator and the mediatorial work within 

the Old Testament dispensation.   

6.2 Implications and Applications for Calvin Scholarship 

In addition to providing a valuable defence and articulation of Christophanies, examining 

Calvin’s views enriches our understanding of how to interpret the Reformer’s works.  Here 

I consider several implications for Calvin scholarship arising from this study by coalescing 

my observations and suggesting additional applications.  The three broad headings framing 

the Christophanic extensions to reading Calvin are: Soteriological, Christological, and 

Hermeneutical.     

6.2.1 Soteriological Implications 

My study revealed that Calvin is concerned to exegete against a soteriological horizon.  

Christophanies are significant for what they are in the moment of occurrence and for what 

they direct our attention toward – the incarnation.  Hence Calvin speaks of Christ coming 
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as Mediator to foreshadow the incarnation and the atonement.  The Mediator appears in 

His prophetic office to provide soteriological revelation.   

Calvin’s concern to understand Scripture in light of the person and work of the 

Mediator indicates his commitment to a continuous soteriology across both dispensations.  

My analysis demonstrated that scholars, such as Puckett, recognize Calvin’s consistent 

view of the appropriation of salvation, one which extends point for point to the Old 

Testament.  Calvin routinely addresses Israel as the early church and through the 

Christophanic locates the Mediator in the Old Testament.  Christophanies explain how 

God’s people in the former age could place their faith in the Mediator since they were 

recipients of revelation concerning the Mediator and they were visited by the Mediator 

Himself.  By placing their faith in the God who was revealed, the Israelites directed their 

faith to Christ.  Thus, the Immanuel promise is not merely a statement regarding a 

symbolic divine presence, but a declaration of the specific manifestation of Israel’s 

Mediator.   

A prime example is the divine manifestation to Abraham in Genesis 15.  The 

analysis of chapter two demonstrated that Calvin indicates the presence of the Mediator in 

Genesis 15:6.  Consequently, in placing his faith in the God revealed to him, Abraham 

was, in fact, placing his faith in Christ.  The Christophanic demonstrates the unity between 

the two testaments by displaying Christ’s work in a human-like, pre-incarnate form.  

Calvin is less interested in identifying the divine person manifested for the sake of 

veneration; rather, he is focused on the mission that comes to expression when the agent of 

theophany is identified as Christ.  The soteriological work is Calvin’s telos for unveiling 

the particular person of the Trinity.  Christophanies demonstrate Calvin’s commitment to 

an exegetical analysis which is soteriological at its heart.       

6.2.2 Christological Implications 

The second category into which this study speaks is Christology.  Christophanies afford 
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opportunities to better ascertain some of the distinctive aspects of Calvin’s Christology.  

Thus, consideration of his Christophanic treatment provides a means of enhancing, 

nuancing, and further explicating current Calvin research in this regard.   

Calvin’s understanding of the economic Trinity undergirds his development of 

Christophanies.  For Calvin, every divine action is Trinitarian.  Christophanies, though 

attesting to Christ’s person and manifesting His presence, are nonetheless thoroughly 

Trinitarian.  Calvin’s convictions demand the sole manifestation of Christ while 

proclaiming the indivisible work of the Trinity.  Hence, we might speak of them as 

Trinitarian Christophanies.  The Christophanic characteristics displayed reveal God’s 

essence – the aspect common to all the triune persons.  Yet, the missions remain distinct: 

The Father initiates, the Son accomplishes, and the Spirit perfects.  Although much of the 

discussion centers around the Father and Son, the crucial role of the Spirit must not be 

minimized.  Calvin’s analysis of the fiery furnace indicated that the unregenerate, Spirit-

less Nebuchadnezzar was incapable of identifying Christ.  Consequently, Calvin maintains 

a Trinitarian focus even in instances where one mission or one person is emphasized.  

Calvin understands each individual divine action to involve the whole Trinity and 

indivisible in unity while distinct in mission. 

The Son’s distinctive mission is described by the mediatorial offices.  

Consequently, I find collaboration for Edmondson’s contention that, for Calvin, Christ 

eternally is the Mediator.  In particular, the Christophanic informs Christ’s prophetic role.  

This specific office is not always as readily apparent as the other two.  As such, 

Christophanies further bolster Edmondson’s advocating for the threefold office by 

illustrating the unique properties of the prophetic office.  Additionally, Calvin’s 

construction of Christophanies indicate that it is the work of mediation that provides a 

unique theological fingerprint for Christ.  Christophanies afford an opportunity to 

understand Calvin’s Christological emphasis and to enrich our understanding of Christ’s 
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person and work.  By drawing upon the Old Testament manifestations, our pool of 

Christological evidence increases significantly, complementing the knowledge revealed in 

the New Testament.   

Christophanies provide an opportunity to reflect further upon Calvin’s 

understanding of the extra Calvinisticum.  The extra Calvinisticum is ingredient in any 

explanation of the human-like appearances, foreshadowing the incarnate dual nature of 

Jesus Christ.  The differences between Christophanies and the incarnation are significant, 

rendering the latter unique in substance although anticipated in form.  The limited 

individualized treatment of the extra Calvinisticum in the Institutes and in the 

Commentaries is thus bolstered by Calvin’s Christophanic comments.   

As an extension of both mediation and the extra Calvinisticum, Christophanies also 

speak to our understanding of Calvin’s implementation of divine accommodation.  In 

particular, they suggest that divine accommodation fits under the rubric of mediation and, 

consequently, is particular to the Son.  Furthermore, the Christophanic suggests truth is 

maintained despite God graciously withholding comprehensive revelation.  Christophanies 

reveal a true divine manifestation without providing a full or comprehensive manifestation 

of the divine essence.  The extra Calvinisticum explains how the divine essence remains 

enthroned while a true, localized, and accommodated presence is manifest.  As such, 

Calvin’s treatment of Christophanies provides insights into how to interpret his account of 

divine accommodation more broadly.  

The final Christological question into which Christophanies offer insight is 

Calvin’s understanding of the nature of Scripture’s witness to Christ.  Christophanies 

demonstrate Calvin’s adherence to the personal appearance of Christ throughout the Old 

Testament.  The Immanuel promise is unveiled through the continued emergence of the 

Mediator across the pages of history, culminating in the incarnation.  Calvin’s discussion 

of Christophanies is framed by his understanding of the Trinity, guaranteeing that his 
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analysis remains theocentric even when locating Christ throughout the Old Testament.  A 

Christologically theocentric view explains Calvin’s continual appeal to the structure of the 

Trinity while maintaining the prominence that the Scriptures afford Christ.      

6.3.3 Exegetical Implications 

Perhaps more than most topics addressed in the Commentaries, Christophanies make 

manifest Calvin’s hermeneutical principles.  Calvin provides a working model of carefully 

establishing his views before committing to Christophanies.  Consequently, we are 

afforded an illustration of his commitment to the plain meaning of the passage and the 

need to avoid allegorizing.  Christophanies make evident Calvin’s reticence to commit to 

claims that he considers under established.  Calvin’s failure to attribute appearances to 

Christ in the early chapters of Daniel signals a lack of overwhelming evidence.  Regarding 

other questionable theological contentions, Calvin’s neutrality provided an indication of 

relative importance.  He feels compelled to find clear and decisive evidence before 

committing to an interpretation which is not explicitly outlined in the passage in question.  

Calvin’s own firm claims in relation to Christophanic texts thus suggest that he considers 

there to be real certainty in these cases, grounded firmly in exegetical foundations.   

As an example of this, Calvin’s Christophanic stance differentiates between 

appearances of Christ and created angels.  Calvin does not consider every angelic 

appearance to be Christophanic, only those which clearly evidence both mediation and 

divine accommodation.  Other instances, such as Daniel 3 and 6, represent created angels 

who are sent to help, protect, and accomplish their Commander’s will.  Calvin’s 

hermeneutic, therefore, provides a method for identifying a Christophany and 

distinguishing it from angelic appearances.   

A wider ranging application emerging from this study is an indication of how to 

read Calvin’s works.  There are two particular implications I discuss here.  To begin with, 

his commitment to brevity and clarity, combined with his adherence to authorial intent and 
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the plain sense, provide a hermeneutic for reading Calvin.  The qualities that Calvin 

applies to Scripture are those he seeks to emulate.  His desire to produce analysis that is 

brief suggests that Calvin articulates his own arguments without unduly burdening readers 

with speculative comments.  This, as Gamble indicated, reflects what Calvin saw mirrored 

in Scripture.  The implication is that the methods Calvin promotes inform his own writing 

style and he expects his readers to extend these methods to his works.  This does not mean 

that Calvin lacks development, depth, or leaves discussions incomplete.  Rather, it argues 

that such instances ought to be treated as the exception and additional evidence ought to be 

generated in support. 

The second implication is the importance of reading Calvin’s broader corpus.  As 

indicated, contemporary scholarship more regularly recognizes the fallacy of viewing 

Calvin as a man of one book.  Calvin’s comments on Christophanies occupy but a small 

portion of his Institutes.  Yet, as we have argued here, they play a pivotal role in the 

Commentaries, illustrating important features and consequences of Calvin’s views of 

mediation and divine accommodation.  Although both topics are discussed in the Institutes, 

there they are not as explicitly linked to Christophanies as in the Commentaries.  One 

result, is a potential to mistake Calvin as adhering to tradition in advocating for 

Christophanies.  Only by considering Calvin’s remarks in both the Institutes and the 

Commentaries are we able to properly understand Calvin’s Christophanic hermeneutic as 

one which, while in agreement with historical claims, is not derived from – and also differs 

notably from – the patristics.  Gamble contended that the Institutes serve to prelude the 

Commentaries, suggesting that they deserve more serious scholarly attention.  Perhaps 

there is a wider need to reexamine earlier scholarship too narrowly concerned with the 

Institutes in light of the Commentaries?             

6.3 Broader Implications and Applications for Theology  

Beyond Calvin scholarship, Calvin’s Christophanic views offer multiple implications.  The 
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list of topics connecting tangentially to Christophanies and Calvin’s hermeneutic is 

extensive.  In this section I highlight a few of the more prominent areas.  Each of the 

categories detailed offer applications that are both doctrinal and practical in nature.  

Consequently, the significance of Calvin’s Christophanic interpretation extends to the 

academy and the church.  Calvin’s work merits additional attention to glean the richness he 

offers, the depths of which I can only begin to sketch here.  I suggest that Calvin’s views 

can be broadly organized into five headings: Hermeneutical, Trinitarian, Missiological, 

Theological, and Pastoral.   

6.3.1 Hermeneutical Applications 

Calvin’s development of Christophanies doctrinally instructs in a proper Old Testament 

exegetical approach.  A rigorous hermeneutic is needed to allow scholars and laypeople 

alike to remain true to Scripture’s original intent while identifying Christ.  Calvin provides 

such a hermeneutic, developing it meticulously.  My study of Calvin’s methods suggested 

a means by which to exegetically unveil Christ through identifying known and established 

markers.  In particular Calvin relied on Christ’s mission as the Mediator, a role which 

serves to differentiate Him both from the other persons of the Godhead and which 

functions in distinction from human or angelic mediators.  Beyond providing a more 

rigorous approach to Old Testament exegesis, one which is more objective in nature, 

Calvin’s method suggests a novel means of identifying Christ’s pre-incarnate work.  As 

explicated by the literature surveyed, more scholars are advocating for the necessity of 

reading the Old Testament in light of the New Testament and for properly locating Christ.  

However, these scholars have often achieved this by following patterns conforming to 

typological or prophetic approaches.  Yet, Calvin’s Christophanic method goes beyond 

types, antitypes, promise, and fulfillment.  Rather, Calvin suggests a hermeneutic in which 

the Mediator orients us to His incarnation by manifesting Himself.  Could this suggest the 

need to consider an additional approach in which the promised fulfillment is present in the 
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now even as it directs us toward the future?  Possibly an approach in which the antitype is 

not merely veiled in a type, but is a genuine shadowy manifestation of what is yet to be 

more explicitly revealed?  Perhaps one which advances the pre-incarnate Mediator 

preluding the incarnate Mediator? 

Beyond raising several important doctrinal considerations, Calvin’s Christophanic 

hermeneutic offers practical applications.  As noted, scholars have suggested that a relative 

negligence of Old Testament preaching might be owing in part to a failure to uncover 

Christ in the former dispensation.  Calvin’s work provides a means of preaching Christ 

across the entirety of Scripture, a means which does not rely on symbolism or analogy.  

Beyond illustrating how Christ is central to all of Scripture, this suggests two key 

applications for pastors.  Calvin’s analysis indicates the centrality of mediation to the 

person and work of Christ.  Mediation not only identifies the person of Christ in pre-

incarnate appearances, but also explains His present and future work.  Preaching, therefore, 

ought to alert the listener to the presence of Christ throughout all of Scripture by focusing 

on the centrality of mediation and the mediatorial offices.  In addition, Christophanies 

suggest the contours of the canon.  All Scripture, for Calvin, is inspired and inerrant.  

However, certain portions may carry a heavier weight than others.  Analogously, a level of 

prominence is attached in accordance with the prestige of a visitor.  A visit from my 

relatives is not less endearing, and arguably more so, than the reception of a president.  

Yet, the arrival of a prominent figure signals a level of unique significance.  Similarly, God 

appears at particular periods in history.  Niehaus indicated that all divine manifestations 

are always initiated by God.1  Kuntz advanced that God does not manifest Himself 

arbitrarily, but appears at critical moments in human history.2  Calvin similarly indicates a 

variegated level of confirmation and authority testified by each appearance.  The visible 

                                                           
1 Niehaus, God at Sinai, 20. 
2 Kuntz, The Self-Revelation of God, 72. 
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manifestation of God’s glory in Christ’s appearance signals a particular prominence to the 

accompanying revelation.  Consequently, Christophanies serve as bookmarks, as it were, 

identifying periods of history when God emphasizes a particular revelation through 

manifesting Himself.  This argues for a closer examination of Christophanic passages for 

what they teach us about the God who is revealed and for what situational context merits 

an appearance of Christ Himself. 

6.3.2 Trinitarian Applications 

Furthermore, Calvin’s contribution teaches us to exegete Christ in a Trinitarian framework.  

Doctrinally, Calvin’s analysis forces us to consider how to appropriately and correctly 

articulate the Trinity.  Calvin’s comments indicated his great care to distinguish between 

the indivisible essence of God and the hypostases.  Additionally, Calvin differentiates 

between those characteristics applicable to all persons of the Godhead from the specific 

missions which he deems incommunicable.  This led Calvin in Isaiah 6 to opt for 

employing the language of ‘God,’ a reference to the former, while reserving the titles 

(Father, Son, Spirit) for the latter.  Might this call us to take greater care in how we employ 

the divine names and titles?  Could it be that we often interchange ‘God’ and ‘Father’ in a 

way that blurs Calvin’s distinction between the essence and the mission?  Might this 

inadvertently result in confusion that might appear either Sabellian or Arian in nature? 

Practically, one might suggest that the Trinity and, specifically, the work of the 

Spirit seems lacking in Old Testament exegetical efforts.  Calvin’s hermeneutic compels us 

to understand the function of the Trinity in every age.  Despite a distinction in missions, no 

activity is performed in isolation.  Every act of the Father includes the Son and the Spirit 

and vice versa.  Christophanies provide a means to understand the role of the Father in 

initiating divine revelation and manifestation, the Son in revealing and manifesting the 

divine, and the Spirit in perfecting the revealed knowledge and manifestation of the divine.  

Thus, Calvin’s approach implores us to understand the economic activity of the Trinity in 
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the Old Testament.  God’s essence remains undivided while the economic activity is 

unique, incommunicable, and always in cooperation with the Godhead.   As indicated, 

contrary to alternative explanations, Calvin’s view is consistently Trinitarian in every 

appearance rather than merely when considering the category as a whole.  This suggests a 

need to structure preaching to acknowledge that opera trinitatis ad extra indivisia sunt.  

Calvin’s presentation meticulously unpacks the mission of Christ without allowing for a 

reduction to Christ.  Is our teaching, especially regarding the Old Testament, 

unintentionally Trinitarian in name only while practically monotarian in application?  

Calvin’s Christophanic argument presents a model by which to correctly emphasize the 

unique missions while maintaining the Trinitarian unity.  I suggest that our preaching 

might greatly benefit from applying this method to expository preparation. 

6.3.3 Missiological Applications       

Christophanies provide strategies for missions and evangelism.  Doctrinally, Calvin’s 

articulation reinforces his conviction that a unity exists between the two dispensations.  

Consequently, one might expect to find shadowy vestiges of the gospel scattered 

throughout the Old Testament.  Might this afford an opportunity to consider what 

missiological methods and evangelistic presentations might be gleaned from examining the 

Old Testament rather than relying predominately on the New Testament?  Calvin’s 

continual appeal to Israel as the church seems to suggest that the mission of the apostolic 

church also applies to the church in its infancy.  How might considering the missional 

activity of Israel enhance our understanding and appropriation of God’s mission to His 

people across all ages?  Furthermore, how might the distinction Calvin presents between 

the pre-incarnate and incarnate Christ better allow us to understand the unity between the 

two dispensations while also acknowledging the differences?  Could this suggest missional 

applications for cultures and people groups far removed from our own?        
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On the practical level, identifying the Mediator in the Old Testament suggests a 

method for sharing the core tenants of Christianity with those for whom the Old Testament 

is considered authoritative.  Although one might suggest that prophecy and types serve to 

build bridges with such individuals, the significance of the Christophanic is that Christ 

Himself is manifest.  Furthermore, this might suggest a way to present the Bible as a 

unified whole rather than potentially giving the impression that Christianity is centered 

upon the events of the New Testament to the exclusion of the Old Testament.  Could this 

prevent future confusion amongst new converts and allow them to appreciate the missional 

activity of God throughout all of Scripture?  How might an evangelistic approach which 

appeals to the mediatorial activity of the pre-incarnate Christ allow for common ground 

with those who see the events of the Old Testament as sacred?   

6.3.4 Theological Applications 

Christophanies beg the question, why Christ and not the other persons of the Trinity?  

Calvin’s specific articulation makes the stricter claim that rather than merely 

predominately, Christ exclusively manifests the divine.  His confidence derives from his 

answer to the question posed by indicating that the Creator/creature distinction demands a 

mediator.  Doctrinally, this suggests that Christophanies influence our understanding of 

theology proper.  The Creator is transcendent and holy.  All beings, the divine excluded, 

stand in an inferior position by virtue of being created.  As Calvin indicated, this implies 

that even sinless angels require some form of mediation and accommodation due to their 

creatureliness.  The Christophanic reminds us that God is transcendent and should not be 

treated irreverently.  Sin further exacerbates the situation, rendering human beings in a 

hopeless condition apart from the salvific work of the Mediator.  Could a better 

understanding of the transcendent nature of the Creator enhance both our understanding of 

the plight of the human condition and the wonder at God’s gracious condescension to us in 
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the Mediator?  Might this suggest the need to reexamine the importance of the 

Creator/creature distinction in forming our understanding of theology proper?  

Considering the practical implications, Calvin’s Christophanic views remind us that 

God is to be understood as the magnificent, holy Creator.  This suggests the need to preach 

the transcendence of God as explicated by the double impact upon humanity of creation 

and sin.  Calvin’s dual understanding of knowledge bears reiteration from the pulpit.  It is 

as we understand the nature of God as Creator that we better grasp the limitations of our 

capacities as creatures.  Likewise, as we dwell on our infirmities due to creation, 

compounded by sin, we better understand the mercy of the God who stoops to our level 

through the mediatorial work of Christ.  Might preaching which emphasizes the 

Creator/creature distinction as reflected in the Christophanic instill in us an awe before the 

transcendent God who condescends to our needs?  Could this inspire a greater reverence, 

worship, and commitment to God from His creatures?  

6.3.5 Pastoral Applications 

Finally, Calvin’s Christophanic development suggests a pastoral application.  Throughout 

my study, I noted the unfolding of the Immanuel promise in the pre-incarnate appearances 

of Christ.  Calvin’s work suggests a doctrinal application which extends the understanding 

of ‘God with us’ beyond Bethlehem to the entirety of Scripture.  In concert with the 

preceding applications, Calvin’s work indicates the continuity displayed between the two 

testaments whereby the promised Immanuel is not restricted to a future period of history, 

but manifests Himself even while prophesying His incarnation.  Divine accommodation 

and mediation capture the nearly inconceivable thought that the utterly transcendent, 

incomprehensible divine essence desires to be the God amongst His people rather than 

merely the God above His people.  Could the unfolding of the Immanuel Promise through 

the Old Testament impact our understanding of God’s relationship with His people?  Is it 
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possible that one of the immense values of the Christophanic is its balance in expressing 

the Creator/creature distinction with the God who dwells with us?  

Pastoral counseling and care offer an immediate practical application for Calvin’s 

Christophanic understanding.  The God who is transcendent deems to make Himself 

imminent.  Christ steps into our history, experiences our world, and appears at crucial 

points in time.  God does not remain aloof, but appears to remind us of His ever present, 

gracious care.  Christophanies not only seem to occur at critical soteriological moments, 

but also at times of great need.  The dire straits of the nation of Israel and the self-imposed 

exile of Moses merit a divine appearance.  Joshua is confronted by the Commander of the 

hosts on the eve of battle.  More space is needed to develop the particulars, but minimally 

this suggests a God who appears at our greatest moments of need in a manner suitable to 

the crisis at hand.  Pastors who sit beside the grief laden, the depressed, the sick, the 

despised, and the defeated can confidently point to a Christ who routinely appears as the 

Mediator in our time of need through gracious accommodation to our circumstances.  The 

Immanuel promise comforts us with the knowledge that the transcendent God is very 

imminent through Christ the Mediator.  Could a deeper understanding of Christophanies 

and Calvin’s approach offer a means of caring for those desperately needing to grasp the 

God who is ever with us?   

6.3.6 Concluding Remarks 

Calvin’s articulation of Christ’s pre-incarnate appearances bear important implications for 

Christians and our understanding of Scripture.  Christophanies provide a means to offer 

instruction on the importance of proper exegesis and generate several principles to guide 

that pursuit.  Not only does this connect the Old Testament with the rest of Scripture, it 

also teaches about the workings of the Trinity.  Both the Trinitarian applications and the 

hermeneutical applications impact our doctrinal formulation and suggest a means of 

blessing the church through preaching that reflects the Triune unity amongst the particular 
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missions.  Christophanies additionally suggest a method for approaching evangelism 

toward groups adhering to the inspiration of the Old Testament.  Missional questions 

regarding contextualization and the approach to Scripture, could greatly benefit from 

Calvin’s insights.  The Creator/creature distinction serves to enhance our understanding of 

theology proper and instructs us to the transcendent nature of God.  In concert, Calvin’s 

implementation of divine accommodation and mediation reveal that God becomes 

imminent through the Mediator.  Christophanies remind us that the Immanuel promise 

displays the divine entering into our world and condescending to stoop to our frailties.  In 

periods of need Christ appears, pointing the recipient to Himself in the moment and to His 

coming incarnation.  Consequently, Calvin explicates a manner through which to counsel 

and pastorally care for those needing to comprehend the divine imminence while also 

serving to instruct those who stand to gain from contemplating God’s transcendence.  

Calvin’s work yields significant fruit which should influence our understanding of and 

approach to the Old Testament. 

6.4 Potential Avenues for Further Inquiry 

Having revisited my study on Calvin’s Christophanic hermeneutic and drawn multiple 

applications, what remains is to suggest avenues for continuing Christophanic research.  

Throughout my analysis several intriguing thoughts emerged that merit additional 

attention.  In this section I briefly outline routes to continue to develop the understanding 

of Calvin, Christophanies, and Christology.  Specifically, and in addition to those 

mentioned in the preceding section, I suggest three questions deserving additional thought 

and research.   

The first is, to what extent does Calvin’s Christophanic hermeneutic extend?  

Several scholars interested in theophanies suggested that in a broad sense presence is 

signified by speech.  Consequently, any form of divine speech carries an implication of the 

divine presence.  Calvin also seems to indicate that all revelation is given by Christ as a 
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function of His prophetic office.  Thus, the question exists, does Calvin advocate for the 

Christophonic in addition to the Christophanic?  If so, what distinguishes the 

Christophonic from the theophonic?  The Father, it seems, speaks at particular points in 

history (the transfiguration, the baptism of Christ, Exodus 33, et cetera), which raises the 

question: what determines when the Father speaks and when the Son speaks?   

Secondly, to what extent does Calvin’s mediatorial understanding extend?  Limited 

scholarship has been produced examining the mediatorial offices of Christ and the question 

of the application to the eschaton.  In what manner is Christ the Mediator in the eschaton?  

What aspects of creaturely mediation will remain and which aspects of mediation due to 

sin will cease?  How might Christophanies aid our understanding of Calvin’s view of the 

eschaton?  In what ways does mediation toward the angels serve as a precursor?  

Finally, what do Christophanies reveal about the significance of the Christophanic 

moment?  Why does Christ appear at these specific instances in history and how should 

that impact and inform our exegesis?  What does the particular form signify?  Why does 

Christ sometimes appear as the Captain of the Lord prepared for battle, a visitor, a non-

descriptive Angel, a cloud or pillar of fire, et cetera?  How does the appearance address the 

particular situation the recipient is in?        

6.5 Final Remarks 

Calvin’s Christophanic understanding provides insights into multiple aspects of his 

understanding of theology.  I have sought to provide a comprehensive examination of his 

articulation which remains true to his intent and which considers the contemporary 

discussion.  An often too obscure theological concept, Christophanies yield a wealth of 

opportunity to unveil significant Christological doctrines. 

 Arguably one of the most significant contributions that Calvin offers is a novel 

means of understanding divine manifestations.  Contrary to the other Christophanic 

proponents surveyed, Calvin offers an argument that does not leave ambiguity or allow for 
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theophanies to coexist alongside Christophanies.  In the process, Calvin provides a more 

rigorous articulation by grounding his convictions in the Trinitarian missions rather than 

on grammatical features within the text.  Significantly, this allows Calvin’s argument to be 

augmented by contemporary arguments without having to rely on similar lines of logic.  

Calvin’s development immensely contributes to the modern Christophanic debate by 

answering counterarguments, avoiding questionable features, and providing a robust, novel 

argument that enhances pre-incarnate understandings alongside Christology. 

The wealth of applications suggested by this study demonstrate the power and 

necessity of Calvin’s argument for contemporary scholarship and pastoral training.  

Although not exhaustive, I have articulated five broad categories which stand to benefit 

from Calvin’s remarks: Hermeneutics, the Doctrine of the Trinity, Missiology, Theology 

Proper, and Pastoral Care.  Each area offers both doctrinal and practical applications that 

ought to shape our theological understanding and preaching.  At a minimal level, this 

illustrates that Christophanies are not an obscure feature of Scripture.  Rather, they serve to 

further explicate foundational truths of the Christian life and message.  Pastors and 

scholars alike stand to greatly benefit from reexamining the Reformer’s insights into divine 

manifestations.      

Ignoring Christ’s pre-incarnate appearances risks limiting our understanding of 

Christ’s person and work.  Christ is not restricted to the New Testament.  To develop a 

correct Christology, we must carefully examine all appearances of Christ.  Calvin provides 

an analysis highlighting the Son’s Trinitarian mission, furthering our understanding of 

Christ’s mediatorial offices.  The applications from Calvin’s comments are numerous and 

his observations reveal the Mediator working throughout the Old Testament.  Calvin’s 

Christophanic hermeneutic proclaims the manifestation of the Mediator as the Angel of the 

Lord and the person of the Trinity whose mission is to manifest the accommodated divine 

essence to His people.  The Immanuel promise is fulfilled in Christ’s pre-incarnate, 
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mediatorial appearances that orient us toward the salvific work accomplished by the 

incarnate Christ at Calvary.  Hence, Calvin boldly proclaims that the theophanic is ever 

and only Christophanic.  
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